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Volume II
PREFACE
This volume describes the designof the VoyagerSpacecraft System, the Operational Support
Equipment requirements, andthe Mission DependentEquipment requirements resulting from
the system updatestudy.
The mission concept for Voyager has not changedsubstantially since the previous PhaseB,
Task B study in late 1965. The Saturn V LaunchVehicle is used to inject two identical plane-
tary vehicles on a Mars trajectory. Eachplanetary vehicle consists of a flight spacecraft
and a flight capsule and, after separation from the Saturn V, the two vehicles provide com-
plete mission redundancy. The flight spacecraft serves as a bus to deliver the flight capsule
into Mars orbit from which it subsequentlydescendsand soft lands to carry out surface ex-
periments. The flight spacecraft then carries out an orbiting science mission for periods
ranging from six months for early missions to two years for subsequentmissions.
The flight spacecraft developedin this system update is shownin the illustration on the page
opposite. This design is described in detail in this volume which is organized in the following
major sections:
Section Subject
I Guidelines and Study Approach VOY-D-100
II System Functional Description and Analysis VOY-D-200
III Subsystem Functional Description and Analysis VOY-D-300
IV Design Standards VOY-D-400
V Operational Support Equipment VOY-D-500
VI Mission Dependent Equipment VOY-D-600
Identifioation No.
Section I describes the study approach and discusses major constraints and guidelines that
were imposed, with emphasis on requirements or guidelines which have changed since the
last Voyager System design study.
Section II is a system level description of the resulting spacecraft design and its interfaces
with other systems. Major system analyses and trade studies, such as trajectory and orbit
selection, are covered.
Section III describes the baseline design of each subsystem, with discussion of alternates that
were considered in arriving at the selected design.
Section IV covers some limited areas of design standards to be applied to the Voyager space-
craft.
Section V is an analysis of Operational Support Equipment (OSE) requirements and an evalua-
tion of a number of OSE concepts with selection of a preferred approach.
Section VI analyzes the space flight operation together with the current and planned capabili-
ties of the deep space network to define probable requirements for mission dependent hard-
ware and software to support the mission.
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TE LECOMMUNICATION SUBSYSTEM
1. SCOPE
This document gives a summary description of the selected 1973 Voyager flight spacecraft
telecommunication system comprising the radio, command, telemetry, data storage and
data automation subsystems. The requirements placed on the subsystems, the operation
during a typical mission, and the performance parameters are given. Graphs of the tele-
metry, tracking, and command, and ranging performance are included.
2. TELECOMMUNICATION REQUIREMENTS
The spacecraft telecommunication system must perform the following general functions:
ao
Do
Co
Telemeter spacecraft and capsule engineering data throughout the mission.
Telemeter data from science instruments during the orbital phase. Provide a
relay antenna, and transmit capsule engineering and science data that was stored
during capsule de-orbit and entry phases up through capsule impact.
Receive commands from the stations of the DSIF, decode the commands and
provide switch enclosures or quantitative data to the spacecraft and capsule
subsystems.
Provide for range rate, range and angular tracking of the spacecraft by the DSIF
stations.
d. Control and sequence the science instruments and format science data.
All radio functions are to be compatible with the NASA Deep Space Net as defined in the
JPL document: EPD-283 (Revision 2), "Planned Capabilities of the DSN for Voyager 1973,
1 January 1967. "
The above general requirements are expanded by mission phase to delineate the require-
ments imposed on the system by the mission operations in the following section.
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2. i. LAUNCHPHASE
Two phasesof the launch phaseare considered: pre-launch and launch through injection.
a. Pre-launch - In the 45 to 60 days before launch, all operational modes must be
checked out. The telecommunications subsystems will be checked by use of the
umbilical and by radio link.
b. Launch Through Injection - From launch to separation of each spacecraft from the
booster, radio communications must be accomplished through parasitic antennas
on the shroud. The DSIFstationsNo. 71 at KSC and No. 72 at Ascension may view
the spacecraft during ascent to parking orbit. Depending on the length of the
parking orbit ( < 90 minutes) communications with the other stations of the DSN
may be possible for brief periods. Communications are required for the trans-
mission of engineering data from the spacecraft and capsule. Command for back-
up to on-board commands, and range rate and range tracking are also required.
Telemetry data will also be relayed via the launch vehicle. The transmitted tele-
metry spectrum will be compatible with DSN automatic acquisition.
2.2. ACQUISITION PHASE
Depending on the duration of the parking orbit, the spacecraft may be in view of Johannes-
burg, Woomera or possibly the Goldstone station during injection and acquisition of celestial
attitude references. During the acquisition period, and subsequently during cruise in the
heliocentric transfer trajectory, the spacecraft will come into view of all the DSIF stations.
Telemetry, command and tracking requirements are the same as during launch. The high-
gain antenna is used to verify Can.pus acquisition.
2.3. INTERPLANETARY CRUISE (BEFORE FIRST MANEUVER)
The spacecraft will be fully stabilized. Coverage by the DSIF stations will be continuous.
The command subsystem must accept quantitative commands that specify the turns and
velocity magnitude that the spacecraft must accomplish for trajectory corrections.
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2.4. INTERPLANETARY TRAJECTORY CORRECTION
The first trajectory correction occurs 2 to 10 days after launch. It is assumed that the
spacecraft may assume any attitude during the maneuver. During the turns to and from the
stabilized motor burn attitude, continuous communication is not required. After achieving
the motor burn attitude, telemetry is required to verify that the correct attitude has been
achieved. Command is required so that the burn may be inhibited if the proper attitude was
not reached. Storage of engineering data is required while the spacecraft is not in the
normal cruise attitude. Tracking is not required. Later trajectory corrections have the
same requirements.
2.5. INTERPLANETARY CRUISE
After a maneuver, the stored data will be dumped at a high rate.
are the same as the first cruise phase.
All other requirements
2.6. MARS ORBIT INSERTION
The requirements are the same as for earlier maneuvers.
2.7. ORBITAL OPERATIONS
During the first periapsis pass after orbit insertion, high rate planet scan data is stored.
After a recorder is fullor the data automation system indicates no more data to be stored,
transmission of the stored data may begin. In addition to the planet scan science data,
spacecraft engineering data and science instrument housekeeping data shall be transmitted
in real time. During capsule checkout and capsule separation, capsule data shall be trans-
mitted at a rate of 100 bps. Provision shallbe made for handling up to six quantitative
commands for the capsule as well as updating capability for up to ten computer and sequencer
commands for the capsule. After capsule separation the capsule relay data will
be received via a 400-mc antenna provided. The relay antenna shall provide coverage
such that the antenna gain in db will exceed the factor G, given by:
G (db)= -5 + 20 log10 (range to capsule in thousands of km)
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After capsule impact, the data stored in the relay subsystem recorder shall be
transmitted to the DSIF stations.
2.8. MARS ORBIT TRIM
During orbit trim maneuvers, communication requirements are the sameas in earlier
maneuvers.
3. FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 DESCRIPTION OF BASELINE DESIGN
The Voyager telecommunication system is composed of the following five subsystems:
a. Radio subsystem
b. Telemetry subsystem
c. Data Storage subsystem
d. Command subsystem
e. Data Automation subsystem
A simplified block diagram of the telecommunication system is given in Figure 1. The
system configuration is basically that given in the Task B final report. Included in the
changes that have been incorporated are:
a. The data automation subsystem has been included in the telecommunication
subsystem.
b. The diameter of the high-gain antenna has been increased from 7.5 to 9.5 feet.
c. The fixed primary low-gain antenna has been removed and another antenna, capable
of providing communications during late maneuvers, has been added.
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d. Error control coding has been incorporated in the high data rate channel.
e. The number of tape recorders has been reduced from six to four.
f. The 15 bps command detector has been replaced by another 0.5 bps detector.
Detailed descriptions of the updated subsystems are given in sections VOY-D-311 through
VOY-D-315. Following are summary descriptions.
3.1.1. Radio Subsystem
The radio subsystem, Figure 2, is capable of transmitting at either 6 or 50 watts, at S-band.
The 6-watt power amplifier is employed during launch and acquisition; the 50-watt power
amplifiers are used throughout the remainder of the mission. The power amplifiers are
driven by the exciter section of the transponders, in which the telemetry data and ranging
signal phase modulate the carrier. The receiver section of each transponder demodulates
the command or ranging signals transmitted by the DSIF stations, and provides the coherent
carrier reference for the exciters for range rate tracking. The command subcarrier signal
is processed in the command subsystem; the turn-around ranging signal is filtered and
limited in the transponder. Four S-band antennas are located as shown in Figure 3. During
launch, the stowed broad-coverage antenna is rf-coupled to the launch vehicle shroud
antenna. After separation, the broad-coverage antenna is deployed and is used for early
cruise communications. This antenna is located on the spacecraftoX axis. Its pattern is
toroidal with _e null along the X axis. Although the earth passes near this null during the
very early portion of the cruise phase of the 1973 mission, very little antenna gain is
required during this period and communications are readily maintained.
The 9.5-foot high-gain parabolic reflector antenna may also be used in the early cruise
phases after the spacecraft is fully stabilized. It is stowed during launch and is deployed
after injection. It is steered by commands from the computer and sequencer subsystem so
that it can point to Earth throughout the cruise and orbit phases of the mission.
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During maneuvers, it is not planned to swing the high-gain antenna around, but the capability
is provided so that the high-gain antenna can be used as a back-up means of verifying the
maneuver attitude, or to provide the best possibility of obtaining tracking data during motor
burn, if this should be required. Maneuver communication is provided by a slot-excited
parallel-plate antenna mounted near the +X axis as shown in Figure 3. This antenna produces
a fan-shaped beam which gives nearly 180 degrees coverage between the spacecraft + Z and
- Z axes (thrust axis) in the X - Z plane. During a maneuver, the spacecraft is rolled about
the Z-axis until the earth is within the pattern. The fourth S-band antenna is a fixed medium-
gain antenna of the Mariner-C type which produces a beam of elliptical cross section. This
antenna is provided as a back-up to the high-gain antenna, and will support a science data
rate of 1,266 bps for at least 75 days after encounter.
A 400-mc antenna is provided for the relay subsystem. This antenna, mounted as shown in
Figure 3, views the capsule during descent through capsule impact while the spacecraft is in
its normal attitude.
3.1.2. Telemetry Subsystem
The telemetry subsystem has five basic modes of operation (as given in Table 1) in which
engineering, capsule, and science data are collected and processed for storage or trans-
mission. During normal cruise and orbital operations, all non-stored data is transmitted
at 150 bps on a 432.0 khz subcarrier, while all recorded data is simultaneously transmitted
at 40,500; 20,250; or 10,125 bps. During maneuvers and emergencies, engineering data is
transmitted at 7.5 bps. Stored science and engineering data are transmitted at 1,265 5/8
bps and 37.5 bps respectively during the orbit science back-up mode in case of loss of the
high-gain antenna system.
A functional block diagram of the telemetry subsystem is given in Figure 4. Analog
engineering data is multiplexed and conditioned, if required, by the commutator. The
multiplexed analog data is encoded into seven bit words by the ADC. The encoded analog
VOY-D-310
Table 1. DataTransmission Modes
Mode
4
5
Title
Maneuver
Cruise
Orbit
Earth Occulation
Cruise Recorder
Readout
Capsule Checkout
Description
Transmitted - Maneuverengineering data,
including attitude verification channels,
transmitted at 7.5 bps.
Stored - Maneuver engineering, motor
burn, and capsuleengineering data collected
at 150bps.
Transmitted- Cruise engineering data
transmitted at 150bps.
Transmitted - Stored data from TV, scanner,
and spectrometers transmitted at 40.5;
20.25; 10.125kbps.
Engineering data transmitted at 150 bps.
Backup rates of 1,265//37.5 bps are used
with medium-gain antenna.
Stored- TV, scanner, and spectrometer
data.
As abovebut all data stored. Science
playback is inhibited.
Transmitted - Storedmaneuver data
transmitted at 10,125 bps.
Cruise engineering data transmitted at
150bps.
Transmitted - Storeddata from TV, scanner,
and spectrometers is transmitted at 40.5;
20.25; 10.125kbps.
Engineering data (50bps) and Capsule
checkout data (100bps) transmitted at
150bps°
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VOY-D-310
data is time-multiplexed with digital engineering data and presented to the data selector.
The data selector time-multiplexes the spacecraft engineering data with the digital capsule
data.
The format programmer has the basic function of selecting the data source, and determining
the number of words to be clocked out of the data source. The two format programmers
provide functional redundancy, in addition to a means for effectively running two commuta-
tors at the same time. This feature is required during maneuvers in which one format
must be stored and a different one transmitted.
The redundant 32,6 error control block coders encode the stored data during orbital opera-
tions and during readout of stored maneuver data.
The subcarrier modulator receives two inputs: (1) the time-multiplexed real time data
stream consisting of engineering and capsule data, and (2) the stored data input consisting
of recorded TV data, scanner data, spectrometer data, or recorded maneuver data. Each
of the two inputs is placed on a subcarrier. The two channels are linearly summed, as in
the case of orbit operations, or only the real time data channel is transmitted, as in the
case of normal cruise operations.
3.1.3. Data Storage Subsystem
The data storage subsystem as shown in Figure 5 provides for the storage of digital data
from the science and telemetry subsystems. It is composed of four magnetic tape recorders
and their associated control and power supply electronics. Two recorders, each having a
capacity of 1.2 x 109 bits, provide storage for the video data, and the remaining two, each
having a capacity of 3.6 x 107 bits, provide storage for the non-video and maneuver data.
For normal orbital operations one video recorder records frame multiplexed data from the
two medium resolution TV cameras. The second video recorder records high resolution
TV data. Both recorders are interchangeable and carry extra tape in order to store an
11
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orbits worth of data apiece for a transmission rate of 40,500 bps. A third recorder stores
the multiplexed non-video data, while the fourth is used for maneuver data. These two
recorders are interchangeable, also.
3.1.4. Command Subsystem
The command subsystem, Figure 6, performs the functions of detecting and passing execute
pulses or digital information streams to various spacecraft users as addressed from the
ground via the radio subsystem. It is basically a modification and extension of the Mariner
B and C command systems. Command data may be relayed to the spacecraft through any
one of the three channels shown on the block diagram at a rate of one-half data bit per
second. Each data bit is divided into two sub-bits of opposite polarity.
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The command subcarrier is demodulated in the Detector, and the command data signal is
matched-filter detected on a sub-bit basis. The Manchester coded data bits are checked
for errors in the program control unit, which recognizes the word synchronization pattern
and generates the required timing signals for discrete and quantitative commands. The
decoder access unit selects the decoder configuration to be used by decoding the first two
bits of each command. The outputs of the two decoders are in series, and normally both
decoders operate to produce a command. In the event of failure of one decoder, it may be
bypassed by the decoder access unit. The command decoders provide dc isolated switch
closures for each discrete command output. The quantitative command data bits are
transferred to the addressed subsystem through isolated switches also. The command
subsystem has the capability for up to 246 discrete or quantitative commands, which
exceeds the requirements defined in the "Flight Sequence", VOY-D-230, by over ten per-
cent, thus allowing for growth.
13
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3.1.5. Data Automation Subsystem
The data automation subsystem, Figure 7, provides the electrical interface between the
science instruments and the remainder of the spacecraft. The DAS performs two functions:
a.
b.
Provides all control and sequencing signals required by the science instruments
and the planet scan platform.
Converts the science instrument outputs into formats suitable for storage in the
data storage subsystem.
The parameters used to define the sequencing of each instrument are stored and can be
changed by quantitative commands. The command distributor receives the commands from
the command subsystem and distributes them to the appropriate sequence parameter storage
in the sequencer.
The signal conditioner matches voltage and impedance levels, commutates the instrument
output when there are two channels and converts the analog output to a digital signal. The
format generator combines the data, synchronization information and identification data in
a format suitable for storage and subsequent transmission to the ground station.
For the baseline science instrument payload, the sequencer is required to handle approx-
imately 80 programmable sequencer parameters. For example, the normal TV sequencing
mode requires three parameters: (1) time to obtain first image, (2) time between images,
and (3) total number of images.
Three of the non-TV instruments have dual channel outputs, hence need commutation. Each
instrument output will be converted from analog to digital by standardized A/D convertors.
Each instrument output will be put into separate formats and subsequently stored in the data
storage subsystem on individual recorders. The one exception occurs when the two medium
resolution TV units are shuttered alternately. In this case, their formatted outputs are
stored on a single recorder. That is, a frame from camera 1 is stored followed by a frame
from camera 2. This sequence is repeated up to a maximum of 42 frames.
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3.2. OPERATION
In the following section, the operations of the telecommunication subsystems are described.
Table 2 summarizes the operations by mission phase.
3.2.1. Launch Operations
During the portions of the launch phase in which the two spacecraft are mated to the booster,
the communication systems on the booster will relay the spacecraft telemetry data signal
and will provide the primary means of obtaining tracking data. Radio links with the two
spacecraft provide the following capabilities:
a. Back-up direct telemetry data
b. Emergency command capability
c. Acquisition by the DSIF stations of the spacecraft signal prior to separation.
The radio links during launch are through parasitic antennas on the shroud which are rf-
coupled to the stowed broad coverage antenna on each spacecraft. Because of the limitations
of rf power and dc voltage which must be observed in order to prevent breakdown as the
vehicle passes through the altitudes of critical pressure, a 6-watt solid state transmitter is
employed. This transmitter is diplexed with a receiver to the antenna.
The data collection and transmission requirements during launch are for spacecraft and
capsule engineering data. There is no data storage requirement. Spacecraft and capsule
engineering data is transmitted throughout the mission (except during maneuvers) at a rate
of 150 bps on a 432 kc subcarrier. The same data rate and subcarrier were chosen for use
in launch. Not only does this provide a capability which satisfies the launch telemetry
requirements without adding an additional data rate, sampling format or subcarrier modu-
lator, but it provides a free spectral band of greater than 800 kc about the carrier, so that
a DSIF automatic acquisition sweep of +150 kc can be readily accommodated without the
possibility of false lock on a sideband.
16
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Table 2. Operation by Mission Phase (Sheet 1 of 4)
Phase
Pre-Launch
Launch &
Injection
Acquisition
Initial
Inter-
planetary
Cruise
Time
45-60
45 min
1 hr.
45 min
DSIF Station
DSIF 71
DSIF 71,
Ascension
Johannesburg,
Woomera
Goldstone
Johannesburg,
Woomera,
Madrid
Canberra.
Goldstone
Tracking
Checkout
of ranging
Doppler
tracking
Doppler
tracking
Doppler
tracking
and rang-
ing as
required
Command
Checkout of
all operational
modes
Command
capability at
1/2 bps
through pri-
mary low gain
via parasitic
antenna on
shroud
Command
through either
low gain
antenna by
transmitter
frequency
selection
Command
capability at
1/2 bps. The
Command S/S
accepts quan-
titative com-
mands speci-
fying turns
and velocity
magnitude
for trajectory
correction.
The high gain
antenna may
be used in
addition to
the low gain
antennas
Data
Collection
Checkout of
telemetry S/S
and Data Storage
S/S collection
modes at all
rates
TLM S/S in
Mode 2 (Cruise
Mode). Space-
craft, engineer-
ing and capsule
data is collected
for transmission
Same as above.
Engineering
data includes
roll rate and
roll position
information
Same as above.
Data
Transmission
Transmission at
all rates and
modes
Transmission at
150 bps, 6 watts,
through stowed
broad coverage
antenna to shroud
antenna. Teleme-
try data also
relayed to the
launch vehicle
Transmission at
150 bps, 6 watts.
through broad
coverage antenna.
At completion of
iacquisition,
i transmission at
50 W through high-
Igain antenna (used
for Canopus
verification)
Transmission at
150 bps, 50 watts,
through high-gain
lantenna during
normal cruise.
17
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Table 2. Operation by Mission Phase (Sheet 2 of 4)
Data Data
Phase Time DSIF Station Tracking Command Collection Transmission
Arrival date
separation
maneuver
Tu rn,
Thrust,
Turn
Reacquisi-
tion
Completed
Goldstone
2 to 10
days after
launch
Duration
3.5hr
Goldstone
Tracking
not required
Command
capability at
1/2 bps when
spac ec raft
has assumed
motor burn
atti_,ude
TLM S/S inMode
1. Maneuver
engineering data
is collected for
transmission.
Attitude verifi-
cation data in
format. Maneu-
ver engineering
motor burn,
and capsule
data is collect-
ed for storage.
TLM S/S is
commanded by
the C&S to Mode
4. Real time
data is collected
as in normal
cruise. Stored
maneuver data
is played back.
At completion
of playback
TLM S/S goes
to Mode 2
Transmission at
7.5bps, 50 watts,
through maneuver
antenna
Simultaneous
transmission of
real time data at
150 bps and
stored maneuver
_data at 10,125 bps
!50 watts through
high-gain
antenna
Additional
Interplanetary
Cruise Phases Same as Initial Interplanetary Cruise
Additional
Interplanetary
Trajectory
Correction
Phases Same as Arrival Date Separation Maneuver
18
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Table 2. Operation by Mission Phase (Sheet 3 of 4)
Data Data
Phase Time DSIF Station Tracking Command Collection Transmission
Orbit Tracking not
Insertion required
Turn,
Thrust,
Turn
Reacquisi-
tion
Orbital
Operations
(Pre-capsule
separation)
6 months
after
launch
3 hrs Goldstone
All Stations Doppler
tracking and
ranging as
required
Command
capability at 1/2
bps when space-
craft has
assumed
motor burn
attitude
Command
capability
at I/2 bps.
Science
sequencing
commands and
C&S commands
may be updated
TLM S/S in Mode
I. Maneuver
engineering data
is collected for
transmission.
Attitude verifi-
cation data in
format. Maneu-
ver engineering.
motor burn, and
capsule data is
collected for
storage
TLM S/S is
commanded by
C&S to Mode 4.
Stored maneu-
ver data is
played back.
At completion
of playback
TLM S/S goes
to Mode 2
TLM S/S in Mode
5. Spacecraft
engineering and
science engineer-
ing data is col-
lected for real
time transmis-
sion. Capsule
diagnostic data
is contained in
format. Science
data {scan and
non-scan) is col-
lected and stored
Playback of re-
corded data be-
gins when record-
er is full or DAS
indicates no
more data for
storage
Transmission at
7.5 bps. 50 watts,
through maneuver
antenna
Simultaneous
transmission of
real time data at
150 bps and stored
data at 10. 125bps.
50 watts through
hi,,h-gain antenna.
At completion of
stored data read-
out. transmission
is at 150 bps. 50
watts, through
high-gain antenna
Simultaneous
transmission of
real time data at
150 bi)s and stored
data at 40,500. or
20.250 or 10,125
bps at 50 watts
through high-gain
Iantenna
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Table 2. Operation by Mission Phase (Sheet 4 of 4}
Phase Time
Orbit Trim
Capsule
Checkout
and
Separation
Orbital
Operation
Post
Separation
Earth
Occultations
Sun
Occultations
3 hr
28 rain
DSIF Station
Goldstone
All Stations
Tracking
Doppler
tracking
and ranging
as required
Doppler
tracking
and ranging
as required
Command
Data
Collection
Same as Orbit Injection
Command
capability at
1/2 bps. Cap-
sule quantita-
tive commands
and updated
C&S commands
for the capsule
are accepted
Same as Orbit-
al Operations
(Pre-Capsule
Separation)
TLM S/S inMode
5. Spacecraft
engineering and
capsule checkout
data (100 bps) is
collected for real
time transmis-
sion. Science
data is processed
as in normal or-
bit operations.
After capsule
separation, cap-
sule relay data
is stored by
relay S/S
Same as Orbital
Operations (Pre-
Capsule Separa-
tion). Capsule
relay data is
handled same as
recorded science
data
TLM S/S in Mode
3. Real time
data stored if
low- rate science
recorder is
available. Science
playback inhibited
Same as Orbital Operation
Data
Transmission
y
Same as in Orbital
Operations
Same as Orbital
Operations (Pre-
Capsule Separa-
tion)
NA
2O
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3.2.2. Acquisition
After injection and separation from the booster, the broad-coverage, maneuver and high-gain
antennas are deployed. Telemetry, command and tracking modes of operation are the same
as during launch; however, the shroud is gone and communication is directly through the
broad-coverage antenna. The spacecraft acquires the sun and then rolls to acquire Canopus.
During the roll, communications can be lost when the broad-coverage antenna is shadowed
by the spacecraft. This can occur for only a short period of time when the spacecraft roll
angle is approximately 180 degrees from its cruise reference. When Canopus lock is
achieved, the antenna is on the earth side of the spacecraft. If a false Canopus lock occurs
when the antenna is shadowed, commands can be transmitted via the maneuver antenna to
restart the roll-search operation by selecting the proper transmitting frequency. In fact,
any of three command paths can be used by frequency selection throughout the mission
assuming the associated antenna provides adequate gain in the direction of earth. To obtain
two-way tracking and turnaround ranging, the transmitting antenna must also be used for
reception.
3.2.3. Interplanetary Cruise
After acquisition of the celestial references, normal cruise operations are required. Tele-
metry transmission is switched to the 50-watt, high-gain antenna mode. The high-gain
antenna is used to verify Canopus acquisition. During the cruise phase, the spacecraft will
perform trajectory correction maneuvers. In order to orient the motor in the proper
direction, the vehicle may assume any attitude. Further the magnitude of the velocity
change to be accomplished cannot be determined before launch. Therefore, the command
system must provide for transmitting the turn and velocity magnitude data to the spacecraft.
This data, in the form of quantitative commands, is addressed to the user subsystems by
the command decoder.
3.2.4. Interplanetary Trajectory Corrections
The vehicle thrust axis must be oriented to the proper position in space for a trajectory
correction. Before motor burn, this attitude must be verified via telemetry.
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The high-gain antennacanbe used for this function; however, it must be commandedto a new
position. Sincethis is not desirable, a maneuver antennais provided for this purpose. It
can support transmission of 7.5 bps out to at least 285x 106km. During early maneuvers,
the broad-coverage antennais also capable of providing this function.
The 7.5 bps telemetry modeprovides adequateattitude verification data in addition to other
engineering and capsuledata. However, because the data rate is so much less than the
normal engineering rate {150bps) andbecausecontinuous coverage cannotbe guaranteed
during spacecraft turns andenginefiring, the normal engineering and capsule data is stored
during the maneuverfor transmission to earth after the spacecraft returns to the normal
cruise attitude. Commandcapability is required to back up on-board commandsand to
inhibit motor burn if there is a malfunction. Either of the two low-gain antenna-receiver
combinations maybe usedfor commandby selecting the appropriate frequency of the ground
transmitter.
3.2.5. Mars Orbit Insertion
The telecommunications requirements are the same as during interplanetary trajectory
corrections. Communications during the turns and telemetry reception during motor burn
are not required.
3.2.6. Mars Orbital Operations
During normal orbit operations, the planet scan science data is stored as it is collected.
Transmission may begin as soon as a recorder is full or the data automation subsystem
indicates playback should start. The recorders are read out in sequence, each recorder
being available for new data as soon as it is emptied. The recorders may be read out at
rates of 40,500, 20,250, and 10,125 bps. The rate of 10,125 bps can be maintained beyond
maximum Mars-Earth range. Concurrently with the high rate science data from the
recorders, spacecraft science and capsule engineering data are transmitted at 150 bps.
Commands may be received to backup on-board commands. Range and range rate tracking
may be used for orbit determination.
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Before capsule separation, orbit trim maneuvers may be required. The command system
is required to receive turn and velocity data as for interplanetary trajectory correction
maneuvers. During the maneuver, telemetry data transmission is reduced to 7.5 bps, and
engineering and capsule data are recorded for transmission after the maneuver is complete.
Command capability is required after achieving the maneuver attitude.
Also, prior to capsule separation, capsule check-out operations require the transmission
of 100 bps of capsule data. The spacecraft engineering data transmission rate is, therefore,
reduced during the check-out period so that the capsule checkout data may be accommodated
with the 150 bps data rate. Normal science data collection and transmission can also be
carried out during this period.
After separation, capsule data are received and stored by the relay subsystem. The relay
subsystem is not part of the Spacecraft telecommunications system, although a 400 mc relay
antenna is provided. Following capsule impact, stored relay data is transmitted to earth
and normal orbital operations are resumed.
During earth occultation periods, science data is collected as in normal operations; however,
science data playback is inhibited. If a low-rate science recorder is available, engineering
data is stored.
3.3. DATA RATE SELECTION
The data rates selected for the transmission of telemetry data are discussed in this section.
For stored data, the primary rates are 40,500 bps, 20,250 bps and 10,125 bps. For the
backup systems, a rate of 1,265 bps is provided. The normal rate for the transmission of
real time spacecraft and capsule engineering data is 150 bps; for the backup system this
rate is reduced to 37.5 bps. During maneuvers or emergencies when low gain antennas are
used, a rate of 7.5 bps is provided for engineering data.
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The selection of the data rates for the transmission of stored data is madebasedon the data
transmission capability of the system as shownin Figure 8. The curve is plotted for worst
case conditions; that is, the data rate shownis calculated for the assumption that all adverse
11
tolerances hold. Evenunder this assumption, the selected data rates enable 2.3 x 10 bits
to be returned over the 180day orbital mission period based on the nominal encounter date
of March 1. Figure 9 showsthe variation of total data return over the mission as a function
of the data rate selection made, for trajectories with encounter dates spanningthe range of
interest. In addition to worst case conditions, the performance achievable if the system
performance is 3db aboveworst case is also considered. This represents the system
capability if performance is only 1 dbbelow nominal compared to the 4db degradation allowed
for by the worst case assumption.
Earlier encounterdates are clearly desirable from the communications standpointbecause
the communication range is shorter. However, constraints on the lighting conditions for
capsule landing, and on Canopusoccultations, make the later arrival date more likely (See
VOY-D-210). It canbe seenfrom the figure that the encounter date hasonly a small
influence on the selection of the data rates. The rates basedon 40 kbps maximum are more
favorable for later encounters, while rates based on 50 kbps maximum are slightly more
favorable for earlier encounters. The chosenmaximum rate is 40 kbps (the system clock
frequency leadsto a nominal rate of 40,500 bps)andtherates of 20 kbps and 10kbps allow
the transmission rate to be reduced to match the reduction in channel capacity which occurs
as the range increases during the mission. The transmission capability of the system is
required by the 1973mission specification to exceed 6.5 x 108bits per dayat encounter
which is equivalent to 7,500 bps. Thus the system capability exceedsthe requirement by
more than five to one. A low data rate of 1,265 bps is provided for the backup systems: the
fixed medium gain antenna with a 50 watt power amplifier, and the high gain antenna with
the 6 watt power amplifier. With the medium gain antenna, this rate can be maintained for
75 days after encounter, worst case, and with the high gain antenna, 6 watt power amplifier
combination, for 115 days after encounter. A higher rate, say 2,530 bps, was not provided
because it would complicate the system and thereby jeopardize the primary operating mode
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by adding an additional speed to the tape recorders. The only gain would be to enhance the
performance of the backup systems in the event performance was above worst case. For
the same reason, a lower rate was not provided.
The data rate provided for engineering data transmission is 150 bps which will readily
accommodate the engineering data requirements of all the spacecraft subsystems. The
capsule requirement is normally less than 1 bps, but during capsule checkout prior to
separation, 100 bps is allotted to the capsule. If one of the radio subsystem backup configu-
rations is in use, the rate for engineering data is reduced to 37.5 bps in order to maintain
the loss due to intermodulation below 0.7 db. During capsule checkout, 25 bPs would be
capsule data.
In order to provide a real time transmission capability during maneuvers and emergencies
when low gain antennas are used, a rate of 7.5 bps is provided. This rate can be maintained
by the zero db gain broad coverage antenna to a range of 190 x 106 krn. For the maneuver
antenna, the range is 285 x 106 km and real time telemetry can be achieved while in maneuver
attitude through encounter plus 45 days even under worst case conditions (including worst-case
pointing loss of 3 db).
4. INTERFACE DEFINITIONS
The detailed boundary definitions and interface characteristics between the telecommunica-
tion subsystem and other spacecraft systems are specified in the individual subsystem
functional descriptions.
5. PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
This section summarizes the parameters and performance characteristics of the tele-
communication system.
5.1. SYSTEM PARAMETERS
Tables 3 and 4, together with Figures 10 and 11, give the values of the significant parameters
that determine the performance of the telemetry and command links. The parameters have
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been groupedinto four categories (transmission mode, channel, reception mode, andpolar-
ization loss) such that their combinations provide all inputs to the design control tables for
the selected links.
In addition to the parameters contained in Tables 3 and 4 are the following characteristics of
the telemetry, command, andranging channels(see VOY-D-312 for characteristics related to
commandword structure).
5.1.1. Telemetry
a. Transmission Rates
1. 7.5 bps
2. 150 bps
3. 40500/150 bps
4. 20250/150 bps
5. 10125/150 bps
6. 1266/37.5 bps
b. Type of Encoding
1. 7.5-bps channel: bi-phase modulated 13.5 kc squarewave subcarrier.
2. 150-bps channel: bi-phase modulated 432 kc squarewave subcarrier.
3. 40500/150, 20250/150, 10125/150 bps channels: high-rate data is coded (32
code bits per 6 data bits) and bi-phase modulates a squarewave subcarrier (one
code bit per cycle of subcarrier). Low-rate data bi-phase modulates a 432 kc
squarewave subcarrier.
4. 1266/37.5 bps chamml: same as above except low-rate data bi-phase modulates
a 13.5 kc subcarrier.
c. Channel Requirements: 493 engineering measurements
d. Engineering Data Word Length: 7 bits
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Command
a. Transmission Rate
1. Sub-bit rate: 1.0 bps
2. Command bit rate: 0.5 bps
b. Modulation type: Digital PSK with PN sync
c. Number of commands required
d.
5.1.3.
1. Discrete: 198
2. Quantitative: 21
Number of commands available: 246
Ranging (See Appendix B for short description and analysis}
a. Type: Turnaround; DSIF Mark I.
b. Code type: Short code (clock, X, A, B, and C code components have lengths 2, 11,
31, 63, and 127 bits, respectively}.
c. Threshold signal-to-noise ratio in a 1-cps noise bandwidth that results in minimum
acceptable performance for the ranging system: 15 db.
d. Code acquisition time at threshold: < 1 hour.
e. Ranging phase-lock-loop threshold noise bandwidth: 0.8
f. Transponder turnaround ranging channel noise bandwidth:
g. Modulation index (both transmitters): 1.05 +0.1 radians.
+1.4 db
h. Carrier modulation loss: -6.0 -1.8
+0.4
i. Ranging modulation loss: -1.5
-0.6
j. Correlation loss :
ure 12).
+0
-0.16 cps.
2.5 ±0.25 mc.
function of SNR in transponder ranging video bandwidth (see Fig-
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5.2. PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
Appendix A contains design control tables for all telecommunication links. Performance of
the links versus range is also given in the appendix. Tabular summaries of greyout range
(range at which the performance margin is equal to the sum of the adverse tolerances) for
telemetry and command links are given in Tables 5 and 6, along with an index to the tables
and graphs of Appendix A. Ranging performance is shown in Figure A-29 of Appendix A for
both nominal and worst-case conditions using the 85-ft/dish and the 210-ft dish ground sta-
tions with 100 kilowatts of transmitted power. Reception and transmission at the spacecraft
are through the high-gain antenna and the 50-watt transmitter is assumed. Channel threshold
is exceeded in all cases at maximum Earth-Mars range. Design control tables A-34 through
A-37 in addition to Figure 12 (correlation loss versus SNR in Video Bandwidth) provide the
data used to derive the ranging performance curves.
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Table 5. Summary of Telemetry Performance
Transmission
Mode
6-watt parasitic
6-watt parasitic
6-watt parasitic
6-watt parasitic
6-watt broad coverage
6-watt broad coverage
6-watt broad coverage
50-watt high gain
50-watt high gain
50-watt broad coverage
50-watt broad coverage
50-watt medium gain
6-watt high gain
6-watt high gain
50-watt high gain
50-watt high gain
50-watt high gain
50-watt medium gain
6-watt high gain
50-watt maneuver
50-watt maneuver
Channel
150bps
150bps
150bps
150bps
150bps
150bps
150bps
150bps
150bps
150bps
150bps
150 bps
150bps
150bps
40500/150bps
20250/150bps
10125/150bps
1266/37.5.bps
1266/37.5 bps
7.5 bps
7.5 bps
Reception
Mode
DSIF 71
DSIF 72
Acquisition
aid
85 ft
Acquisition
aid
85 ft
210ft
85ft
210 ft
85 ft
210ft
210ft
85 ft
210ft
210ft
210ft
210ft
210ft
210ft
85 ft
210ft
Greyout
Range
(KM)
1.74 x 103
1.03 x 105
8.9 xl03
7.33 x 105
8.13 x 104
6.7 x 106
1.68 x 107
9.3 x 108
2.34 x 109
2.02 x 107
5.06 x 107
3.6 x 108
3.0 x 108
7.5 x 108
2.21 x 108
3.02 x 108
4.07 x 108
3.12 x 108
3.55 x 108
1.6 x 108
4.03 x 108
Design
Control
Table No.
A-1
A-2
A-3
A-6
A-7
A-8
A-9
A-10
A-11
A-12
A-13
A-14
A-15
A-16
A-17
A-18
A-19
A-20
A-21
Figure
No.
A-I
A-2
A-3
A-6
A-6
A-7
A-7
A-8
A-8
A-9
A-10
A-10
A-11
A-12
A-13
A-14
A-15
A-16
A-16
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Summary of Command Performance
Reception
Mode
Parasitic
Parasitic
Parasitic
Broad coverage
Broad coverage
Broad coverage
Broad coverage
Mane uve r
Mane uve r
Maneuver
Medium gain
High gain
Transmis sion
Mode
DSIF 71
DSIF 72
Acquisition
Acquisition
85 ft/25 kw
85 ft/100 kw
210 ft/100 kw
85 ft/25 kw
85 ft/100 kw
210 ft/100 kw
85 ft/25 kw
85 ft/25 kw
Channel
(SBPS)
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Greyout
Range (KM)
3.84 x 103
3.42 x 106
2.32 x 105
1.95 x 106
1.27 x 108
2.54 x 108
6.84 x 108
1.95 x 108
3.89 x 108
1.05 x 109
3.6 x 108
5.19 x 109
Design Control
Table No.
A-22
A-23
A-24
A-25
A-26
A-27
A-28
A-29
A-30
A-31
A-32
A-33
Figure
A-17
A-18
A-19
A-20
A-21
A-22
A-23
A-24
A-25
A-26
A-27
A-28
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APPENDIX A
Appendix A contains performance curves (Figures A-1 through A-29_ and design control
tables (Tables A-1 through A-37) for the telecommunication links for both the prime modes
and major backupmodes of operation.
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Figure A-7. Link Performance Vs Range (Telemetry)
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Figure A-8. Link Performance Vs Range (Telemetry)
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Figure A-9. Link Performance Vs Range (Telemetry)
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Figure A-10. Link Performance Vs Range (Telemetry)
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Figure A-If. Link Performance Vs Range (Telemetry)
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Figure A-13. Link Performance Vs Range (Telemetry)
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Figure A-14. Link Performance Vs. Range (Telemetry)
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Figure A-15. Link Performance Vs. Range (Telemetry)
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Figure A-17. Link Performance Vs. Range (Command)
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Figure A-18. Link Performance Vs. Range (Command)
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Figure A-19. Link Performance Vs. Range (Command)
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Figure A-20. Link Performance Vs. Range (Command)
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Figure A-21. Link Performance Vs. Range (Command)
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Figure A-22. Link Performance Vs. Range (Command)
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Figure A-23. Link Performance Vs. Range (Command)
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Figure A-24. Link Performance Vs. Range (Command)
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Figure A-25. Link Performance Vs. Range (Command)
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Figure A-26. Link Performance Vs. Range (Command)
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Figure A-27. Link Performance Vs. Range (Command)
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Figure A-28. Link Performance Vs.. Range (Command)
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Table A-I.
TRANSMISSION MOQE - 6 WATT PAR&SITIC
CHANNEL - L50 aPS
RECEPTION MODE - DSIF 71
Telecommunication Design Control Table
TOLERANCES
NO PARAMETER VALUF FAVORABLE ADVERSE
% TOTAL TRANSMITTER _OWER 37.80 DBM 0.0D 08 -1.00 DB
TRANSMITTING CIRCUIT LOSS -22.10 08 0.00 08 0.00 DB
TRANSMITTING A4TENNk GAIN 0.00 DB 0.00 08 0.00 08
4 TRANSMITTING A_TENNA POINTING LOSS 0.00 DB 0.00 DB 0.00 DB
_, SPACE LOSS -159.70 OB 0.00 DB 0.00 08
' FMC= 2.29500000 03 MC R= 1.00000000 03 KM
6 POLARIZATION LOSS -3.00 OB 0.00 DB 0.00 DB
7 RECE[VINQ ANTENNA _AIN 26.00 08 1.00 08 oi.00 DB
8 RECEIVING ANTENNA POINT]NG LOSS -5.50 OB 5.50 OB 0.00 DB
9 RECEIVING C[RCJIT _OSS 0.00 DB 0.00 OB 0.00 08
10 NET CIRCUIT LOSS -164.30 D8 6.50 08 -1.00 R8
11 TOTAL RECEIVED POWER -126.50 DBM 7.30 D8 -2.O0 08
12 RECEIVER NOISE S_ECTRAL DENSITY -163.90 98M -I.00 DB 0.OO DB
IN/B)
T SYSTEM = 3000.n0
13 CARRIER MQDULATI3N LOSS -6.40 OB 1.2D DB -1.40 D8
14 RECEIVED CARRIER POWER "132.90 QBM 8.5O DB -3.AO 08
19 CARRIER APC NOISE _W (28L0 = 12.00I I0.80 OB 0.00 08 0.00 D8
CARRIE_ PERFORMA4CE-
TRkCKING(ONE-WAY)
SOURCE
2._.4+5.8
.7*8.9
I+I0
II'13
18 THRESHOLD SNR IN 2_LO 0.00 DB 0.00 DB 0.00 O8
17 THRESWOLO CARRIER POWER -153.10 O_M -1.00 D8 D.O0 DB 12,15+16
17A L58.10 08M 1.00 OB °0.00 OB
18 PERFORMANCE _ARGFN 20.20 n8 9.80 DB -3.40 DB 14,17A
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-
TRACKING(TWO-WAY)
19 THRESHOLD SNR IN 2_LO 2.00 DB 0.00 DB 0.00 DH
20 TRRESwOLO CARRIE_ POWE_ -181.10 _8M .1.00 08 O.Ofl DB
20A lSl.ln 9BM 1.00 DR .0.00 08
2% PERFORMANCE _A_GIN 18.20 OB 9.50 DB .3.¢0 Q8
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-
DATA DETECTIO_
22 THRESHOLI) SNR IN 2_LO [2.00 DB 0.00 08 0.00 08
23 THRESHOLD CARRIE R _OWEP -141.10 O9 W -1.00 DB 0.00 08 12*15-22
P3A 141,I0 DBM 1.00 D8 .0,00 D8
24 PERFORMANCE _kRGIN 8.20 DB 9.50 O8 .3.4o O8 14._3m
DATA CHANNEL A
25 MODULATION LOSS -l.lO DB 0.30 08 -0.$0 08
26 RECEIVFD DATA suecARRIER POWFR -i_7.60 98M 7.60 DB °2.80 DB ii,28
27 RIT _ATE (R=I/T) 21.R0 08 0.00 DB 0.00 OB
28 REQUIRED STIWId 6.70 D8 -0.3n 08 0.53 9B
29 THRESHOLD SUBCkRRIER POWER -135.40 OBM -1.30 O8 0.$0 DB 12+27+2R
29A 135.40 OBM 1.30 08 °0._0 DB
30 PERFORMANCE MARGIN 7.80 08 E.9n b8 -3.00 O8 26+29a
SYNO CHANNEL A
31 MODULATION L3SS -1.I0 g8 0.30 08 -0.50 O8
32 RECEIVFR SY_C SUqCARRIER POWFR -127.60 08 _ 7.60 O8 -2.50 98 10'31
33 SYNC APC NOISE 8w (28LD = 5.00I 7.00 08 -0.50 08 0.00 DB
34 THRESHOLD SNR IN 28L0 20.00 08 0.00 08 0.03 DB
35 THRESHOLD SURCARRIER P_WER "136.90 OB_ -1.50 _8 0.00 DB 12.33.34
35A 136.90 08_ l. SO 08 .0.00 OB
36 PERFnRMANC_ MARGT_ 9.3O DB 9.10 De -2.50 DB 32.38A
A-31
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Table A-2. Telecommunication Design Control Table
.. TRANSMISSION NODE - E WATT PARASITI_
.CHANNEL . ? 150 Bps+ _
_+ RECEPTION MODE o. DSlf 72 .
NO PARAMETER VALUE
1 .TOTAL TRANSHITTER POWER 37,00 90M
TRANSHITTING CIRCUIT LOSS -22.10 DB
5 TRANSHITTING A4TENEA GAIN O.O0 DB
4 TRANSMITTING ANTENNA POINTING LOSS O.O0 fib
5, SPACE LOSS "159,70 D8
' FMC. 2.2950000E 05 H_ R8 loOONOOOOE 03 KR
+ E POLARIZATION LOSS O.00 De
_ 7 __ REC_V[ND ANTEENA GAIN . 42.50 OB
8_.RE_[[¥JNG ANTENN_ POINTING _O_S O.O0 DB
.... R__++R+E.CEJJ.LP,J_LRC_,L_ I,_$ ......... O,OO DO
tO NET CIRCUIT _OSS -139.30 OB
11 TOTAL RECEIVED pOWER -101.50 DBH
12 RECEIVER NOISE SPEOTRAL DENSITY -174.60 DEN
IN/S}
T SYSTEM • _0.00
+ 1| CARRIER MODULAT|ON LOSS -6,_0 DB
14 RECEIVED CAR_|ER PONER -107*90 DEN
lS CARRIER APC NOISE BH. [_8LO • _2,00) lO+EO 08
CARRIER PERPORMA_CE-
TRACKZNGtONE-RAY)
10 THRESHOLD SNR IN 28L0 0,00 DE
17 THRESHOLD CARRIER POWER °163+00 08H
17A 163.00 08M
18 PERFORMANCE _ARGIN SS,90 DB
CARRIER PERFORHANCE-
TRACKING(THO-WAYI
19 THRESHOLD SNR IN 20_0 2.00 DB
20 THRESHOLD CARRIER POWER -161.80 DBH
20A 161.00 DEH
2_ PERFORMANCE NARGIN _3.90 OR
CARRIER PERfORMANCE-
DATA DETECTION
22 THRESHOLD SNR IN 28L0 E2,00 DB
25 THRESHOLD CARRIER POWER o151.00 DBH
23A 111.80 DBH
24 PERFORMANCE HARDIN 43.90 D8
DATA CHANNEL k
29 MODULATION LOSS -1.10 DO
gE RECEIVED DATA SURCARR[ER POWER °102.60 DBH
27 BIT RATE (RuI/TI 21,00 D8
20 REOUIRED ET/N/B 6.70 DE
29 THRESHOLD SUOCARRIER POWER -146,10 DON
29A 146.10 OBH
30 PERFORMANCE HARDIN 43,50 DE
SYNC CHANNEL A
31 HOOULATION LOSS "1.10 DB
32 RECEIVER SYNC SURCARRIFR POWER -102.60 OBN
35 SYNC APC NOISE BW (ERkO• 5.00) 7._0 Og
34 THRESHOLD SNR IN 28L0 20,0_ OS
3S THRESHOLD _UBCARRIER POWER -147*60 OBH
35A 147.60 OBH
36 PERFORMANC_ HA@GIN 49,00 OB
TOLERANCE_ .............
FAVDRABkE+ .ADVERS _ SOURCE
0,80 _B r_' O0 OB ..........
0'00 00 0,00 DB
0,00 DO . 0,00 OB _ .
0.00 OB 0.00 DB
O,O0 DB 0.00 00
O,On _B 0,00 DB
0.50 O8 . _.-O.+_O_DB ................
0,00 OB O,O0 09
0,00 DB ..... 0_00 DE
0.50 OB -0.50 OB __ 2+5*4+5*_6
*7*1*9
1.30 DE -1,50 DB 1*10
-1,00 D B 0;70 DB .........
1.20 OB -lt40 OB ....
2.50 OB -2.90 DB 11,13
0.00 OB 0.00 DB _.
0.00 OB O.DO DB
ol,00 OB O;70DB ...... t2.t5+16 +-
1,00 OS .0.70 DB
3.50 OB -3.60 DB 14*17A
0.00 DE O,O0 OB
.1,00 OB 0.70 DB 12*15+19
1,00 OB ,0,70 OB
3.90 DE °3,60 DB 14*20A
0.00 DB 0;00 00 ....
-1.00 0B 0.70 DB 12+15+22
1.00 DO °0.70 OB
3.50 DB -3;60 O0 ----i4*23A'-
0.30 DB -0.$0 OB
1.60 00 °2.00 DB 11.25
0.00 DE 0,00 OB
*0,30 OB O.SO 08
-1,30 OD 1.20 OB 12*27$28
1.30 OB ,1,_0 DB
2*90 OB *3.20 08 + 26*20A
0.30 DB -O.SO DB
1.60 00 -2.00 DB 11,31
o0.50 OB O.OO OS
0.00 OB 0.00 DB
-1.50 08 0.70 OB 12*33*3A
1.50 09 °0.70 OB
3,10 OB -2.70 DD 52e3SA
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Table A-3.
TRANSMISSION MODE - 6 WATT PARASITIC
CHANNEL - 1SO BP5
RECEPTION HODE - ACOUISITION AID
Telecommunication Design Control Table
NO PARAMETER
TOTAL TRANSHITTER POWER
2 TRANSMITTING CIRCUIT LOSS
3 TRANSMITTING AWTEN_A GAIN
4 TRANSMITTING A_TEN_A POINTING LOSS
_, SPACE LOSS
' FMC= 2,2950000E 03 MC R=
6 POLARIZATION LOSS
7 RECEIVING ANTENNA GAIN
B RECEIVINO ANTENNA _OINTING LOSS
9 REOEIVIN6 OIRCJI? _OSS
%0 NET CIRCUIT LOSS
11 TOTAL RECEIVED POWER
12 RECEIVER NOISE SPECTRAL DENSITY
(N/B)
T SYSTE_ • 270,00
1_ CARRIER MODULATION LOSS
14 RECEIVED CARRIER POWER
15 CARRIER kPC NOISE 8W {EBLO • 12,00)
CARRIER RERFORHANCE-
TRACKING{ONE-WAY)
16 THRESHOLD SNR IN ESLO
17 THRESHOL_ CARRIER _OWER
%7A
1B PERFORMANCE MARGIN
CARRIER PERFORMAnCE-
TRACKING(TWO°WAY)
19 THRESHOLD SNQ IN 28L0
20 THRESHOLD CARRIEq ROWER
20k
21 PERFORMANCE MARGIN
CARRIE R REREORMA_CE.
DATA DETECTION
22 THRESHOLD SNR IN 2EL 0
23 THRESWOLO CARRIER ROWER
2_A
24 PERFORMANCE MARGIN
DATA cHANNEL A
25 HODULATION LOSS
26 RECEIVED DATA SUSCAR_IER POWER
27 BIT RATE (R=t/T)
E_ REOUIRED ST/_/B
29 THRESHOLD SUBDARRIER ROWER
29A
SO RERF_R=ANCE _ARGIN
SYNC CHANNEL k
31 MODULATION LOSS
32 RECEIVER SYNC SUSCARRIER POWFR
33 SYNC ARC NOISE BW (EBLO = 5.00)
34 THRESHOLD SNR IN 2_LO
39 THRESHOLD SUBOARRIER POWER
35A
36 PERFORMANCE MARGIN
1.0000000E 03 KM
VALUE
37,80 DBM
-EE,lO DB
0,00 DB
0,00 OR
-t59,70 DB
0,00 DS
2E,O0 DB
0.00 DR
O,OO DB
-1§9,80 DB
-122.00 DBH
-174,30 DEM
TOLERANCES
FAVORABLE ADVERSE SOURCE
0,80 DB .1,00 DB ....
O,O0 DE 0,00 DB
O.O0 DR O.gO DB
O,O0 DB 0,00 DB
OtO0 DR 0.00 DB
0.00 DB O.O0 DB
1.00 OB -1,00 DB
O.O0 DB 0.00 DB .
0.00 DB 0.00 OB ...........
1,00 DB o1,00 DB 2.3.4*5*6
"7"8.9
1,80 De -2,00 DE 1.10
-0,90 DO 0,70 DE
°6.40 DB 1.20 DB °1.AO DB
"128.40 OBM 3.00 DB -3.40 DR
10.80 OB 0.00 DR 0,00 OR
11"13
O.O0 DB 0.00 OB 0.00 OB
-163.50 DBM "0,90 DB 0.70 DB 12_15.16
163.90 DBM 0,90 DE °0,70 DB
35.%0 DR 3.90 DB o4.10 DE 14_17k
2,00 DB 0.00 OB O.O0 DB
-161,50 OBM -0.90 DE 0,70 DB 12*15*19
161,50 DBM 0,90 OB -0.70 DE
33.10 DB 3,90 DB -4.10 DB 14,20A
12,00 OB
-1S1,50 DBM
ISI.S_ OBM
23.10 DB
-1.10 DB
-123,10 ORM
21,80 DB
6,70 DB
o145,80 DBM
_AS,BO ORM
22.70 DO
-1,I0 DB
-123.10 DBM
7.00 DB
20.00 DB
°147.30 DBM
_A7.30 DBM
24,20 OR
A-33
0,00 OB 0,00 DB ....
-0,90 DB 0.70 OB 12.15.20
0,90 DB .0.70 DB
0.30 OB -0,50 DB
2,10 DB -2,§0 DB 11t25
0.00 DB 0.00 DS
-0.30 DR 0.50 DB
-I,2n OB 1,20 DR 12.27.2B
1.20 DB .1.20 DB
3,30 DO -3,70 DB 26.29A
0.30 08 -0.50 08
2,10 DB -E,50 08 11+31
.0.50 DR 0.00 DB
0.00 08 0.00 DB
-1,40 DE 0,70 08 12÷33÷34
1,40 OB °0,70 OB
3.50 _8 -3,20 OR 32.35A
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Table A-4.
TRANSMISSION MODE - 6 WATT PARASITIC
CHANNEL " 150 Bps
R_CEPT]ON _OD_ " 85 F T
Telecommunication Design Control Table
NO PARAMETER
TOTAL TRANSMITTER POWER
2 TRANSHITTING CIRCUIT LOSS
3 TRANSMITTING ARTEN_A GkIN
t TRAnSMITTInG A_TEN_A POIHTING LOSS
S. SPACE LOSS
* rMC I 2.2950000E 03 _C RI 1.0000000E 03 K_
$ POLkR]ZAT_O_ LOSS
7 RECEIVING kNTE_NA Gk[N
$ RECEIVING ANTENNA POINTING LOSS
9 RECEIVING CIRCUIT _0S$
10 NET CIRCU|T LOSS
11 _OTAL _TCEIV_D P_WER
12 RECEIV_ HOISE SPECTRkL DENSITY
(N/B_
T SYS?EM • 55.00
_3 gkR_IER HOOULATION LOS_
14 RECEIVED CARR|_R pDm_R
CAR_T_R PER_ORMA_g_-
16 ?_RE_OLO S_ tN 2_LO
17 THRES_OL_ CARRIER PO_ER
17A
18 PER¢O_ANgE _GfN
CkRAIER PERF_R_A_CE-
19 THRESHOLD SN_ IN 28L0
20 THRESHOLD CARRIER _OWER
20A
ZI PER¢_C_ _ARGfN
CkRRI_R PERFORMA_CE-
D_T_ _ETECT_D_
?2 THRESHOLD S_R IH 2BLO
23 THRE_HOL_ _ARRIER _O_ER
_4 P_Rr_H_E _A_GfN
OATA C_A_H_L A
?_ _ODULATION LOSS
_6 RE_EI¥_ DATJ SUR_RRI_R POW_
27 _IT RA_E {Rut/T)
_8 REOUTR_D ST/NIR
29 THRES_OL_ SUSC_RRIER P_ER
?9A
30 PERrOR_A_C_ MA_tN
S_NC CHA_NFL A
31 HOO_LA_E_H LOSS
3_ _cErvF_ S_HC _RC_RR[FR _O_ER
33 S_C APC N_ISE _ {E_L_ • 5.00)
34 THRE_LO S_ 1H 28L0
39 THRESNOLO SU_C_RRIER P_R
3SA
36 PER_ORMANCF _A_IH
TOLERANCES
VALU_ rAVORARLE ADVERSE SOURCE
37.80 _B_ 0.80 nB uZ.O0 DB
_72._0 _S 0.00 OB 0.00 OB
0.00 DS O.OQ 0_ O.DO DB
-1_9.70 08 0.00 O_ 0.00 DB
0.00 D8 0.00 _S O.D9 D_
_3_00 DB _.00 OB o0._0 OB
-0.10 DB 0.10 _R 0.00 D_
0.00 _B 0_00 O_ O.DO OB
o_28.90 OB _.10 D_ .0.50 OB 2_3_4_5,6
•7-_.9
_$1._0 _B_ 1.9_ _B o_.|0 DB 1.10
-181.20 _9_ -D_90 OS 0.20 DS
°6.40 OB 1.20 9_ -1.40 _8
_$7.00 D_ 3.10 _B -2.90 _B _1,_3
lO._O O_ 0.0_ _B 0.00 OB
0.00 D8 0.00 08 0.00 DB
-170.40 OB_ °0.90 _R 0._0 OB _2_15._6
_70.4_ 0OH 0.90 OB -0.70 D8
72.90 _B 4.00 _ -3.60 _8 _4_7A
2.00 D_ 0.00 _B 0.00 D8
°_18.40 DBM °0.90 _B 0.70 DB 12_5_0
_68.40 DBM 0.90 O_ °0.70 OB
70.9n 08 4.00 OB °3.50 OB _4t?OA
12.00 _8 0.00 D_ 0.00 OB
-108.40 OB_ °0.90 _ 0.70 OB 12_15,_?
60.q0 D_ 4.00 _B °3.60 08 14_3A
_1.10 OB 0.30 _B o0._0 D8
_1.$0 OB 0.00 D8 0.00 D_
6.70 D8 °0.30 _ 0._0 OB
o_52.70 OBM ol.20 0_ _.20 D8 17,77,28
_$2.70 OBM _.20 _B °_.20 DB
60.S0 OB 3.40 O_ °3.20 OB _6_79A
-_.10 D8 0.So _ °0.$0 DB
_q2.20 OB_I E.20 _ °2.00 OB 1_,3_
7.00 OB °0.90 O_ 0.00 O_
-_4.20 OB_ °1.4_ _g 0.70 DB _2,33.34
_S4.EO _8 _ 1.40 0_ o0.70 O_
_E.On O_ 3.60 _ °2.70 OB 32,3SA
A-34
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Table A-5.
TRANSMISSION MODE " b WATT BqOAD COVERAGE
CHANNEL - 15D _PS
RECEPTION MODE - ACQUISITION AID
Telecommunication Design Control Table
TOLERANCES
NO PARAMETER VALUE KAVORABLE ADVERSE
2 TOTAL TRANSMITTER _OWE9 37,80 DSM 0.80 DB -1,00 DB
2 TRANSMITTING CIRCUIT LOSS °2,90 DE 0,40 OB .0,49 DB
E TRANSMITTING ARTENRA GAIN 0.00 DS 2,00 DB °0+_0 DB
4 TRANSHITT|NG A_TEN_k P_INTING LOSS 0.00 DS 0,00 DB 0,00 DB
5° SPACE LOSS o159,70 DE 0,00 03 0,00 DB
' FMCz 2.2950000E 03 MC Rm 1,0000000E O_ KH
6 POLARIZATIQN LOSS "0,20 DB 0,10 DE 0,00 DB
? RECEIVING ANTERNA _klN 22,00 OB 1,00 DE °_,00 DE
E RECEIVING ANTERN& POINTING LOSS 0,00 DB 0,00 D_ 0,00 DE
9 RECEIVING CIRCUIT 6053 0,00 DB 0,00 D3 0,00 DB
20 NET CIRCUIT LOSS -13_,70 DB 2,50 _B .1.90 DB
11 TOTAL RECEIVED POWER -101.90 DBM 3,30 DB -2.90 DS
12 RECEIVER NOISE SPEOTRAL DENSITY -_74.30 DBM -0,90 D_ 0,70 DB
(N/S)
T SYSTEM • 270.00
15 CARRIER HODULAXIDN LOSS -6,40 DB 1,20 DB °1,_0 DB
14 RECEIVED CAR_IER POWER "208,30 DBM 4,50 _B -4.30 DS
15 CARRIER APC 4013E _W 12BLO s 12,001 10.80 DB 0,00 DB 0.00 DB
CAR_IER PERFORMARCE-
TRACKINO(ONE-WAY)
16 THRESHOLD SNR IN 2_LO 0,00 DB 0.00 DB 0.00 DB
17 THRE$_OLD CARRIER POWER -%63.50 DBM .0,90 0B 0.70 DE 12.15.16
17A 263.50 DEM 0.90 DB -0.70 DB
1$ PERFORMANCE _AqGIN _5.20 DB 5,40 DB -5.00 DB 14*17A
CARRIE R PERFORMARCE-
TRACKING(TWO-Wk_)
19 THRESHOLD SHe IN 2_LO 2,00 DB 0,00 OB 0,00 DS
20 THRESHOLD CARRIE9 POWER -162,50 DBM .0.90 DB 0,70 DE 12-15.19
20A 161.50 DBM 0.90 DE -0,70 De
22 PERFORMANCE _AqGIN 53.2O DE 5,40 _B -5.0O OB 14.20A
CARRIER PERFORmAnCE -
DATA DETECTION
22 THRESHOLD SN_ IN 2_L _ _2,00 DB 0,00 D3 0,00 DB
23 THRESHOLD CA_RIE_ _OWER -151.50 DBM -0.90 D_ 0.70 DB 1_.15"27
23k ISI.50 DBM 0.90 DR .0,70 DB
_4 PERFORMXNCE _ARGIN R_,SO DB 5.40 D8 -5.OO DE 14.23A
DAT_ C_ANNEL A
2_ MODULATION LOSS "1,10 DB 0,30 DB °O,SO DB
26 RECEIVFD DATA SURCAR_IER POWER -103.00 DBM 3.60 DB °_.40 DB 11._5
27 BIT RATE (R_/T) ?_,EO DB 0,0_ DB 0.00 DB
28 REOUIRED ST/_/B 6.70 DB -O,3O DB O,E_ DB
29 THRE$_OLD SU$CAR_IER POWER °$45.80 DBM -1.20 D@ 1,20 DB 12*27*23
?9A 145.B0 DBM 1.20 DQ .1.2n DB
3O PE_ORH_CE _A_GIN 42.80 DB 4.8O DB .4,6_ DB 26e?RA
SYNC CWANNEL A
31 MODULATION LO_S °1.10 DB 0.30 DB -O.S_ DB
32 PECEIVFR SYNC SUBCARRIER POWER -103.00 DRM 3,60 _E °3,40 DB 11.31
33 SYNC APC NOISE Sw (2PLO • 5.OO) 7.00 DS °O,SO DB 0.00 DB
34 T_RESHOLD $NR IN 2BL_ TO,On DB 0,00 OB 0.00 DB
35 THRESHOLD SURCAR_IE_ POWER -147.30 DBM -1,40 DB O.70 DB _2.33.34
3Sk 147.30 DEM _.4n DB °0,70 DB
36 PERFnRMA_CE MARGIN 44.3O DO 5,00 DB °4.10 DB 32.35A
A-35
SOURCE
2.3.4.5.6
*7*$*9
1"20
11*$3
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Table A-6.
TRANSHISS|ON MODE - b WATT BROAD COVERAGE
CHANNEL ° 150 BPS
RECEPTION MODE - R5 FT
Telecommunication Design Control Table
TOLERANCES
NO PARAMETER VALUE FAVORABLE' ADVERSE SOURCE
1 TOTAL TRANSMITTER POWER 37.80 DBH 0.80 DB .1.00 DS
2 TRANSMITTING CIRCUIT LOSS -I,90 DB O.AO _B °O,AC DS
3 TRANSMITTING A_TEN_A GAIN 0,00 DB 1,0C DE o0.50 DB
A TRANSMITTING ANTENNA POINTING LOSS 0,00 PB 0,00 DB O.DO DS
5° SPACE LOSS "259,70 DB 0,0_ OS O.OOOB
' FMO. 2.2950000E 03 MC R• 1,0000000E O_ KM
6 POLARIlkTION LOSS °0.1P OB 0.10 _B 0,00 DB
7 RECEIV|NG ANfE_NA GAIN _3.00 OB _.00 DB o0_0 PB
E RECEIVING ANTENNA ROZNT|NG LOSS -0.10 DB 0,1_ DB O,EO DB
9 RECEZVING CIRCUIT _OSS 0,00 DS 0,00 _B 0,00 P_ .....
10 NET CIRCUXT LOSS °2OR.SO DB 2.60 PB .1.40 PB 2._.4.5.6
o7*8*9
11 TOTAL RECEIVED pOWER -171.00 OBM 3.40 DB .2,40 OB 1"10
12 RECEIVER NOISE SPECTRAL DENSITY °181,20 DB_ .0.90 PR 0.70 OB
(N/Sl
T SYSTEM • $5,00
13 CARRIER HODULAT]SN LOSS "6,40 OB 1.20 DB -1,40 DB
14 RECEIVED CARRXER ROWER o177,40 _BH 4.60 DR °3.80 PB 11"13
19 CARRIER ARC NOISE _W (28L0 • 12,00) 10.80 DR 0.00 PB 0.00 DB
CARRIER RERFORHANOE-
TRAPKING(ONE-WAY)
16 THRESWOLD SNR IN 2BLP 0.00 OB 0,00 PB 0.00 O_
17 TH_SSWOLD CARRIE_ POWER -170.40 PBM .0,90 PS 0,70 DB 12.15o16
17A 170.40 DBM 0,90 nB _0.70 9B
18 PERfORNkNCE Mk_GTN -7.00 PH 5.50 PB -4.50 O@ 1A*I7A
CARRIER RERFPRMANOE-
TRACKING(TWO-WAY)
19 THRESHOLD 5NR IN 2BLO 2,00 OB 0.00 PB o,eo DB
20 _HRESHOLO CARRIER _OWER -165.40 OSM .0,90 98 0,70 DB 12.15.1_
20A 168.40 DBH 0.90 PB o0,7_ PD
21 PERFORMANCE MARGIN -9,00 DB 5,50 08 °4,50 DB 14.20A
CARRIER PERfORmANCE-
DATA DETECTION
22 THRESWPLD SN_ IN 2_L 0 t2,00 DB O,OR DB 0,0_ DB
23 THRESHOLD OA_IE_ POWER -1_B,40 DB_ °0.9_ _B 0.70 DB 12.15.22
23A 158.40 DBH O,RO NB .0.70 DB
24 PERFORMANCE _A_GIN °19._ _B 5,5_ DB °4.50 OH 14.2_A
DATA CHANNEL A
25 HODuLATIP_ L_55 -1.10 DB 0.30 P_ .0.50 OB
2_ RECEIVED DATA 5U_CARRZER POWER -172.10 DSH 3.70 O@ .2.90 DB 11.25
_7 BIT RATE (Ral/TI 21,S0 OS 0.0_ DB 0.00 DB
2B REOuIRFD ST/N/_ 6.?_ OB -0,30 OB 0._0 DS
29 THreSHOLD $U_C_RR]ER ROWER °1_2.70 PBM -1.2n DR 1.20 OB l_*_7t2R
_RA 1S2,70 DRM 1.20 PB .1,20 DB
30 PErfORmANCE _A_OIN °19.40 DS 4,90 DR -4,10 OB 2_.29A
SVNC CHA_FL k
31 MODULATION LOSS o1.10 DB 0._0 DB o0.§0 DB
32 RECEIVER SYNP SUBCARRI_R ROWE_ °172.10 DBH 3,70 nS -2._0 OB 11.31
33 5YNC ARC NOISE B_ I_RLP • 5,00) 7.00 OS o0,_0 DR 0,00 OB
34 T_ES_PLP SN_ ]N 2_LO 20,00 DB 0,00 PB 0,00 DB
35 TH_ESHPLP 5U_OA_]ER POWER -154.20 PBH °1,_0 PB 0,70 nS 12._3._4
3_k IS4.20 OBM 1,40 DB .0.70 DB
36 PErfORMANCE MA_GI N -17.90 DB 5.10 DB °3.60 DS 32.35A
A-36
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Table A-7.
TRANSMISSION _0OE - 6 WATT B_OAD CnVE_A_E
CHANNEL - 150 BpS
_ECEPTTON MODE . 2%O rT
Telecommunication Design Control Table
TOLERANCES
NO PAqAAETER VALUE fAVORABLE ADVERSE
% TOTAL TRANSMITTER _OWER 3?.80 OBM O.BO DB o1.00 DB
2 TRANSMITTING CIRCUIT LOSS °%.9O DB 0.4O DB °0.40 DB
TRANSM1T?ING AATEN_A GA|N 0.00 DB 1.On _B .0.50 DB
4 TRANSMITTING A_TEN_A POINTING LOSS 0.00 DB o.on CB O.O0 CB
5. S_ACE LOSS °259.70 DB 0.00 CB 0.00 DB
FMC= 2.2950000E O3 MC Ri 1.O000000E O_ KM
6 POLA_IZATION L_SS °O.tO DE 0.1n CB 0.00 OB
7 RECEIVIAG ARTEANA GAIN 61.00 DB 1.on DB -%.00 DB
8 RECEIVING ANTEANA POINTING LOS_ -_.30 DB 0.30 CB 0.00 CB
9 RECEIVING CIRCJIT _OSS O.O0 DB O.O0 DB O.O0 DB
%0 NET CIRCUIT LOSS °2_1.00 DB 2 80 DB -1.90 DB
1% TOTAL RECEIVED ROWER -163.20 DBM 3.60 DB -2.9O DB
12 RECEIVFR N_ISE SPECTRAL DENSITY *_EE.%0 DBM °_.ln DB 0.90 DB
(N/B)
T SYSTEM = A5.00
13 CARRIER MODULATION LOSS -6.40 DE 1._0 OB .1.40 DB
14 RECEIVED CARRIER POWER -%6Q.60 DBM 4.80 DB -4.30 DB
1_ CARRIER A_C 401SE 8W (EBLC = 12.00} 10.80 DB O.O0 _B O.DO DB
CARRIER PERFOR4AAcE-
TRACKING(ONE-WAY}
16 THQESHOLD _NR IN 28L0 0.00 DE O.O0 DB 0.00 C8
17 T_RESMOLD CARRIER _DWER -171.30 DBM .1.%0 DS O.90 DE
17A 171.30 DBM _.10 DB .O.90 D8
18 PERFORMANCE 4A_O]N 1.7n DB _.90 _B -5.20 _B
CARRIER PERFOR4AACE-
TRACKING(TWO-WAY)
lV T_=[3;;_L_ _'_° '" _a_ _ _.00 DB O.O0 DE 0.00 DB
_0 THRESHOLD CARRIER _DwER o169.30 DE M .1.10 DB O.9O D_
_OA lb9.30 DBM $.10 _B .0.90 DB
21 PERFORMANCE _A_GIN -0.30 nB 5.90 CB .5.20 DB
CARRIER PER_ORMAAcE-
DATA DE?ECTIO_
2_ T_nES_OLD EN_ IN 28LO 12.00 OB 0.00 OB 0.00 DB
23 THRESHOLD CARRIER ROWER -159.30 DB M °%.%0 DB 0.90 DE
2_A 159.30 _BM %.10 DB .0.90 DB
_4 PERF_RMAACE WAqGIN -10.30 ne 5.90 DB -5.ZO DB
DATA CHANNEL A
25 MODULATION LOSS °1.10 DB 0._0 DB -0.50 CB
26 RECEIVED DATA 5URCARRIER POWER o_64.30 DB_ 3.90 RE -_.AO DB
77 BIT _ATE (_=%/T) 21.80 DB 0.00 DB O.eO DB
78 REQUIRED ST/4/_ 6.70 OB -0._0 DB O.SO DE
29 TH_ESHOLO SU_OARRIER P_WER -153.60 DBM -1.AO DB _.AO _B
?gA _3.60 DBM 1.AO CB °_.AO CB
3O PERFORMANCE MARGIN °lO*?O DB 5.30 DB -4.80 _B
SYNC CHANNEL A
3_ MODULATION LOSS °%.10 _8 0.30 DB -0._0 DB
32 RECEIVER SYNC SUgCARRIER ROWER °164.30 _B M 3.90 DB -3.40 DB
33 SYNE APE RO1SE BW 12BLO = S.O0) 7.0_ DB .0.50 DE O.BO DB
34 _RESHOLD SN_ IN 2_LD _0.00 DB 0.00 bB 0.00 _B
35 T_RESHOLD SU_C_R_IER P_WFR -155.10 DBM -1.50 DB 0.90 DB
35A %55.10 _BM 1.60 DB -0.90 Oe
36 PERfORMAnCE MARGIN -9.20 DB 5.50 DE °A.30 DE
A-37
SOURCE
E13_4,5,5
*7*8*9
11,_3
_A_70A
1%*_5
_2,77,28
2b*_gA
11,31
12,33,34
32t35A
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Table A-8. Telecommunication Design Control Table
TRANSMISSION MODE - 50 WATT HIGH GAIN
CHANNEL - 15n @PS
RECEPTION MODE " 85 F!
TOLERANCES
NO =A_AMETER VALUE fAVORABLE AOVERSE SOURCE
1 TOTAL TNANSMIT?E_ POWER 47,00 OBM 0,20 0B .0,50 Dg
2 TRANSMITTING CIRCUI? LOSS -2,30 DB 0,40 08 °0,40 08
3 TRANSMITTING 4_TEN_k GAI_ 34,80 D8 0,30 08 .0.40 08
4 TRANSMITTING k_TENW4 POINT|NG LOSS .I.30 08 1,3n _B O,QO 08
_, 5PRCE LOSS °2S9.?0 08 0,00 PB 0.00 08
' FMC. 2.29_0000E 03 MC Rm 1,00000EOE OR KM
6 POLknlZRTION LOSS "0.10 DB 0,10 08 0,00 08
7 AECEIVING kHTE_NA _RIN 53,00 OB $.08 DB -0,§0 DB
8 RECEIVING ANTEUNA POINTING LOSS °0,I0 08 0,10 DB 0,00 DB
S _ECE[VING _I_C_II _DSS 0,00 08 0,00 08 0,00 08
I0 WET CIRCUIT _05$ -I?§,70 DB 3,20 08 °I,30 08 2.3_4._.6
.7.a.9
II TO?RL _ECEIVED POWER °$_8,70 DBN 3,40 DB -I.80 08 1*_0
12 RECEIVER NOISE SPECTRAL DENSITY °181,20 DBM -0,90 DB 0,70 08
(N/B)
T SYSTEM • 55,00
13 CARRIE R MODULkII_N L_S S °8,40 08 _.20 D8 .%,40 08
14 RECEIVED CAR_IER POWER -13§._0 DB_ 4.80 08 °3,20 OB $I'I_
I§ CARRIE_ kPC _OISE @W (28L0 • %_,001 $0,80 08 @,00 08 0,00 08
CARRIER PER_OR_ANCE-
TRkC_ING(OHE-wkV)
16 T_RE_HOLD SN_ IN _BLO 0,00 DB 0,00 08 0.00 08
17 THRE$HOLD CA_RIE_ _OWER -170.40 DBM °@.90 08 0,70 08 %_*1§*18
17k %70.4_ DBN 0,90 DB .0,70 08
18 PErfORmANCE _A_GIN 35,30 DB §,50 DB -3.§0 _8 141174
CAn_IE_ PE_O_WA_C£-
TRACKINg(TWO.WAY)
%9 T_RESNOL_ SHR IN _@LO 2,00 DB 0,00 DB 0,00 08
_0 TH_ESHOL_ C4_RIE_ _OWER °_88,R0 DBM .0,90 08 0.?0 08 12.15.19
204 188,40 DBM @,90 08 .0.70 DB
21 PERFORMANCE HARDIN 33,3_ DB 5,50 08 °3._0 DB I¢_OA
CARRIE_ PERfORMANCE-
DATA DETECIIO_
_2 ?_RES_OL_ $N_ IN 28L0 1_,00 DB 0,@0 08 O.QO 08
23 THRESHOLD CARRIE_ ROWER oi§$,40 0_ °0,90 DB 0,70 08 _2_15.27
_34 I§B.40 OBM 0,00 DB .0,70 DB
?4 PERFORMANCE _kRGIN _3,3_ 08 5.50 DB -3._0 08 14Q_34
DATA C_ANHEL A
_5 MODULJIION LOSS oi,10 0B 0,30 08 -0.§0 08
?6 RECEIVED DATA $UqCASR[E_ POWER °I_9,$0 DBM 3,?0 D8 °2,30 DB %_*29
?? _IT RATE (_%/T} 21,8_ DB 0.0_ DB O,eO 08
_$ REOuI_ED _/N/B 6.70 DB °0.30 DB 0.50 08
?9 T_RE_HOLD SU_CA_IER POWER °I§_.78 OBM "I,_ 08 1,20 _8 %2*27*2R
794 I§_.?0 DBM I,_0 08 .%._0 08
30 PER_O_MANCF MARGIN _.90 DB 4,90 08 -3,50 DB 26*294
$YNC c_ANNFL J
31 MODULATION _OS_ "I,10 DB 0,30 DB °0,50 _8
32 _E£EIVER SYNC SU_CJ_nIFR POWER °1_9,80 OB M 3,7_ 0_ °E,30 08 11,01
33 _Y_C APC _n]$E BW t_L_ • 5.00} 7,00 08 .0.§0 DB 0,00 08
_4 T_ESH_LD S_ IN _LO 20.00 DB 0,00 0G 0.00 08
3§ THRESHOLD $U_CARRIER POWER -$$4,20 DBM .%,4O 08 0,70 08 1_.33.34
35k 154,20 _8_ 1,40 08 .0,70 08
_6 PERfOrMANCE _A_GIN _4,40 08 _,I0 DB -3.00 08 32*354
A-38
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Table A-9.
TRANSMISSION MODE - SO WATT HIGH GAIN
CHANNEL - 150 GPS
RECEPTION MODE - 2%0 FT
Telecommunication Design Control Table
NO PARAMETER
1 TOTAL TRANSMITTER POWER
2 TRANSMITTING CIRCUIT LOSS
5 TRANSMITTING ANTENNA GAIN
4 TRANSMITTING A_TENNA POINTING LOSS
5. SPACE LOSS
i EMC= 2.2950000E 03 MC R= 1.0000000E 08 K_
b POLARIZATION LOSS
7 RECEIVINS ANTEANA GAIN
D RECEIVING ANTE4NA POINTING LOSS
9 RECEIVING CIRCUIT LOSS
10 NET CIRCUIT LOSS
11 TOTAL RECEIVED POWER
12 RECEIVER NOISE SPECTRAL DENSITY
(N/B)
T SYSTEM • 45.00
13 CARRIE R MODULATION LOSS
14 RECEIVED CARRIER POWER
IS CARRIER APC NOISE BW (EBLO = 12.00)
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-
TRACKING(ONE-WAY)
16 THRESHOLD SNR IN 2BLO
17 THRESHOLD CARRIER POWER
17A
18 PERFORMANCE MARGIN
CARRIE R PERFORMANCE.
TRAOKING(TWO-WAYI
19 THRESHOLD SNR IN 2BLO
20 THRESHOLD CARRIE_ _OW_H
20k
21 PERFORMANCE MARGIN
CARRIER PERFORMAAcE-
DATA DETECTION
22 THRESHOLD SNR IN 2BLO
23 THRESHOLD CARRIER POWER
25A
24 PERFORMANCE MARGIN
DATA CHANNEL A
2E MODULATION LOSS
26 RECEIVED DATA SURCARRIFR POWER
27 BIT RATE {R=tlT)
28 REQUIRED ST/N/B
29 THRESHOLD SURCARRIER POWER
29A
30 PERFORHANOE HA_GIN
SyNc _HANNEL A
31 MoDutATION LOSS
32 RECEIVER SYNC SURCARRIFR POWER
55 SYNC APE NOISE BW (EqL_ = S.OO)
34 THRESHOLD SNR IN 2_LO
_5 THRESHOLD SURCARRIER POWER
3SA
36 P_FORMANCE MARGIN
TOLERANCES
VALUE FAVORAgLE ADVERSE SOURCE
47.00 DBM 0,20 DB .0,50 DB
-2.50 DB 0.40 DB .O.iO OB
54,80 DB 0.30 OB -O,AO OB
-i,50 DB 1,30 08 0,00 DB
-259.70 DB 0.00 DE 0.00 OB
"0,10 DB 0,10 OB 0.00 OB
El.D0 DB 1.00 OB -%.00 DB
-0,50 DB 0,30 DB 0,00 DB
0.00 DB 0,00 OB 0.00 D8
-167.90 DB 3.40 DB o$.@0 DG 2*5*4*5*6
.7"i.9
-120.90 OBM 3.60 DB -2,50 DE 1"10
"IS2,EO DGM -I,_0 OB 0,90 DG
-5.40 DB 1.20 DB -1.40 DE
-127.50 DBM 4.80 DB -5.70 DB 11*E3
10,50 DE 0,00 OB 0.00 DB
0.00 DB 0,00 DB 0,00 DB
-171,50 DEM .I,10 DB 0,90 DS 12515._6
171,50 DBM 1,1D OB .0.90 DB
44,00 DB 5,90 DB -4,60 08 %4*%7A
2.0n DB O,O0 DE 0,00 DB
I_ xn _=w .1.10 DR 0,90 OB 12,t5.1R
169.50 OSM 1.10 OB .0,90 DB
42,00 DG 5,90 DB .4,60 DE _4.20A
27,0fl DG 0.00 DB 0.00 DB
-159.30 OBM -%,ln DR 0.90 OB 12.15.22
IS9.50 DBM l.lO OB .0,90 OB
32,0D nB 5,9n OB -4,60 DB 14*23A
"I,lO DE 0.30 OB -0,50 DB
-122.0D OBM 3,9n DB -E.8O DB 11.25
21.GO DB O.0m DB 0.00 DB
6,7D nB .o,5n n8 0.50 DG
-IS3,60 DB _ -i,40 OS 1.40 CB 12.27.28
153.60 DGM 1,4n _B .1,40 OB
31._0 CB 5.3D OB -4,SO DB 2_.29A
-I,10 OB 0.30 nR -0.50 DB
-172.00 DBM 3,9n _B -2.DO nB 11.31
7.00 OB .0.50 DB 0.00 DB
_0.0n DB 0,00 OB 0.00 DB
-155.10 OBM -1.60 OH 0.90 DS 12.33.34
ISS,LO DBM 1.6n DR .0.90 DB
35.L0 DB 5.5n DB -3.70 DB 32,35A
A-39
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Table A-10.
TRANSMISSION MODE - 50 _ATT BROAD COVERAG6
CNANNEL - 150 8ps
RECEPTION _ODE " B5 F 1
Telecommunication Design Control Table
NO _AOAMETER
I TOTAL T_ANS_ITTE9 POWER
2 TRAnSMItTING CIRCUIT LOSS
3 TRANSMITTING A_TEN_A GAIN
4 TRANSMITTING A_TEN_A POINTING L08$
5, SPACE LOSS
' FMCt 2.2950DOOE _3 MC R= I,O00DOQOE 00 _M
b POLARIZATION LOSS
7 REDEIVING ANTENNA GAIN
B RECEIVING ANTENNA _OINTI_G LOS_
9 RECEIVING CI_CUIT _OSS
I0 NE_ CIRCUIT LOSS
%1 TOTAL _ECEIVED PPWE_
12 RECEIVE_ NOISE SPECTRAL _ENSITY
(N/B)
T SVSTfM • 55.n0
13 CAARIEP MODULATION LOSS
14 RECEIVFD CAWRIER POWER
15 CA_RIE9 APO _OISE 8W (2BLO • %2,00)
CARRIER PERrOR_ANCE-
TAACKING(ONE-WAV)
_6 TH_ESMOLD SN_ IN 2_LO
17 THRE_HOLn CJ_RIE9 aOwE9
17A
18 PEn¢_RMA_CE MARGIN
CARRIER PEOFOR_ANCE.
T_ACKIND(TWO-WAY)
%9 THRESHOLD SN_ IN E_LO
_0 TM_ES_OLO CAORIE_ _OWE_
2DA
21 PERr_R_CF _AqGI_
OAR_]ER PER_DRMA_CEo
DATA _E_TIO_
22 _HRE_HOL_ $NR IN E_L_
23 T_RF_dDLO CA_RIE_ =OWE_
23A
24 PERrOR_ANDf MARGIN
DATA C_NEL A
2_ MODULATI_N LO$_
?6 RECEIVrU DATA SU,_CA_IFR _OWER
?7 BIT _A_E (R•%/I)
28 nEOu_RF_ _T/_/_
?9 T_RE_H_LO _UHCAROIER PD_ER
_gA
30 PErfOrMANCE _ARGTN
_Y_C C_ANNEL
31 _0OULAT_(_ L_S_
32 nECE_VF_ SYNC _U_C_nRIFR POWER
33 _y_i_ _PC _OI_F 8_ (_OLO • 5.DO)
34 T.nE_HDLO SN_ IN 2_Ln
3_ T_RE_H_L_ SU_CA_PlE_ PO_E_
3_A
TOLER&NCFS
VALUE CJVORABLE ADVERSE SOURCE
47.on OB_ 0.2_ DB .O.SO D8
°2.DD D_ D.40 _B °0.4n OB
0.0_ D8 1.DO 08 oO.S_ _B
O._n D8 O.DO D_ D.O_ DB
o2_9.70 nB C.DO _8 O.Dn OH
°_.In DB 0.%_ D8 O.BD D8
_3.0D DB l.O_ _8 -0._0 DB
°D.I n _B 0.%0 DB 0.0_ OB
D.O0 O8 0.0_ _B D.O0 O8
*7*8*9
o161.9D OBM 2.DO O8 -1.90 OB 1,10
-181.20 D_ .D.90 D8 0.70 OB
-6.40 _8 1.20 _8 -I.¢0 D8
-168.3_ _B_ ¢.DO DR -3.30 _ I%*%3
I_.BD 08 O.Dn _8 O.OO DB
D.D_ D8 O.O0 D8 O.Dn D8
-17D.4n _ .0.90 _8 0.70 DB 12,IS,I_
1TO.in D8_' 0.90 nB .0.70 O8
2.10 D8 4.9_ q8 °4._0 nB 14,_7A
°168.40 _8_' °0.9_ 08 O.7n D8 12,18,i_
16&.40 DBM 0.9_ D8 .0.7n D8
_.05 OB 0.0_ D8 O.D_I DB
-158.4n OB_ °0.9_ _8 D.70 OH 12*%_°_D
158._ D8_ 0.9_ _8 .0.70 O8
-9.9O OR 4.90 n8 -4.00 n8 14,23_
.l.$n _B 0.30 08 °D.SD OB
-163.D_ 0_ 3.10 r8 -_.4_ _8 iI,2_
2%.8_ D_ 0.00 _8 O.On D8
b.70 O8 -0.30 _ 0.5_ OB
-I_2.7_ 08_' -I.20 _B I._0 _B I_*_7°_R
%_2.70 nB_ L 1.20 v 8 .I.20 DB
-ID.3n O8 4.$0 nB -3.6O O_ E_*_gA
-1.1n 08 8._0 ['_ oO._O _B
-163.D_ DB M 3.%_ D_ -2.4_ D8 11,31
7._0 OB °0.5_ _8 O.OO D8
-154.20 nBM -1.4_ _8 O.?n _8 12_3,_4
15_.?n DBM 1.40 _8 -0.7_ nB
°B._n O_ 4.50 _8 .3.1n _8 32,_5A
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Table A- 11.
TRANSMISSION MODE " 50 WiT1 BROAD COVERAGE
CHANNEL - t5_ Bps
RECEPTION MODE - D%N FT
Telecommunication Design Control Table
NO PARAMETER VALUE
i TOTAL TRANSMITTER POWER 47,00 DSM
2 TRANSMITTING CIRCUIT LOSS -2,00 OB
3 TRANSMITTING A_TENNA GAIN 0.01 DB
4 TRANSMITTING A_TEN_A P_INTINO LOSS O.O_ DB
5, SPACE LOSS -2_9.?0 DB
' FMC= 2.2950000E 03 MC B= t,O000000E 08 KM
E POLARIZATION LOSS "0.10 DB
7 RECEIVING ANIE_NA GAIN 61,00 DE
E RECEIVIN_ ANTENNA POINTING LOSS °0.30 DE
9 RECEIVING CIRCUI T _OSS 0.00 DE
10 NET _IBCUIT LOSS -2_I.%n DB
11 TOTAL RECEIVED POWER -15R.10 0S_
IE RECEIVES NOISE SPECTRAL DENSITY °1fi2.10 DBM
(N/E)
T SYSTEM = 45.00
%_ CARRIER MOnULAII_N LOSS -6.40 DB
14 REgEIVED CARRIER POWER -160,5fl _BM
15 CARRIER APD NOISE BW 12BLO • 12,n0) _0.80 DE
CARRIER PERFOR_ANCE-
TRADKINS(ONE-WAY)
16 THRESHOLD SNR IN EBLO
17 TMRESXOLO CARRIER _DWER
17A
18 PERFORMANCE MARGIN
CARRIER PERFORMANCE.
T_ACKIN_(IWO-aEY)
19 TH_E_MOLD SN_ IN 2_LO E,O0 DB
20 I_RESHOLD CARRIER _OWER _? ?n _.
20A 169.30 OBM
2_ PERFORMANCE MARGIN 8,80 DB
CARRIER PERFORmAnCE°
DATA DETECTION
22 THRESHOLD SN_ IN 2EL 0 12.00 DE
23 TMBES_OLD CARRIER PO_ER -%59.3O _BM
23A 159._0 OEM
24 PERFORMANCE MARGIN -I.20 DR
DATA CHANNEL A
25 MODULATION LOSS -_.10 OB
26 RECEIVED DATA SUBCABRIER POWER -%55.20 DEM
27 BIT RATE (R=I/T) 2%,80 DB
28 REQUIRED ST/_/B 6.7_ DE
29 T_ESHOLD SUBCARRIEB POWER -153.60 DBM
?9A 153,60 DBM
30 PERFORMANCE _A_GfN -l.En DE
SY_C C_ANNEL A
31 MODULATION LOSS -I.10 08
32 _ECEIVER SYNC SURC_RRIFR POWER -115,2_ DEM
33 SYND APD NOISE Bw (BBL_ = 5.00) 7.00 DE
34 THRE_LD SN_ IN EdLO _0.00 DB
35 THRESHOLD SU_CAB_IER PC_ER -155,10 DEM
35A 155,11 _EM
36 PERFORMANC_ MARGIN °O,%n DE
TOLERANCES
FAVORABLE ADVERSE SOURCE
0.20 DB .0.50 DB
0,40 _8 .O,An DE
1.00 DE -0,50 DE
O.On _ 0.00 DB
0,00 Dg 0.00 DB
0,I0 DE 0,00 DE
1,00 DE -%.00 DB
0,30 DE 0,00 DE
0.00 _B 0.00 DB
2,80 DE -1,90 DE 2*3*4*5*6
"7_0.9
3.00 _B °2.40 DE 1*In
-1,%0 DE 0.90 DE
1,20 DB -1.40 DE
4,20 DB °3.§0 _B 11"13
0.00 DE 0.00 DB
0.00 08 0.00 DB 0,00 DB
-%7].30 OBM .1,10 DB 0,90 DE 12._5.1_
171.30 DBM 1,10 _B .0,90 DB
_0.80 DE 5.30 _B .4.70 DB 14*17A
0.00 DB 0,00 DB
.I.10 DB 0,90 DE 12*15*19
%,1_ DS .0,90 DE
5,30 DE .4,70 DE 14*BOA
0,00 DE 0.00 DE
-1,%0 DB 0,90 OB 12*15*22
1,%0 DB .O,BO DE
5.30 _E -4,70 DB 14.23A
0.30 DB °O.EO _B
3.30 DE -2.90 DE 11,25
0.00 DB O.O0 DB
-0.30 08 0,_0 DB
-1.40 _B %.aO DB 12,77,28
1,40 OB .%,40 DE
4,70 DB -4.30 DE 26*29A
0,30 DB "0.50 DB
3,30 DB -2.90 DB 11.31
.0.51 _B 0.00 DE
O.O0 98 O.O0 DB
.1.60 qE 0.90 DB 12_33*34
1.60 DB -0,90 DE
4,9o DB -3,80 DE 32.35A
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Table A-12. Telecommunication Design Control Table
TRINSHISSION MODE - 50 WATT MEDIUM GaIN
CNRNNEL ° 150 8PS
RECEPTION MODE - 2%0 rT
PERfOrMANCE _RRGIN
TOLERANCES
FAVOPkHLF ADVERSE SOUWCE
0.20 _ -0.50 OB
0.50 fir °0.50 _B
0.3_ OH .0.50 OB
0.00 DB 0.00 OB
0.00 NB 0.00 OB
O.lfl DB 0.00 OB
1,00 OB -1.00 Dg
0,30 n8 O,DO OB
O.OM DH 0.00 OB
2,20 OH .2,00 08 2*5+4.5.6
*7+8.9
2,40 OB -2,$0 OB 1.10
-1.10 OB 0,90 OB
1,20 DE -1.40 DB
3,60 DE -3.40 _B 11*13
0,00 _g 0.00 DB
0,00 DB O,O0 DB
.1,10 OB 0,90 OB $2_15"$6
1,10 DB -0._0 DE
4,70 OB -4.g0 OB 14_$7A
0,00 OB O.O0 OB
.1,10 nH 0.90 OB 12*15_%9
1,10 OB -0,90 OB
4,70 OH .4.80 OE 14"20A
O,O0 Dg 0.00 DB
-1.10 [1B O.gO DB 12_15"22
1,10 OH .0.60 OB
4.70 OB *4.RO OB 14_23R
0,30 DB -0,50 DB
2.70 [1B -3.00 [1R 11,_5
0,00 DB O.O0 [1R
-0,30 nH 0,50 DR
01,R[1 H_ 1,40 [1B 12*27.28
1.40 H_ .1.40 OR
4.10 OR .4.40 nB 26.29R
NO PARAMETER VALUE
I TOTkL TRANSMITTER PowER 47,00 DBH
2 TRANSMITTING CIR[1UIT L[1SS ol,70 OR
3 TRANSMITTING k_TEN_A GAIN 23,S0 DR
4 TQAN_MITTING A_TSN_k PRINTING LOSS 0,00 DR
5, SPRITE LOSS -2_9,70 0$
, rMCI 2,2950000E 03 M[1 RI _,O000000E O_ KM
6 POLkRIZA?ION LOSS "O,tO OR
7 RE[1EIVING ANTENNA GRIN 61,00 _B
R RECEIVING ANTENNA POINTING LOSS -O,Rn OB
9 RECEIVING C[_CQIT _05S O,O00B
10 NET CIRCUIT LOSS -177.30 [1R
11 TOTAL RE[1EIVED PHWER -130,30 HBM
12 RECEIVER NOISE SeECTRAL [tENSITY -IR2,10 HBM
(N/BI
T SYSTEM • 45,00
15 CARRIER MODULATION L[1S_ -6,40 DB
14 RE[1EtVS[1 [1RRR[ER pOwER -136.70 [1BM
1_ CARRIER kPC WOISE BW (2BLO • 17,00) $O.BO OR
[tARRIER PERrOR_A_CE-
TRA[1RINGIONE-WR_)
16 THRE_H[1LD $NR IN 2dLO 0.00 DE
%7 TMRESNOL[1 [tARRIER POWER -171,30 DgM
17A 171,30 08M
Ig PERFORMANCE _ARGIN 34.eO nB
[1ARRIE R RERrOR_A_CE-
TRA[1KINO(TWO-WA_)
19 THRESHOLD SNR IN 2RLO 2.00 [1R
20 THRESMOLD CRORIER _OWER -169,3n [1BM
20A 166,30 OBM
21 PERFORMANCE _kqGIN 32,60 [18
[1ARRIE R PErfORmAnCE-
DATA OETECTIO_
2_ THRES_OL[1 $NR IN 2_LO 12,00 DB
23 TNRES_[1L[1 [1ARRIE R POWER -1_9.30 08M
23R 159,30 08M
24 RERr[1RMANCE _ARGIN ?2,60 0_
DkTk CMANNEL A
2R MODULATION L_$S o1.10 OB
26 RE[1EIVFD DATA SU_CARR[ER POWER -131,40 [1BM
27 RIT RATE IR•I/T) 21.BO DR
2R REOUIRED $T/N/_ 6,70 [1B
26 TMRE_OL[1 SUEC_R_IER POWER -153,60 [18M
_R 1_3.60 _RM
30 RERr[1RMRNCE MARGIN 22,20 [1g
$Y_C C_ANNEL A
31 MODULATION L_SS
32 RE[1EIVER $VN_ Sugo*RRIER ROWE_
33 _YNC ARC NOISE RW 12_L n • R,O0)
34 TMRESHOLO $N _ IN 2dLO
35 THRESHOLD SU_[1ARRIER POWER
35R
36
"i,10 DR 0,30 DtJ -O,RO DB
"131.40 [1BM 2.70 DB °3,00 [1R 11•31
7,00 OB .0.50 [18 O.O0 OH
20.00 DE 0,00' [1B O,O0 DB
-15_J,10 DBM -1,60 Oi_ O*RO OB 12.33.34
1'55.10 DBM 1.6(1 08 -0.90 OB
23.10 [1R '4,30 HEI °3.60 OR 32*35/,
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Table A-13. Telecommunication Design Control Table
TRANSMISSION _ODE - 6 wATI HIDN GAIN
CHANNEL - Isn _ps
RECEPTION _0OE - B5 FT
TOLERANCES
NO _ARAMETE _ VALUE _AVORA_LE ADVERSE SOURCE
I TOTAL TRANSMITTER POWER 37.B0 DB_ O.80 DR .1.00 3B
TRANSMIrTINE CIRCUIT L_SS .2.2O O_ 0.50 DB °O,SO DB
3 TRANSMITTING A_TEN_A DAI_ 34.80 _B 0.30 n8 .0.6O 3B
4 TRANSMITTING A_TEN_A ROINTINO LOSS -1.30 OB 1,3n 08 0.00 08
5, SPACE LOSS -259,7O 34 o.on n_ 0.00 OB
, FMO= 2.2950000E 03 MC R= 1,0000000E O_ KM
6 POLARIZATION LOSS -0.10 DB 0.1_ 38 0.00 _B
7 RECEIVING ANTENNA 3kIN 53,00 _B 1,on 39 -0,_0 OB
8 RECEIVING ANTENNA _OINTINE LOSS °0.i0 DB O,%O DE 0,00 DB
9 RECEIVIND CI_CJIT _ESS O.00 _B 0,0_ OB O.O0 DB
10 _ET CIRCUIT LOSS -I75.60 38 3,30 O_ .1,60 CB 2*3*4*5*6
+7*8*9
11 TOTAL RECEIVED P_wER -137,80 DBM 4,%n 9B .2,6O 08 %*10
02 RECEIVER NOISE SPECTRAL DENSITY -IBI.20 _RM .0.90 DE 0.70 38
(N/HI
T SYSTEM • 55,00
%3 CARRIER MODULATI9_ LOSS -6,40 DB
14 RECEIVED CARRIER p3WER -244.20 OHM
%_ CARRIER ARC 401$E _W (EBLO • 12,00) $O.B_ DR
CARRIER PERFOR_ANCEo
TRACKING(ONE-WAY}
%6 THRESHOLD SNq IN 2_LO 0,00 DE
%7 THRESHOLD CARRIEe POWER .170.40 DB M
17A 170.40 3BM
16 PERFORMANCE _A_;IN 26,20 OB
CARRIE R PERFOR_ANCE-
TRACKIWG(TWD.aAY)
_7 "',_[_Ln ¢_R IN _BLO 2.00 3B
20 THRESHOLD CAqRIEq RO_EP .X68,40 D8_
20A %68,40 DB_
2% PERFORMANCE MARGI_ 74,20 DB
CARRIER PERFORmANcE-
DATA DETECTION
22 TW_ESHOLD SNR IN 2@LD $2,00 DB
7_ THRESHOLD CARRIER _OWER -158,40 OBM
2_A %_E,40 OBM
24 PERFORMANCE MAeGIN 14.2n _B
DATA CHANNEL A
E5 _ODULATID_ LOSS -1.10 DE
26 RECEIVED DATA SURCARRIER POWER -13S.90 DBM
27 BIT PATE (R=I/T) 2%._ _B
28 REDUIHEO STI_IB 6.70 DB
29 THRESmDLD SUgCARRIER POWER -152,70 DB M
29_ 152.70 OEM
30 pERFORMANCE WARGiN 13,80 OB
SYNC C_ANNEL A
3% MODULATION LOSS "l._O DE
32 RECEIVER SYNC SUBC&RRIFR ROWFR "%38,9_ 3BM
33 SY_C APC NOISE 8_ (ERLD = 5,00) 7.0 n OR
34 THRERHOLD SNR IN 2aLO 20.00 09
35 THRESHOLD SU_C_RRIER POWER -154,20 OB W
3SA %_4.2fl O8_
36 PERFORMANCE 4A_DIN 15.30 9_
A-43
1.20 DB -£,40 DB
5.30 9R -4,00 DB
0.00 DR 0.00 08
11.$3
O,O0 DE 0,00 D8
0,90 CB -0,70 OB
6,20 _B -4.7O OB IA*20A
0,00 DE 0.00 DE
.0,90 3B 0.70 DE %2+1E*22
0,90 DR .0.70 DE
6.20 DE -4,70 08 14e23A
0.30 D8 -0,50 D8
4,40 DB .3,10 08 11.25
0,00 08 0,00 OB
-0.30 gn 0.50 08
-I,20 O8 1,20 DB 12_27_28
1,20 3H .i.EO q8
5.60 DR -4.30 DB _6"29A
0.30 OH =0.50 DB
4,40 OH o3.10 08 11e31
.O.SO _B 0.00 RB
0.00 O_ O,O0 n8
-1.40 _B O,70 DE 12+33_34
_.4_ CB .0.70 OB
S,BO 3B .3.80 OB 32_3EA
0.0_ DB 0.00 DB
.0.90 _B 0.70 _8 12+15.Ib
0,90 3g .0.70 DE
6.20 nR .4,70 CR 14_17A
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Table A-14.
TRANSNISSICN M_DE - b WATT HIGH GAIN
CHANNEL ° 150 EPS
RECEPTION _OCE - 210 rT
NO PARAMETER VALUE
1 TOTAL TRANSMITTER ROWER 37.80 OBM
2 TRANSMITTING CIRCUIT LOSS -2.20 OB
3 TRA_SHITTING A_TEN4A GA|N S4,EO DS
4 TRANSMITTING A_TFN4A POINT|NO LOSS .1.30 08
$o SPACE LOS_ °254.70 CB
, FMCs 2.29SOOOOE 03 MC RI 1,000000RE Oa KM
6 POLARIZATION LOSS °0.10 00
7 RECEIVING kNrEANA GAIN 61,00 OB
8 RECEIVING ANTENNA POINTING LOSS °0.30 nS
9 RECEIVING CI_CJIT 60S$ 0.00 OS
10 NET CIRCUIT LOSS -_67.80 C_
11 TOTAL RECEIVED POWER *130,00 DgM
12 _ECEIVE_ NOISE SPECTRAL OENSITY o[02.10 OS_
(N/BI
T SYSTEM • 45.00
13 CARRIE R HODULATION LOSS -6.40 C8
14 RECEIVEO CAR_|ER po_R -136.40 0S4
I_ CARRIER ARC 401SF SW (2BLO " 12,001 10.80 RB
CARRIER PERFORmANCE-
TRACKING(ONE-WAY)
16 THRESMOLO SNq IN 2_LO 0,00 OS
17 THRESHnLn CA_RIE_ _OWER -171,30 nBM
17A 171.30 OBH
IS PERRCRMANCE _ARGIN 34,Q0 nB
CARRIER PERrOR_ANCE-
TRACKING(T_O-_AY)
19 THRES_OLO 54_ IN 2BL_ 2,00 DB
20 THRESHOLD CAaRIER POWER =169.30 OB_
20A 164,3R OBH
21 PERFORMANCE MARGIN 32,40 OB
CARRIER PERrORAA_CE-
DATA DETECTIO_
02 THRESHOLO SN_ IN 28L0 12.0_ t)S
23 THRESHOLD CARRIER ROWER -159.30 OSH
23A 154.3P OBH
04 PERFOXMANCE _ASGIN _2,90 OB
DATA cHANNEL A
25 HODULATION LOSS -1.10 DB
26 RECEIVED OAT_ SU_CAR_IER POWER -131,10 OBM
27 BIT RATE (Rml/T) 21.80 OB
20 REOUT_EO ST/_/_ b,7_ OB
25 THRER_OL_ SU;_CAR_IE_ POWER -153.6n OSM
20A 153.60 DS_
30 PERFON_ANCF _RGIN 22*5O OB
5yNc cHANNEL A
31 HODulAT]ON LOSS *1.I0 DB
32 _ECEIVF_ SYNO SU_CA_RInR RO_ER -131.10 DBH
33 SYNC APC NOISE 8_ (21_L_ • 5,OO} 7.00 OS
34 THREq_nLn $N_ IN 2SLO 20,OO nB
3_ TNRES_OLt_ SU_C*RRIER PO_ER -155.10 DB_
35A 155.10 DS_
06 pERFORMANCE _ARGIN 24.OO OR
A-_
Telecommunication Design Control Table
TOLERANCES
FAVORABL E ADVERSE SOURCE
O.SO _B .1.00 OB
0.50 OS .O.SO 08
0.30 08 .O.bO CR
1,3n os 0.00 OB
0.00 08 0.00 O8
0.1fl OS 0,00 OB
1.00 OR -1.00 C8
0.30 _B 0.00 CS
0.00 _S 0.00 US
3,5_ DB o2.10 _8 2.3.4.5.6
*7"8.9
4,30 OS -3.10 DB 1-10
.l. LO Off 0,90 T)B
1.20 OB -1.40 OS
S.50 09 -4.SO DB
0.00 DB 0.00 OB
11.13
0.00 _B 0.00 DS
• _.10 DB 0.90 CB 12.15.16
1.10 OB .0.40 DB
6.60 CB -5.40 _B 14,17A
0,00 DB 0.00 OS
-1.10 _R 0.40 CB 12.1_+1_
1.10 OS °0.40 OB
6.60 OR -5.40 DB 14,20A
0.00 08 0.00 D_
-1,10 OR 0.40 00 12,15,22
1.10 OB =0.40 OS
6.60 OB °5.40 CB 14,23A
0,30 DO -0.§0 DB
4,60 DE -3,60 CB 11"25
O*OO OH 0.00 _S
-0.30 OS 0,00 [18
o1.4_ 09 1.40 _S 12.27"28
1.40 _B .1.40 DB
b. O0 DB -S.O0 _B 26._4A
0.30 OB =0.50 _S
4,60 DB =3.00 ns 11.31
.O.SO nB 0,00 OB
0.0_ DB O.OO DB
=1.60 _S 0.50 DB 12,33,34
1.60 OB -0.40 _B
6.20 _S -4.S0 _S 30,_5_
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Table A-15. Telecommunication Design Control Table
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Table A-16. Telecommunication Design Control Table
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Table A-17. Telecommunication Design Control Table
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Table A-18. Telecommunication Design Control Table
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Table A-19. Telecommanication Design Control Table
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Table A-20.
TRANSMISSION MODE - 50 WATT MANEUVER
CHANNEL . 7,5 _PS
RECEPTION MODE - _S FT
Telecommunication Design Control Table
TOLERANCES
NO PARAMETER VALUE FAVORARLE ADVERSE SOURCE
$ TOTAL TRANSMITTER POKER 47,I]n ORM 0.20 DB .0,50 DB
2 TRANEMIITING CIRCUIT LOSS .2,1n DR 0,40 DE .0.40 DB
3 TRANSMITTING A_TEN_A GAIN b,50 RH 0,00 _B .0.50 DB
4 TRANSMITTING AATEN_A POINTIND LOSS C,O0 OB D.Of DB 0.00 D@
5, SPACE LOSS .259,70 OB 0,00 08 O,O0 08
' FRO= 2.295_0_0E 03 MC R= I,OO00000E 00 KM
@ POLARIZATION LOSS "0,2f OB 0.29 DB O,O0 00
7 RECEIVING ANTENNA SAI_ 53.00 DS 1,00 DB -0,5R DB
B RECEIVING ANTENNA POINTING LOSS "0,10 D@ O.lO OR 0,00 D@
9 RECEIVING Dl_GJIT .DSS 0,00 DR O,Of nE 0,00 OR
I0 NET CIRCUIT _OSS -202,60 DB 1.70 08 .1.40 3B 2.3+4.5.@
*7-8*9
1% TOTA L RECEIVE D POWER "I_5,60 OB M $,9_ DB -$,90 OB %*1f
12 RECEtVER NOISE S_ECTRAL DENSITY -181.70 _BM -0.90 _8 0.70 R8
(NI_)
T SYqTEM = 55._0
13 CARRIE_ MODULATION L_SS -4,%f 3B 0.70 OB -0.80 DB
14 RECEIVFD CARR|ER pOaER -_59,70 DB M 2,60 _8 -2.70 DB 1%*13
15 CARRIE n APC _OISE d_ (POLO = 5,nO} 7.00 DR O,Of OH 0.00 RB
CARRIER PEQFORMA_CE-
TRACKING(ONE-WAYI
16 THRESMOLD SNR IN 2_Lf G.OO DB 0.0Q D@ 0.00 DB
t7 THRESHfLD CARRIER POWER -%74.2f DBM .O,9f DB 0,70 DB 12*15.1_
174 $74.2f DB_ 0,90 qH .0.70 DG
%8 PERrOR_ANC_ _ARGIN 14,50 DE 3,50 D@ .3,40 OB $4.%7A
cARRIER PERFORMAnCE-
TRACKING(TWO.wAY)
19 THRESHfLO SN_ IN 2_LO 2.G0 DB 0,00 DD 0,00 OB
20 THRESHOLD CARRIER _O_En -%72.2f DB _ .0.90 OB 0.70 OB 12*15*%9
20A 172,20 DBM 0,90 OR .0,70 OB
2% PERFONMANDE _A_GIN 12.50 fib _,Sf OH .3.4f OB $4.20A
CAnRIE_ PEn_OR_ANC_-
DATA OETECTIO_
22 THRESHOLD SN_ IN 26L 0 7.00 DB O,Of DR 0,00 DB
23 THRESHOLD CARRIER PO_ER -%67.20 DBM .0.90 _H 0.70 DB %2*15*22
234 167.20 D8_ 0,90 OR .0,70 DB
24 PERFORMANCE _ARGIN 7.50 DB 3,50 OH -3.40 OB $4.23a
DATA CHANNEL k
25 MODULATION LOSS -2.39 DB 0,60 OR -0,40 DB
26 DECEIVED DATa SUBCARRIER POWER -157.90 OBM 2.50 OR -2,30 O@ %1*25
27 BIT RATE {R=I/T} 8,00 DB O,On OR 0.00 OB
98 REOuIRED ST/_/_ 6,90 DB -0.30 O_ 0,50 DB
p9 THRESHOLD RU_C_RRIER P_WER o165.50 OB M -%,20 OH 1.20 DB 12+27.29
_OA $65,50 ORM $,20 T)B .1.2f DB
_0 PERFORMANCE MARGIN 7.60 OB 3,7f OB -3.50 DB 26*E9A
SYND C_A_INEL A
3% MODULATION LOSS -2.30 DE 0,6f _a -0,_0 D@
32 RECEIVER SYNC SUqDARPI_R POWER -$57,90 DBM 2,50 _B -2.30 DE 11.3Z
33 SYNC APC NOISE BW (2_LO = 0,5f) .3,OR DB .0.50 OB O,OO OH
34 THRESHOLD SNR IN 2BLn 17.Of 08 O,Of OB 0,00 DB
35 THRESHOLD SU@C_RRIER POWER -167,20 DB_ .1.4f DB 0.70 DB 12,33*34
35A 167,20 DBM 1,40 09 .O,Tf DB
36 PERFORMANCE MARGIN 9,30 DR 3.90 OB -3.00 DB 32*35a
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Table A-21.
TRANSMISSION HOOE o 50 MATT MANEUVER
CHANNEL - 7.5 BPS
RECEPTION MODE ° Plfl FT
Telecommunication Design Control Table
TOLERANCES
NO _ARANETER VALUE FAVORADLE ADVERSE SOURCE
2 TOTAL TNANSHITTER _OHER 47.00 DB_ 0,20 09 °0.50 DB
TRANSMITTING CIRCUIT LOSS -2.10 09 0,40 DB °0,40 00
TRANSMITTING ANTENNA GAIN 6.50 O9 0,00 39 .O.SO DB
4 TRAt_SMITTING ANTENNA POINTING LOSS 0,00 DB 0,00 09 0,00 00
51 SPACE LOSS -250.70 DE 0*00 09 O,EO OB
FMCs E,EDEOOOOE 03 HC Ri t,0000000E OS NN
6 POLARIZATION LOSS -0,20 DB 0.20 06 0.00 98
? RECEIVING ANTENNA GAIN 62.00 DB 1.DO 08 °1.00 DB
0 RECEIVING ANTENNA POINTING LOSS °0.30 09 0,30 DB 0,00 DB
5 RECEIVING CIRC_IT LOSS 0,00 09 0,00 03 0.00 DB
10 NET _IRCUIT LOSS -194.80 DE 1,90 DB .L90 DB 2*3*A*5*b
*7*8*9
15 TOTAL RECEIVED pOWER -247,80 ODH 2.10 DB o2,40 DB 1.20
12 RECEIVER NOISE SPECTRAL DENSITY -182.10 09_ °5,5n DB 0,90 OB
IN/R)
T SYSTEM • 45.00
15 CARRIE R MODULATION LOSS °4*10 OE 0.70 39 °0.80 n_
14 RECElVF_ CARRIER POWER -151.90 DBH 2.90 09 -3.20 OB 11,15
IS CARRIER ARC _OISE eW (PELO • 5,00) 7.00 DO 0*00 3H 0,00 DB
CARRIER P_RFORHA_CE-
TRACKING(ONE-WAY)
16 THRESHOLD SN_ IN 2BLO 0.00 DR O.Ofl 09 0.00 08
17 THRESHOLD CARRIER POWER -275.10 09H .I.10 DR 0.00 Ob 12*15'26
17A 275.10 DBH 1.10 08 °0.50 0_
19 PERFORMANCE MAQGIN 2E,_0 nE 3,g0 39 -4,20 DB 14,17A
CARRIER PERFORmANCE-
TRACKING(TWO-WAY)
19 TMRE_HOLD SN_ IN 2bLO 2,00 DB 0,00 09 0,00 DB
20 THRESHOLD CARRIE R PO_ER -173,I_ DHH °5.20 09 0,00 D9 12.15.29
20A 275,20 DR_ L10 DE .0,90 DB
22 PERFORMANCE _A_GIN 2_.2_ OR 5.90 D9 -A,20 De _4.20A
CARRIER PERF_RMANc E-
DATA PETECTION
22 THRESHOLD SNR IN 2_L_ 7,on n9 o,oo OB 0,00 DB
23 THRESHOLD CARRIER PO_ER -160*I0 D8H "2,20 09 0,00 08 12.15*2_
25A 160,|0 DBM _,10 39 .0,00 DB
24 PERFORHANCE MARGIN 16.20 OB 3.90 39 °4.20 OB 54.25A
DATA cHANNEL A
25 _ODUL_TION LOSS -_.3P DR 0,6_ OH -O.AO 09
20 RECEIVED D_TA SURC_ROIER POUFS -150,10 39_ _.70 3_ _E,lO DG 21*25
E7 9[T RATE {R.t/T) 9.90 OB 0.00 fib 0,00 DB
28 REOIJIHEU STI_/3 _,90 DS *0.3_ 38 0.50 DB
29 THRE_HOLO SUHC_RNIER POgER -16_,40 DEN -1,40 09 _.40 DB 12*27*29
29_ 26&,40 DBH 2.40 09 *I.40 D9
30 PERFORMANCE _ANGtN 10.3_ OB 4.10 nB °4,20 DB 26.29A
SyNc CNANNEL k
32 MODULATION LOSS °2,30 OB 0.00 09 °0*40 DE
32 RECEIVE_ SVNC SU_C_RRIER POW_R -150.1n DBH 2.7n 09 =2.i0 D_ 11,51
33 SYNC _PC NO]SE 9_ (2nL3 • 0,50) .3.0_ 38 °0.50 _8 0,00 08
34 THRESHOLD SN_ IN 2_LO 17,0P DG o,0n 30 0,00 n9
35 THRESHOLD SUHCARnI_ Pnw_R -_68.20 DBH -1,6n D_ 0,90 DB t?*33*SA
35A 160.1_ DB_ 1.00 DB =0.90 O9
36 PERFORMANCE _ANGIN 18,OP DB 4,50 39 °3.70 DB 32*35A
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Table A-22.
TRANSMISSION MODE - DSIF 71
CHANNEL - 1 SOPS
RECEPTION MODE - PARASITIC
Telecommunication Design Control Table
N O PARAMETER VALUE
1 TOTAL TRANSMITTER POWER 37.00 DBM
2 TRANSMITTING CIRCUIT LOSS 0.00 DB
3 TRANSMITTING ANTENNA GAIN 24.00 DB
4 TRANSMITTING ANTENNA POINTIND LOSS -4.50 DB
5. SPACE LOSS -159.n0 DB
' FMC= 2,1150000E _3 MC R= 1.OO00000E 03 KM
8 POLARIZATION LOSS -3.00 OB
7 RECEIVING ANTENNA OAIN 0.00 D8
8 RECEIVING ANTENNA POINTING LOSS O.O0 DB
g RECEIVING CIRCUIT LOSS -22.50 OB
10 NET CIRCUIT LOSS -16E.00 DB
11 TOTAL RECEIVED POWER -%28.00 DBM
12 RECEIVER NOISE SPECTRAL DENSITY -166.20 DBM
(N/B)
T SYSTEM = %780,00
13 CARRIER MODULATION LoSS -0.90 DB
14 RECEIVED CARRIER P3WER -128.90 DBM
15 FARRIER ARC NOISE RW (ZBLO = 20.00) 13.00 08
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-
TRACKING(ONE-WAY)
16 THRESHOLD SNR IN 2RLO
17 THRESHOLD CARRIER POWER
17A
18
19
20
2OA
21
22
23
23A
24
25
28
27
2B
29
29A
30
PERFORMANCE MARGIN
CARRIER PERFORMANCF-
TRACKING(TWO-WAY)
THRESHOLD SNR IN ERLO
THRESHOLD CARRIER POWER
PERFORMANCE MARGIN
CARRIER PERfORMANCE-
DATA DETECTION
THRESHOLD SNR IN 2gLO
THRESHOLD CARRIER DOWER
PERFORMANCE MARGIN
DATA CHANNEL A
MODULATION LOSS
RECEIVED DATA SUBCARRIER POWER
BIT RATE (R=%/T)
REQUIRED ST/N/B
THRESHOLD SUBCARRIER ROWER
PERFORMANCE MARGIN
SYNC CHANNEL A
MODULATION LOSS
RECEIVER EYNC SUBCaRRIER POWER
SYNC APC NOISE B w (2BLO : O.aO)
THRESHOLD SNR IN ?_LO
THRESHOLD SUBCARRIER POWER
PERFORMANCE MARGIN
3%
32
33
34
35
35A
36
TOLERANCES
FAVORABLE ADVERSE
0.50 DB O.OO DB
O.OO OB O.OO DB
1.00 DB =%.DO DB
4.50 DB O.O0 DB
O.DO 08 0.00 08
O.O0 DB
O.OO DB
O.OO 08
0.70 DB
6.20 DB
6.70 DB
"I.10 D8
0.00 D8
6.70 DB
-0.20 DB
O.O0 OB O.O0 DB
-153.20 DBM -1.30 DB
%53.20 08H 1.30 DB
24.30 OB 8.00 DB
3.80 DB O.O0 DB
-14g.40 DBM -1.30 DD
149.40 08M 1.30 DB
20.$0 OB 8.00 08
8.50 DB O.O0 OB
-144.70 OBM -1.30 DB
144.70 DBM 1.30 DB
1E.80 DB 8.00 D8
-12.00 DB 0.30 DB
-140.00 OBM 7.00 DB
O.O0 OB O.O0 DB
11.30 DB 0.00 DB
-1S4.90 OBM -%.10 DB
154.90 OBM 1.10 DB
14.90 DB 8.10 DB
O.OO DB
O.OO DB
0.00 DB
-O.7O OB
-1,70 DB 2.3.4.S.6
-7+8*9
-1.70 DB I*10
%.10 DB
-0.10 DE
-1.80 DB 11"13
0.20 08
O.O0 DB
1.30 OB 12"15,16
-1.30 DB
-3.10 08 14.17A
O.O0 DB
1.30 DB 12+15*1g
-1.30 08
-3.10 DB 1A*2OA
1.DO DB
2.30 DB 12*15"22
-2.30 08
-4.10 D8 14*Z3A
-0.40 DB
-2.10 DE %%*25
O.OO DB
0.00 08
1.10 DB 12+27+28
-l.lO 08
-3.20 DB 26*29A
-12.00 DB 0.30 DB -0.40 DB
-140.00 OBM 7.00 DB -2.10 DB 11,31
-4.on DB -0.80 DD O.8O OB
14.50 DB O.DO 08 O.DO 08
-155.70 DBM -I.90 OB 1.90 DB 12*33+34
155.70 DBM 1.90 DB -1.90 DB
1E.70 DB 8.90 DB -4.00 08 32"35A
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Table A-23.
TRANSMISSION HODE - DSIF 72
CHANNEL - 1 SOPS
RECEPTION MODE - PARAS|TIC
Telecommunication Design Control Table
NO PARAMETER VALUE
1 TOTAL TRANSHITTER DOWER 70.00 DOn
2 TRANSH[TTING CIRCUIT LOSS O.O0 08
3 tRANSHITTING ANTENNA GAIn 42.00 DB
4 TRANSNITTING ANTENNA POINTING LOSS 0.00 DB
5. SPACE LOS5 o159.00 DS
FnC m 2.1150000E Q3 HC Rz 1.0000000E 03 KM
6 POLARIZATION LOSS 0.00 D8
7 RECEIVING ANTENNA GAIN 0.00 DB
O RECEIVING ANTENNA POINT]RG LnSS 0.00 08
R RECEIVING CTRCU]T LOSS -22.50 DB
10 NET CIRCUIT LOSS -139.50 DB
11 TOTAL RECETVEO ROVER -69.50 DBH
12 RECEIVER NOISE SPECTRAL DENSITY -16b._O DBH
_N/B)
T SYSTEH • 1750.00
13 CARRIER MODULATION LoSS -O.RO DD
14 RECEIVED CARRIER ROVER -70.40 DOn
IS CARR)ER ARC NOISE _V (?OLD • 20.00} 13.00 DR
CARRIER pERrORHANCE-
TRACKING(ONE-WAY)
16 THRESHOLD $NR IN 29L0
17 THRESHOLD CARRIER bOnER
17A
18 PERFORHANCE HARGIN
CARRIER PERFORnANC_-
TRACK|NG(TVO-WAY)
19 THRESHOLD $NR IN 28L0 3.90 DB
20 THRESHOLD CARRIER POWER -149.40 DSn
20A 149.40 DBH
21 PERFORHANCE MARG|N 79.00 D8
CARRIER pERFORHANCE-
DATA DETECTION
22 THRESHOLD SNR |N 2RLO 8.50 DE
23 THRESHOLD CARRIER POWER -144.70 DOn
23A 144.70 DEn
24 PERFORMANCE _ARG]N 74.30 DS
DATA CHANNEL A
25 MODULATION LOSS -12.00 DB
26 RECE)VED DATA SUBCARRIER ROVER -91.50 DBH
27 BIT RATE (R,1/T) 0.00 DS
29 REOuIRED ST/N/9 11.30 OB
29 THRESHOLD $UBCA_RIER POWER -154.90 OOM
29A 1SA.90 DOM
30 PERFORMANCE nARGIN 73.40 DO
SYNC CHAN_FL A
3t MODULATION LOSS -12.00 DB
32 RECEIVER SYNC SUBCARRIER ROWER °DI.50 DOH
33 SYNC ARC NOISE OW (2RLD • 0.40) .A.DO DS
34 TMRFSNDLD $NR IN 2_LO 14.50 DB
35 THRESHOLD SURCARRIER POVER -155.70 DOn
35a 155.70 DOn
36 PERrORMANCE MARGIN 74.20 DB
TOLERANCES
FAVORABLE ADVERSE SOURCE
0.50 Dfl 0,00 DO
0.00 OB 0.00 DD
0.50 DB -0.50 DB
0.00 DB O.RO OB
O.O0 DS O.OO OB
0.00 OB O.OO DO
0.00 DE 0.00 DD
O.O0 DS 0.00 D8
0.70 DB -O.7O DB
1.20 DB -1.20 DB 2*3*4*5*6
÷7*8*9
1.70 DB -1.20 DO 1.10
-1.10 DO 1.10 DB
0.00 DB -0.10 DB
1.70 DE -1.30 DO 11"13
*0.20 0S 0.20 09
0.00 DO O.O0 D8 0.00 DB
o153.20 DEn -1.30 DS 1.30 DB 12,15,16
153,20 DOn 1.30 DB -1.30 DB
92.E0 DB 3.00 DB -2.60 DB 19-17A
0.00 DB 0.00 DB
-1.30 DB 1.30 D8 12,15,19
1.30 DD -1.30 DB
3.00 DB °2.60 OB 1A*20A
O.O0 DE 1.00 DB
"1.30 DB 2.30 D8 12"15"27
1.30 OS .2.30 DE
0.00 DD "3.60 DD 14"23A
0.30 DS °O.AO DO
2.00 DO -1.60 DB 11,25
0.00 D§ 0.00 DO
0.00 DB 0,00 DB
-1.10 DD 1.10 DE 12-27,28
1.10 DB -1.10 OB
3.10 D8 -2,70 DB 26.29k
0.30 DO -0.40 DB
2.00 DS -1.60 DB 11,31
-0.80 08 0.$0 09
0.00 D8 0.00 DO
"1,90 DB 1.90 DO 12.3_.34
1.90 08 -1,90 DS
3.90 Dg -3.50 DB 32.35A
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Table A-24.
TRANSMISSION MODE - ACQUISITION
CHANNEL - 1 SBPS
RECEPTION MODE - PARASITIC
NO PARAMETER VALUE
1 TOTAL TRANSMITTER POWER 70,OO DBM
2 TRANSMITTING CIRCUIT LOSS O.OO DE
3 TRANSMITTING ANTENNA GAIN 19.10 DR
4 TRANSMITTING ANTENNA POINTING LOSS O.O0 DD
5. SPACE LOSS -159.00 DB
' FMC= 2.%ISO00OE 03 MC R= 1.OOOO00OE 05 KM
6 POLARIZATION LOSS 0.00 DB
7 RECEIVING ANTENNA GAIN O,DO DB
8 RECEIVING ANTENNA POINTING LOSS O.OO D8
9 RECEIVING CIRCUIT LOSS -22,50 DE
10 NET CIRCUIT LOSS -162.40 DD
11 TOTAL RECEIVED POWER -92,40 OBM
12 RECEIVER NOISE SPECTRAL DENSITY "166.20 DBM
Telecommunication Design Control Table
TOLERANCES
FAVORABLE ADVERSE SOURCE
0.50 DB 0.00 Og
0.00 DB O.O0 DD
1.00 DB -1,00 DR
O,O0 DB O.O0 DB
O,O0 DB 0.00 DR
O,O0 DE O.O0 OB
0.00 O8 O.O0 OB
O.O0 DB O.O0 DB
0,70 DB -0,70 OB ...........
1.70 DB -1.70 DB 2-3.4.5_6
.7.B.9
2.20 DR -1.70 DB l*lO
-1.10 DB 1,10 DB
(N/B)
T SYSTEM = 1750.00
13 CARRIER MODULATION LoSS -0.90 OR O.O0 OB -0.10 OB
14 RECEIVED CARRIER POWER -93,30 DBM 0,20 DD -1.50 OD 11"15
]5 CARRIER ARC NOISE RW (2BLO = 20,00) 13,00 DR -O,2O DO 0.20 DD
CARRIER PERFORMANCe-
TRACKING(ONE-WAY)
16 THRESHOLD SNR IN 2RLO O.OO DB O.OO DB O.O0 DR
17 THRESHOLD CARRIER POWER -153,20 DBM -1.30 D8 1,30 OB 12÷15.1_
17A 153.20 DB H 1.30 DB -1,30 DB
1D RERFORMANCE MARGIN 59.90 DD 3.50 DB -3.10 DB 14_17A
CARRIER PERFORNANCE-
TRACKING(TWO-WAY)
19 THRESHOLD SNR IN 2SLO 3.80 DR O.OO DE O.OO DB
20 THRESHOLD CARRIER POWER -14Q.40 DDM -1.50 DB 1.30 OB 12"15_1g
20A 14R,4O DSM 1.50 DB -1.30 DB
21 PERFORMANCE MARGIN 56,10 DD 3.50 DB -3,10 DE 14"20A
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-
DATA DETECTION
22 THRESHOLD SNR IN 2RLO 8.SO DB O.OO DB 1.DO D8
23 THRESHOLD CARRIER POWER -144,70 DBM -1,30 DB 2,3D OB 52"15"22
23A 144,7D DBH 1.30 DD -2,30 DO
24 PERFORMANCE MARGIN 55.40 DR 3.S0 DB -4.10 DB 54,_3A
DATA CHANNEL k
25 MODULATION LOSS "12.00 OB 0,30 DB -0,40 DB
76 RECEIVED DATA SUBCARRIER POWER "104.40 DBM 2.50 DB "2,10 DB II'25
27 BIT RATE (R:I/T) O,OO DB O.OO De O,OO DB
28 REQUIRED ST/N/B 11.50 OS O,OO D8 O.OO DR
29 THRESHOLD SUBCARRI_R POWER -154,90 DBM -1.10 DR 1.10 OB IR*E7*2E
29A 154.90 DBM 1.10 DB -1,I0 DE
30 PERFORMANCE MARGIN 50,50 DE 3,60 DD -3.20 DD 26.29A
SYND CHANNEL k
31 MODULATION LOSS -12,00 DB 0.30 DE -0.40 DB
32 RECEIVER SYNC SURCARRIER POW_R -104,40 DBM 2,50 DE -2.ID DE 11.31
33 SYNC ARC NOISE EW {2BLO : n,40) -A.00 DB -0.80 DR O,8O DS
34 THRFSHOLD RNR IN 2RLO 14,5_ DB O,OO DB O.O0 DB
35 THRESHOLD SUODARRIFR POWER -195.70 nBM -1.90 DB 1.90 DB 12*33+3a
35A 155,70 DBM 1,90 DB °1.90 DE
36 PERFORMANCE MARGIN 51.30 DE 4,40 DR -4,00 DR 32.35A
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Table A-25.
TRANSMISSION MODE - ACQUISITION
CHINNEL " 1 $BP5
RECEPTION MODE - 8ROAD COVERAGE
Telecommunication Design Control Table
TOLERANCES
NO PARAMETER VALUE FAVOR&BLE ADVERSE SOURCE
i TOTAL TRANSMITTER POWER 70.00 OBM O.SO DE 0.00 02
2 TRANSNITTING CIRCUI? LOSS 0.00 22 0.00 22 O.O0 DB
3 XRANSRITT]NG ANTENNA GAIN 19.10 OB 1.00 22 -1.00 DE
4 TRANSMITTING ANTENNA ROIRTINO LOSS 0.00 DB 0.00 OB 0.00 22
S. SPACE LOSS -IS9.00 22 0.00 22 2.00 02
' FMC, 2.11500R02 O3 MC R= 1.0000000E O3 KM
6 POLARIZATION LOS5 "0.10 O2 0.10 28 -0.10 DB
7 RECEIVING ANTENNA GAIN =0.50 22 O.SO DB -1.00 22
B RECEIVING ANTENNA POINTING LOSS 0.00 02 O.O0 D2 0.00 22
9 RECEIVING CIRCUIT LOSS -2.30 DB 0.70 22 -0.70 02
10 NET CIRCUXT LOSS -142.80 22 2.30 22 -2.80 22 2*3*4*5*6
+7*B÷9
i_ TOTAL RECEIVED ROW2R -72.20 DBM 2.20 DB °E.DO 22 i+20
12 RECEIVER NOISE SPECTRAL DENSITY -186.20 2BM -1.10 22 1.10 DB
(N/R)
T SYSTEM • 17_R.00
13 CARRIER MODULATION LoSS -0.90 OB 0.00 22 =O.lO DB
14 RECEIVEO CARRIER POWER -73.70 DBM 2.20 22 -2.90 DB 11"13
IS CARRIER ARC NOISE RW 12BLO • _0.00) 13.00 D2 -0.20 D§ O.EO DB
CARRIER RERrORMANCE-
TRACKING_ONE-WAY)
16 THRESHOLD ERR IN 2ALO 0.00 22 0.00 DE 0.00 02
17 TRRESNOLD CARRIER POWER ._$3.20 DBM -I.30 DB 1.30 DB 12,15,18
17A I_3.20 OBM 1.30 DB -1.30 29
ID PERFORMANCE RARGIN 79.S0 D2 A._O DB -4.20 02 IA*ITA
CARnlER RERrORMANC_ -
TRACKING(TWO-WAY)
19 THRESMOLD ERR IN 2RLO 3.80 02 0.00 DB 0.00 DB
EO THRESMOLD CARRIER PO_ER .149.40 DEW -1.30 DE 1.30 DB 12,15,IR
20A 149.40 OBM 1.30 22 -1.30 02
2_ PERFORMANCE _ARGIN 75.7O DB 4.10 D2 -4.20 D9 14,_0A
CARRIER PERrOR_ANCE-
DJTA DETECTION
22 TRREENOLD SNR IN 22L0 2.S0 02 0.00 26 1.00 02
23 T_RESHOLD CARRIER ROWEA -144.70 DBM -1.30 DE 2.30 02 12,IS,2_
23A 144.70 OBH 1.30 02 -2.30 02
24 PER_OAMANCE _ARGIN 71.00 OB 4.10 DB -_.20 22 14-23A
DATA CHARNEL A
_S MODULATION LOSS -12.00 02 0.30 DE -O.AO 0D
26 RECFfVED DATA EUDDARRIFR PO_ER -R4.80 DEN 3.10 22 -3.20 OB 11,_S
27 21T RATE 4R,I/T) 0.00 DB 0.00 DB 0.00 DB
28 REOuIRED $T/_/2 11.30 02 0.00 DB 0.00 22
29 T_REEMOLD EUBCARnlER ROWE R -ISA.90 DBM -I.XO DB 1.10 DD 12,27.28
_RA I_4.90 OBH 1.10 22 -1.10 02
30 PERFORMANCE MARGIN 70.i0 22 A.20 28 -4.30 22 26,29A
EY_C CHANNEL A
3X MODULATION LRS_ -12.00 22 0.30 02 -0.40 OB
32 R_CEIVER SV_C $UBC_RRIER POWFR -24.20 DON 3.10 Dg -3.20 DB 11"3_
33 $YNC ARC NOI_E BW I_BLO • 0.40) -4.00 DB -0.80 DE 0.80 D_
34 TMnES_OLD SNR IN _RLO iA._O DD 0.00 22 0.00 02
32 T_ES_OLO SUBD_RRIER POWER -_SS.70 OB_ -I.90 OB I._0 22 12'33"34
3_A ISS.70 DEN 2.90 22 -1.90 22
36 PErfORMANCE MARGIN ?0.90 02 D.OO DB -S.IO DB _2"32A
A-60
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Table A-26. Telecommunication Design Control Table
TRANSMISSION MODE - 85 FT/ 2S KW
CHANNEL - 1 SBPS
RECEPTION MODE - BROAD COVERAGE
NO PARAMETER VALUE
I TOTAL TRANSMITTER POWER 74.00 DEN
2 TRANSMITTING CIRCUIT LOSS 0.00 DE
3 TRkNSMITT|NG ANTENNA GAIN 51.00 DS
4 TRANSMITTING ANTENNA POINTING LOSS -0.10 DB
5 SPACE LOSE -259.00 DB
' EHC= 2.1150000E 03 MC R= 1.0000000E 08 KM
6 POLARIZATION LOSS "0.10 DB
7 RECEIVING ANTENNA GAIN -O.SO DB
8 RECEIVING ANTENNA POINTING LoSS 0.00 OS
9 RECEIVING CIRCUIT LOSS -2.30 DB
10 NET CIRCUIT LOSS -211.00 DB
11 TOTAL RECEIVED POWER" "137.00 DSM
12 RECEIVER NOISE SPECTRAL DENSITY "166.20 DBM
IN/R)
T SYSTEM = 1750.00
13 CARRIER MODULATION LoSS -0.9O DS
14 RECEIVED CARRIER ROWER -137.90 DBH
]5 CARRIER ARC NOISE RW (DBLO = DO.O0) 13.00 DE
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-
TRACKING(ONE-WAY)
TOLERANCES
FAVORABLE ADVERSE SOURCE
0,50 De .... _0_ ................
0,00 DB O.O0 OB
1.DO DB .0.50 D8
0.10 DB O.O0 DB
O.O0 DB 0.00 DB
0,10 DB -0.10 D[ ......
0.50 DB -1.00 DB
0.00 DE 0.00 DE
0.70 DB _b_70 DB ...........
2.40 OB -2.30 OB 2*3*4*5°8
*7*8*9
2.90 D8 -2.30 DE 1"10
-1.10 DE 1.10 DB
O.O0 DO LO.IO DB
2.90 DB -2.40 DB
-0.20 DO 0.20 DB
11"13
16 THRESHOLD SNR IN 2RLO 0.00 DB 0.00 DB 0.00 D8
]7 THRESHOLD CARRIER POWER -153.20 DBM -1.30 DB 1.30 DB 12,15*1b
17A 153.20 DBM 1.30 DB -1.30 DB
1E PERFORMANCE MARGIN 15.30 DB 4,E0 DB -3.70 DE 14*17k
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-
TRACKING(TWO-WAY)
19 THRESHOLD SNR IN 2RLO
DO THRFSHOLD CARRIER POWER
?OA
21 PERFORMANCE MARGIN
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-
DATA DETECTION
3.80 DB O.O0 DB O*O0 DE
-149.40 DEM -1.30 DB 1.30 DS 12"15"19
149.40 DBM 1.30 DE .1.30 OB
11.50 DB 4.20 DB -3.70 DE 14"20A
22 THRESHOLD SNR IN 2RLO
23 THRESHOLD CARRIER POWER
25A
24 PERFORMANCE MARGIN
8.50 DB
-144.70 DBM
144.70 DBM
6.80 DB
O,O0 DB l,O0 DB
-1,30 DB 2.30 DS 12"13"22
1,30 DB -2,30 O_ ...........
4.20 DB -4.70 DB 14"23A
DATA CHANNEL A
25 MODULATION LOSS
26 RECEIVED DATA SUBCARR|ER POWER
27 BIT RATE (R=I/T)
28 REGuIRED ST/N/B
29 THRESHOLD SUDCARRIER POWER
29A
30 PERFORMANCE MARGIN
"12.00 DB
-149.00 DBM
0.00 DB
11.30 DB
-154.90 OBM
154.90 OEM
5,90 OS
0.30 DE -0.40 D8
3.20 DB -_.70 DB 11"55
O.O0 DB O_O0 DB ..............
0,00 DE 0.00 D8
-1.10 D6 1.10 DE 12,27,28
1.10 DB .1.10 08
4.30 DB -3.80 DB 26,29A
SYNC CHANNEL A
31 MODULATION LOSS
32 RECEIVER SYNC SUBCARRIER POWER
33 EYNC ARC NOISE BW (_BLO = 0.40)
34 THRESHOLD SNR IN 2OLD
35 THRESHOLD SUBCARRIER POWER
35A
36 PERFORMANCE MARGIN
-12.00 DE
-149.00 DBH
-4.00 OB
14.50 DB
-155.70 DBM
155.70 DEN
6.70 DE
0.30 DB -0.40 DB
3.20 DB -2.70 OB 11,31
-0.80 DB 0.80 DE
0.00 DB 0.00 DB
-1,90 DB 1,90 OS 12,33-34
1.90 DE -I,90 DB
5.10 DE -4.60 DB 32+35A
A-61
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Table A-27.
TRANS41SSION MODE - $5 KT/ IDD KW
CHANNEL - I SB_S
RECEPTION MODE - RROAO COVERAGE
N O PARAMETER VALUE
1 TOTAL TRANSMITTER POWER 80,00 DBM
2 TRANSMITTING CIRCUIT LOSS 0.00 DB
3 TRANSMITTING ANTENNA GAIN $%.00 DR
4 TRANSMITTING ANTENNA POINTING LOSS -0.I0 DB
5 SPACE LOSS -259,00 DB
FMC= 2,%150000E n3 MC R= 1,00OOOOOE 08 KM
6 POLARIZ_IdDN LOSS -0.I0 DB
7 RECEIVING ANTENNA GAIN -O,5D DG
R RECEIVING ANTEN_ POINTING LoSS 0,00 n8
9 RECETVING CIRCUIT ROSS -2,30 DB
tO NET CIRCUIT LOSS -211,00 OB
11 TOTAL RECEIVED ROWER -131.00 DBM
12 RECEIVER NOISE SPECTRAL DENSITY -166.20 DGM
(N/R)
T SYSTEM = 1750.00
13 CARRIER MODULATION LOSS -0.90 DB
14 RECEIVED CARRIER POWER -131,90 DBM
15 CARRIER APC NOISE qw (EBLO = 70.OO) 13,00 DB
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-
T'RACK]NG(ONE-WAY)
]6 THRESHOLD SNR IN 2OLD 0,00 DB
17 THRESHOLD CARRIER ROWER -153.20 DBM
17A 153.20 ORM
1E PERFORMANCE MARGIN 21.30 nB
cARRIER PERFORMANCE-
TRACKING(TWO-WAY)
19 THRESHOLD SNR IN 2nLO 3.8D DB
?0 THRESHOLD CARRIER POWER .149,40 DBM
EOA 14g.40 DBM
21 PERFORMANCE MARGIN 17,b0 DB
CARRIER PERfORMANCe-
nATA DETECTION
22 THRESHOLD SNR IN 2nLC R,50 D@
?3 THRESHOLD CARRIER POWER -144.70 DBM
23A 144,70 DeM
24 PERFORMANCE MARGIN 12.80 DB
DATA CHANNEL k
25 MODULATION LOSS -12,00 DB
26 RECEIVED Okra SUBCARRIER POWER -143,00 DBM
27 BIT RATE (R=L/T) 0,00 DB
2B REQUIRED STIN/R 11.50 DD
29 THRESHOLD SUBCARRIER POWER °%54.90 OBM
?9A 154.90 DBM
50 PERFORMANCE MARGIN 11.90 DB
SyNC CHANNEL k
31 MODULATION LOSS -17.00 DE
32 RECEIVER SYNC SUBCARRIER POWER -145,00 DBM
53 SYNC APC NOISE BW (2BLO • 0.40) *4,00 OB
54 THRESHOLD SNR IN 2_LO 14,$0 D_
3_ THRESHOLD SUBCAR_IER POWER -155.70 DBM
35A 155.70 DBN
3E PERFORMANCE MARGIN 12,70 DB
A-62
Telecommunication Design Control Table
TOLERANCES
FAVORABLE ADVERSE SnURCE
0.50 OB 0.00 OB
0.00 DB 0.00 DB
1.00 DB -O.SO DG
O.1D OB O.OO DB
0.00 DB 0.00 OB
0.10 DB -0.10 D8
O.SO DB -1.00 DO
0.00 DB 0.00 DG
0.70 DR -O.?O OB
2.4O DB -?.30 DB 2*3*4*5*6
,7,8_9
2.90 DB -2.30 D8 1,10
-1.10 DB 1.10 DG
O,OO De -O,_.O DB
2.90 DB -2.40 DB
.O.2D DB 0,20 08
11"13
0.00 DB 0.00 DB
-1.30 DB 1.30 DR 12*15.16
1.30 DO -_.50 DR
4.20 D8 -5.70 OB 14.17A
O.O0 DB 0.00 DO
-1.50 08 1.30 DB 12,15.19
1.30 DB -1.30 O8
4.20 DB -3.70 DB 14_20A
O.OO D@ 1.OO OB
-1.30 DB 2.30 DB 12,15,22
1.30 DB -2.30 DB
4.20 DB -4.70 OR 14"23A
0,30 DB -0.40 DB
3.20 DB -2,70 OB 11.25
0.00 DB 0.00 DB
0.00 DB 0.00 DB
-1,10 DB 1.10 08 12,2?,2R
1,10 DB -1.10 DB
4.30 DB "3.GO DB 26"29A
0.30 DB -0,40 O8
3,20 DB -2,70 Oe 11"31
-0.RD OD O.BO DB
O.OO DB O,OO OB
-1.90 Og I.OO OB 12,33,34
1,90 OB -1.9 OOD
5.10 DB -4.60 DB 32,35A
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Table A-28.
TRaNSMiSSION MODE - ?In rT/ lOO KW
CHANNEL - 1 SBPE
RECEPTION MODE - RROAT) COVERAGE
NO PARAMETER VALUE
1 TOTAL TRANSMITTER POWER 80.00 OBM
2 TRANSMITTING CIRCUIT LOSS D.O0 DB
3 TRANSMITTING ANTENNA GAIN 60.00 DB
4 TRANSMITTING ANTENNA POINTING LOSS -O.20 DB
S. SPACE LOSS -259.00 DB
' FMC= 2.1150000E q3 MC R= l.OOnOOOOE 08 KM
6 POLARIZATION LOSS -0.10 08
7 RECEIVING ANTENNA 3AIN -0.50 DB
8 RECEIVING ANTENNA POINTING LoSS 0.00 DB
9 RECEIVING CIRCUIT LOSS -2.30 DB
10 NET CIRCUIT LOSS -202.10 DB
11 TOTAL RECEIVED POWER -122.10 DBM
12 PECEIVFR NOISE SPECTRAL DENSITY -166.20 DBM
Telecommunication Design Control Table
(N/R)
T SYSTEM = 179_.00
13 CARRIER MODULATION L_S$ -0.90 DB
14 RECEIVED CARRIER POWFR -123.00 DBM
]5 CARRIER APC NOISE nw (2Rl_O = 20.00) 13.00 08
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-
TRACKING(ONE-WAY)
]6 THRESHOLD SNR IN 2BLO 0.00 DB
I? THRESHOLD CARRIER DOWER -153.20 DBM
17A IS3.20 DBM
18 PERFORMANCE MARGIN 30.28 O8
CARRIER PERFORHANDP-
TRACKING(TWO-WAY)
10 THRESHOLD SNR IN 2OLD 3.80 DB
20 THRESHOLD CARRIER POWER o149.40 DBM
20k 149.40 DBM
21 PERFORMANCE MARGIN 26.40 DB
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-
DATA DETECTION
22 THRESHOLD SNR IN 2RLO 8.50 DB
23 THRESHOLD CARRIER POWER "144.70 DBM
23A 144.70 DBM
24 PERFORMANCE MARGIN 21.70 DB
DATA CHANNEL A
25 MODULATION LOSS -12.00 DB
26 RECEIVED DATA SUBCARRIER POWER -%34.10 DBM
27 BIT RATE (R:I/T) O,O0 D8
28 REQUIRED ST/N/B 11.30 D8
29 THRESHOLD SUBCARRIER POWER "154.90 DBH
2RA 154,R0 DBM
30 PERFORMANCE MARGIN 20.80 DB
SYNC CHANNEL A
31 MODULATION LOSS -12.00 DB
32 RECEIVER SYNC SUBCkRRIER BOWER -134.10 DBM
33 SYND ARC NOISE 8w (2BLO = 040) -4.00 DO
34 THRESHOLD SNR IN 2BLO 14.50 DB
35 THRESHOLD SUBCARRIFR POWER -155.70 DBH
35A 155.70 DBM
36 PERFORMANCE MARGIN 21.60 DB
A-63
TOLERANCFS
FAVORABLE ADVERSE SOURCE
0.50 DB 0.00 D8
0.00 DB 0.00 OB
0.00 DB -O.BO D8
0.20 DS O.OO DB
O.OO DB 0,00 DR
0.10 DB -0.10 08
O.SO DS -1.00 DS
0.00 DR 0.00 DB
0.70 08 -o. To nB
2.30 DB °2.60 OB 2+3+4+5+6
.7+8*9
2.80 08 -2.60 D8 I*I0
-1.10 DB 1.10 DB
D.O0 DS -0.i0 DB
2.80 DS -2.70 08
-0.20 D8 0.20 DB
11"13
O.OO DB O.OO DB
-1.30 DB $.30 DB 12+15+IQ
1.30 DB -1.30 DB
4,%0 DB -4,00 DB i4.20A
0.00 DB 1.00 DB
-i.SO DB 2.30 DB 12"15"22
1.30 DB -2.30 DB
4.%0 DB -5.DO OB 14"23A
0.30 OB -0.40 DB
3.10 DB -S.O0 OB 11-25
0.00 DE 0,00 D8
0.00 DB 0.00 DB
-i.10 DB 1.10 DE 12+27+2R
1,10 DR -1.10 DB
4.20 DB -4.10 DB 26"29A
0.30 DB -0.40 OB
3.10 DB -3.DO DB 11*31
-0.80 DB O.BO DB
O.OO DB 0.00 DB
-1.90 DB 1.90 DB 12.33+34
1,90 DB -1.90 08
S.O0 DB -4.90 DB 32.35A
0.00 OB O.OO DG
-1.30 OB 1.30 DB 12*15,I_
1.30 DB -1.30 DB
4.10 DB °4.00 DB 14.17A
Table A-29.
TRANSMISSION MODE - 85 ET/ 25 KW
CHANNEL - 1 SBDS
RECEPTION MODE - MANEUVFR
VOY-D-310
Telecommunication Design Control Table
TOLERANCES
NO PARAMETER VALUE FAVORABLE ADVERSE SOURCE
1 TOTAL TRANSMITTER POWER 74.00 DBM 0.50 DB 0.00 OB
2 TRANSMITTING CIRCUIT LOSS 0,00 DB 0.00 DB 0,00 DB
3 TRANSMITTING ANTENNA GAIN 51,00 OB 1,00 DB -O.SO DB
A TRANSMITTING ANTENNA POINTING LOSS -0.i0 DB 0,10 DB O.O0 DB
S. SPACE LOSS -25q.00 D8 0.00 DB 0.00 OB
t FMC= 2.1150000E P_ MC R = 1.0000000E 00 KM
6 POLARIZATION LOSS "0.60 OB 0.60 DB "0.10 08
7 RECEIVING ANTENNA GAIN 4.00 DB 0,00 DB -1.00 Og
8 DECEIVING ANTENNA POINTING LOSS 0,00 D0 0.00 DB 0,00 DB
9 RECEIVING CIRCUIT LOSS -2.50 DB O.BO DB -0.80 DB
10 NET CIRCUIT LOSS -207.20 D0 2.50 OB -2.40 DB 2.3*4.5-0
*7*0*9
iI TOTAL RECEIVED POWER -133,?0 DBH 3.00 DB -2.40 OB I*I0
12 RECEIVER NOISE SPECTRAL DENSITY -165.20 DDM -1.10 DB 1.10 DB
(N/B)
T SYSTEM = 1750.00
13 CARRIER MODULATION LoSS -0.90 DB O.OO OB -0.10 DB
14 RECEIVED CARRIER POWFR -134,I0 DBM 3.00 DB -2.50 DB 11"13
l_ CARRIER ADO NOISE RW (?BLO = ?0.00) 13.00 DB -0,20 DB 0.20 DB
CARRIER PERFORMANCP-
TRACKING(ONE-WAY)
16 THRESHOLD SNR IN 2OLD 0.00 OB 0.00 DB 0.00 DB
17 THRESHOLD CARRIED POWER -153.20 DSM -1.30 De 1.30 DB 12,15,16
17A 153.20 DBM 1.30 DB -1.30 DB
10 PERFORMANCE MARGIN 19.10 OB 4.30 DB -3.00 OB 14*17A
CADRIER PERFORMANCE-
TRACKING(TWO-WAY}
19 THRESHOLD SNR IN 2RLO 3.80 D8 O.OO D8 0.00 DB
20 THRESHOLD CARRIER POWER -149.40 DBM -1.30 D8 1.30 08 t2,15,19
20A 149.40 OBM 1.30 DB -%.30 DB
21 PERFORMANOE MARGIN 15.30 OB 4.30 DB -3.80 OB 14+20A
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-
DATA DETECTION
22 THRESHOLD SNR IN 2nLO 8.50 DB 0.00 DB 1.00 08
2_ THRESHOLD CARRIER POHER -144.70 DBM -1.30 OB 2.30 DB 12"15"??
_3A 144.70 DBM 1.30 DB -2.30 DB
24 PERFORMANCE MARGIN EO.60 Dg 4.30 DB -4.00 DB 14"23A
DATA CHANNEL A
25 MODULATION LOSS "12.00 OB 0.30 OB -0.40 De
26 RECEIVED DATA SURCARRIER POWER -145.20 OBM 3.30 DB -2.80 DB 11,25
27 BIT RATE (Rzl/T) O.O0 DB 0.00 DB 0.00 OB
28 REQUIRED ST/N/B 11.30 OB 0.00 DB O.O0 DB
29 THRESHOLD SUBCARRIER POWE R "1S4.90 OBM -1.10 D8 1.10 DS 12.27.2R
2gA 154,90 08N I,I0 O8 .I.10 DB
30 PERFORMANCE MARGIN 9.70 OB 4.40 OB °_.gO OS 26*_0A
SYNC CHANNEL A
31 MODULATION LOSS -12.00 D8 0.30 DB -0.40 DB
32 RECEIVER SYNC SUOCARRIED POWER -145.20 OBM 3.30 Dg -2,80 DB 11"31
33 SYNC ARC NOISE BW (2BLO • 0,40) °A.O0 OB -0.80 DB 0.80 DB
34 THRESHOLD SNR IN 2_LO 14.50 OB 0.00 D0 O.O0 D8
35 THRESHOLD SURCARRIED POWER -155.70 O@M -1.90 OB 1.gO DB 12,33,34
35A 155.70 DBM 1.90 De -1,90 DB
36 PERFORMANCE MARGIN 10,50 DB 5.20 D8 -4.70 08 32,35A
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Table A-30.
TRANSMISSION MODE - R5 FT/ %D0 NW
CHANNEL - I SBPS
RECEPTION MODE - MANEUVE R
NO PARAMETER
E TOTAL TRANSMITTER ROWER
2 TRANSMITTING CIRCUIT LOSS
3 TRANSMITTING ANTENNA GAIN
4 TRANSMITTING ANTENNA POINTING LOSS
_. SPACE LOSS
' FMC= 2.lISOOnOE n3 MC R=
6 POLARIZATION LOSS
T RECEIVING ANTENNA GAIN
RECEIVING ANTENNA POINTING LOSS
Q RECEIVING CIRCUIT LOSS
10 NET CIRCUIT LOSS
_I TOTAL RECEIVED POWER
]2 RECEIVER NOISE SPECTRAL DENSITY
:L8
]7
17A
18
19
2O
20A
71
22
23
23A
24
?S
26
27
2E
?9
29A
30
31
32
33
34
35
3SA
36
(N/R)
T SYSTEM = 17So.nO
CARRIER MODULATION LoSS
RECEIVED CARRIER pnwFR
CARRIER APC NOISE _W (2OLD = 20.00)
CARRIER PERrORMANCE-
TRACKINO(ONE-WAY)
THRESHOLD SNR IN ?PLO
THRESHOLD CARRIER POWER
PERFORMANCE MARGIN
CARRIER PER_ORMANCF -
TRACKING(TWO-WAY)
THRESHOLO SNR IN ?DLO
T_RESHOLD CARRIER POWER
PERFORMANCE MARGIN
_ARRIER PERfORMANCE-
DATA nETECTION
THRESHOLD SNR IN 2PLO
THRESHOLD CARRIER POWER
PERCORMANOE MARGIN
raTA CHANNEL A
MODULATION LOSS
RECEIVED DATA SUBCARRIER POWER
BIT RATE (R=I/T)
REOUIRED ST/N/B
THRESHOLD SUDCARRIFR POWER
PERFORMANCE MARGIN
SyNC CHANNEL A
MODULATION LOSS
RECEIVER SYNC SUDCARRIER POWER
SYNC APC NOISE BW (SBLO = n.40)
THRESHOLD SNR IN 2RLO
THRESHOLD SUBOARRIER POWER
PERFORMANCE MARGIN
Telecommunication Design Control Table
1.o000DooE 08 KM
TOLERANCES
VALUE FAVORABLE ADVERSE SOURCE
SO-O0 08N 0.50 DE 0.00 De
0.00 DB O.OO D8 0.00 D8
51.00 D8 1.00 DS -0.50 DB
-0.10 DE 0.10 DE 0.00 DE
-259.00 D8 0.00 D8 0.00 OB
-0.60 DB 0.60 DO -O.IO DB
4.00 DB 0.00 08 -1.00 DB
0.00 DB 0.00 D8 0.00 DB
-?.50 DB 0,80 DE -0.80 DB
-207.20 DB 2.50 DO -2.40 DB 2-3,4÷5,6
*7*8*9
-127.20 DBM 3.00 08 -2.40 DO 1"10
-166.20 DBM -1.10 D8 1,10 DB
-0.9R DB 0.00 DE "0.10 DB
-E28.10 DBM 3.00 DB -2.50 DB
13.00 DO -0.20 DE 0.20 D8
11"13
3.80 DB 0.00 DB 0.00 DB
-149.40 DON -1.30 DB 1.30 D8 12,15,10
149.40 DBM 1.30 DB -1.30 DB
71.30 DE A.SO DB -3.80 DS 14"20A
8.SO DB O.O0 D8 1.00 DB
-[44.70 DBM -1.30 DO 2.30 09 12"15*2R
144.70 OEN 1.30 DE .2.30 DB
16.b0 08 4.30 08 -4.80 DB 14+23A
-12.00 DB 0.30 DB -0.40 OS
-139.20 DBM 3.30 DE -2.80 DS 11,25
O.O0 DE 0.00 DE O.OO DB
11.30 DE 0.00 08 O.OD DB
-154.90 DEM -1.10 DE 1.10 DD 17,27,28
154.90 DBM 1.10 DB -1.10 DS
15.70 DB 4.40 DB "3.90 DB 26.29A
-12.00 DE 0.30 DB -0.40 DE
"139.20 DBM 3.30 DB =2.80 DB 11,31
-4.00 D8 -O.EO 08 0.80 DB
14.50 DD 0.00 DB 0.00 DS
-155.70 DBM -1.90 DB 1.90 DB 12,33.34
155.70 DBM 1.90 D9 -I.90 DB
E6.SO DS 5.20 DB -4.70 DB 32,35A
A-65
O.O0 D8 0.00 DB 0.00 08
o153.20 DBM -1.30 DO 1.30 DB 12,15+16
153.20 DBM 1.30 Dg -1.30 DB
25.10 D8 4.30 DB -3.80 DE 14,17A
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Table A-31.
TRANSMISSION HODE " 210 rT/ 100 KN
CHANNEL - I SBP$
RECEPTION MODE - MANEUVER
Telecommunication Design Control Table:
NO PARkHETE_ VALUE
I TOTkL TRANSMITTER PO_ER 80.00 OBN
2 TRANSMITTING C_RCU]T LOSS 0.00 08
3 TRA_SHITT]NG 4NTEN_A GA]N 60.00 DB
4 TRANSHITTING ANTENNA POINTIN_ LOSS .0.20 D8
5. SPACE LOSS -E_9.00 DB
' FMC= 2.1150000E n3 MC nl 1.0000000E 08 NH
6 POLJRZZATION LOSS -0.60 DB
7 AECEIVING ANTENNA _AIN 4.00 DB
8 RECEIV|NG A_TE_A POINTING LOSS 0.00 D8
PECEIVlNG CIRCUIT LOSS -2.50 D8
10 _ET CI_CU[T LOSS -190.30 DB
11 IOTAL RECEIVED PONER -110.30 OBH
12 nECEIVER NOX$E $PECTPAL DENSITY -166.E0 DSH
(N/B)
T SYSTE_ , 1750.00
13 CARRIER MODULATION LoSS *0.90 DB
14 NECEIVED CARR]EH POWER -119.20 08H
10 C4RRIER APC NOISE _ (2BLO • 20.00} 13.00 D8
CkRRIEn PERrORMA_CE-
TRACKING(O_E-WAY)
16 TMRESHOLO SNR IN _RLO 0.00 08
17 THRESHOLD CkRR]ER POWER -1_3.20 DBH
174 1_3.20 DBH
18 PERfORMAnCE MARGIN 34.00 OB
CARRIER PERrORHANCE-
T_ACKING(TWO-_AY)
$9 THRESHOLP 5NR lh 2_LO 3.eO DB
20 THNESMOLO CkRRIEn PO_ER -14g.40 OBN
204 149.40 08H
21 PERFORMANCE HARG]N 30.20 OB
CARRIER PERfORMANCe-
DATA DETECTIO_
_2 THRESHOLO $NR IN 2_LO B._O OB
23 TH_ES_OLO CARRIER POSEn .144.70 OBM
234 14¢.70 DBH
24 PERrnRHANCE HARG_N 2_._0 DB
OAT_ CHAN_EL A
?5 _ODULATION LOSS -12.00 D8
26 _ECE]VED DJTA $UOCARR[ER PO_E_ -130.30 BBN
27 BIT RkTE (NIl/T) 0.00 DB
_8 _EO_INED $T/_/_ 11.30 DB
29 THRESMOLO SURCAnRIER PO_ER -1_4.90 OBH
294 1_4.90 DBH
00 PERfORmAnCE H_RG[N 24.6O DB
SyNC CH_NEL A
31 MO_LJLAT]ON LO$_ -12.00 DB
_2 RECEIVER 5Y_C $U_CARRIEn POHER "130.30 08H
33 _NC 4PC _O[$E B_ (2BLO • n.40) *4.00 DB
34 THRES_OL_ SN_ IN 2_LO 14.50 OB
3_ THRES_OLO SU_CARR]ER PONFR -1_5.70 DBN
3_A 1_5.70 DBH
36 PERrOR_A_E HARG]N 29.40 DB
TOLERANCES
PAVORABLE ADVERSE SOURCE
0.50 DB 0,00 D8
0,00 DB 0.00 D8
0.80 DB °0.80 D8
0.20 D8 0.00 DB
0.00 DB 0.00 08
0.60 D8 o0.10 DB
0.00 DB -1.00 DB
0.00 D8 0.00 OB
0.80 Oi _O.BO DB
2.40 D8 -2.70 D8 2*3*4*5*6
*7*8*9
2.90 OB °2.70 09 1"10
-l.lO DB 1.10 D8
0.00 08 -0.10 DB
2.90 DB -2.80 9B 11"13
-0.20 DB 0.20 DB
0.00 D8 0.00 DB
-1.30 DB 1.30 OB 12,15,16
1.30 DB -1.30 98
4.20 DB -4.10 D8 14.174
0.00 D8 0.00 DB
-1.30 DB 1.30 DB 12,15,19
1.30 DB .1.30 DB
4,20 D8 -4.10 DB 14"204
0.00 D8 1.00 OB
-1.30 D8 2.30 DB 12,15_22
1.30 OB -2.30 DB
4,20 D8 -5.10 08 14*23k
0.30 OB *0.40 OB
3.20 DB _3.10 08 11,25
0.00 D8 0.00 DB
0.00 D8 0.00 OB
"1.10 D8 1.10 DB 12,27,2_
1.10 DB -I.10 DB
4.30 D8 -4.20 DB 26*Egk
0.30 DB -0.40 DB
3.20 DB -3.10 DB 11.31
-0.00 08 0.80 08
0.00 DB 0.00 DB
-1.90 OD 1.90 09 12,33,04
1.90 D8 .1.90 D9
5.10 DB -5.00 OB 32*054
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Table A-32.
TRANSMISSION MODE - 85 FT/ 25 MW
CHANNEL - 1 SBPS
RECEPTION MODE - MEDIUM GAIN
NO PARAMETER
1 TOTAL TRANSMITTER POWER
2 TRANSMITTING CIRCUIT LOSS
3 TRANSMITTING ANTENNA GAIN
" - 4 --" TRANSMITTING kNTENNA" POINTING LOSS
5 SPACE LOSS
' FMC= 2.1150000E 03 MC R= 1.O000000E 00 KM
6 POLARIZATION LOSS
7 RECEIVING ANTENNA GAIN
RECEIVING ANTENNA POINTING LOSS
-" 9 RECEIVING CIRCUIT LOSS
10 NET CIRCUIT LOSS
1_ TOTAL RECEIVED ROWER
12 RECEIVER NOISE SPECTRAL DENSITY
(N/B)
T SYSTEM • 175fl.00
13 CARRIER MODULATION LoSS
14 RECEIVED CARRIER POWER
15 CARRIER ARC NOISE RW (OBLO • 20.00)
16
17
17A
10
19
DO
20a
21
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-
TRACKING(ONE-WAY)
THRESHOLD SNR IN 2BLO
THRESHOLD CARRIER POWER
PERFORMANCE HAROIN
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-
TRACKINOITWO-WA Y )
THRESHOLD SNR IN 2BLO
THRESHOLD CARRIER POWER
PERFORMANCE MARGIN
CARRIER PERFORMANCE -
DATA DETECTION
THRESHOLD SNR IN 2_L0
THRESHOLD CARRIER POWER
PERFORMANCE MARGIN
DATA DHANN_L A
-=
22
23
=. 23A
- 24
2S MODULATION LOSS
20 RECEIVED DATA SUBCARRIER POWER
27 BIT RAT_ (R=I/TI
2B REQUIRED ST/N/S
29 THRESHOLD SUBCARRIER POWER
29A
50 PERFORMANCE MARGIN
SyNc CHANNEL k
31 MODULATION LOSS
32 RECEIVER SYNC SUBCARR_ER POWER
33 SYNC APC NOISE BW (2BLO = 040)
54 THRESHOLD SNR IN 2BLO
55 THRESHOLD SUBCARRIER ROWER
35A
30 PERFORMANCE MARGIN
Telecommunication Design Control Table
VALUE
74.00 DBH
O.O0 DS
51.00 De
-0.10 DB
-259.00 DE
-0,30 DB
20.80 DB
q. O0 D8
-2.00 DE
-189.60 DB
-115,60 DBM
"166.20 OBH
-0,90 DB
"116,50 DBM
13.00 DB
TOLERANCES
FAVORABLE " Abv_R_ -- _50h_-_-
0.50 OB 0.00 OB
o.oo Oe 0_oo De
1.00 DS -0.50 DB ...........
O.lO DB 0.00 DS
0.00 DB 0.00 DB
0.30 OB -0_60 DB .......
1.30 DE -1,30 D8
0.00 DB 0.00 De - --
0.60 DB " =6_60 -OB ...........
5,50 DE -5.00 OS 2,3,4*5,6
.7.8-9
3.SO DB -3.00 DB 1"_0
-1.10 DS 1.10 DB
0.00 DB ;0.10 DB ..............
3.80 DB -3.10 DB 11'15
-0.20 DB 0.20 DB ....
0.00 DB
.153.20 OeM
153.20 DBM
36.70 DB
3.80 DB
-149.40 DBM
149.40 DBM
32.90 DB
8.50 DB
-144.70 DBH
144.70 DSM
28.20 DS
-12.00 DB
"127.60 DSM
0.00 DB
11.30 DB
-154.90 DBM
154.90 DSN
27.30 08
-12,00 DB
-127.60 DBM
.4.00 DR
1A.50 DB
-155.70 OBM
155.70 DBH
28.10 DB
O.OO DB 0.00 DB
-1,50 OS 1.30 DS 12.15.16
1,50 DS -1,50 OB
5.10 DB -4.40 DS 14*17A
0.00 OB 0.00 DB ......
-1.30 DB 1,30 DB 12"15.19
1.3o DE :1_3o De ........
O,O0 OS 1,00 DB
-1.50 DB 2,30 DB 12-15,Z_ .
1.30 De -z.3_ o_ ...........
5.10 OB -5_40 OS __ _,25A ......
0.30 DB
4.10 DB
o,oo DB ........_,_q_PL
O.O0 DB O*OO Og
-1,10 DB 1.10 O8
1,10 DS -1.10 OS
5.20 08 -4,50 O8
. -0.40 O8 _ --
-3.40 08 11"25 __
12,27,28
26,29A
0.50 OS
4.10 DB
-0.80 De
O.O0 D8
-1.90 D8
1.90 De
6.00 DB
-O.AO De
-3.AO DB 11.31 ....
o,80 os ..............
O.OO OB
1,90 DE 12.53.54
-1,90. 06 ..............
-5,30 OB 32.35A _
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Table A-33.
TRANSMISSION MODE - R5 FT/ 25 KW
CHANNEL - 1 SBPS
RECEPTION MODE - HIGH GAIN
Telecommunication Design Control Table
NO PARAMETER VALUE
E TOTAL TRANSMITTFR POWER 74.00 DBM
2 TRANSMITTING CIRCUIT LOSS 0,00 DD
S TRANSMITTING ANTENNA GAIN SI,0O DB
A TRANSMITTING ANTENNA POINTING LOSS -O,IO DB
5, SPACE LOSS -259.00 DD
FWC= 2.1150000E N3 MC R= I.O000_)OOE 08 KM
6 POLARIZATION LOSS -0._0 DD
7 RECEIVING ANTENNA CAIN 34,00 DB
8 RECEIVIN_ ANTENNA POINTING LOSS -1.20 OB
9 RECEIVING CIRCUIT LOSS -_,70 DB
10 NET CIRCUIT LOSS o170.20 DE
]I TOTAL RECEIVED POWER "104,20 DBM
12 RECEIVER NOISE SPECTRAL DENSITY -166.20 DBM
(N/B)
T SYSTEM = 1750.00
13 CARRIER MODULATION LOSS -0,90 n8
14 RECEIVED CARRIER POWER -105.10 DDM
1S CARRIER _PC NOISE _W (ERLO = PonD) 15,00 08
CARRIER RERFORMANC_-
TRACKING(ONF-WAY)
]6 THRESHOLD SNR IN 2RLD O.O0 nB
17 THRESHOLD CARRIER POWER -1S3,20 ngM
_7A 153,20 DBH
18 PERFORMANCE MARGIN 40,I0 DE
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-
TRACKING[TWO-NAY)
JO THRESHOLD SNR IN 2OLD 5.80 O_
20 THRESHOLD CARRIER POWER -149.40 OBM
20A 14g,40 DBM
21 PERFORMANCE MARGIN 44.30 DR
CARRIER PER_ORMANCE-
D^TA nETECT]ON
22 THRESHOLD SNR IN 2OLD 8.50 DB
73 THRESHOLD CARRIED POWER -144.70 ODM
23A 144,70 08M
24 PERFORMANCE MARGIN 3R.60 DB
DATA CHANNEL A
25 MODULATION LOSS -12.00 DD
26 RECEIVED DATA SURCARRIER POWER "110.20 DDM
27 BIT RATE (Rml/T) O,O0 OD
28 REOUIRED ST/N/B 11,30 OB
29 THRESHOLD SUBCARRIER POWER -IS4,RO DBM
?SA 154.90 DBM
30 PERFORMANCE MARGIN 58.70 DB
SVNC CHANNEL A
31 MODULATION LOSS -12.00 DB
32 RECEIVER SYNC SURCARRIER POWER -116.20 DBM
30 SYNC APC NOISE RW (EBLO • O AO) -4.GO DR
34 THRESHOLD SNR IN 2RLO 14.50 08
35 THRESHOLD _UBCARRIER POWER -15_.70 DEN
3SA 1_5.70 08M
56 PERFORMANCE MARGIN 39,50 D8
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TOLERANCES
FAVORABLE ADVERSE
0.50 DB 0,00 OB
0,00 DD O,O0 DB
1.00 08 -O.SO OB
0.I0 08 O,OO 08
0,00 OB O.O0 OR
0.20 DB -0.40 O8
0.30 OB -1,20 D8
1,20 DB 0.00 De
0.80 DR -O,BO 08
3,60 DB -2.90 DR
4,10 OD -2.90 OB
"1.10 DB 1.10 OD
0.00 DB -0,10 DR
4.10 DE -3.OO O8
-0.20 OB 0,20 DB
2*5*4*5+6
*7*8+9
1+10
11*13
SOURCE
0.00 DE O,O0 OD
-1.30 OB 1.30 08 12*15+_^
1,30 DD -1,50 D8
5.40 DB -4,30 OR 14*17A
O,O0 DE O,OO OB
-1,30 DB 1.50 OB 12+15÷19
1,30 D8 -1.30 OB
5.40 DB -4.30 DD 14"20A
0,00 08 1.DO DB
-1.30 08 2,3D DB 12*15°2;'
1,30 DE -2,30 DB
5.10 OB -S.50 D9 14*23A
0.30 DB "O.AO O8
4,40 O8 -3,30 OB 11+25
O.O0 D8 O,O0 DB
O,OO D8 0.00 De
-1,1O DD 1,10 D8 12.27.2R
1.10 OD -1,10 OD
5.50 OB -4.40 00 26+29k
O,3O DB -O,AO OB
4,40 OB -3,30 OB 11*31
-0.80 D8 0.80 O8
0,00 DR O,O0 OD
-1.00 DB 1.90 08 12*30*54
1,90 D8 -1.?0 OB
6,3D OB -_,20 OR 32*35A
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Table A-34. Telecommunication Design Control Table
TRANSMISS|ON MODE " _S FT/ 100 KW
CHANNEL - _ANG]NO (UPLINK)
RECEPTION _ODE " _]_W GAIN
NO RAqA_ETER
1 TOTAL TRANSMITTER POWER
2 TRANSMITTING CIRCUIT LOSS
3 TRANSMITTING A_TEN_k GA[N
4 TRANSMITTING ANTENNA POINTINC LDSS
§ SPACE L_SS
' FMC= 2,2150000E D3 MC R=
6 POLARIZA'ION L3S5
7 RECEIVING ANTENNA GAIN
8 REgEIVING ANTENNA POINTING LOSS
g RECEIVING CIRCUIT LOSS
$0 NET _IRCUIT LOSS
11 TOTAL RECEIVED pnW_R
i2 RECEIVER NOISE SPECTRAL DENSITY
(N/B)
T SYSTEM = i750.00
13 CARRIE _ _ODULATI_N LOSS
14 RECEIVED CARRIER POWER
%5 CARRIER APC NOISE _ (2BLO = 20,00)
CARRIEn PEn_OR_ANCE-
TRACKING(ONE°WAY)
16 THRESHOLn SNR IN 2_LO
17 T_RES_OLD CARRIER PnWER
17A
18 PERFORMANCE MARGIN
CkR_IER PERF_R_ANCE-
TRACKING(TWO-WAY)
19 THRESHOLD SNR IN 2_LO
2O THRESHOL_ CARRIER POWER
20A
2_ PERFORMANCE _kRGIN
CARRIE R PERFORmANcE-
DATA OETECTIO_
22 THRESHOLD SNR IN 2BLO
23 THRESHOLD CARRIE_ POWER
23k
24 PERFORMANCE _ARGIN
lLANO IMO c_r_rEL
25 MODULATION LOSS
26 RECEIVED _NCINC SUBCARRI_R 90_TER
27 VIDEO BI_
28 $_ IN VIDEO
1,0000000E 0_ KM
TOLERANCES
VALUE fAVORABLE ADVERSE
BD,O0 DOM 0.50 DB 0.00 DE
0,00 DB 0.00 DB 0,00 OB
51.0e OB 1.00 DB .0,50 DB
.0.10 OB 0,%0 DB 0,00 DB
.25R,00 DR 0.00 08 0.00 DB
-0,2P DR 0.2e DB -0.40 DB
3_.0,_ _G 0,30 DB -i.20 _B
-I.20 DB 1,2_ DB 0,00 DB
-2,70 DE O.Bfl D_ .0,50 DB
-%78.20 DB 3.60 DB .2,90 D_
-R8,20 DBM 4,%0 DB .2.90 08
-%66.20 OBH -$.$0 DB 1.%0 DB
°6,00 nB %,40 DB -1,80 DB
-I04,2_ nB_ 5,50 DB .4.70 DB
13.00 08 -0,20 9B 0.20 DB
0,00 DB 0,00 De 0,00 DB
-$53.20 OBM .1,30 DB 1,30 DB
153,20 DEM %.30 DB .1.30 DB
49.00 DB 6,50 DB -6,00 DB
3.80 D8 0,00 DB 0,00 DB
-149,A0 DBM .%,30 DB %.30 DB
149,40 DBM %.30 DB _1.30 DB
45,20 DB 6.8_ 98 -6.00 DB
SOURCE
2.3_4_5.6
*7+8*9
11.13
5,00 DB -1,00 DB 1.00 DB
-145.20 ORM -2.30 D@ 2.30 08 %2*15*22
145,20 DBM 2,30 DB .2.30 DE
41.00 08 7,80 DB -7,00 DB 14$23A
-$,30 DB O,AO DB -0,60 DB
"_.57 nBM 4,50 0B -_,50 DB
54.00 OB .0.50 DB 0,A0 DB
2.70 DB 0.10 DB -5+OO DB
3!.25
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Table A-35. Telecommunication Design Control Table
TRANSNISSION MODE - 50 _ATT HIGH GAIN
CHANNEL - _ANGING {DOWNLJNK]
RECEPTIO_ _OD_ " 85 F T
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Table A-36. Telecommunication Design Control Table
TRANSMISRION _DE - 210 rT/ 100 KW
CHANNEL - _ANGING (UPLINK}
RECEPTION _DD_ ° _IGH GAiN
TQLERANCFS
NO _ARAHETEn VALUE FAVORAILE ADVERSE SOURCE
1 TOTAL ?RANSMITTER _O_ER 80.nO DBM 0.5O 9_ 0.00 DB
2 TRANSMITIING CIRCUIT LOSS O._n _B 0.00 _B 0.00 DB
TRANSMITTING A_T_N_A GAIN 60.00 DB 0.8_ _B i0.80 DB
4 TRAnSMItTING A4TEN_A POINTING LOSS -O.2n DB O.20 98 0.00 _B
SPAC_ Lns$ °259.0n DB O.On 9B 0.00 _B
, FMC, 2.%%50DnOE O_ MC _I _.O0_O000E Oa _
6 POLAf_I7ATION LDSq °0.2n DB 0.20 _B -0.40 DB
7 RECEIVING ANtEnNA GAI_ 34.00 DB 0._0 00 -I.20 D_
8 RECEIVING ANTENNA _OINTIrJG LOSS -I.20 DB 1.20 _B 0.0_ DB
9 REEEIVING CI_CJI T _OSS .2.?0 DB O.Sn DB .D._O DB
I0 NE? CIRCUIT LOSS -%_9.3D DB 3.5n _B .3.20 D_ 2._,4,5_6
11 _OTAL R_IV_D p_W_R °89._0 DBM 4.0D DB -3.20 DB I+I0
%2 RECEIVFR _ISE S_ECTRAL DENSITY -_66.20 DBM .I._0 _B %.10 _B
(N/_)
T SYSTEM • 175n.00
13 CARRIE_ MODULATIgN LnSS °b.o0 DB %.4_ _H -_.8_ DB
14 _ECEIVFD CAR_IER pOWFR -_5._0 DBM 5.40 _B -5.OO DB 11,13
%§ CA_IE_ APC 401SE _ (2BLO z 2O.O0) 13.nO DB o0.2_ n_ 0.2O DB
CA_RIE_ PE_FOR_A4CE°
TR_CKING(ON_-_AV)
Ib THPE_OLD SN4 IN 2B_O 0.00 DB O.D_ DB 0.00 DB
%7 TH_ES_OL_ CARRIE_ _O_ER -15_.2_ DB_ .%.30 _H 1.30 DB _2*15*%b
17A %53._0 DB_ 1.30 DB .I.30 _B
18 PERr_RMANC_ _qGIN 57.90 _B 6.7O DB -6._0 _B %4*17A
CArRIeR P_OR_ANCE-
TRACKiNG(TWO-WAY)
19 THRESHOLD SN_ IN 2_LO 3.8n DB 0.00 _B 0.00 DB
20 TH_S_OL_ CA_AIE_ PO_E_ .14q.40 DBM .I.30 DB 1.30 DB 12,1_,19
_OA 149.40 DB M 1.30 Db .I.30 DB
71 PEnrORMANCE MARGIN 54.10 DB 6.70 _H -6._0 DB _4*_OA
CAnR]_ P_R_ANCE-
DATA DET_CIIO_
_2 THRESHOLD SN_ IN 2_LO 8.0_ DB °I.0_ D_ 1.00 _B
_3 THrEShOLD CARRIE_ POWER -145.2_ DB_ -2.3n _B 2.30 DB 12,15_22
2_A %45.2_ DBM 2.30 DB .2._0 DB
24 PErFORMAnCE _ARGIN 49._0 DB 7.7O _E -7._0 DB _4,_3A
RARCINC CI_N_L
_5 HODUI_TIONLOS$ -I.30 DB 0.4O _ -O.6O Oe
2_ REC_IVEDP._CING SUBC_P._I£_ POWER °_0._0 DBM 4.4O O_ -3.8O DB 11,_5
27 VIDEO_W 64.OO DB .0.5O DB 0.¢_ DB
2_ S_R IN VIDEO_W II.60 DB 6.OO DB -5.0O DB
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Table A-37. Telecommunication Design Control Table
TRA_SMISS!O_ MOOE - _0 WITT 41qH GA]_:
CHANNEL - RANG]_C (DOWNLI_K)
RECEPTION _0_ - _In rT
TOIERANCF$
NO _A_A_ET_ _ VALO_ KAVORA_L_ AL)V_ISE $DO_C_
% TOTkL _WA4$MITTE_ _O_En _7._n D_M O.2n n_ bD.50 nb
2 TRANSMIITING CIRCOIT LOSS -_,3_ D_ 0.4n II_ .0.4_ D_
TRANSMI_ING A_TEN_A GAIN 34,_ DB 0.30 _B .0.40 DH
4 TRANSMITTING A_TEN_A POINTING LO_$ .1,_0 _ 1.30 _ 0.0_ D_
_, $PA¢E LOSS -2_.70 _ O.O0 _& o,on T)8
, FMC_ _,_95_000_ n_ MC Rm l,nO_IOOOr_ _NA _
6 POLARIZATION L35S °0.1n DR 0,%_ _H O.I_O DB
B _EC_IVIN_ ANTENNA _OINTI_G L_$$ -0,30 D_ O,3n IIH O.O_ DB
"9 PECEIVI_ CI_CJI T _05$ O,_n D_ c.on _ 0,0_ DB
10 NET _|_CUI_ LOSS -167._0 _H 3.4n _p .%.8o D_ 2.3°4°_*_
.7.B.9
11 TD_AL _C_IV_D P_W_ -%_O._n DBM 3.60 _H -_._ DB %*In
1_ _CEIV_R NOI_E SPECTRAL nENSITV -_82.10 D@M ._.%_ rl_ o._o DB
T SY_M i 45._0
1_ Ck_IEq _ODULATI_N LnS_ -6._n DB 1.40 _ -I._0 _B
14 _ECEIV_D CAR_IE_ pDW_R -126.90 nRM _,0_ _ -4.%O DB _i*i_
CA_RIE_ PEnF_I_A4C_°
T_ACKIN_(ONE-WAY}
16 THRE_LO 5N4 IN 2_LO O._ D_ o.on T_B 0,00 PB
t7 TH_E_k_L_ CA_RIE_ _OWE_ °171,3n nBM .I.10 _B 0._0 _B 12.15_$_
ID PERF_R_ANC_ Mk_GIN 44,40 DB 6.%0 _ °5,00 DB I_.17J
CArRIeR PE_F_)R_A4C_.
19 T_E$_OLD SN_ IN _Ln 2,_ DB o,on DB O.{NO DB
2% PERFORMANCE _IAqGIN 42,_ DB 6,_0 _8 °5.00 DB 14._0A
CA_RI_ P_F,)RWA_CE°
DATA D_TECTI04
22 THRESHOLD SNR IN 2_LO _.00 _B O.O_ _ 0.00 qB
23 _H_ES_L_ CA_IE_ _OW_n -185.30 DBM -$,10 _B 0,gn _B i_*_b.22
_3A _,_0 DBM I,_0 _ .0.90 DB
24 P_FO_A_C_ _AqGIN 30,4n _B 6,10 DB .5,_0 _B 1_*_3A
P.AN61 N_ CH._a_nC L
_$ MODULATION LOSS -I.3_ PB 0,4_ Db °0.60 DB
P6 ItgCEIVED _e.GINC SUI_CARRI_R I"OWE_ °1_._0 _M 4,0_ rB .2.90 DB I%*_5
27 RANGING A_ NOIS_ BW (2BLO-O.8) °_.O0 _B °O.gn _h O.O0 nB
_8 TIULItSHOLDS_ IN 2BLO 1_.0_ _B O.Oq _B 0,00 DB
_9 THRESHOLD SUBCARRIER _4,'ER -_65,1n DBM ._,on _B 0,90 OB 12._7._
29A %68.10 _BM 2.00 DB .0,90 D_
3O I'ER_OIU4ANCBT, IARGIN 4_._n OB 6,00 _B -_,_O DH 2_*_9A
(CORI4_LATI_ LOSS NOT INCLUDED)
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APPENDIX B
I. RANGING ANALYSIS
1.1 SIGNAL DESCRIPTION
The ranging signal transmitted from Earth is a binary waveform constructed of a clock and
four short codes combined according to the following Boolean logical expression:
[, ]Xr(t ) = x. cl+x a..b+b.e+, a. c)+cl
The clock frequency is approximately 500 kc and the resulting code rate is approximately
one megacycle. The equation for the transmitted signal is
Su(t) = %//_ [cos0 sinwt+r c Xr(t) sin{}r cOSec t]
where P is the transmitted power, 0
r
transmitted waveform.
is the modulation index and Xr(t ) is the two-level (+ 1)
The downlink ranging signal, X'r(t), is formed by hard limiting the detected uplink ranging
signal and noise in the video ranging channel. Assuming the limiter is ideal, its output,
X'r(t), is a two-level (+ 1) waveform. However, noise at the input will cause the output to
reverse polarity when the noise voltage is greater than the input signal voltage, and of
opposite polarity. The correlation coefficient of the output signal with the input signal is
therefore given by,
[X,r(t) Xr(t)] (I-2T /T)[Xr(t)]2
a -- = n = 1 -2T /T
[x,t,2] n
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where T /T is the average fraction of time (or the probability) that input noise reverses
n
the polarity of the signal. If band-limited gaussian noise is assumed, the following relation-
ship is obtained,
Tn/T =-_ [1 - err /%/-_ (_)v/ ]
where, (S/N)v is the uplink SNR in the video ranging channel bandwidth. Therefore,
where
erf I_-_ (S-)v/
2 f -t 2erf (x) = _ e dt
O
The equation for the downlink signal is
SD(t) = _/_ [cOS0r sinwt +X'c r(t) sin0r c°SCOct]
Modulation losses (fraction of total power transmitted) for the carrier and ranging channels
are the same for both the uplink and downlink. They are given by
2
L = cos 0 (carrier)
me r
• 2
L = sm 0 (ranging)
mr r
B-2
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However, the effective ranging power in the downlink ranging channel is reducedby the cor-
relation loss, a , defined above, so that the effective fraction of power in the downlink
ranging channel is given by
L = a 2 sin 2 0
r r
where a is dependent on the SNR in the video channel in the uplink.
1.2 DETECTION PROCESS
A block diagram of the basic double-loop code tracking system is shown in Figure B-1. The
code x clock signal input to the first detector is taken from the receiver 10 megacycle IF.
J_ ._ CORRELATION
I NDI CATOR
CODE X
CLOCK
FI LTER
_ ' GENERATOR
i
Figure B-1. Functional Diagram of Double Loop Code Tracking System
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The codesignal from the code generator is a 10 megacycle coherent reference signal modu-
lated by the locally generated code. When the two codes are in-phase, the output of the first
detector is the 500 kc clock signal. During the acquisition sequence, the output of the phase
detector still contains the clock signal but correlation is not 100 percent. The acquisition
sequence and resulting correlations are shown in Table B-1 (small letters are used to desig-
nate the transmitted code and capital letters to designate the receiver code). The transmitted
code is given byx. c1+_ . (a • b+b • c +a • c) + clwhere thex, a, b, andc components
have lengths of 11, 31, 63 and 127 bits, respectively, and cl is a squarewave clock•
t
Table B-1. Ranging Acquisition Sequence
Receiver Code Synchronization State Percent Correlation
X.A
X.A
X-A
X'B
X.B
X.C
X
x and a not acquired
x acquired
a acquired
b not acquired
b acquired
c not acquired
25
50
75
50
75
75
75• C c acquired
+ B • C + A • C) All components acquired"X : (A. B 100
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1.3 CHANNEL THRESHOLD
The ranging threshold values are defined as follows:
SNR in 1-cps noise bandwidth: 15 db
SNR in ranging phase-lock loop threshold noise bandwidth (2BLo=0.8 cps) :
Maximum acceptable code acquisition time: < 1 hour
16 db
The loop threshold SNR is defined at the receiver input. During acquisition of the X code the
actual SNR in the defined bandwidth is 12 db less since only 25% correlation is achieved. A
6-db reduction occurs during acquisition of the a,b, and c codes (50% correlation).
The code acquisition time can be determined from the following equation:*
t Z
where
P.
1
Log2P i
X °
1
P. X Log 2 P.I i I N/B
CLi L.I Si
= number of symbols in the ith code component
= number of equivalent bits in the code component (since detection is similar
to that of an orthogonal code)
= ST/N/B required for a given probability of error
*Digital Communications, edited by S.W. Golomb; Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Clifts,
N.J., 1964, Chapter 6, Applications to Ranging, M. Easterling.
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S
N/B
CLi
L°
1
= SNR in a 1-cps noise bandwidth
= power loss due to an expected fractional jump in correlation when sync is
achieved
= detection loss
The values for the Mark I turnaround ranging system are given in Table B-2 for the lunar code.
Values for X are determined from error probability curves for orthogonal codes assuming a
-3
10 error probability.
Table B-2. Properties of Code Components
C ode
C o mp one nt
x
a
b
c
P
11
31
63
127
Log2P
3.46
4.95
6.0
7.0
ST
X= N/B
0.8
3.0
2.7
2.5
C
Li
1/16
1/16
1/16
1/16
The Mark I system has several integration time settings which can be selected; however, for
any particular setting the integration time for each phase is constant and is equal to that re-
quired for the worst-case code component. Since the required integration time per phase is
proportional to 9( Log2P , code component c establishes the maximum integration time. The
equation now becomes:
X c L°g2 Pc N/B
t : (Px + P + PD +
s C L L S a Pc )
B-6
Assuming L = -2db (0.63) and
N/B -
VOY-D-310
15 db (31.6) the integration time is :
t
S
(2.5) (7.0)
(0.0316)(232) = 3260 sec = 0.906 hour which meets the(1/16) (0.63)
criterion of acquisition in less than one hour.
B-7
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RADIOSUBSYSTEM
1. SCOPE
This section is a functional description of the 1973 Voyager Radio Subsystem and its com-
ponents which also provides detailed information on the subsystem configuration, indicates
the expected performance, and defines subsystem interfaces with other spacecraft elements.
2. REQUIREMENTS
The baseline Radio Subsystem is designed to satisfy the "Performance and Design Require-
ments for the 1973 Voyager Mission General Specification, " dated 1 January 1967. The
Voyager Radio Subsystem is required to perform the following basic functions:
e.
f.
In the performance of these functions, the subsystem configuration is further constrained by
the following additional requirements:
a. Capability of down-link communications shall be provided from prelaunch to end-of-
mission.
b. Up-link communications with the spacecraft shall be accommodated from prelaunch
through end-of-mission by a low gain nonsteerable antenna.
a. Receive the RF signal transmitted to the spacecraft from the DSIF.
b. Coherently translate the frequency and phase of the received RF signal by a fixed
ratio (240:221).
c. Demodulate the received RF signal and send a composite command signal to the
Command Subsystem.
d. Transmit a modulated RF signal to the DSIF stations, using the translated RF signal
(from Item b above) or an independent frequency source.
Phase modulate the transmitted signal with a composite telemetry signal.
Receive and retransmit a range code signal via a turnaround ranging channel.
The configuration
combines three transmitters and three receivers in redundant fashion to ensure reliable
3. SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTION
A block diagram of the proposed Radio Subsystem is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure i. Voyager Radio Subsystem Block Diagram
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performance of subsystem requirements. Compared to the Task B design, the following
significant changes have been made:
a.
b.
c.
The high gain antenna diameter has been increased to 9.5 ft. to increase the data
transmission capability of the system.
A maneuver-fan beam antenna has been added in place of the hemispherical pattern
primary low gain antenna. The Task B low gain antennas would not allow real time
telemetry for the longer range maneuvers that occur for the 1973 mission.
The launch transmitter output was increased to 6 watts to increase its capability
as a backup to the 50 watt power amplifiers.
A condensed list of radio components is given in Table 1. The equipment listed is connected
as shown to provide a conservative and uncomplicated approach to the Radio Subsystem design.
General considerations of the design are reviewed in the following paragraphs.
No single failure ofthe Radio Subsystem will result in failure to achieve mission objectives.
Multiple backup modes are provided for all required functions. The antennas selected include
2
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Table 1. Selected List of Radio Components
Component Quantity
S-band Transponder
50-Watt Power Amplifier
6-Watt Solid State Amplifier
9.5-Foot High Gain Antenna
Broad Coverage Antenna
Maneuver Antenna
Medium Gain Antenna
Diplexer
Hybrid Coupler Assembly
RF Switch
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
3
a steerable high gain antenna which provides capability for transmitting the required science
data rates when the spacecraft is operating in the stabilized mode. The medium gain antenna,
which is neither steered nor deployed, functions as a backup to the high gain antenna and will
support the required science data rates for about 75 days in Mars orbit. During early phases
of the mission, normal communication is via the broad coverage antenna which has a toroidal
pattern whose plane is parallel to the spacecraft's y-z plane. This antenna provides the
greatest angular coverage and is used as the command antenna during emergency conditions.
During maneuvers, communication is established through the maneuver antenna.
This antenna, with a fan-shaped pattern of 25 x 180 degrees, is located so that the 180 degree
beamwidth lies in the x-z plane, and the peak of the beam is parallel to the +x axis (normal
to the thrust axis). During a maneuver, with the thrust axis in any arbitrary orientation, the
vehicle may be rolled about the thrust axis without changing its orientation, but the fan pattern
of the maneuver antenna can be directed to earth for any maneuver throughout the mission.
This antenna also supplements the coverage of the broad coverage antenna since it fills in the
null in the latter antenna caused by vehicle shadowing. A fixed low gain antenna is provided
for the relay subsystem for use during capsule descent from orbit.
Capability for transmitting telemetry is a primary consideration, and multiple backup modes
are provided. Each of the three exciters may be used as a source for two of the three power
amplifiers. Similarly, the power amplifiers may be connected in multiple combinations to
the four antennas shown.
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Two of the three power amplifiers operate at 50watts. Two devices, the traveling wave tube
amplifier (TWTA) and the electrostatically focused klystron (ESFK), are being considered for
this application.
The third power amplifier is a solid-state unit operating with an output of 6 watts. The develop-
ment of a reliable device operating at this level is considered to be reasonable for Voyager.
The 6-watt amplifier will be used from launch until acquisition when the high gain antenna
with a 50-watt amplifier will be used. In the event that both 50-watt amplifiers fail, or that
a power shortage precludes their operation, considerable science data can be transmitted
during the orbit phase by using the 6-watt amplifier and the high gain antenna.
J
The performance of the design has been evaluated on the basis of the amount of data which
can be transmitted during the orbit operation phase of the mission. During this phase, the
primary mode of operation will be with 50-watt Amplifier No. 2 and the high gain antenna.
Backup for the high gain antenna is provided by the medium gain antenna. Should the 50-watt
power amplifier fail, backup is provided by the alternate 50-watt amplifier or the 6-watt
solid-state amplifier. Figure 2 shows data rate capability as a function of days in orbit for
the primary mode of operation and the major backup modes. The data presented is for adverse
system tolerances (i. e., the data rates shown are "grey-out" rates).
Up-link communication is accommodated by three receivers. These receivers operate on
separate frequencies and each remains ON at all times. From prelaunch until separation,
communication is restricted to Receiver No. 1 via the broad coverage antenna and a para-
sitic shroud antenna. After acquisition of sun and Canopus references, any of the three
receivers may be used for command purposes at any time. During periods when the space-
craft is unstabilized, operation is normally to Receiver No. 1 which is connected to the
broad coverage antenna.
Each of the receivers is combined with an exciter in the form of an S-Band transponder.
The transponders will be the same design used on Mariner C, with minor modifications
directed primarily at achieving greater reliability and improved performance. When operated
in the coherent mode for two-way tracking, the transponder translates the frequency and
phase of the received signal by the required ratio of 240:221. When the receiver is not phase-
locked to a signal from earth, the exciter automatically derives its source from an auxiliary
noncoherent oscillator. Each of the transponders is equipped with a turnaround ranging chan-
nel which may be turned ON or OFF by command.
4
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Figure 2. Data Rate Capability vs Range and Days in Orbit
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The number of RF switches used is minimal when the amount of equipment is considered.
There is a maximum of two RF switches in a given transmit path. During a normal mission
these switches would never be energized. The use of RF switching for the interface between
the exciters and power amplifiers is avoided by using a strip transmission line hybrid-coupler
assembly. Whenever possible, switching operations are performed in the component power
supplies.
Automatic switching for the Radio Subsystem is intentionally limited to essential operations.
The objective was to maintain a simple and conservative approach yet satisfy the requirements
for an automatic spacecraft. The only switching operations are the changeover from the 6-
watt power amplifier and primary low gain antenna combination to the 50-watt Amplifier No. 2
and high gain antenna, and the change to the maneuver antenna and 50-watt Amplifier No. 3
during maneuvers. The choice of receiver and exciter for normal cruise operation is op-
tional. One possibility is to receive via the broad coverage antenna and transmit via the
high gain. Selected failure mode switching designed to preserve telemetry would also be
implemented, but the number of modes would be limited to reduce the complexity of the
design. All other failure switching would be performed by command from the DSIF stations.
3.1 ANTENNAS
Multiple antennas are necessary to satisfy the radio subsystem requirements for all phases
of the Voyager mission. Five separate antennas are provided:
a. High gain antenna.
b. Medium gain antenna.
c. Maneuver antenna.
d. Broad coverage antenna.
e. Relay antenna.
The utilization of the various antennas is listed in Table 2.
L_
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Table 2. Radio Subsystem as a Function of Mission Phase
Mission Phase Radio Mode Bit Rate(bps) Antenna* Power Level Comments
1. Prelaunch
2. Launch and
Injection
3. Acquisition
4. Cruise
5. First Trajec-
tory Correc-
tion
6, S, 10, 12, Cruise
7, 9,11, MC Adjust
13. Orbit Inser-
tion
14, l_, 21 Orbit
ops.
15, 16, Orbit
Adjust
17. Descent
and Entry
19, 20, Orbit
Trim
Launch
Launch
Launch until
sun acquisi-
tion then
cruise
Cruise
Maneuver
150
150
150
7.5
BCA through parsitic
coupler to shroud an-
tenna until shroud
separation then BCA
BCA until sun acqui-
sition then HGA
HGA
MA with HGA backup
6 watt
6 watt until sun
acquisition then
50 watt
50 watt
50 watt
Same as 4 ............................................................
Same as 5 ............................................................
Same as 5............................................................
Cruise
Maneuver
Cruise
Science
40, 500;
20,250;
I0, 125
with 1265
backup.
Engr. 150
with 37.5
backup
7.5
Science
40,500;
20,250;
10,125
with 1265
backup.
Engr. 150
w/ 37.5
backup
HGA w/MGA backup
MA with HGA backup
HGA with MGA
backup
50 watt w/
6 watt backup
50 watts w/
6 watt backup
50 watts w/
6 watt backup
Same as 15, 16........................................................
_; watt - MGA
is not possible
6 watt - MGA
not possible
6 watt - MGA
not possible
Note: HGA = High Gain Antenna
MGA = Medium Gain Antenna
BCA = Broad Coverage Antenna
MA = Maneuver Antenna
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3.1.1. High Gain Antenna
The high gain antenna is a rigid 9.5-ft. diameter parabolic reflector having a 37.5-in. focal
length. Studies of various antenna types, both rigid and erectable, have shown that the para-
bolic reflector meets all electrical and mechanical performance requirements and is the most
simple and conservative high gain antenna approach for this application. A reflector of
honeycomb sandwich construction would provide the smallest, lightest, and least complex
antenna assembly. However, overall spacecraft systems considerations, including solar
pressure, prohibit the use of a solid surface reflector. Accordingly, a mesh type construction
is employed to reduce the opaque frontal area of the antenna. The reflector surface is formed
of aluminum mesh supported by a framework of six radial ribs and three rings as illustrated
in Figure 3.
The high gain antenna feed is a circularly polarized conical horn located at the focus of the
parabola. The horn is of conventional design except that a compensating structure is used for
beam shaping to achieve maximum efficiency without increasing feed blockage. Details of
this feed are shown in Figure 4. The antenna has two orthogonal axes of freedom with respect
to the spacecraft. It has unlimited rotation capability about the A-axis which is parallel to
the spacecraft's y-axis and a nodding capability of + 22 and - 10 degrees about the B-axis.
With this capability, the antenna can be pointed at earth during maneuvers for any orientation
of the thrust axis, therefore providing a backup capability for maneuver attitude verification.
This pointing would be accomplished by rotating the antenna about its A-axis and rolling the
vehicle about its thrust axis.
3.1.2. Maneuver Antenna
The maneuver antenna consists of slot excited parallel plate radiator sections as shown in
Figure 5. The circularly polarized antenna has a 3 db beamwidth of 25 degrees in one
plane and a semicircular pattern in the orthogonal plane.
Its peak gain is 6.5 db. In addition to providing command coverage, the antenna will support
a down-link telemetry rate of 7-1/2 bps out to a range of 400 x 106kin worst case. The antenna
will be deployed along the + x-axis of the spacecraft a distance sufficient to reduce the back-
lobe reflections off of the orbiter and the capsule to an acceptable level. The broad angle of
the antenna pattern will lie nearly in the ecliptic plane.
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Figure 5. Maneuver Antenna
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3.1.3. Broad Coverage Antenna
The broad coverage antenna (BCA) consists of four dipole elements spaced 90 degrees apart
around a combination feed and support structure as shown in Figure 6. The four dipoles are
fed in phase and oriented 30 degrees with respect to a plane containing their centers. The
radiation pattern of this antenna is approximately toroidal in shape and circularity of polari-
zation is excellent over most of the pattern. The
antenna is deployed along the vehicle's x-axis so
that the toroidal pattern lies in a plane parallel
to the vehicle yz-plane. It is deployed at a
sufficient distance to provide a clear field-of-
view over _+45 degrees from the plane of the
dipoles. Thus, the pattern of this antenna will
enable the entire 4_ solid angle to be covered
during maneuvers if the vehicle can be rolled
about the thrust axis, as for the maneuver
antenna.
3.1.4. Medium Gain Antenna
The medium gain antenna will provide a backup
capability for the high-gain _ntenna and will
support the science data rates for a substantial
period in Mars orbit. It is a Mariner C type
fixed parabolic reflector having an elliptical
AXiS
A )
172
172
]
U
U
_I
-I
Figure 6. Broad Coverage Antenna
aperture. The major axis of the aperture is 46.0 inches and the minor axis is 21.2 inches.
The reflector is constructed as a rigid, lightweight, aluminum honeycomb sandwich. The
feed utilizes two turnstile radiators. These elements are fed through a strip transmission
line power-dividing and phase-shifting network. The antenna will provide a fan-shaped beam
approximately 15.5 degrees by 7.5 degrees wide at the half-power points, and the peak gain
will be 23.5 db. The medium gain antenna will be oriented to maximize the data return for
the encounter period of the mission. This antenna will support the lowest science data trans-
mission rate of 1265 bps for 75 days after encounter.
10
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3.1.5. Relay Antenna
The design selected for the 400 MHz relay antenna is a crossed dipole over a flat groundplane
as shown in Figure 7. Two crossed, half-wavelength dipoles are fed by a coaxial split balun
transformer. One dipole is slightly longer than a half wavelength, the other slightly shorter
to obtain circular polarization on axis. A fiat
groundplane spaced a quarter wavelength provides
unidirectional radiation. The antenna provides
at least + 5 db gain on its axis, tapering off to
- 0.5 db at _+60 degrees including polarization
loss. The peak of the beam is pointed to a cone
angle of 117.5 degrees, clock angle of 213 de-
grees. The antenna is fed by Type RG-142
coaxial transmission line with Type-N termi-
nals. For prelaunch checkout of the complete
relay subsystem, an RF test probe will be
attached to the spacecraft and will be connected
to the spacecraft umbilical by small size co-
axial cable (RG-188).
J fjl_
15 IN,
3.1.6. Antenna RF Transmission Lines
The principal RF transmission line used between Figure 7. Relay Antenna - Turnstile
the electronics package and the antennas is a semi- Over Ground Antenna
rigid, aluminum-jacketed, coaxial cable with a
1/2-inch diameter (Spiroline). For the transitions across the deployment axes of the maneuver
antenna and the broad coverage antenna, RG-142 coaxial cable will be employed. The re-
quired motion is relatively small and the deployment occurs approximately 2 hours after
launch. If necessary, heat will be provided to the cable to ensure that its flexibility is main-
tained.
The high gain antenna transmission line contains three rotary joints:
(1) the main gimbal axis,
(2) at the nodding axis and
(3) in the deployment axis.
11
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The rationale for this configuration is covered in the alternates section of this document. The
rotary joints will beof the choke-coupledvariety andwill not have metal-to-metal contacting
surfaces except for the mechanical bearing. Type-N connectors will be usedto mate all
antennatransmission line components.
3.1.7. RF Test Probes
Each of the five antennas will be provided with an RF test probe to accommodate prelaunch
checkout of the complete Radio Subsystem. These will be small coaxially-fed stub elements
loosely coupled to the spacecraft antennas. The medium-gain antenna test probe will be
permanently mounted to the antenna structure. For the deployable antennas, the test probes
can be permanently mounted to the antennas, but in some cases it may be more desirable to
mount the probe on the spacecraft structure so that it will be in the field of the stowed
antenna. The latter approach eliminates the necessity for routing probe cables across the
antenna deployment axes. The RF tests probes will be connected through RG-188 coaxial
cable to the spacecraft umbilical connector.
3.2. TRANSPONDERS
Three transponders are used in the Radio Subsystem design of Figure 1. Each transponder
consists of a phase-lock receiver, solid-state exciter, and their associated power supplies
and is required to perform the following functions:
a. Receive and demodulate an RF signal from the DSIF via the spacecraft antennas.
b. Provide coherent translation of the frequency and phase of the received signal by a
240:221 ratio for coherent two-way Doppler tracking.
c. Provide a turnaround ranging channel which demodulates the range code to baseband
and conditions it for modulation on the transmitted signal.
d. Generate a stable RF carrier at a level suitable for driving the power amplifiers.
e. Modulate the carrier with telemetry and ranging signals.
The proposed transponders have the same basic configuration as the Mariner C transponder;
however, minor modifications directed at obtaining greater reliability and improved perform-
ance have been considered. The basic Mariner C design is selected for its proven reliability
and demonstrated performance. A complete description of that design is presented in the
12
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Motorola document "Final Report, S-Band Transponder, Mark I, 20-Cycle Bandwidth", dated
July 31, 1964.
A condensed description of transponder operation and brief discussion of modifications under
consideration are presented in the following paragraphs. Improvements in these areas are
being made in the updating of the transponder design for Mariner 1969 by Philco. Figure 8
is a block diagram of the transponder for reference during the ensuing discussion.
3.2.1 Receiver Description
The receiver is the familiar phase-lock design with a nominal noise figure of 8 db and a carrier
threshold sensitivity of -153 dbm. The characteristics are essentially those of the Mariner
C receiver. The noise bandwidth of the carrier tracking loop is adaptive to received signal
level, and varies from 20 Hz at receiver threshold to 233 Hz for strong signal inputs. This
provides capability for tracking high Doppler rates at strong signal strength, and preserves
AGC
LIIdlTEn
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TELEI_TRY
MOOULATION
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Figure 8. Voyager Transponder
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the narrow bandwidthdesirable near threshold. The loop transfer characteristics at threshold
are patterned after the mathematical model:
H(s)
3
i+_ L S
1 + 3 S + 92 S 2
4/_ L 32fl L
where 2P L is the two-sided loop noise bandwidth.
A coherent AGC system which responds only to the received carrier level provides an accurate
analog of received signal strength for telemetry purposes. In addition, it serves as an indi-
cation of receiver lock, and as such, controls the selection of the signal source for the trans-
ponder exciter. When the receiver is phase-locked to a signal from DSIF, the exciter de-
rives its source from the coherent receiver voltage controlled oscillator (VCO). Alternately,
when the receiver is out of lock, as indicated by the absence of receiver AGC, the exciter is
automatically switched to derive its source from a more stable auxiliary crystal oscillator.
Demodulation of command information on the received signal is an auxiliary function of the
phase detector in the carrier tracking loop. By virtue of the phase relationships necessary
for receiver lock and the bandwidth established, the command subcarrier appears at the
carrier loop error point. After suitable conditioning, this information is passed on to the
command subsystem.
Because of the position of the command spectrum and the adaptive characteristic of the trans-
ponder carrier loop, some filtering of the command signal can occur when the received
signal strength is high. Distortion of the command spectrum introduced by the proposed
carrier loop design does not adversely affect the performance of the Command Subsystem.
Also, analysis has shown the command spectrum will not adversely affect the transponder
performance or the performance of the DSIF receiver, Doppler, or ranging subsystems.
3.2.2. Receiver Modifications
The most significant modification under consideration for the receiver is the development of
a low noise RF mixerwith anominalnoise figure of 8 db. Advances inthe state-of-the-art since
14
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completion of the Mariner design indicate this goal can be obtained along with a substantial
improvement in reliability. The diode contacts used in the present mixer package are
recognized as a weak area. The X36 Local Oscillator (LO) multiplier would be redesigned as
part of the mixer package in a configuration which reduces LO spurious outputs.
Other minor modifications which would be made include:
a.
b.
Co
Modification of the first IF amplifier to extend its dynamic range and reduce its noise
figure.
Modification of its frequency divider to eliminate potential instabilities in the current
design.
Modification of the AGC dc amplifier to improve the temperature stability of the
current design.
Investigation of known deficiencies in the following areas is also planned:
a.
b.
Co
The receiver out-of-lock frequency drifts considerably with time and temperature.
The source of drift will be determined and corrected, if possible.
The time delay of the turnaround ranging channel has been known to vary with
temperature and is not reproducible from unit to unit. The channel will be analyzed
to determine the source of instability.
The monitoring point lead filtering and power lead decoupling will be examined to
determine whether low frequency susceptibility and rf leakage can be further
reduced.
3.2.3. Exciter Description
The exciter portion of the transponder generates a stable S-band modulated carrier at a level
which is suitable for driving the power amplifiers. The signal source for the carrier may be
either the coherent receiver VCO or the stable self-contained auxiliary crystal oscillator.
Figure 8 shows the physical as well as functional breakdown of the exciter. Two modules,
the auxiliary oscillator and the X30 multiplier, are used. The auxiliary oscillator module
contains the alternate crystal oscillator, a X4 multiplier, and the exciter phase modulator.
The modulator accepts preconditioned telemetry and ranging signals and modulates them on
the carrier at indices up to 4.0 radians peak when converted to S-band. The modulator band-
width extends from dc to 2 MHz. The X30 multiplier module amplifies the modulated signal
and multiplies it by a factor of 30 to provide the S-band output.
15
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3.2.4. Exciter Modifications
The development of a new X30 multiplier for the exciter is considered essential. The current
design is known to exhibit excessive nonharmonic spurious outputs under certain conditions
of temperature and supply voltage. These spurious outputs can cause false lock when the
turnaround ranging channel is open. An alternate approach which does not exhibit these insta-
bilities has been under development at Motorola for some time. Its operation is essentially
as follows.
The X30 multiplier is required to convert a 0 dbm signal at 76.5 MHz to a 26 dbm signal at
2295 MHz. Figure 9 is a block diagram of the alternate design being considered. The input
signal is coupled through an isolation amplifier to a X2 varactor multiplier chain. The
varactor multiplier chain requires a nominal input of 2 watts at 153 MHz to produce 0.5 watt
of output power at 2295 MHz. The X5 varactor multiplier is a lumped constant circuit with a
3-section helical resonator filter at the output. The X3 varactor multiplier is a distributed
constant, strip transmission line circuit which contains a three-section interdigital bandpass
output filter. This basic configuration has been successfully employed in the LEM transponder
to produce 1.4 watts at S-band, and in the Apollo Block II transponder to deliver 0.6 watt. A
similar design produces 0.2 watt in the FM transmitter of the Apollo Block II system. This
design has demonstrated reliable, stable, and efficient operation over extended temperature
ranges. A 3 db bandwidth of 90 MHz at the output frequency is being realized on the Apollo
hardware with a dc to RF efficiency of nearly 15 percent.
I53 MHz
H H H H '°°"°'AMPL X2 TRAN$ MULT AMPL AMPL X5 VARACTOR X3 VARACTOR I,_D,+ 26 DBM
0 DBM I PAULT MULT ] 2295MHz
Figure 9. Block Diagram of X36 Module of the Transmitter-Exciter
All spurious harmonic outputs are down 60 db at the transmitter output terminals with no
evidence of the parametric instabilities which can cause "ring-around" or "false-lock"
16
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problems in the transponder. All componentshave beenwell derated to comply with Apollo
reliability design goals. With a 50"Cheat sink temperature, no semiconductor has an opera-
ting junction temperature greater than 75"C. The componentsare potted in polyurethane foam
for maximum resistance to mechanical stresses.
Additional modifications to the exciter would include changesin the auxiliary oscillator module
to obtain improved oscillator stability andto reducethe variations in sensitivity of the phase
modulator. This transponder modulehas already beenredesigned for the lunar orbiter trans-
ponderand the improvement verified. The developmentof low noise oscillators for both the
auxiliary oscillator andthe VCOis also planned. Theseoscillators would allow the use of
narrower tracking bandwidthsin both ground andflight receivers. Finally, an additional
output from the auxiliary oscillator module at 76MHz will be required for driving the 6-watt
solid state power amplifier.
3.2.5. Receiver and Exciter Power Supplies
The power supplies for the transponder are proposed as shown in Figure 10.
required to perform the following functions:
They are
a. Furnish regulated and filtered +15 and -15 vdc to the receiver.
b. Furnish regulated and filtered -15 and -25 vdc to the transmitter.
c. Permit remote switching of dc power to the turnaround ranging channel.
d. Permit remote switching of power to the receiver and the exciter.
The Mariner C transformer-rectifier unit will be used as a basis for this design. Series
regulators will be used to provide filtering and regulation for each output. Overall power
supply efficiency will be approximately 75 percent. The filtering now provided in the trans-
ponder is effective primarily at radio frequencies. As a result, the power supply must be
well regulated to reduce the receiver and exciter susceptibility to low frequency ripple and
transients. The undesirable effects of insufficient regulation and filtering are distortion of
the receiver command output due to receiver VCO frequency modulation and modulation of
the down-link carrier because of the high gain in the video section of the _drnaround ranging
channel. The low frequency susceptibility problem is most economically solved by the addi-
tion of regulation in the power supply.
17
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Figure 10. Voyager Receiver and Exciter Power Supplies
3.3. POWER AMPLIFIERS
The proposed Voyager Radio Subsystem uses three power amplifiers. Two of these amplifiers
operate at the specified output level of 50 watts. The third amplifier is a 6-watt solid-state
device which satisfies the requirements of early mission phases and serves as a backup during
the orbit phase.
3.3.1. 50-Watt Power Amplifier
The 50-watt power amplifier package consists of the tube, DC-DC power converter, isolator,
and filter. Two of these amplifiers will be included in the radio subsystem. One of the most
promising tubes is the traveling wave tube (TW'r). The TWT has an RF gain of 30 db and an
efficiency of 44 percent operating with a depressed collector. Efficiencies this high have
been attained at both the 50 and 100 watt levels in engineering models built under JPL sponsor-
ship; future efforts will be aimed at efficiencies up to 55 percent. At lower power levels (up
to 20 watts) the TWT has demonstrated good life and reliability in many major space programs.
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The DC-DC converter supplies the heater power and all of the high voltages required by the
tube. It also provides telemetry signals that indicate the condition of the amplifier. An
isolator is incorporated into the package to protect the tube against unintentional load mis-
matches. RF filtering also is included in the output circuit to reduce spurious and noise
output power below the specified maximum values. The principal specifications of the com-
plete 50-watt power amplifier package are listed in Table 2A. The overall nominal efficiency
of the amplifier package, including losses in the power supply section, in the isolator and
in the filter, is 34 percent.
Table 2A.
Parameter
Operating Frequency
RF Power Output
RF Power Input
TWTA
ESFK
RF Power Input Variation
Gain (saturated)
TWTA
ESFK
Efficiency
DC Power Input
Bandwidth (0.5 db)
TWTA
ESFK
Noise Figure
(Noise Level)
VSWR (Input and Output)
Absolute Time Delay
Variation in Time
Phase Deviation from
Linear across Band
,- f
Power Amplifier Performance Parameters
50-Watt TWTA or ESFK
2.29 to 2.30 gHz
45 watts minimum
70 mw maximum
150 mw maximum
_+1.5 dB
30 dB minimum
25 dB minimum
30. 5 percent minimum
147 watts maximum
5MHz minimum
3MHz minimum
32 dB maximum
(-90 dBm/MHz maximum
from 2. 108-2. 118MHz)
6-Watt Solid-State PA
1.4:1 maximum
10 ns maximum
O. 5 ns maximum
_2,5 ° maximum
2.29 to 2.30 gHz
4.8 watts minimum
0 dBm 31 db
8 percent minimum
75 watts maximum
5 MHz minimum
Greater than 50 dB below
full output
1.4:1 maximum
i0 ns maximum
0.5 ns maximum
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3.3.2. Six-Watt Solid State Power Amplifier
The 6-watt solid-state amplifier is based upon proven module designs and is considered well
within the state-of-the-art. Some of the factors which led to the selection of this device for
the third power amplifier are:
a.
b.
C.
d.
The solid-state device can be safely operated during the launch phase of the mission.
The use of a single device from the prelaunch phase into the cruise phase eliminates
the need for switching operations and allows convenient diplexing with a receiver to
accommodate up-link communications during this period of the mission.
Operation at a power output of six watts provides a convenient backup transmitter
for selected data throughout the mission.
Six watts power output at S-band is readily achievable with current solid state
amplifier-multipliers.
The proposed device is a X30 multiplier which would be used in place of the standard X30
multiplier of the transponder exciter. A block diagram of the proposed configuration is
shown in Figure 11. The critical components of this transmitter have been under development
#...._.=._.=.-
X 6 459 MHZ FILTER AMP J AMP
76.5 MHZ AMP _' MULTI _ --'_ --
0 DBM 25 DB 320 MW -- -7DB 63 MW -I.0 DB 50 MW 10 DB .5 W 1 6 DB
I. I
4 WATTS
1
POWER 459 MHZ
AMP
4.5DB 11.5W
4,1W
POWER J
DIVIDERI
-0. JDB J
4.1W
P
*/ER 459 MHZ
DB 11.5W _
• q_J AMP
2W I 6.2DB 8.32 W -0
MULTI. 4WATTS
q
A_
Figure ii.
295 GHZ
,BJ 7WATTS
Six-Watt Solid-State Power Amplifier
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at General Electric for other applications for some time, hence the design is based upon
proven techniques. The transponder design would be modified to provide a 0 dbm signal at
about 76.5 MHz for driving the new multiplier.
As shown in Figure 11, the X30 multiplication is accomplished in two steps (X6 and X5). The
primary amplification occurs at 459 MHz through a cascaded chain of transistor amplifiers.
When the signal is amplifed to a level of 8.32 watts, it passes through a power divider to
provide isolated drives to the power amplifiers. The UHF power divider utilizes a wye con-
figuration with a thickfilm balancing resistor fabricated in stripline and provides greater than
30 db isolation between the power amplifier input and the drive stage. It also provides
greater than 30 db isolation between the two power amplifiers. The power amplifiers are
identicaltransistor stages in the grounded emitter configuration.
The X5 multipliers utilize the relatively new stored charge devices for efficient high order
multiplication. Efficiencies in excess of 35 percent have been obtained with stripline circuits
which included the S-Band matching network and a two section maximally flat filter.
The power combiner at S-Band is basically a stripline rat race with the out of phase port
terminated and with the in phase combined power port providing at least 30 db isolation
between multiplier stages. The RF power chain is protected from antenna induced VSWR by
using a terminated circulator as a load isolator.
Lumped parameter circuitry is used in the 459 MHz circuits to optimize efficiencythrough
the use of high-Q components and to minimize the volume requirements. The two X5 multi-
pliers and filters, power combiner and circulator are fabricated in stripline.
The DC-DC converter is a duty cycle type converter. The efficiency of the converter (80 per-
cent) combined with the dc to RF efficiency of 10.7 percent results in an overall efficiency of
8.6 percent for the 6 watt power amplifier.
The power amplifiers, the X3 multiplier, and the X2 multiplier will be built in dielectric
loaded strip transmission line to reduce size, maximize efficiency and to allow reliable
reproduction of the design. Conventional lumped constant circuits will be used in the buffer
amplifier stage and X5 frequency multiplier stage.
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3.4. DIPLEXER
The principal function of the diplexer is to provide low-loss coupling of the transmitter and
receiver to a single antenna. It also performs essential filtering of the received and trans-
mitted signals. Three diplexers are used in the proposed Radio Subsystem to perform these
operations in a manner which minimizes circuit losses and simplifies switching requirements.
The specifications established for these diplexers are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Diplexer Performance Parameters
Parameter
Center Frequency (nom.)
Insertion Loss (max.)
Bandwidth (3 dB)
VSWR (max.)
LO Rejection (rain.)
fo ±45 MHz
Image Rejection (min.)
fo ±90 MHz
Rejection at Transmit
Frequency (min.)
fo +180 MHz
Rejection at Receive
Frequency (min.)
fo -180 MHz
Rejection at Harmonics
of Receive Frequency
(min.)
Diplexer
Receiver
2113 MHz
0.3 dB
45 MHz
1.2:1
20 dB
Transmit
Preselector
35 dB
55 dB
100 dB
2295 MHz
0.4 dB
45 MHz
1.2:1
100 dB min.
2113 MHz
0.5 dB
34 MHz
1.2:1
40 dB
64 dB
85 dB
50 dB
The diplexer design is based on the use of quarter-wave coaxial resonators having an unloaded
Q of 4000. These cavities have an outer conductor I. D. of 1.5 inches, and an inner conductor
O.D. of 0.420 inch. The center conductor is approximately 1.2 inches long with 0.7 inch
clearance between the free end of the conductor and the enclosure for a total inside length of
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1.9 inches. The design approach is to use the minimum number of these cavities that is con-
sistent with the specified insertion loss and rejection.
The transmit arm of the diplexer uses five of these resonators to meet the specified require-
ments. The approach to the receiver arm is modified slightly so that part of the filter may
be located in a fixed relationship to the receiver. The purpose is to provide a controlled
point of reflection for image signals from the receiver mixer so that the phase of this reflec-
tion can be adjusted for optimum noise figure. The resulting filter is divided into two pieces.
The required specifications are satisfied with a broadband three-resonator filter as part of
the diplexer and a relatively narrow-band preselector assembled as part of the transponder.
3.5. RF sWrITCHING
The RF switching for the Radio Subsystem is accomplished by ground command and a limited
amount of on-board sequencing. In the nominal mission modes no RF switching is required.
Wherever possible, switching functions are performed at the component power supply level
(that is, the exciters and power amplifiers are switched ON and OFF via their respective
power supply switches) (see Figure 1). In the event of component failures, the Radio Subsys-
tem design allows for operational switching in the RF path. This is provided between the
RF diplexers and the antenna system by two RF transfer switches and a coaxial single-pole
double-throw switch. It is the purpose of these switches to permit antenna selection in order
to preserve near nominal communication links between DSIF and the spacecraft. They are
used only in the event of a subsystem failure.
3.5.1. Transfer Switch
The mechanical RF transfer switch was selected for the proposed subsystem because it allows
a simple connection of multiple receivers, transmitters, and antennas. Other switching tech-
niques considered generally resulted in a sacrifice of a capability, reliability, or a significant
increase in circuit losses. Transfer switches of the type proposed are now under development
for the Apollo program. Two companies (Transco Products, Inc. and the Electronic Specialty
Co. ) are building prototypes of transfer switches for Apollo. It should be noted that the
s','._.tches are activated only in the event of a subsystem failure. A major consideration of the
proposed subsystem design was to achieve a simple configuration with a minimum amount of
RF switching. The use of the transfer switch, as indicated in the design of Figure 1, is
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intendedto provide maximum versatility in case of failure yet maintain a simple conservative
connectionfor the nominal mission.
The proposed switch is a mechanical latching device which would weigh approximately 9 ounces
and have the dimensions 1.5 x 1.5 x 3.5 inches. The insertion loss of the switch will be less
than 0.2 db and the isolation betweenoutputs greater than 45 db. The VSWRof the switch will
be less than 1.15:1.
3.5.2. Coaxial Switch
The proposed coaxial switch is a mechanical single-pole double-throw switch. A typical co-
axial switch would weigh approximately 6 ounces and would have the dimensions 2.5 x 2 x 1
inches.
3.5.3. Hybrid RF Coupler Package
To eliminate operational switches in the RF path of the Radio Subsystem, hybrid couplers
were used to provide the interface between the exciters and power amplifiers. A block diagram
of this interface is shown in Figure 12. RF coupled power monitors are utilized at the output
of the exciters and the power amplifiers. The output from each power monitor is conditioned
for telemetry transmission to assess the performance of a particular exciter or power ampli-
fier. These outputs are also used for failure mode sensing. To reduce the number of con-
nectors and individual components, the exciter power monitors, the hybrid couplers, and the
3-db attenuators were combined in a strip transmission line package as shown in Figure 13.
The weight of the package will be approximately 8 ounces.
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4. INTERFACE DEFINITIONS
This section of the report is a tabulation of Radio Subsystem signal interfaces.
4.1. INPUT SIGNALS
4.1.1. RF Input
The Radio Subsystem is designed to receive and demodulate an RF signal from the DSIF.
Tentative receive frequencies for the three receivers used are:
Receiver Spacecraft A
No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
2117. 405092 MHz
2117.064034 MHz
2116. 722994 MHz
Spacecraft B
2110.243056MHz
2110. 584105MHz
2110.925154 MHz
4.1.2. Telemetry
The Telemetry Subsystem provides a composite telemetry signal to the phase modula-
tor input of each exciter (three exciters are used}. The composite signal is the linear
sum of two subcarriers used for transmission of engineering data and science data.
The exciter phase modulator input impedance is 1000 ohms resistive. The telemetry
rates used consist of the following combinations.
Science Data Engineering Data
Rate (bps) Rate (bps)
40,500 150
20,250 150
10, 125 150
1,265* 37.5*
Maneuver Rate 7.5 bps
*Backup rate using medium gain
antenna
Changes of Radio Subsystem mode of operation may be achieved by command from DSIF. This
action is performed via the Command Subsystem which provides a pulse to initiatechange of
state of the followingfunctions:
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1. Exciter No. 1 on/off
2. Exciter No. 2 on/off
3. Exciter No. 3 on/off
4. Power Amplifier No. 1 on/off
5. Power Amplifier No. 2 on/off
6. Power Amplifier No. 3 on/off
7. Receiver No. 1 on/off
8. Receiver No. 2 on/off
9. Receiver No. 3 on/off
10. Antenna Transfer Switch No. 1 Norm/Rev
11. Antenna Transfer Switch No. 2 Norm/Rev
12. Backup Antenna Switch No. 3 Norm/Backup
13. Ranging on/off
4.1.4. Computer and Sequencer
During the normal operations, the C&S automatically sequences the Radio Subsystem through
three modes:
a.
b.
e.
4.1.5.
Launch mode, Exciter No. 1, Power Amplifier No. 1.
Cruise mode, Exciter No. 2, Power Amplifier No. 2.
Maneuver mode, Exciter No. 3, Power Amplifier No. 3.
Power
The spacecraft power subsystem provides the following inputs to the radio subsystem:
a. A 50-VRMS 2400 Hz square wave from a source regulated _ 2 percent or better.
The maximum power consumption is 30 watts.
b. Unregulated power from a 36 to 65-volt dc source. The maximum power consump-
tion is 147 watts.
4. 2. OUTPUT SIGNALS
4.2.1. RF Output
The Radio Subsystem is designed to transmit a modulated RF signal to DSIF.
transmit frequencies assigned to the three exciters used are:
Tentative
Exciter No. 1
Exciter No. 2
Exciter No. 3
Spacecraft A
2299.444444MHz
2299.074074MHz
2298.703704MI-Iz
Spacecraft B
2291.666666MHz
2292.037037MI-Iz
2292.407407MHz
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4.2.2. Telemetry
Telemetry points of the Radio Subsystem are tabulated in VOY-D-230. These signals are
conditioned dc data outputs of the Radio Subsystem. The output impedance for all telemetry
points is 1000 ohms resistive.
4.2.3. Command
The Radio Subsystem provides a composite signal to the Command Subsystem from each of
the three receivers used. The command channel output impedance is 100 ohms resistive.
4.2.4. Umbilical Functions
RF signals are transferred through the umbilical connector via RF probes located near each
antenna.
4.2.5. Direct Access Functions
The Radio Subsystem provides the direct-access test points for checkout with the OSE as
shown in Table 4. These points are provided in addition to telemetered outputs identified
in Paragraph 4.2.2.
5. PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
Performance parameters of the various Radio Subsystem components are tabulated in this
section.
5.1. ANTENNA PARAMETERS
The four S-band antennas of the Radio Subsystem are designated as the high gain antenna, the
medium gain antenna, the broad coverage antenna, and the maneuver antenna. The character-
istics of these antennas and their associated cables are summarized in Tables 5 and 6. The
gain patterns of these antennas are shown in Figures 14, 15, 16, and 17, respectively. The
characteristics of the relay antenna are also given in Table 5, and its gain pattern in Figure 18.
5.2. RECEIVER PARAMETERS
The proposed design uses three receivers which are identical, except for operating frequency.
Each is integrated with an exciter to form an S-band transponder. Their characteristics are
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Table 4. Direct Access Test Points
Test Point Signal Characteristics
Receiver No. 1 AGC
Receiver No. 2 AGC
Receiver No. 3 AGC
Receiver No. 1 SPE
(static phase error}
Receiver No. 2 SPE
Receiver No. 3 SPE
Receiver No. 1 DPE
(Dynamic phase error}
Receiver No. 2 DPE
Receiver No. 3 DPE
Receiver No. 1 +15v
Receiver No. 1 -15v
Receiver No. 2 +15v
Receiver No. 2 -15v
Receiver No. 3 +15v
Receiver No. 3 -15v
Exciter No. '1 -15v
Exciter No. 1 -25v
Exciter No. 2 -15v
Exciter No. 2 -25v
Exciter No. 3 -15v
Exciter No. 3 -25v
Power Amplifier No. 1 +28
Power Amplifier No. 2
all dc voltages
Power Amplifier No. 3
all dc voltages
de
dc
dc
de
dc
de
Signal + Noise
Signal + Noise
Signal + Noise
de
de
dc
dc
dc
dc
dc
dc
dc
dc
dc
dc
dc
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Table 5. AntennaPerformance Parameters
Parameter Hi-Gain Maneuver Broad Coverage Medium-Gain Relay
See note 2Type
Gain - relative to circular
isotropic (db)
Polarization Ellipticity on
axis (db)
Ellipticity - 3 db pts (db)
VSWR (max.)
Beamwidth 3 db (deg)
Beamshape
Boresight Error
Weight (lb)
Antenna Cables
Weight (lb)
VSWR (max.)
Insertion Loss (db)
Impedance (ohms)
9.5 ft Diameter
Paraboloid
+0• 3
34.8
-0.4
@ 2295 MHz
+0.3
34.0
-1.2
@ 2113 MHz
RHC (Note 3)
1.0 ±1
@ 2295 MHz
3.0 ±2
@ 2113 MHz
+2 5
1.0 O"
- .5
@ 2295 MHz
3.0+30. 0
- •5
@ 2113 MHz
1.2 @2295 MHz
1.5 @2113 MHz
3.0
See Figure 14
10+_• 2
• - .15
degrees
44.0 _+2
3.04 ±0.1
1.2:1
0.64 ±0.1
50
See aote 1
6.5 _0.5
@ 2295 Milz
5.8±0.5
@ 2113 MHz
RHC
+0
3.0 -3
@ 2295 MHz
+06.0
-6.0
@ 2113 MHz
1.2@2295 Mltz
1.4@2113 MHz
25 ° x 180 °
See Figure 16
1.9 ±0.25 db
excluding mast
4.4±0.1
1.2:1
1.16 _+0.1
5O
Quad dipoles
canted 30 °
+1.0
0
-0.5
@ 2295 MIlz
+0.5
-0.5
-I.0
@ 2113 MHz
RHC
1.0 ±I. 0
@ 2295 MHz
1.5 ±I.0
@ 2113 MHz
0.5±0.5
@ 2295 MHz
1.0 ±I
@ 2113 MHz
1.2@2295 MHz
1.4@2113 MHz
See Figure 17
0.12 :_0.02
excluding
mast
4.65 ±0. I
1.2:1
1.97 ±0. I
50
+0.25
23.5
-0.50
@ 2295 MHz
+1.3
20° 75
-1.5
@ 2113 MHz
RHC
1.0 ±1.0
@ 2295 MHz
4.0 ±3.0
@ 2113 MHz
1.2 @2295 MHz
1.4 @2113 MHz
7.5 ° x 15°.5
See Figure 15
4.4 ±0. 5
2.52 ±. 1
I. 2:1
.53 ±.i
50
Turnstile over-
ground plane
5.0 ±0.5
@ 400 mc
RHC
1.0 :el.0
6.0 ±1.0
1.2
90
See Figure 18
2.0 ±0.2 exclud-
ing support
0.55 _. 10
1.2:1
0.8±0.2
50
Notes
1.
2.
3.
Slot excited parallel plate
Mariner C Type high-gain (46. O" x 21.2" parabola)
Right Hand Circular
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Relay Antenna Pattern (400 MH z )
summarized in Table 7 and Figure 19 shows the output characteristics of the receiver com-
mand channel as a function of received signal level.
5.3. EXCITER PARAMETERS
Three exciters, identical except for operating frequency, are used in the proposed configura-
tion. The performance parameters for these exciters are tabulated in Table 8.
5.4. POWER AMPLIFIER PARAMETERS
Each of the three power amplifiers of the Radio Subsystem will require development efforts.
Tentative specifications for the amplifiers under consideration are represented in Table 2A.
5.5. DIPLEXER PARAMETERS
Performance characteristics of the three diplexers used in the Radio Subsystem are given in
Table 3. Characteristics of the preselectors which are assembled in the receivers are also
included.
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Parameter
VOY-D-311
Receiver Performance Parameters
Center Frequency
Noise Figure
Strong Signal Carrier Tracking
Bandwidth
Threshold Carrier Tracking
Bandwidth
Threshold Sensitivity
Dynamic Range
Tracking Range
Carrier Tracking Loop Threshold
Transfer Function (model)
Carrier Tracking Loop
Predetection Filter Bandwidth
AGC Loop Bandwidth
Ranging ChannelI-F Bandwidth
(3 dB)
Video Limiter Rise and Fall Time
Ranging Channel Video Bandwidth
(3 dB)
Input VSWR
Value
2113 MHz nominal (See Section 3.2.1)
8 dB _+1dB
233 cps (2_ LSS)
20 cps (2flLo)
-153 dBm _+IdB
-70 dBm to threshold
_+3.0 parts in 105 (for RF signals
> -120 dBm)
3
H(s ) = 1 + S4flLo
3 91+ S+
4f_Lo 32fgL2
S2
4.5 kHz
0.33 Hz to 0.85 Hz
3.3 MHz
70 ns
i00 Hz to 2 MHz
I.3:1 maximum
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Table 8. Exciter Performance Parameters
Parameter Value
Output Frequency
Output Power
Output VSWR
Auxiliary Osc. Freq. Stability
Phase Stability
PM Modulator Dynamic Range
PM Modulator Linearity
2295 MHz nominal (See Section 3.2.3)
+26 dBm ±0.5 dB
1.3:1 maximum
1 part in 105 per year
Residual PM less than 9 deg peak in
a 20 Hz phase coherent receiver
0 to 4 radians peak
Within _+7 percent of straight line
PM Modulator Sensitivity
PM Modulator Bandwidth
PM Modulator Input Impedance
1 radian per volt ±2 percent
0.5dBBW dcto 1 MHz
3.0dBBW 1.8MHz min
1000 ohms resistive
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5.6. RF SWITCH AND COUPLER PARAMETERS
The characteristics of the RF switches used in the Radio Subsystem are summarized in Table
9. Hybrid coupler parameters are given on the schematic diagram shown in Figure 20.
Table 9. RF Switch Parameters
Parameter Transfer Switch Coaxial Switch
Insertion Loss (max.)
VSWR (max.)
Isolation (min.)
Type
Size (inches)
Weight (oz.)
0, 20 dB
1.15:1
45 dB
Latching
3.5x 1.5x 1.5
9
0.20 dB
1.15:1
35 dB
Latching
2.5x2xl
6
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Figure 20. Hybrid Coupler Assembly
6. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
6. i. PACKAGING
The Radio Subsystem is divided into seven subassemblies, each of which has a rigid aluminum
housing designed to fit within the standard dimension of the spacecraft equipment bay. Electri-
cal connectors are external to this dimension. Each subassembly chassis is a rigid aluminum
housing designed to furnish the required strength and stiffness to withstand the shock and
vibration inputs from the spacecraft. Each chassis also serves as a conductive path for the
power dissipated within the subassemblies. A good surface finish is provided on those faces
of the chassis which are required to transfer the dissipated power to the spacecraft thermal
plate.
Wherever possible, spacecraft subassemblies are packaged in a standard modular form so that
the equipment may be adaptable to any bay. This approach is not entirely practical for the
Radio Subsystem because coaxial lead lengths must be minimized to ensure low power losses.
Connector locations and subassembly mounting hole patterns also limit complete standardization.
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Short coaxial lead lengths are maintained on the power amplifier outputs, andthe output con-
nections from the subsystemare placed as close to the -y axis of the spacecraft as possible.
Figures 21and 22 showisometric views of theproposed layouts for Bay 11and Bay 12, re-
spectively.
6.2. WEIGHT, VOLUME, AND POWERDISSIPATION
A listing of the weight, volume, andpower dissipation of each subassemblyin the Radio Sub-
system is given in Table 10. The total subsystemweight is 79.75 (Bay 12= 49.9 lb, Bay 11 =
29.91b) and the volume is 2856 cu. in. (Bay12 = 1812cu. in., Bay 11-- 1044 cu. in.). Power
dissipation is a variable dependent upon the electrical duty cycle and the particular mission
phase. Table 11 shows the power dissipation for the various modes of operation.
6.3. SUBASSEMBLIES
The subsystem is packaged in the subassemblies shown in Figures 21 and 22.
paragraphs describe the physical characteristics of these subassemblies.
The following
6.3.1. Transponders
There are three transponders, each containing a receiver, exciter, and their associated power
supplies. The transponders utilize the same modular configuration as the S-Band
transponder used on Mariner C. The basic functional blocks are in separate compartments,
and the components are mounted to a "T-frame. " This provides good RFI shielding, excellent
thermal conduction paths, and a structurally sound housing. An assembly drawing of the
transponder is shown in Figure 23.
6.3.2. .Diplexers and RF Switching
These components are located in one enclosure.
many of the interconnections are made internally.
from the power amplifier is in close proximity.
Since there is a need for minimum cabling,
Each diplexer is located so that the output
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Figure 21. Layout of Bay 11
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Figure 22. Layout of Bay 12
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6.3.3. Power Amplifiers
The power amplifiers take three forms. Power Amplifier No. 1 is a strip transmission line
multiplier similar in design to the Apollo Block II X30 multiplier. The design is structurally
and thermally compatible with the Voyager environments. Power Amplifiers No. 2 and No. 3
may be either traveling wave tube amplifiers or electrostatically focused Klystrons. Since
both of these devices dissipate a large amount of power in a concentrated location, they will
be located so that the major heat source (the collector) is as near the center of the thermal
plate as possible. This will provide optimum effective fin area for dissipation of the heat.
This allows the plate to distribute this power over a large area so that the temperature
gradients remain small, and the power amplifiers operate within the required temperature
limits. The thermal plate to which the power amplifiers mount must be maintained between 50
to 60 ° C for proper operation. It should be noted that only one power amplifier will be dis-
sipating heat at any one time.
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7. SUPPORTING STUDIES
This paragraph describes the alternate components, techniques and configurations which were
considered for the Radio Subsystem.
7.1 ANTENNA SIZE - TRANSMITTER POWER TRADE
An extensive study was made (VOY-D-271) of the trade between antenna size and RF power
output to determine the penalties incurred in increasing the effective radiated power by each
approach. Increasing radiated power by increasing the antenna size causes the spacecraft
weight to rise because of the greater weight of the antenna itself and of its deployment and
actuating mechanisms. In addition, to make effective use of a larger antenna, the accuracy
of pointing the antenna must be improved which requires more weight for the Attitude Control
Subsystem. Increasing the transmitter power adds weight to the spacecraft because of the
greater solar array area needed and because of the higher weight of the power amplifier and
the Thermal Control Subsystem. As a result of this study, the optimum combination of trans-
mitter power and antenna gain to achieve a particular effective radiated power for a given
investment in overall spacecraft weight has been determined. This result is illustrated by
Figure 24. The baseline design employing a 50-watt power amplifier and 9.5-ft. antenna
provides an effective radiated power (ERP) of 51 dbw (for convenience the product of power
amplifier output and expected antenna gain are used, and line losses, etc., are neglected).
The weight of the spacecraft to support this ERP is taken as the reference system weight.
Actually, the minimum weight system to achieve this ERP would have used a slightly higher
transmitter power (about 52 watts) and a somewhat smaller antenna. Other significant con-
clusions can be drawn from this curve. The minimum weight penalty that has to be paid to
achieve a given increase in performance may be seen. In order to double the ERP to 54 dbw,
the system weight must increase about 120 lb. ; an increase of about 240 lb. may be inferred
by extrapolating the curve to achieve an increase to 57 dbw, and would require about a 65 watt
power amplifier and a 14-ft. antenna. Of this 6 db increase, only 1.1 db is due to the power
increase, the remainder is due to the antenna size increase.
For the range of antenna sizes considered in the study, it was found that no radical change in
the antenna pointing system was required. By reducing the attitude control deadband (at a
cost of increased attitude gas) and by reducing the size of the minimum antenna stepping
increment, the required pointing accuracy could be achieved for antenna sizes up to about
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Figure 24. Effective Radiated Power Optimization
15 feet, Considerations of the use of even larger antennas was not carried out because avail-
able spacecraft weight limited the maximum useful size to about 9.5 feet.
7.2 HIGH GAIN ANTENNA TRADE-OFF
The requirements of increased range and higher desired data rates necessitate maximizing the
gain of the high gain antenna. The maximization of the achievable gain of a reflector type
antenna has been determined by applying techniques for achieving high antenna efficiency to
the largest stowable parabola. Fixed-beam arrays were also investigated as a means of
achieving maximum gain from a given size. An array design using directional elements was
found to have a slight electrical advantage over a conventional parabola but this advantage
was not considered large enough to offset the additional complexity and development cost and
risk associated with the array.
Techniques for achieving higher-than-normal efficiency in a parabola were studied, using
both focal feed and dual reflector geometries. The diel-guide technique provides about 0.1 db
higher gain than either the dual-shaped reflector or "optimized" focal feed (scalar feed} and
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only about 0.2 db higher gain than a well-designed conventional feed. Thus, none of the three
techniques which have proved quite beneficial for larger antennas provide sufficient improve-
ment on the 9.5 ft (22. k) antenna to warrant their additional weight (dielguide) and complexity.
7.2.1. Reflector Antennas
The maximum size parabola which can be stowed in rigid geometry and with the necessary
gimbaling mechanisms has been determined to be 9.5 feet. Erectable reflectors of larger
size could be used but would require not only the complication of the erection mechanism but
would also require RF pointing reference (monopulse, conical scan, etc.) to effectively use
the high gain.
Techniques for achieving high aperture efficiency attempt to reduce the energy lost by "spill-
over" of the reflector and at the same time attempt to obtain a uniform illumination of the
reflector. The "Dielguide" approach 1 tends to reduce the compromise between spillover and
illumination efficiencies by placing a guiding structure between the primary feed and the sub-
reflector. Theoretical aperture efficiencies (illumination efficiency X spillover efficiency) of
about 88 percent have been achieved by this technique using subreflectors about 10 wavelengths
in diameter. 2 A subreflector of this size would cause more than 3 db gain loss on the 9.5 ft.
antenna; therefore, a much smaller hyperbola is required. Hannan's 3 minimum blockage cri-
terion indicates an optimum size of about 19 inches (3.7 k ). For subreflectors of this size,
the dielguide technique is not quite as effective; Bartlett and Moseley 4 estimate this decrease
to be about 5 to 10 percent for 3.7X hyperbolas. The gain achievable from a dielguide
antenna suitable for this application is developed in Table 11A. The aperture
efficiency listed is the 88 percent claimed for dielguide reduced by 8 percent due to the small
electrical size of the subdish. For a typical design, the guiding structure could be made of
polystyrene foam of 12.4 lb/cu ft density and about 1 cuft would be required.
1. H. E. Bartlett and R. E. Mosely, "Dielguides - Highly Efficient Low Noise Antenna
Feeds, " the Microwave Journal, December 1966, pp. 53-58
2. loc. cit.
3. P.W. Hannah, "Microwave Antennas Derived from the Cassegrain Telescope" IRE Trans.
on Antennas and Propagation, Vol. AP-9, 147; March 1961
4. H. E. Bartlett and R. E. Mosely, op-cit, p. 9, 56
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A different technique for reducing spillover and raising illumination efficiency is to use speci-
ally shaped reflectors in a two reflector system. The basic technique 5 and some design con-
siderations 6 can be found in the literature. Briefly, the technique is to:
a. Illuminate the subreflector with a steep taper (_ -20 db) to reduce spillover.
b. Use a shaped subreflector to give approximately uniform illumination of the main
reflector to give high illumination efficiency.
c. Shape the main reflector to correct phase distortion introduced by the shaped subre-
flector. A carefully designed feed can result in a spillover efficiency of 98 percent.
Measured improvement 7 of 1 dB over a conventional Cassegrain design has been cited for
antennas 143 wavelengths in diameter. This technique is again limited by the small electrical
size of the Voyager high gain antenna and therefore diffraction losses are not taken into
account by the ray optics analysis. Since no measured data is available for subreflectors on
the order of 3.7 k, it has been assumed for the basis of the performance estimate that the
dual shaped reflector system will achieve the same efficiency as the dielguide system for the
same 3.7k subreflector size.
Since two-reflector systems are of limited efficiency for the rather small (in terms of wave-
lengths) antenna under discussion, it is appropriate to consider a means of primary pattern
shaping which can be done with a focal feed. The pattern control is achieved by a small
simple horn surrounded by a periodic structure that gives rise to a number of higher-order
modes. The various modes have different velocities of propagation according to the configura-
tion of the structure, and by altering the structure, the mode sums take on different forms
which permits pattern shaping.
5. V. Galindo, "Design of Dual Reflector Antennas with Arbitrary Distributions"
Record of the PTGAP International Symposium, Boulder, Colorado, July 1963.
6. W. F. Williams, 'High Efficiency Antenna Reflector" Microwave Journal, July 1965,
pp. 79-82
7. loc. cit.
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The periodic structure becomes quite large for close control of the pattern and approaches
the size of the subreflector as 80 percent aperture efficiency is reached. Considering, the
loss budget for this concept, it is possible that about the sameamount of pattern control
could be achievedwith a surface wave device suchas a variable-pitch, variable-diameter
helix. Sucha device could be usedin a backfire modeand would present less blockage than
any of the previously mentioned schemes.
7.2.2. Array
A uniformly illuminated array can have 100 percent aperture efficiency and thus is an at-
tractive candidate antenna type for the high gain antenna. As in the case of the parabola,
however, details of implementation can substantially reduce the theoretical efficiency and a
fairly detailed design study must be performed before the final performance can be estimated.
In the following paragraphs, the generic characteristics of arrays are contrasted with re-
flectors, several possible techniques for implementing an array are described, and a per-
formance estimate for a typical preliminary design is given. Only fixed beam, mechanically
pointed arrays are considered since an electrically phased array cannot provide the coverage
required and be competitive in weight with fixed beam techniques.
As mentioned above, 100 percent efficient use of an antenna aperture can only be accomplished
with uniform excitation of the aperture. While it is very difficult to achieve this illumination
in a reflector antenna, it is relatively simple to achieve it in an array because the elements
are excited individually. This higher efficiency permits use of a smaller (22 percent smaller
compared to a 60 percent efficient parabola) aperture for the same gain, with attendant volume
and form factor improvements. Power must be distributed to the individual elements, how-
ever, and the transmission line losses and the precision required to maintain phase relation-
ships tend to negate both the size reduction and the simplicity.
A wave_,mide array with crossed-slot radiators is inherently a highly efficient radiator. The
waveguide elements must be fed symmetrically to prevent beam squint with frequency. In
practice, this antenna type has been difficult to produce due to the extreme precision required
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of the waveguideand radiating structures, and the results havebeenheavy and less efficient
thanexpected. In addition to the manufacturing tolerance problem, the opaquesurface will
cause temperature gradients andhencedistortions which compoundthe tolerance situation.
The opacity wouldalso complicate the solar-pressure torque balance of the spacecraft. The
radiating structure, however, is self-supporting and requires little stiffening to adapt to the
deploymentboom.
Stripline is another convenient transmission line for feeding the array elements andcanbe
used to feed crossed dipole elements to achievecircular polarization. The array would be
virtually opaqueand prevent the associatedproblems mentionedabove. The maintenanceof
equiphaselengths of line to the several hundredelements is also a severe problem in manu-
facturing and throughout the changingenvironment of the flight.
Stripline can also be used to feed an array of directional elements suchas helices. An
array of directional elements requires fewer elements andcorrespondingly fewer feed
points. A helix array of 13db helices would require 256 elements for a square aperture 95
inches on a side. This array has 36.3 db aperture gain with 93percent efficiency and 0.8 to
1.0 db resistive loss in the stripline corporate feed, resulting in 35db antennagain which is
comparable to the gain of the 9.5 ft parabola. The weight of the helix array wouldbe about
32 lb including a lattice-work tubular structure with resonant frequency greater than 6.5 Hz.
This small (andpreliminary) weight advantagewould not seem to be worth the addedcomplex-
ity of the array design andunless severe storage volume problems arise during the evolution
of the spacecraft, arrays as a category appearto offer no advantageover the parabolic types.
7.2.3. Electronically Steered Phased Array
Introduction
In paragraph 7.2.2., a mechanically deployed and steered array was compared to similarly
actuated parabolic reflectors. This approach was taken because of the requirement of greater
than 180 degree steering capability, constrained further by the fact that large areas of the
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spacecraft were not available to mount an array capable of being electronically steered
through this angle. The resulting comparison is, therefore, primarily one of operative
efficiency of the various approaches.
The following constraints were proposed to enable a further examination of the array to be
made. These constraints are:
a.
b.
The array will be mechanically deployed
The beam must be steered through an azimuth angle of +25 degrees and through an
elevation of +15 degrees.
The purpose of the examination is to look at the complexity, weight, and power requirements
which must be met to overcome the most significant weakness (from a reliability viewpoint)
of a mechanically steered antenna -- the stepping motor. This is the one point in the deploy-
ment-articulation mechanism which can not have a simple redundant backup. The stepper
motor is, therefore, designed conservatively to ensure reliable operation. Therefore, the
term "most significant weakness" is used merely to point out the lack of redundancy rather
than the probable cause of failure. As will be seen in the results of this study, the amount
of weight that must be added to the spacecraft to support the needs of the array weight and
power requirements is an excessive price to pay. By contrast, a fraction of this weight given
to the motor and gearing would result in a higher reliability of operation of those mechanisms
if it is really needed.
In evaluating the applicability of phased arrays for the mission, account must be taken not
only of the antenna system size and weight, but also of the power required for electronic
control of the beam. This power capacity is directly related to the duty cycle of the array
steering mechanism in the case of commanded phase shift and beam switching systems,
and is a constant in the case of reflective systems such as retrodirective arrays.
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Two features of the Voyager missions have a big effect on the choice of possible phased
arrays. These are simply:
a. Very low rate of beam scan.
b. Low received signal energy.
The first condition requires a low commandduty cycle and consequentlythe driving power
for appropriate mechanical pointing systems is negligible. For retrodireetive systems,
where the phase shifting is effectively accomplishedby heterodyne processing of the received
signal, the receiving system is operating continuously which constitutes a constant power
drain. An estimate of this requirement maybe reachedby examination of a redirective sys-
tem for synchronousorbit nowunder developmentby General Electric for which the receiver
power is approximately one watt per element. Thus, a retrodirective array will require
several hundred watts of raw power at all times.
The secondcondition is also important whenconsidering retrodirective arrays in which each
antennaelement with its associated electronic moduleoperates as a single receiving unit.
Because each element has low gain, each receiver must havehigh sensitivity, andhence
will require significant primary power. The retrodirective array may, therefore, be
eliminated from serious consideration, from just a power consumptionargument. Additional
problems of weight, thermal control, and developmentrisk make the retrodirective concept
even more unattractive. There remains thepossibility of using a commandedtype which
may take the following various forms:
a. Programmed Steering
1. Phase Shifting
2. Beam Switching
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Do Tracking
1. Phase Shifting
2. Beam Switching
Insofar as the antenna itself is concerned, these all use the same basic design approach. The
system differences are due to the electronics. Some types will lead to more loss than others,
thus introducing a tradeoff between antenna size and transmitter power. Since the receiving
gain requirement is about 20 db lower than for transmitting, the loss is unimportant upon re-
ceiving.
Lower bounds for antenna size and weight can be determined by assuming a no-loss system.
Thus for the 35 db requirement, a uniformly illuminated planar array approximately 16 wave-
lengths square is needed, making the side dimension about 8 feet. The element spacing
may be made as great as 0.69 wavelength. This permits a 25 degree off-axis scan with
potential grating lobes at 90 degrees which are assumed to be suppressed by the element
pattern. This calls for a total of 232 = 529 elements.
At this point we must consider the relative complexity of the various systems listed above.
The tracking phase-shifting type is like the programmed phase-shifting type but with an
added monopulse capability. This calls for additional beam formings networks either at
RF or at IF. In the latter case, the bandwidth is reduced. The principal losses are due
to the phase shifting mechanisms which, in the current state-of-the-art, must be considered
to be either ferrites or diodes. In this instance either would be arranged in a digital fashion
which would introduce an average loss of less than 2 db. The average is used since each
phase shifter is not always at its maximum value.
The beam switching systems have N terminals each of which corresponds to a different
beam position. By switching among the various beams and transmitting on the one for which
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reception is optimum a track-while-scan capability is realized. Thus lb and 2b differ
principally in the logic circuitry required for the latter.
Beam switching systems are basedupontheuse of beam forming networks suchas the
Butler matrix, which is most readily designedon the basis of N=2m elements. Thus this
array wouldhave 512instead of 529 elementsas mentionedabove. Losses in the lines
and network wouldbe at least 3 lb (if this, plus the loss dueto fewer elements could not be
compensatedby higher transmitter power, the array size would jump to 1024elements).
Another loss is present in the beam forming system due to the crossover level which is -4 db
in the principal planes and -8 db in the diagonals. This variation may be reduced at the ex-
penseof lower peak gain and greater switching complexity.
The simplest and most efficient system is theprogrammed phaseshifter type. Antenna
weight is estimated at I lb per element minimum which includes the element, phase shifter,
transmission line and proportionate part of the mechanical structure. Thus the minimum
weight of a phasedarray antennafor Voyager is 529 pounds. In an actual design, this number
wouldbe modified slightly to one havinga greater number of divisors to realize a more
practical feed network. The foregoing numbers are baseduponthe premise that one trans-
mitter will be used to feed the array. If this concept is replaced by having individual
phase stable amplifiers located at each element the losses previously referred to are unim-
portant. Then these numbers, which were basedupona no loss system, represent the
actual situation rather thanbeing alower bound. The receiving situation wouldbe complicated
by this approach; one solution wouldbe to usea separate phasing system diplexed from a
lower number of contiguous elements since the gain requirement is only 15db.
The weight and complexity of phasedarray systems make them very unattractive in compari-
son with a paraboloid antennaof equalgain. Oneof the major reasons for choosing phased
arrays in other applications is to satisfy a high rate of beam motion. The developmenttime
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for a phasedarray is necessarily longer than for a paraboloid antennadue to the complexity,
but there are no major research efforts involved and one maybe built using existing tech-
niques andcomponents.
7.2.4. Fixed Medium-Gain Antenna Selection
As will be shown, the Voyager Spacecraft Telecommunication Subsystem, using a small fixed
medium gain antenna, is capable of transmitting in the order of 5 x 109 bits of data to earth
during the orbital phase of a 1973 mission. Since the penalty for providing this antenna is
relatively small in terms of weight and cost, it appears to be a useful backup to the steer-
able high gain antenna, considered to be one of the higher risk mechanisms on the Voyager
Spacecraft.
This discussion shows the effect of antenna size and position on data transmission for the 1973
mission. The Mariner C antenna is tentatively selected although larger antennas can give
higher data accumulation. The performance expected for the 1975, 1977, and 1979 missions
using file Mariner C antenna is also given.
The capability of a fixed antenna depends on:
a. Antenna gain.
b. Antenna beam pattern.
c. Antenna pointing direction with respect to the spacecraft coordinates.
d. Antenna rotation (assuming a non-circular pattern) about the boresight axis.
In this study, three basic antennas are considered to determine the effect of gain and beam
pattern. One is the Mariner C high gain antenna. Its characteristics are:
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a. Size = 46 x 21.2 in. elliptical.
b. Gain = 23.5 db.
c. Pattern = 7.5 x 15.5 degrees (3-db beamwidths).
The other two antennas considered are scaled versions of this antenna. One is taken to have
one-half the gain; therefore, its dimensions are those of the Mariner C antenna divided by
1.4, and its beamwidths are 1.4 times as large. The other antenna is taken to have twice
the gain of the Mariner C and, therefore, its dimensions are 1.4 times greater and its
beamwidth is 1.4 times smaller.
To determine the effect of antenna position (beam direction and rotation) three positions
have been considered for each of the antennas for the 1973 mission. One position was se-
lected which appeared to give good performance by considering an overlay of the pattern on
the earth clock-cone plot (Figure 25). One of the other two positions was selected such that
the earth passed through the beam earlier in the mission than for the first case, and the third
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Figure 25. Mars 1973 Trajectory
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position was selected such that the earth passed through the beam later in the mission than
for the first case. Rotation of the major axis of the elliptical pattern was selected in each
case by attempting to keep the curved path of the earth (as seen from the spacecraft) within
the beam pattern for the longest possible time during the productive life of the antenna.
Although primary consideration was given to the orbiting phase of the mission, slight varia-
tions were made to make the antenna as useful as possible prior to encounter.
Performance for each of the nine cases (three positions for each of three antennas) was de-
termined by computer. The program determines the overall effect of antenna gain (in the
direction of earth) and increasing range throughout the entire mission. For these particular
cases launch was taken to be 19 August, 1973 and encounter at 1 March, 1974. Pointing
error due to spacecraft deadband oscillations and antenna misalignment was assumed to be
one degree.
Results of the computer runs are shown in Figure 26. Antenna characteristics and position
data are given in Table 12 for each run. The range-gain parameter is defined by
z 2
where
G = antenna gain in direction of earth
R = spacecraft-earth range (km)
R = reference range = 108 km
o
Data rates can be assigned to Z by first calculating subsystem performance at 108 kilometers
with 0.0 db antenna gain and then increasing the performance by the factor Z. Three data
rates are indicated on each figure using the worst case performance predictions for the medium
gain link. To obtain a measure of the performance associated with each of the nine cases
considered, the total data which can be accumulated in each case during the in-orbit phase
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was calculated. It was assumed that the link was at all times operating at the highest data
rate possible (of the three rates shown}. To illustrate, the system associated with the antenna
characteristics given for case 1A can operate at 633 bps for 73 days; it cannot operate at all at
2532 or 1266 bps. The total data accumulation is 40 x 108 bits.
From the data accumulation it is noted that it is not highly sensitive to antenna position, at
least over the range of positions selected for each antenna. However, data accumulation is
sensitive to antenna size. Starting with the smallest antenna, accumulation can be increased
by about a factor of two by increasing dish area by a factor of two. Another increase in dish
area by a factor of two, however, yields an accumulation increase of only about 1.4. Because
of the basic one degree pointing error, a point will eventually be reached where an increase
in antenna size (decrease in beamwidth} produces a decrease in accumulation.
The antenna that produces maximum data accumulation is not necessarily the one that is best.
Nearly all other considerations lead to a smaller antenna. These considerations include:
a. Weight
b. Solar cell blockage
c. Coverage prior to encounter
d. Broad coverage so that data return is not sensitive to encounter date (assuming the
exact encounter data cannot be predicted at the time the antenna is fixed to the
spacecraft}.
The one major consideration that might lead to the selection of a large antenna is the potential
desire to obtain as much data as possible after encounter, since the probability of successful
operation decreases with time.
It should be noted that although three possible data rates were used to more accurately assess
the data accumulation potential for the three antennas, only one rate would probably be
implemented in a typical spacecraft to reduce the number of required recorder playback
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speeds. The rates would be 633, 1266, and 2532 bps, respectively, for the three antenna
sizes, starting with the smallest antenna. Under this condition the data accumulation would
be 51 x 108, 83 x 108 and 112 x 108 bits for cases 1C, 2B, and 3B, respectively. It can be
noted that this constraint of data return versus antenna size is essentially unchanged, except
that the smallest antenna now appears slightly better relative to the larger antennas.
Since many of the above considerations cannot be evaluated properly until the spacecraft and
mission are well defined, a convenient antenna selection at this point in time is still the
Mariner C high gain antenna. It will not produce maximum data, but its potential data return
is not significantly different from the expected maximum (in order of one-third to one-half
the maximum). At the same time it is small and light, it gives good coverage prior to
encounter, and it has the added advantage of being an off-the-shelf item.
The nominal pointing parameters selected for the baseline design are those associated with
case 2B; of the three cases considered, these give maximum data return in addition to good
coverage prior to encounter.
The performance of the Mariner C antenna is shown in Figure 27 for the 1975, 1977, and
1979 missions. A data rate _f 1266 bps can be maintained for 68, 54 and 68 days for the three
missions, respectively. Trajectories were used having the following launch and encounter
date s:
Mission Launch Date Encounter Date
1975 9/30/75 4/23/76
1977 Ii/ 5/77 6/20/78
1979 12/ 9/79 8/ 3/80
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7.3. POWER AMPLIFIER TRADE-OFF
Three different types of microwave devices were considered for the 50-watt amplifier.
These types are the traveling-wave-tube (TWT), the electrostatically-focused klystron
(ESFK), and the Amplitron. Each of these devices has been operated at the 50-watt level
with high efficiency and satisfactory gain. The TWT has an excellent and extensive record
of reliability in other space programs. The ESFK is also regarded as a potential selection.
7.3.1. Traveling Wave Tube
The basic TWT amplifier consists of an electron gun which projects a focused electron beam
through a helically-wound coil to a collector electrode (Figure 28). The focused electrons are
held in a small cylindrical beam through the center of the helix by a periodic magnetic field
along the full length of the tube.
A cw signal coupled into the gun-end of the helix travels around the turns of the helix and thus
has its linear velocity reduced by an amount equal to the ratio of the length of wire in the
helix to the length of the helix itself. The electron beam velocity, determined by the potential
difference between the cathode and the helix, is adjusted so that the electron beam travels a
little faster than the cw signal. The electric field of the cw signal on the helix interacts with
the electric field created by the electron beam and increases the amplitude of the signal of
the helix, thus producing the desired amplification.
Figure 28.
\
Cutaway View Showing Important Elements of a
Traveling-Wave Tube Amplifier
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7.3.1.1. Advantagesof the TWT
a. The most significant argument in favor of the TWT is the fact that it is presently
being used in nearly all the major space programs and has been flight proven. It
shows a MTBF in excess of 50,000 hours which enhances the reliability of the
telecommunication system.
b° The TWT has a nominal gain of 30 db which eliminates the requirement for high
output powers from the exciter.
c. The efficiency of a TWT is greater than 40 percent at the present and is being con-
tinually improved. Efficiencies higher than 45 percent now appear feasible.
do The TWT is essentially a wideband device; i. e., at S-band frequencies, bandwidths
well in excess of 10 mc are possible. This provides good phase linearity over the
bandwidth needed for turnaround ranging.
e. The physical size and weight of the TWT lend the device to high density packaging.
The sizes of present devices are being reduced to the extent that the dimensions of
an overall power amplifier package are determined by the size of the power supply
and not the device.
f. The TWT is capable of stable operation at elevated temperatures which might occur
in the absence of rf drive. Without rf drive all the DC power is dissipated through
the collector.
7.3. I. 2. Disadvantages of the TWT
a. Of most concern to the Radio Subsystem is the noise generated by the tube. Since
the TWT has a wideband circuit, it generates noise at the receiver frequency. This
is troublesome in diplexed configurations as the noise from the TWT degrades the
equivalent noise figure of the receiver connected to the diplexer. Therefore, to use
the TWT in diplexed configurations the diplexer must at_nuate this noise to a
sufficiently low level, e.g., -90 dBm/MHz.
b. To minimize the external magnetic field of the TWT, complicated field balancing
techniques are required to cancel the effects of the beam-forming magnetic field
along the full length of the tube.
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A TWT has been operated at 66 watts with 44 percent efficiency and at 100 watts with 45
percent efficiency in a JPL supported program. These results illustrate the technical
feasibility of obtaining the desired power and efficiency. Since the design of this tube
followed the same approach used in lower power, long life TWTs, it should yield a reliable
device. In the following paragraphs, the three amplifiers considered are briefly described,
and their advantages and disadvantages discussed.
7.3.2. ESFK
The basic electrostaticallyfocused klystron consists of a cathode or electron gun which
projects an electron beam through a series of tuned cavity structures to a collector electrode
as shown in Figure 29. The electrons are focused by the applicationof periodic focusing
electrodes between successive cavities. Focusing with these electrodes is known as Einzel
lens focusing. This type of focusing permits a narrower and longer beam than can be used
with RF structures comparable to those used in magnetically focused Klystrons. Beam
transmission efficienciesas high as 99 percent are achieved in well designed systems.
TUNED TUNED
CAVITY CAVITY
--1--
CATHODE ,,_
FOCUSING
ELEC TRODE
R-F POWER IN
TUNED
CAVITY I
-LENS ELEC TRODES
ELECTRON BEAM
TUNED COLLECTOR
CAVITY
R-F POWER OUT
Figure 29. Klystron Power Amplifier Electrostatically Focused
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The Klystron uses the principle of velocity modulationfor amplifying a cw signal. A cw
signal is coupledinto the input or bunchingcavity which imparts a small velocity variation
on the electrons in the beam. As the electrons drift toward the secondcavity, they tend to
bunch at intervals proportional to the input velocity.
The amplification of the input signal is accomplishedby the space charge mechanism; i.e.,
the electron current density is increased as theelectrons drift. Each intermediate cavity
increases the modulation on the beam. As thehigh density electron beam passes through
the output cavity, the beam current is coupledto the output load, thus producing the output
power.
The capacitance of the output cavity determines the power-bandwidthproduct of the device.
The dimensions of the cavity andthus its capacitanceare controlled by the dimensions of the
electron beam.
7.3.2.1. Advantagesof the ESFK
a. The ESFK is capableof 30db gain for the required bandwidth.
b. The ESFK is capable of operating at efficiencies greater than 35percent.
c. Since the ESFKhas narrow-band circuits, it produces relatively little noise at the
receiver frequency.
d. The ESFKhas no external magnetic fields which makes it attractive for applications
where a magnetically clean system is desired.
e. In the event of an exciter failure, the ESFK does not generate spurious signals. All
of the DC power is dissipated througnthe collector.
f. The structure of the ESFK, both internal andexternal, is rugged and suffers little
from thermal deformations.
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7.3.2.2. Disadvantagesof the ESFK
a.
b.
c.
The ESFK is a relatively narrow-band device at these power levels. Therefore,
in the design of the ESFK a tradeoff must be made between realizable efficiency and
gain as a function of bandwidth.
Little is known at this time on the effect of phase jitter and phase nonlinearity of the
ESFK when placed in a DSIF system. Preliminary estimates indicate no incompati-
bilities but tests need to be performed.
Since the ESFK is a relatively new addition to the devices suitable for space appli-
cations, it has never undergone actual flight tests as have the TWT power amplifiers.
In addition, life test data is not complete.
7.3.3. Amplitron
The Amplitron uses a basic crossed-field interaction process which is similar to the magne-
tron; i.e., a traveling rf wave interacts which electrons rotating about and drifting radially
from a cylindrical cathode. When the electron angular velocity is in synchronism with that
of the RF wave, the electrons loss energy to the RF fields at nearly the same rate at which
they accept energy from the dc field. The potential of the dc field is thereby converted to RF
energy without the electrons ever having achieved a velocity corresponding to the full dc
potential.
The electrons are collected on an anode structure which consists of a number of coupled
resonant cavities or slots radially positioned about the cathode. An external high density
magnetic field is supplied by a permanent magnet positioned such that its flux lines are
parallel to the axis of the cathode. Under proper conditions of magnetic field, anode voltage,
etc., as much as 90 percent of the dc power supplied to the anode structure can theoretically
be converted to RF energy, but in practice, substantially lower efficiencies are realized.
The Amplitron has a non re-entrant, periodic RF structure matched at its input and output
connectors. There is no added attenuation in the circuit as there is in a TWT so that when
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no dc voltages are applied the device behavesas a short filter section in its operating range
of frequencies. Reflected energy also passesthrough the Amplitron.
The possible condition of a high VSWRat the output of the amplifier requires isolation
betweenthe exciter and the Amplitron andthe Amplitron and diplexer (Figure 30).
7.3.3.1. Advantagesof the Amplitron
a. Much time andeffort have beenexpendedin developing a 20-watt version for use in
the Apollo spacecraft. The Lunar Excursion Moduleuses the Amplitron.
b. The device acts as a short section of transmission line approximately 2X long which
propagates even without dc voltages. This is useful in designing redundant systems.
c. The Amplitron has greater than18 dbgain with a bandwidthgreater than 10 MHz.
d. The efficiency of the device is at least 35 percent.
e. The structure of the Amplitron is very rigid andhas a high resistance to modulation
or damagefrom severe shockandvibration.
S-BAND l POWEREXCITER SUPPLY
ISOLATOR I AMPL,TRONJrl
DIPLEXER
t
ISOLATOR
Figure 30. Typical Amplitron Configurauon
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7.3.3.2.
a.
Do
Co
Disadvantages of the Amplitron
The Amplitron is similar to an injection locked oscillator. If the RF input signal
drops below a certain critical level or if the dc voltage varies too much, the device
unlocks and emits a free-running signal.
Since the operational frequency range of the Amplitron is a function of the anode
voltage, the power supply must provide excellent regulation and must be able to
track the input voltage variations to less than 1 percent. This requires a compli-
cated power supply.
Although the over-all weight of a typical package is approximately 9 pounds, the
reliability of such a package is questionable because of all the components required
(Figure 30).
d. The output power and anode voltage are affected by temperature variations.
e. Because of the isolators and the permanent magnet in the device itself, a heavy
shield is required to meet the criteria for a magnetically clean spacecraft.
7.3.4. Results of Comparison
The results of the preceding discussion are tabulated in the following list.
preference is the TWT, ESFK, and Amplitron.
The order of
Characteristic TWT ESFK Amplitron
Gain (db)
Potential Efficiency (%)
Bandwidth
Noise at Receive Freq.
30
40-50
Wide
Low
30
35-50
Narrow
Very Low
18
35-50
Moderately Narrow
Moderate
Magnetic Shielding
Operation in Space Environments
Temperature
Vibration and Shock
Stable in Absence of Drive
Stability of Output Power
Reliability
Heat Dissipation
Capability of Unattended
Operation
Yes
Good
Fair
Yes
Good
Good
Fair
Yes
None
Good
Good
Yes
Good
Good
Good
Yes
Yes
Fair
Good
No
Fair
Questionable
Good
Questionable
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7.4. TRANSPONDERTRADESTUDY
7.4.1. Requirements
The basic performance requirements for the transponder for the Voyager Radio Subsystem
are:
ao
b.
el
Receive and demodulate an RF signal transmitted to the spacecraft from the DSIF.
Provide coherent translation of the frequency and phase of the received signal by a
240:221 ratio for coherent two-way doppler tracking.
Provide a turnaround ranging channel which demodulates the range code to baseband
and conditions it for modulation on the transmitted signal.
d. Generate a stable RF carrier at a level suitable for driving the power amplifiers.
eo Modulate the carrier with telemetry and ranging signals.
In addition to these general requirements several specific requirements for the Voyager
transponder are:
a. S-Band output level of 400 mw.
b. Receiver noise figure at preselector input of 8 db.
c. Low power amplifier reference signal at 76.5 MHz with a signal of 0 dbm.
d. Threshold loop bandwidth of 20 Hz.
e. IF bandwidth of 4.5 kHz.
7.4.2. Candidate Transponders
A comparison of several potential transponders (Mariner C, Apollo Block II, and SGLS)
indicated that the Mariner C transponder most nearly meets the overall requirements.
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The most significant changerequired by the Mariner C transponder is to the receiver front
to achieve the 8 db noise figure. A minor modification is required to obtain the low
power amplifier reference signal. Other minor modifications, which are identified from the
known performance characteristics can be made to enhancethe reliability andperformance
of this transponder.
The Apollo Block II transponder requires more changesthan the Mariner C transponder. The
IF andphaselock loop bandwidthare wider than those required for the Voyager application.
Narrowing the loop bandwidthmay require major redesign of several modules dueto the
increased sensitivity of the receiver. These changesare in addition to those already
identified for the Mariner C transponder.
The SGLStransponder, in its present form, is not compatible with the DSIF; hence a major
modification is required to meet the Voyager requirement.
The Mariner C designhas beenselected for its proven reliability, demonstrated performance,
and compatibility with the Voyager requirements.
7.4.3. Transponder Noise Figure, Alternate Approaches
In the design tradeoffs discussed in this section, the noise figure of the overall receiver is
considered as one of the most important factors. However, ease of implementation and
reliability of performance are considered in selecting the recommended approach. The
following designs were considered for the Voyager radio subsystem "front end":
a. Conventional microwave balanced mixer using point contact or hot carrier diodes.
b. Single stage transistor preamplifier into a conventional mixer.
c. Multistage transistor preamplifier into a conventional mixer.
d. Tunnel diode preamplifier into a conventional mixer.
e. Tunnel diode down converter.
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7.4.3. I. ConventionalMixer "Front End"
Thebalancedmixer (Figure 31a)has the advantagesof inherent local oscillator noise
cancellation andminimal LO power requirements. In general, however, a preselector
filter is required and the filter loss adds directly to the system noise figure. The hot
carrier diodes have a lower noise figure than the point contact diodes anda potentially higher
reliability because they are junction devices.
At present, the hot carrier diodemixers are capable of achievingnoise figures in the range
of 7 to 8 dbwhen followed by an IF amplifier with a noise figure of about 3 db. For IF fre-
quencies of interest, noise figures in this range are obtainable. Therefore, becauseof the
effect of the preselector required, the total system noise figure would be in the range of 7.5
to 8.5 db.
221 f 0 _-I PRESELECTOR I
A. CONVENTIONAL MIXER
J  ALANCE0 _1 ,F I
-I M,XER --IPREAMPLIFIERJ
._J RF ]_.__ PRESELECTOR J_.___D,[ BALANCED I__.___IDJ if: ]__AMPLI IER MIXER PREAMPLIFIER
B. SINGLE STAGE RF AMPLIFIER PLUS MIXER
_J RF
_ BALANCED ] ___ IF ]MIXER PREAMPLIFIERq AMPLIFIER
C. MULTIPLE STAGE RF AMPLIFIER PLUS MIXER
.___ TD [_ _J BALANCEDAMPLIFIER PRESELECTOR MIXER
D. TUNNEL DIODE AMPLIFIER PLUS MIXER
J TUNNEL DIODE J
vj CONVERTER I_._ PRESELECTOR I
E. TUNNEL DIODE CONVERTER
PREAMPLIFIER
_I IF Jv[ PREAMPLIFIER v
Figure 31. Receiver Front Ends
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7.4.3.2. RF Transistor Amplifier Converters
The addition of a single stage of RF amplification (Figure 31b) ahead of the mixer can reduce
the system noise temperature. An overall receiver noise figure in the range of 6to 7 db canbe
obtained using the transistor TIXM106 and the hot carrier diode mixer and preselector
previously discussed. Assuming the mixer preselector combination has an 8.5 db noise
figure, the resulting receiver noise figure is about 7 db. However, if the existing Mariner
C mixer-preselector is used, with an 11 db noise figure, the single stage RF amplifier only
reduces the receiver noise figure to about 7.8 db.
The use of multiple stages of RF amplification (Figure 31c) results in a significant reduction
in the receiver noise figure. It is probably feasible to eliminate the preselector thus reducing
the weight of the total assembly. However, the deletion of the preselector must be investi-
gated further to determine if the bandwidth and center frequency of tuned RF amplifiers would
be sufficiently stable to meet the turnaround ranging requirements. The following list shows
the effect of gain and mixer/preselector noise figure on the total receiver noise figure for the
multistage case. The noise figure of the preamplifier is assumed to be 5.5 db.
RF Amp Nominal Gain (db)
Receiver Nominal NF (db)
15
5.7
Preselector/Mixer
Noise Figure
8.5db
20
5.6
25
5.5
15
5.9
11 db
2O 25
5.7 5.6
From the list it is evident that with multiple stages of RF amplification there is no significant
difference in the overall receiver noise figure due to the choice of mixer/preselector.
Further, when the RF amplifier has 25 db of gairi, the receiver noise figure is determined
entirely by the RF preamplifier.
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7.4.3.3. Tunnel Diode Circuits
The tunnel diode preamplifier (Figure 31d) provides the lowest noise figure and the most gain
per stage of any of the techniques investigated. However, a tunnel diode amplifier requires
a 5-pole circulator to assure stable operation with varying VSWRs. A post filter is required
(in addition to a preselector) to prevent noise figure degradation through the mixer image
channel and to prevent the LO from overdriving the tunnel diode amplifier (TDA). The TDA
implies an increase in weight of about 1 pound per amplifier, additional power, and some re-
duction in reliability.
The tunnel diode down-converter (Figure 31e) has been theoretically analyzed and laboratory
models have been built, but S-band units are not known be in field service yet. The down-
conversion gain varies sharply as a function of local oscillator signal and dc bias variations.
The reliability of the tunnel diode down-converter is not considered sufficiently well demon-
strated to be selected at this time.
7.4.3.4. Summary
Either multiple stages of RF preamplification or the 'hot carrier diodes" are considered the
primary candidates for the receiver front end. Although the RF amplifier approach would
provide about a 2.5 db lower noise figure, it is considered that this improvement does not
offset the increased chance of failure. Hence the hot carrier diode mixer is chosen.
7.5. DIPLEXER TRADE-OFF
The action of diplexing can be accomplished in several ways. The simplest is that of using
two bandpass filters and connecting them in series or parallel at the common connection.
This technique accomplishes the result with little or no addition of size or volume over that
which would be required to accomplish the equivalent filtering without diplexing, but requires
matching at the junction of the filters.
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Alternatively, it is possible to connect the two filters by means of a circulator as indicated in
Figure 32. Signalsfrom the transmitter are passedon to the antennaand signals from the
antenna (at the receiver frequency) are passedon to the receiver. Junction problems are
eliminated andthere is no restriction on the length of the lines betweenthe circulator and the
bandpassfilters. However, there is a penalty of the addedloss andweight of the circulator.
Another form of diplexer (whichcan be extendedto provide multiplexing of more than 2 units)
is shownin Figure 33. As shownhere it canbe usedto diplex a receiver and a transmitter
but it doesnot provide preselecting action for the receiver. If this is required a secondunit
must be added, tunedto the receiver frequency, to form a complete diplexer.
7.5.1. Design Approach
In a diplexer consisting of two bandpass filters, each filter must provide the required rejec-
tion of the undesired frequency in that arm while presenting a well-matched, low-loss trans-
mission path for the desired frequency. Consider a Chebychev filter with a center frequency
of 2295 MHz and 100 db rejection at 2115 MHz. Let the ripple be 0. 036 db to keep the input
O
RECEIVER
BANDPASS
FILTER
CIRCULATOR
FILTER
TRANSMITTER
o
Figure 32. Diplexing with Circulator
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VSWRbelow 1.2:1, and assume coaxial cavities with a 1,5 inch diameter and unloaded Q of
4000. The following list shows how the center frequency insertion loss and the bandwidth vary
as a function of the number of section.
Number of Resonators Loss (db) 3 db Bandwidth (MI-Iz)
4 0.66 22
5 0.40 46
6 0.33 71
7 0.29 97
8 0.27 122
9 0.26 145
10 0.26 166
This list illustrates that the loss decreases and the bandwidth increases for a larger number
of sections. However, this decrease in loss is accompanied by an increase in volume (pro-
portional to N) and complexity. The listing also indicates that the bandwidths are greater
than required so that in the final design a response somewhat different than the assumed
Chebychev would give improved phase and amplitude response over the 10 MHz transmitter
band. The insertion loss would be only slightly different.
For small values of insertion loss, the loss (in db. ) varies inversely with the unloaded cavity
Q. Since the Q varies essentially in direct proportion to the cavity diameter, it is possible
to interpret the data in terms of the filter volume required for a given insertion loss. The
following list is based on a loss of 0.4 db for all values of N. This list shows that the mini-
mum volume results with 8 sections, but 5 sections yield a good compromise between volume
and complexity.
D2N
Number of Resonators Cavity Diameter {in. I {Relative Volume)
4 2.48 24.6
5 1.50 11.25
6 1.24 9.22
7 1.09 8.31
8 1.01 8.16
9 1.01 9.18
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7.6. LAUNCH TRANSMITTER CONSIDERATIONS
This paragraph discusses the selection of the launch transmitter. A detailed description of
the chosen amplifier is covered in Paragraph 3.0. The launch transmitter is provided in the
Radio Subsystem for two basic reasons. The primary reason is to satisfy the mission re-
quirement of downlink RF communications during launch. The secondary reason is that it
provides a backup to the nominal transmission mode.
A radiated power of approximately 40 mw from a 0 db gain antenna is adequate to sustain a
150 bps telemetry link to a range greater than 1740 km for DSIF 71 and to a range greater
than 1 x 105 km for DSIF 72. This same level is adequate to a range of 7.3 x 105 km when
the 85-ft antenna is used. The achievement of a 60 mw level can be accomplished by direct
coupling that power level from the exciter output to a shroud antenna. This method has a
basic disadvantage--there is no backup potential.
On the other hand, if a higher power transmitter is utilized, not only can it serve as a back-
up to the primary 50 watt power amplifiers, but it may also employ RF coupling between a
spacecraft antenna and the shroud antenna, eliminating a possible failure mode that exists if
direct connection is made through an in-flight disconnect. For example, under worst case
conditions, a 6 watt power amplifier with the 9.5 ft. dish can support the 1265 bps data rate
to a range of 363 x 106 km, which corresponds to about 120 days after encounter for the 1973
mission. Because of developments which have been carried out since the Task B report was
prepared, a higher power than the 3 watt amplifier recommended in that report can be selected
for the system. Because a 6 watt amplifier can provide more performance and yet can be
readily achieved, it is selected as the launch transmitter for the baseline design.
7.7. RF-LINE LOSS INVESTIGATION
The coupling of RF power from the amplifier to the antenna is accomplished via a path which
must satisfy certain constraints (i.e., configuration, flexibility, attenuation, etc. }. Several
ways are considered here which will provide the connection. The choices made as a result of
this study are:
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a. RG-142 cable is usedwithin the electronics Bay 12.
b. Short flexible cables are used across deploymentaxes of the BCA andthe MA with
early deployment.
c. Three rotary joints are used in theHGA deployment andarticulation mechanism.
The estimates arrived at are basedon the chosenspacecraft configuration to determine phy-
sical distances involved, andon the RadioSubsystemconfiguration as shown in Figure 34.
The loss values used are listed in Table 13.
Table 14 lists the components that are common to all antenna power amplifier paths. It shows
possible losses utilizing different cables.
It shows that the insertion loss can be reduced by 0.14 db by using RG-8 cable. However, in
the restricted space of a bay designed to minimize weight and volume this is a small price to
pay for the ease of cabling and making interconnections. The choice is to use RG-142 cable
within the power amplifier bay.
_I'"DIPLEXER I
--- 0,PtE×ER 1 I-----1
TRANSFER
"__ DWLEXER J_J ' SWITCH .
TRANSFER
SWITCH
COVERAGEANTENNA
BCA
HIGH GAIN
ANTENNA
HGA
_ MEDIUM GAIN
ANTENNA MGA
MA MANEUVER
SWITCH _ ANTENNA
Figure 34. Radio Subsystem Diplexer-Antenna Interconnection
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Table 13. SelectedParameters of RF Components
Component Insertion Loss
Transfer Switch
Coaxial Switch
Diplexer
Rotary Joint
Semi-rigid coax
Flexible coax
a. RG-142
0.206 O.D.
b. RG-8
0.405 O. D.
c. RG-9
Double Shield of RG-8
0.420 O. D.
0.2db
0.2db
0.4db @ 2295
O.8db@ 2115
0.2db
4.4db/100
23.5 db/100 ft
13.9 db/100 ft
15.7 db/100 ft
Table 14. Components Common to All Amplifier Paths
Component Length (ft) Insertion Loss (db)
Diplexer
Cable within Bay 12
RG-8
RG-9
RG-142
Transfer Switch
Totals @ 2295
a. With RG-8
b. With RG-9
c. With RG-142
Totals @ 2215
a. With RG-8
b. With RG-9
e. RG-142
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
, 0.4db@ 2295
0.8 db@2115
O. 21
0.235
0.35
0.2
0.81
0. 835
0.95
I. 21
1.235
1.35
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External to the bay the path to each antennais of a different length andhas different require-
ments. The following tables list cable lengths, and insertion losses for eachantenna. For
the fixed medium gain antenna, a semi-rigid coaxial cable is used. The characteristics of
the resultant cabling is given in Table 15.
Table 15.
Component
Totals from Table 14
Cable distancefrom
Bay 12 to MGASemi-
Medium GainAntenna Cabling
Length (ft)
1.5
1.5
Insertion Loss
(db)
O.95 @ 2295
1.35 @ 2115
rigid coax
Coaxial switch
Totals
(_ 2295
_D 2215
12.0
13.5
13.5
0.53
0.2
1.68
2.08
Both the Maneuver Antenna (MA) and the broad coverage antenna (BCA) are deployed but are
not steered. The deployment takes place within the first two hours after launch. Two
methods of covering this action are using flexible cable or using rotary joints. The flexibility
of the cable must be maintained until the deployment is complete. This can be accomplished
either by the use of thermal insulating tape or by the application of heat. The use of the mot( _
flexible cable, RG-142 is chosen. The resulting cabling characteristics are shown in Table
16.
For carrying the RF signals across the articulation axes of the high gain antenna, both flex-
ible cables and rotary coaxial joints were considered. There are three axes: the deployment
axis, the nodding axis (B axis), and the rotation axis (A axis).
8O
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Table 16. Cablingfor ManeuverAntennaand Broad CoverageAntenna
Component
Totals from Table 14
Cable from Bay 12
to MA or BCA Semi-
rigid coax
Deployment transistion
a. Rotary joint
b. RG-8
c. RG-142
Coaxial Switch
Totals @2295
with RG-142
@2115with RG-142
Length (ft)
1.5
1.5
20.0
Insertion Loss
(db)
O. 95 @ 2295
i.35 @ 2115
0.88
1.0
1.0
22.5
22.15
0.2
0.14
O.235
0.2
2.265
2.665
The amount of rotation about the deployment axis is 110 degrees, and about the nodding axis,
30 degrees is required. Rotation of at least 225 degrees is desired about the rotation axis to
enable the antenna to be pointed toward earth for any arbitrary maneuver attitude (requires
180 degrees from the +z axis to the -z axis) and also to enable the antenna to be used through-
out the mission while the spacecraft is in nominal attitude (requires an additional 45 degrees
rotation). Rotary joints were selected for each of the three axes.
About a 3-ft length of cable would be required across the deployment axis. For RG-142
cable, the loss would be about 0.7 db compared to about 0.2 db for a rotary joint and, there-
fore, the latter approach was chosen. The joint is operated only during deployment and from
then on acts as a non-contacting connector.
For the nodding axis, about a 1-ft length is required. Although the total motion throughout
the mission is only 30 degrees, it occurs in small increments (1/8 degree) at intervals
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throughout the mission. Therefore, the cable flexibility must be maintained all during the
mission and a heat source must be provided to distribute heat to the flexing portion of the
cable. A rotary joint is considered to be a more reliable solution.
For the rotation axis, a rotary joint was considered the obviouschoice; this would be the
most difficult of all the axes for which to provide flexible cable.
A summary of the characteristics of the cabling andconnections from the power amplifiers
to the antennais givenin Table 17.
Table 17. High GainAntenna (HGA)
Component
Totals from Table 14
Cable from Bay 12 to
HGA Semirigid coax
Cable on HGASemirigid
coax
DeploymentAxis
Transition
a. RG-142
b. Rotary joint
Noddingaxis Transition
a. RG-142
b. Rotary joint
A-axis rotary joint
Transfer switch
Totals
(¢2295with three
rotary joints
@2115with three
rotary joints
Length (ft)
1.5
1.5
7.5
5.0
3.0
1.0
18
18
Insertion Loss
0.95 @ 2295
1.35 @ 2115
O. 33
0.22
0.7
0.2
0.335
0.2
0.2
0.2
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COMMAND SUBSYSTEM
I. SCOPE
This report describes the baseline Command Subsystem recommended for the Voyager Space-
craft. The Command Subsystem demodulates the composite data and sync subcarrier signal
(received from the Radio Subsystem), decodes the commands, and provides output command
signals to the user subsystems. In succeeding sections, the baseline design is described and
the interfaces, performance and physical characteristics are defined. Then, the studies car-
ried out in response to the suggested task list (provided by the Marshall Space Flight Center)
are presented.
2. REQUIREMENTS
The major requirements on the Command Subsystem are:
a. provide 198 discrete command outputs to the spacecraft subsystems through dc
isolated switches
b. provide 21 quantitative commands with synchronizing signals to the spacecraft sub-
system through isolated switches
c. detect the command signals with a bit error probability of less than 10 -5
d. assure that'no single failure in the Command Subsystem will have a catastrophic
effect on the mission
3. FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 GENERAL
The Command Subsystem described herein is based upon and is a refinement of that described
in the Task B report. The primary changes consist of the following:
a. Replacement of the 30 sub-bits/sec detector by an additional 1 sub-bit/sec detector.
b. Deletion of the receiver selector switch.
c. Use of the Mariner '69 detector in lieu of that proposed in Task B.
1
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3.1.1. Basic Subsystem Function
The Voyager '73 Command Subsystem is shown in Figure 1 and consists of the following
functional units:
Quantity
3
3
1
2
1
1
Functional Unit
Sub-bit Detector
Program Control
Decoder Access Unit
Command Decoder
Decoder Output Unit
Power Supply
The modulated subcarrier signals recovered in one of the three spacecraft radio receivers
constitute the input to the associated sub-bit detector in the Command Subsystem. The detec-
tor recovers the sub-bit information and sub-bit sync which then go to the program control
which recovers the information bits and bit sync. These are then presented through the de-
coder access unit to both decoders. The decoders determine which command has been sent
and a command output is issued through the decoder output unit to the designated spacecraft
subsystem. The power for the command subsystem is conditioned by its power supply.
3.1.2. Ground Command Types and Formats
Ground transmitted commands are of the following types:
a. Discrete Commands (DC)are commands which result in a single momentary closure
of a pair of isolation switches. These commands may be used to back up critical
functions which, in a normal mission, are automatically initiated onboard the space-
craft. They may also be used to choose redundant elements in the event of certain
component failures, to initiate a trajectory correction maneuver, to turn on certain
experiments, to select alternate modes of operation, etc. One hundred and ninety-
eight discrete commands have been identified for the 1973 Voyager mission.
b. Quantitative Commands (QC) are commands which result in the transfer of binary
information to the spacecraft subsystems through isolation switches. These commands
may be used to reprogram or update the C & S during flight in the event of a departure
from a nominal mission. Twenty-one quantitative commands have been identified for
the 1973 Voyager mission.
Formats for the different classes of ground commands are shown in Table 1. A command word
consists of a word synchronization pattern followed by 11 bits for a DC or 63 bits for a QC.
The first 11 bits of any command consist of a 2-bit decoder address and a 9-bit command
address. Valid command addresses are chosen from a 9-bit code utilizing those addresses
which contain 3, 5, and 7 "ones". The Command Subsystem is thus designed to accommodate
up to 246 total command outputs within the command address structure. Sufficient growth
potential exists within the Command Subsystem to permit the addition of other commands, if
required.
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Figure 1. Command Subsystem Block Diagram
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Although all QC commands contain 52-bit positions for quantitativedata as transmitted, a
spacecraft user requiring always fewer bits may employ a shorter register provided the
quantitativedata is placed toward the end of the word format. The excess "zeros" used to fill
the front of the word format overflow at the end of the user register.
3. i.3. Command Bit Encoding
Manchester (split-phase)coding is used for command transmission. A command "one" bit is
coded intothe two sub-bits "01", whereas a command "zero" bit is transmitted as "10".
Sub-bits are transmitted at a rate of 1 sub-bit per second. Thus the command bit rate is
0.5 bit per second.
3.1.4. Word Synchronization
All ground command transmissions are preceded by a unique pattern of six sub-bits for the
purpose of word synchronization. The word sync sub-bit pattern is "111000".
3.1.5. Command Probabilities
The probability of command bit error is less than 10 -5 at threshold of the command system.
Probabilities of accepting a correct command, of accepting a false command, and of rejecting
a valid command are important attributes of the system. The probability of these events for
the command system are given in Table 2. The equations upon which these probabilities are
based are given in Appendix B.
Table 2. Command Probabilities
Command Type
Discrete Command
(Start+ Ii bits)
Quantitative
Command
(Start + 6"3 bits)
Prob. (Accepted
and Correct) = P
C
_..9996
_.9987
Prob. (Accepted
and Incorrect) = P
W
-_ 9 x 10 -19
-_ 2 x 10-7
Prob. (No
Response) = PNR
---3.4 x 10-4
---_ i. 32 x 10 -3
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3.2. COMMAND TRANSMISSION AND DETECTION
Commands may be transmitted to the spacecraft by any of the stations of the Deep Space Net-
work, employing either the 85 foot or 210 footdiameter antennas. In the ground station, the
command data modulates the command subcarrier, which is added to the sync subcarrier, and
the composite signal phase modulates the S-band carrier in the DSIF transmitter. The re-
ceivers in the spacecraft Radio Subsystem demodulate the S-band carrier and send the com-
posite subcarrier signal to the command detectors. In the following two sections, the command
subcarrier modulator in the ground station, and the command detector in the spacecraft, are
described.
3.2.1. Command Modulator
The command subcarrier signal that is transmitted to the spacecraft by modulating the S-band
carrier has the following form:
e c =(D_ fD) sin2rtfs t+ PN_2f s
where
D = the NRZ command information sub-bits, transmitted at the rate of 1 sub-bit
per second (sbps)
fD = square wave subcarrier with frequency equal to one-half the sub-bit rate
sin2 _ f t = sinusoidal data subcarrier
s
PN = pseudo-noise sequence having the same characteristics as the Mariner PN code
2f s = square wave sync subcarrier with a frequency of twice the data subcarrier
frequency. There is one cycle of 2f s per PN symbol.
A functional block diagram of the command modulator required at the DSIF stations is shown
in Figure 2. The PN sync signal is generated by modulo-two summing the PN generator output
and the 2f s square wave. The sinusoidal data subcarrier sin 2Trfst , is biphase modulated by
a square wave signal, fD' which is derived by counting down the sub-bit sync pulses generated
by the PN generator. The phase of fD C) fs is normalized by setting the flip-flop each time
a sub-bit sync pulse occurs when fs is negative. As a result, the phase of the modulated sub-
carrier, fD sin 2_rfst , is explicitly established with respect to the phase of the PN sequence
(sub-bit) interval. This can be seen by inspection of the waveforms shown in Figure 3. For
simplicity, a sub-bit interval corresponding to a PN sequence of length 7 is assumed. The
important phase relationships are the same for any odd-length PN sequence. Cases I and II
show for either of the two possible phases of fs which result from counting-down 2fs, that the
VOY-D-312
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DATA
SUB-BITS
Figure 2. Command Modulator (Functional)
phase of fDsin 2rCfst is the same and is keyed to the I_N sequence interval. This phase nor-
malization is utilized in the spacecraft command detector to resolve the phase ambiguity that
results in the detection process. The normalized subcarrier is bi-phase modulated by the
Manchester coded command data sub-bits, and the resulting signal is linearly added to the
sync waveform. The peak amplitudes of the data and sync subcarriers are selected to be equal.
3.2.2. Command Detector
The command detector selected for the baseline design is the Mariner '69 detector. It is
essentially the same detector recommended in the Task B study. The command detector,
Figure 4, generates a subcarrier reference for demodulating the command data subcarrier
and delivers command sub-bits to the program control unit. In addition, sub-bit sync is de-
rived from the sync subcarrier, and an out-of-lock indication is provided which inhibits decoding
if the detector loses sync lock.
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The sinusoidal commanddata subcarrier is separated from the sync subcarrier by the band-
pass filter. The bi-phase modulated data subcarrier at frequency f is squared, and thes
fundamental componentof the resulting signal waveform, 2fs, is detected by the phaselock
loop. The VCO output drives the pseudo-noisegenerator (PNG)and is used to derive the sub-
carrier references usedfor demodulatingboth the data andsync subcarriers.
To achieve synchronization of the detector PNGoutputwith the input PN sequenceon the sync
subcarrier, the phaseof the PNG is incremented one PN bit eachsecond, under the control
of the search logic. The correlation betweenthe local and received PN sequencesis measured,
and whenthe correlation exceedsa selected threshold, the search is terminated. In order to
determine the correlation, the incoming composite waveform is multiplied by PN(_f . Thes
outputof the multiplier contains componentsresulting from the incoming data subcarrier as
well as from the sync subcarrier. The componentat fs/90____°is filtered out and is multiplied
by the locally generatedfs /90-----_°"The average value of this product is measured by the matched
filter, and is proportional to the correlation between the local and incoming PN sequences.
Note that the uncertainty in the phase of fs' which results from counting down the subcarrier
reference at 2f in order to obtain f and f /90 °, does not affect the correlation process The
S S s--
correlation is continuously tested, and if the correlation drops below the desired value indicat-
ing loss of sync lock, the search is restarted. Loss of lock is also used to inhibit the decoding
of the command data. flaying achieved PN sync, the PNG state may be decoded to produce
sub-bit sync of the proper phase for matched filter detection of the command data sub-bits.
In order to demodulate the command data subcarrier, the VCO output at 2f is divided down to
s
fs by the flip-flop which is normalized by setting it each sub-bit interval. The output of the
flip-flop is thus fs(_ fD and is used for demodulating the data subcarrier. The data sub-bits
are matched filter detected.
3.3. PROGRAM CONTROL
The program control (Figure 5) accepts the sub-bit information from the sub-bit detector
along with sub-bit sync and lock information. The program control reconstructs the NRZ
command bits and provides sync, timing, and control pulses to the decoder access unit. An
"out-of-lock" status indication from the sub-bit detector inhibits the program control from
processing the incoming binary sub-bit information. After sub-bit detector lock is established,
the word sync and bit detector look for the word sync pattern. Upon recognition of the word
sync pattern, the sub-bit counter is enabled and allowed to count; otherwise it is reset at
every sub-bit _ime. The recognition of word synchronization also establishes bit synchroni-
zation and removes the decoder inhibit signal.
11
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The incoming sub-bit code is interrogated at every bit time to ensure that a sub-bit error has
not occurred. Uponrecognition of the invalid bit codes "11" or "00", the program control is
inhibited until the recognition of a newword sync pattern. If an invalid bit code is detected
after the word sync pattern, a sub-bit error signal is sent to the decoderaccess unit.
Operation of the program control is a direct function of the type of commandreceived. In the
event of discrete commandreception, a signal (lasting throughout the address time) and a
matrix interrogate pulse (at the completion thereof) are issued from the time count matrix.
In the ease of quantitative word reception, the above signals, plus QCbit sync, and an end of
QC word pulse are issued.
The program control also directs the sub-bit sync and detector lock signals through isolation
switches to the telemetry subsystemfor encodinginto telemetry words that represent detector
VCOfrequency and the state of the detector lock signal.
3.4. DECODERACCESSUNIT
The decoder access unit (Figure 6) routes databits, bit sync, and control information from
one of three sub-bit detectors and its associatedprogram control unit, to both decoders. The
decoder access unit is activated by an in-lock condition of any sub-bit detector. The channel
select logic enables passageof the signals from the in-lock channeland also prevents spurious
lock signals arriving on the other two lock lines from switching the decoder inputs to another
channel as long as the originally selected sub-bit detector stays in lock.
The decoder access unit selects the decoderoutput combination necessary for commandexecu-
tion in accordance with the decoderaddress instructions containedin the first two bits of each
commandword. These bits determine whether an output from DecoderA alone, from Decoder
B alone, or from both decoderssimultaneouslyis required for a commandoutput condition.
Normally, the address instructions will require an output from bothdecoders before a command
is executed. This operational mode protects the commandsubsystemfrom issuing a false out-
put in the case of any single part failure. However, in the caseof a failure in one decoder, a
backupmode of operation is available by utilizing an address instruction which permits by-
passing the failed decoder.
The decoder access unit also provides commandaccept andcommanderror signals through
isolation switches to the Telemetry Subsystem. The commandaccept signal is generated upon
the issuance of either a matrix interrogate or end of QCword pulse. In the case of a DC, the
matrix interrogate pulse (coming at the endof the address) would indicate commandacceptance.
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In the case of a QC, the receipt of two pulse counts (one for matrix interrogate and one at end
of QC word) would be interpreted as command acceptance. The command error signal is
generated upon the occurrence of either a sub-bit error or change in lock.
3.5. COMMAND DECODER
The command decoder (Figure 7) decodes the data bits to provide command outputs via the
decoder output unit. After recognition of the command word sync pattern by the program con-
trol, address bits are shifted into the word address register as they arrive. When the pro-
gram control has counted 11 bits after the word sync pattern, the word address register has
been filled and a matrix interrogate pulse is presented to the decoder word address matrix,
opening the AND gates for approximately 900 milliseconds. In the case of a DC, the desig-
nated isolation switch is saturated for a period of from 2 to 900 milliseconds. In the case of
a QC, an alert pulse identifying that particular QC is sent to the proper spacecraft user sub-
system and a QC word flip-flop is set in the decoder. The QC word flip-flop enables the en-
suing serial binary bits containing the coded quantitative data to be sent to the user subsystem
along with bit synchronizing information and notification of end of QC word or command error.
If a sub-bit error occurs or the detector in use loses lock at any time bet ore or during _im
processing of a command word, the decoder inhibit signal immediately stops decoder opera-
tion and allows no further processing until the program control receives a new word sync
pattern. If the error occurs during the quantitative portion of a QC, the command error
signal enables the user subsystem to dump the partial word it will have accumulated in its
register.
3.6. DECODER OUTPUT UNIT
The decoder output unit (Figure 8) combines the decoder outputs in series or in parallel (or
provides a decoder bypass) for command execution via isolation switch closures. Most of the
isolation switches (typified by DC-1 through DC-N for discrete commands) are wired in series
to protect against the issuance of a false command. Some of the switches (typified by DC-O
through DC-X) may be wired in parallel to insure the issuance of a command in the event one
switch fails to close.
A pair of isolation switches (typified by QC-1 Alert) is provided for each QC alert signal. A
switch pair per user subsystem is provided for each of the following: command bits, QC bit
sync, end of QC word, and command error.
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All isolation switches with outputs wired in series are preceded by OR gates to enable a
decoder to be bypassed by transmitting the proper decoder address in each command word.
The decoder output unit configuration thus provides protection against failure of either de-
coder, failure of one isolation switch in a series pair to close or to open, and failure of one
isolation switch in a parallel pair to close.
All outputs of the Command Subsystem are provided through isolation switches in order that
there be no direct current path between subsystems other than that provided through the uni-
point ground. Therefore, only one user subsystem will be connected to any series or parallel
pair of isolation switches. If another subsystem requires the same command, the decoder
output unit will provide an additional pair of isolation switches actuated by that command.
The command subsystem will make both terminals of an isolation switch pair available for
connection to the user subsystem. However, it is suggested that inter-subsystem cabling may
be minimized by connecting together at the decoder output unit one terminal of all isolation
switch pairs used by a given subsystem and then running a single isolation switch common
lead to that subsystem.
3.7. POWER SUPPLY
The power supply for the Voyager Command Subsystem consists of two transformer-rectifier
units connected as shown in Figure 9 to protect against failure of any single component. Each
supply provides power for one sub-bit detector, program control, and command decoder.
Both supplies are combined to provide power for the remaining sub-bit detector and program
control, decoder access unit, and decoder output unit. Utilization of isolation diodes and
quadded filter capacitors enhances power supply reliability.
3.8. OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
The following is a list of considerations concerning the operation of the Command Subsystem:
a. Both the command word information subcarrier and the sync information subcarrier
must be contained in the command signal upon transmission to the S/C Command
Subsystem.
b, When attempting to lock up the sub-bit detector, the maximum offset frequency between
the transmitted command signal, f, and the detector generated frequency, shall be
0. 125 Hz. The maximum time required for the detector to lock up with this offset
shall be L seconds, where L is the length of the PN sequence. The mean time-to-lock
is L/2 seconds, with a probability of lock on the first pass of greater than 0.8.
c. Command word transmissions may be of either 11 bits (DC) or 63 bits (QC). Every
command word must be preceded by a word sync pattern as described in paragraph
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3.1.4. Each transmitted command word must be followed by the transmission of
either a word sync pattern or sub-bit "zeros". The transmission rate for command
words is as follows:
de
DC = {6 + 22) sub-bits/word
1 sub-bit/sec - 28 sec/word
QC = (6 + 126) sub-bits/word1 sub-bit/sec - 132 sec/word
No command word can be executed during periods when the selected detector is out
of lock. Upon detector lock-up, the program control must receive a word sync
pattern before command decoding can be initiated.
4. INTERFACE DEFINITIONS
4.1. ELECTRICAL INTERFACE
4.1.1. Input Signals
4.1.1.1. Radio Subsystem
The composite signal from any of the three S/C transponder receiver outputs to a command
sub-bit detector input shall consist of the following signals linearly added:
a. A command word information subcarrier consisting of a bi-phase modulated sinus-
oidal signal, represented as (D_fD) sin_st.
b. A sync information signal consisting of a pseudo-random (PN) coded sequence modulo
two added to a square wave signal at 2f frequency. The sync information signal is
represented by the expression PN_2f s
s
This interface between the S/C Radio Subsystem and Command Subsystem is shown schema-
tically in Figure 10. The Radio Subsystem output impedance shall be less than 500 ohms. At
command detector threshold, the command signal rms voltage level shall be 100 mV + 25
percent. The maximum signal rms voltage level shall be 620 + 150 mV. The maximum rms
noise voltage (assuming white Gaussian noise) at detector threshold shall be 1.13 V with a
3 a deviation of 6.8 volts peak-to-peak.
The command subsystem ground shall be connected to the S/C central ground through a con-
nection via the Radio Subsystem. This approach is utilized to eliminate the necessity of an
audio transformer between the Radio Subsystem and the Command Subsystem since the
command spectrum is at baseband.
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4.1.1.2. Power Subsystem
The power subsystem shall provide regulated power from a 50 V rms, 2,400 Hz square wave
source to the Command Subsystem power supply.
4.1.1.3. User Subsystems
A common return shall be provided from each subsystem for all isolation switches associated
therewith. •
4.1.2. _Output Signals
4.1.2.1. User Subsystems
The interface between the Command Subsystem and a User Subsystem is shown schematically
in Figure 11. Note that the User Subsystem will supply a positive voltage through a dropping
resistor to each output line.
Discrete command (DC) word outputs shall be provided from the decoder output unit to the
S/C subsystems as tabulated in the command list VOY-D-230. The output will be in the form
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Figure 11. Interface Between Command Subsystem and User Subsystem
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of a pair of series or parallel isolation switch closures lasting from 2 to 900 ms. Whenused
as an isolation pulse switch, the output shall be 2 ms + 5_. When used as an isolation step
switch, the output shall be in the range of 60 to 900 ms. The decoder outputs for most com-
mands are connected in series within the decoder output unit (e. g., DC-1 through DC-N).
However, the decoder outputs for some commands may be wired in parallel (e.g., DC-O
through DC-X).
Quantitative command (QC) word outputs shall be provided from the decoder output unit to the
S/C subsystems as tabulated in the command list. The command output will be in the form of
a serial binary bit word directed to the S/C User Subsystem through a pair of series-con-
nected isolation switches.
Bit sync output shall be provided from the decoder output unit to the S/C subsystems as re-
quired to permit read-in or utilization of QC word bits. The output will be in the form of a
pair of series isolation switch closures of 2 ms duration occurring near the middle of each
QC word bit.
Alert output shall be provided from the decoder output unit to the S/C subsystems on a separate
line for each QC (except that there shall be a single alert line for all QC's to the Telemetry
S/S) to indicate the start of arrival of a QC word. The output will be in the form of a
pair of series isolation switch closures of 2 ms duration occurring coincidentally with the
start of the first bit of a QC word.
Command error indication shall be provided as an output from the decoder output unit to the
S/C subsystems for their use in rejecting the received QC command. The output will be in
the form of a pair of series isolation switch closures of 2 ms duration - one pulse for a com-
mand error detected after the command word address.
End of QC word indication shall be provided from the decoder output unit to the S/C subsystems.
The output will be in the form of a pair of series isolation switch closures of 2 ms duration
occurring at the end of the last bit of a QC word.
4. i. 2.2. Telemetry Subsystem
The interface between the Command Subsystem and Telemetry Subsystem is illustrated in
block diagram form in Figure 12.
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The lock signal from each sub-bit detector shall be directed through an isolation switch ia the
program control to the Telemetry Subsystemto be encodedinto a portion of a telemetry word
that represents the state of that lock signal.
The sub-bit sync from each sub-bit detector shall be directed through an isolation switch in
the program control to the Telemetry Subsystemto be encodedinto a portion of a telemetry
word that represents the VCOfrequency of that detector.
The commandaccept signal from the decoderaccess unit shall be directed through an isolation
switch to a five-bit event counter in the Telemetry Subsystemto provide an indication of
commandacceptanceuponthe occurrence of either a matrix interrogate for a DC or both a
matrix interrogate and an end of QCword pulse for a QCas follows:
a. A matrix interrogate pulse will be issuedat commandbit number 11of a DC or a QC.
This pulse canoccur as often as every 28 seconds.
b. An end of QCword pulse will be issued at the end of the QC word. This pulse can
occur as often as every 132seconds.
The commanderror signal from the decoderaccess unit shall bedirected through an isolation
switch to a two-bit event counter in the Telemetry Subsystemto provide an indication of
commanderror uponthe occurrence of either a sub-bit error or changein lock as follows:
a. A sub-bit error pulse will be issued by the detector in use for every sub-bit error
detected after the word sync pattern.
b. A change in lock pulse will be issuedby the channelselect logic for each changein
state of the lock signal which occurs whenthe detector in use loses lock.
4.1.2.3. OSE
The OSEshall be provided direct access via the S/C direct accessplug to the various sub-
system functional signals neededto facilitate testing. Each of these accesspoints shall be
isolated within the CommandSubsystemby a resistance that will insure no degradationof
the signal under test.
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4.2. MECHANICAL INTERFACE
The CommandSubsystemis located in equipment bay 10, which provides the mechanical
interface with the spacecraft structure. The details of the equipmentbay are discussed in
paragraph 6.
4.3. THERMAL INTERFACE
Thermal interface is provided through the equipmentbay to the spacecraft structure and via
the thermal control panel mountedon each equipmentbay.
5. PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
Performance parameters for the Command Subsystem include the following:
a. The sub-bit rate shall be 1 sub-bit per second; the command bit rate, 0.5 bit per
second.
b. The detector threshold shall be + 16 db in a 1 Hz noise bandwidth.
c. The phase-lock loop noise bandwidth shall be 0.4 Hz + 20 per cent.
d. At threshold, the sub-bit error probability shall be L_ 1 x 10 -5.
e. After reconstruction in the program control unit, the probability of an information
bit error shall be G lx 10 -10 .
6. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS
6. i. PACKAGING
The Command Subsystem (Figure 13) is physically contained in equipment bay 10. The sub-
system is divided into eight' functional subassemblies which are fitted into the standard space-
craft modular configuration. The subassemblies utilize the standard sub-chassis,
which possesses a suitable form factor for packaging the command electronics. These sub-
chassis are locked and bolted together to maintain structural integrity.
6.2. WEIGHT, VOLUME AND POWER DISSIPATION
A listing of the weight, volume, and power dissipation of each subassembly in the Command
Subsystem is given in Table 3. In summary, the total subsystem weight is 32.9 lb; the
volume, 1050 cu. in. ; and the power dissipation, 20.2 watts.
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Figure 13. Command Subsystem Configuration
T_ble 3. Command S/S Physical Characteristics - Bay i0
Functional
Unit
Sub-bit Detector
and }
Program Control
Decoder Access Unit
Command Decoder
and }
Decoder Output Unit
Power Supply
Internal Cables
Volume
Cu. In.
150
75
225
75
We ight
Pounds
4.2
3.0
4.5
Input
Watts
20.2
Dissipation
Watts
2.0
0.2
4.5
5.0
Total 1050 32.9 20.2 20.2
Quantity
2**
*Input power furnished by power supply
**Packaged in three subassemblies
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6.3. SUBASSEMBLIES
6.3.1. Sub-bit Detector and Program Control
There are three sub-bit detector and program control subassemblies. The detector circuitry
used is that of the Mariner '69 detector, but the components will be repackaged to include the
program control and to fit the Voyager standard sub-chassis configuration.
6.3.2. Decoder Access Unit
This subassembly consists entirely of potted integrated circuits in a single sandwich.
6.3.3. Command Decoder
There are three command decoder subassemblies. Each contains potted integrated circuits.
A large portion of the circuitry consists of isolation switches. Since these provide outputs
to other S/C subsystems, a number of connectors are required to mate with the external
wiring.
6.3.4. Power Supply
This subassembly consists of a single sandwich containing discrete components and cordwood
modules.
6.4. THERMAL DESIGN
The Command Subsystem is designed for conduction cooling with the heat sink provided by
the spacecraft thermal mounting plate, whose temperature control is incorporated in the
design of the overall S/C. An optimized heat transfer path is provided from the equipment
component parts to the spacecraft thermal mounting plate. Table 4 presents the thermal
mounting plate temperature limits which are recommended for the command subassemblies
to insure component temperatures which will enhance reliability and prolong system life.
Table 4. Maximum Allowable Mounting Temperatures
Test/Mission Phase Thermal Mounting Plate Temperature (°C)
Breadboard Test
Type Approval Test
Flight Acceptance Test
Pre-Launch, Launch, and.Mission
-23 to +83
-10 to +70
0 to +50
+20 to +30
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7. COMMAND SUBSYSTEM ALTERNATES
The mission and spacecraft system requirements for radio command are summarized in this
section, and the implications of these requirements on the design of the command function are
pointed out. The configuration of the command function, including the Radio Subsystem por-
tion, is presented, and alternative means for selecting redundant paths are discussed. Other
studies suggested by Marshall Space Flight Center included are:
a. Allocation of power to data and sync channels
b. Alternate coding schemes
c. Command format
7.1. REQUIREMENTS
The mission requirements on the command function and the resultant implications on the
design of the Command Subsystem are presented in Table 5. In addition to the considerations
presented in the table, the following important requirements have been placed on the subsystem:
a. No single part failure shall result in mission failure.
b. Radio command lock-up prior to mission events shall not exceed 30 minutes (3 a )
plus two way propagation time, and lock-up shall extend through completion of the
event plus 30 minutes. *
c. The design of radio command links shall be consistent with an overall allowable bit
error probability of 10 -5 or less. **
d. Capability for 198 discrete commands and 21 quantitative commands shall be
provided.
The impact of the above requirements on the selection of the baseline subsystem configura-
tion is discussed in succeeding sections.
7.2. SELECTION OF BASELINE CONFIGURATION
The general form of the Command Subsystem is selected to be that of the Mariner Command
Subsystem. In addition to being proven both on a technique and hardware implementation
basis, compatibility with the DSN is assured. The major elements of the system are the
detector, which detects the command data and PN sync information contained in the command
subcarriers, and the decoder which generates and distributes the command output signals
according to the command data. In order to prevent a single failure from causing loss of
command capability, full replication of the Command Subsystem is employed. In addition, as
shown in Figure 14, a thirddetector is included for operational considerations.
"1973 Mission Specification, January 1, 1967, JPL, p. 33.
**]bid, p. 33.
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As discussed in the report on the Radio Subsystem, four antennas are provided for the trans-
mission of telemetry and the reception of commands. The antennas are:
a. Low gain antenna;
Deployed low gain toroidal pattern antenna providing very broad coverage
Beamwidth - 90 ° x 360 °
b. High gain antenna;
Deployed and steered pencil beam antenna
Beamwidth - 3 °
c. Maneuver antenna;
Deployed low gain fan beam antenna for maneuver communications
Beamwidth - 25 ° x 180 °
d. Medium gain antenna;
Non-deployed, fixed medium gain antenna backing up the high gain antenna system
Beamwidth - 7 1/2 ° x 15 ° (covers late cruise and early orbit only)
In order to obtain high probability of being able to command the spacecraft during maneuvers,
or in the event of loss of attitude control, broad beam antennas are required. If only two
receivers were employed, they would be connected to the low gain antenna and the maneuver
antenna (receivers 1 and 3). The 210-foot antenna with a 100 KW transmitter can support
command through the low gain (zero db gain) antenna throughout the mission. However, a
third receiver normally connected to the high gain antenna is recommended for the following
reasons:
ao The 85-foot antenna with a 10 KW transmitter can command throughout the mission
without RF switching.
b. Ranging can be supported throughout the mission without RF switching.
7.2.1. Command Data Rate
In the previous studies of the Voyager mission, two command data rates were provided:
1/2 data bits per second (bps) and 15 bps. In the current baseline design, the 15 bps rate
has been deleted. This section discusses the rationale for this change.
f
In the Task B design, the two command detectors fed by the receivers normally connected to
the two low gain antennas were designed for 1/2 bps. The third detector was designed for
15 bps, and could be connected to any of the receivers by ground command, though normally
it would be fed by the receiver connected to the high-gain antenna. Using the high-gain antenna
and a 10 KW transmitter on the 85-foot DSIF antenna, 15 bps command could be accom-
plished to a range of almost 1,000 x 106 kin, which is well past the maximum range at end
of mission. Thus, from a performance standpoint, the 15 bps rate could be readily accom-
plished. The primary justification for the 15 bps rate was operational convenience in the
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event that it shouldever be necessary to transmit a large number of commands. For
example, if it were necessary to transmit 10063-bit quantitative commands, the time re-
quired at 15bps is only about 10minutes, comparedto 5 hours at the 1/2 bps rate.
However, as the design of the subsystemshasbecomemore firmly established through each
design iteration, the needthat was believed to exist for transmitting sucha large number of
commandshasproved to be unfounded. For example, although complete reprogramming of
the computer and sequencermemory would require the transmission of about 7,000 bits,
there is very little likelihood that this wouldbe required. Considerable thought has been
given to the design of this memory to insure that the memory integrity will be maintained
even if momentary power interruptions shouldoccur. Any memory location is accessible at
random to allow updating of individual commandswithout affecting subsequentcommands. If
it shouldever be necessary to addanother commandin the sequence, succeedingcommands
would have to be reprogrammed, but there is no knownrequirement to do this and the prob-
ability of non-nominal mission operations requiring such a changeare so low that this can-
not be considered a strong enoughreason to include the high commandrate.
Another subsystemoriginally thought to havea needfor a large number of commandswas the
Data Automation Subsystem. Again this needhasbeen negatedby better definition of the
probable command requirements. According to the current concept, the total number of com-
mand bits that wouldbe sent at anygiven time would be on the order of 800, requiring about
25 minutes to accomplish at the 1/2 bps rate. This is not considered an excessive opera-
tional burden.
Onthe other hand, the 15bps detector wouldbe a new design, althoughthe basic approach is
the sameas the 1/2 bps detector. For this reason, the 15bps detector was deleted and
replaced by a third 1/2 bps detector.
7.2.2. Receiver Selection
All three command receivers are normally energized throughout the mission. Whenever the
ground transmits to the spacecraft, a single receiver must be selected to respond. Two
basic ways of selecting the receiver to be used were considered; selection based on received
signal strength and selection based on frequency address. Selection of the receiver with the
strongest signal would be based on a comparison of the AGC levels from each of the receivers,
which would all use the same frequency channel. With the vehicle in nominal attitude and
functioning normally, the receiver connected to the high gain antenna would be expected to be
selected. Under other conditions, the receiver connected to the aatenna with the highest
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gain in the direction of earth would be chosen. The threshold and logic circuitry necessary
to perform the selection would be incorporated in the RadioSubsystem. With frequency
address, each receiver in the spacecraft is on a separate frequency; the ground station would
select the receiver to be usedby choosingthe appropriate frequency, basedon the conditions
of the spacecraft equipmentand operational mode at any given time. The frequency address
approachhas beenselected for the baseline system.
A summary comparison of the two approachesis given in Table 6, which presents the
disadvantagesof eachapproach. The selection boils downto the greater complexity of the
onboard selection against the possible increased delay in inserting a commandusing the
ground station frequency address approach. Although the onboard logic equipmenthas not
beendesigned in detail, it must be fairly complex in order to protect against failures which
could cause the onboardlogic to select a failed receiver, with no possible recovery. Some
examples of the kinds of failures that have to be protected against include:
a. Indication of high signal strength causedby failure of the AGC circuitry.
b. Failure of a receiver so that it false locks onan internal spurious signal.
Onesolution which canbe used if this approachwere selected would be to sequentially turn
off each receiver by an onboardtimer signal. Whenthe failed receiver (which was inhibiting
proper operations) was finally turned off, the ground station could senda commandto per-
manently deenergize it.
Noneof the disadvantagesof the frequency address approachfor selecting the receiver are
very serious. Themost significant appears to be the possibility of selecting the wrong fre-
quency if the spacecraft has lost attitude control. Becauseof the possibly long two-way com-
munication time delay (about 20minutes at encounter), the ground station will not immediately
be aware that the receiving system selected was not responding; for example, if a null of the
antennapattern shouldbe directed toward earth. However, suchan occurrence is not very
likely becauseof the broad coverage of the low gain antenna. Furthermore, delay is probably
acceptable. The frequency address approach results in simpler spacecraft circuitry and is
therefore the recommendedapproach.
7.2.3. Selection of Detectors
In the recommended baseline system, each detector is connected only to a single receiver.
Therefore, when the ground station selects a particular receiver by picking the corresponding
transmission frequency, it automatically also selects the associated detector. An alternate
implementation (Figure 15) that was not utilized would have connected all detectors to each
38
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Table 6. Summary of Disadvantagesof Receiver SelectionApproaches
Strong SignalSelection Frequency Address
At certain attitudes where received
signal levels from the different anten-
nas used produce AGC levels near the
switchover point, the receiver selec-
tion process may oscillate.
Switchover logic adds complexity:
- Must consider variations in
buildup time of AGC
- Must prohibit rapid switchover
oscillation
- Must guard against selecting a
failed receiver
In emergency command situation
(e. g., loss of attitude control}
selection of wrong frequency can
cause delay in obtaining response.
Ground station must change fre-
quency in different mission modes.
Provision of spares somewhat more
complex.
TO
DECODERS
il-J DETECTOR
DETECTOR
DETECTOR
_._ ISOLATIO N
AMPLIFIER
_-_J GATE H
RECEIVER
RECEIVER
I
I_. _ RECEIVER kI
Figure 15. Alternate Detector Selection Method
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receiver. In order to prevent the noise outputs of the receivers that were not being
addressed from interfering with the performance of the system, each receiver output would
be inhibited until phase lock was achieved. Then detector selection could be accomplished by
using different PN codes for the different detectors, or different subcarrier frequencies.
The advantages of this method compared to the selected baseline approach are summarized
in Table 7. The additional flexibility and reliability was not considered to be worth the added
complexity because the probability of success with the baseline approach is already very high.
Table 7. Summary of Advantages of Alternate Detector
Selection Methods
Separate Receiver/
Detector Pairs
Less complex; no out-
put gating or isolation
circuitry.
Simpler spares pro-
visioning because
detectors are identical.
Interconnected
Re ce ive r/Dete ctor s
More flexible; for
each receiver any of
three detectors may
be used.
7.2.4. Selection of Decoders
Failures in the Command Subsystem may cause loss of the mission in two ways: by issuing
a false command due to improper closing of an output switch, or by not issuing a command
transmitted by the ground station due to failure of an output switch in the open position. The
first type of failure can be protected against by connecting output switches in series; the
second type by connecting output switches in parallel, and by providing redundancy in the
logic circuitry which precedes the switches.
In the baseline design, two decoders are provided. The outputs of all detectors are fed to
both decoders. The output switches of the two decoders would be connected in series for
most commands. Under normal operations, both decoders would have to decode the trans-
mitted command correctly in order to close an output switch. By this means, the probability
of issuance of a false command due to a switch failing closed is made small. On the other
hand, the probability of being able to insert a command is reduced. If it is deemed more
important to be able to issue a command than to protect against false issuance, the output
switches of the two decoders would be connected in parallel, and either decoder can provide
the desired switch closure.
4O
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In order to enhancethe probability of successful switch closure in response to a command
transmission for commandsusing switches in series, two approacheswere considered. The
approach selectedfor the baseline system is to provide a meansto close all the output
switches of a selecteddecoder by decodingthe state of two additional bits inserted in the com-
mand word transmission. The other approachconsidered (but rejected) was to implement
each output switch as a quad redundantswitch and connectthe two quadredundant switches
from each decoder in parallel. Simplified diagrams of the two approachesare shownin
Figure 16.
7.3. ALLOCATION OF POWERTO DATA AND SYNCCHANNELS
In order to allocate the subcarrier power betweenthe data and sync channels of the detector,
the following principal characteristics of the detector performance must be specified:
a. Threshold composite subcarrier power to noise density ratio, P/N
b. Threshold bit error probability, pb o
e
c. Probability of indicating out-of-lock given that the detector PLL and PN generator
are actually in lock
d. Probability of indicating in-lock given that the PLL and PN generator are actually
out-of-lock
A detailed analysis of the performance of the detector hasbeenmade, and is presented in
Appendix A. The analysis derives the following equations, which define the performance of
the detector:
2
1 _ 4BL No W / No W )a W +2 Pd c°s2¢_c Pd c°S2dc
(A-17)
in which
a2 = SNR in the PLL one-sided noise bandwidth, B L
W = one-half of the noise bandwidth of the bandpass filter preceding the
squaring loop
N
O
Pd =_ d2P
d e
= the input noise power density
= the input data channel power, which is equal to the energy per sub-bit
interval of one second.
= the carrier channel phase jitter.
The carrier PLL jitter degrades the data and sync channel performance equally, so that for
the purpose of evaluating the ratio of data channel to sync channel power, coS2dc 1. 2B L
and 2W are assumed to be 0.4 Hz and 20 Hz respectively, which are representative of the
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values presently plannedfor the Mariner '69 detector.
determined as a function of Ed/No._
For these assumptions, a 2 can be
oo
-- _ (-1) n I (a 2 )
¢2 2 = _2/3 +4 n= 1 n2Io ( a 2)
(A-10)
where 42
where
= the phase jitter in the PLL.
I = the modified Bessel function of the first kind and nth order.
n
Vd = Ed/No c°s2 _2, rms c°S24c, rms
2
v d = the data signal energy per bit to noise density ratio in the matched
filter.
(A-31)
Again cos2_ - will be taken = 1 for this discussion.
c, rms
3¢2, coS2¢c,
_ 8 KEs/N ° {1 rms )2.Vs 2 2_ rms
7r
where
= the sync signal energy (per sub-bit period) to noise density ratio in
v S
the matched filterwhich integrates for K bitperiods.
E = the sync channel energy (per sub-bit period) at the input to the
s detector.
As before, cos2_ c = 1.
(A-36)
Equations A-31 and A-36 define the relationshipbetween the energy to noise density ratios at
the input to the detector and at the output of the detector in the matched filtersas a function
of the phase jitterin the PLL. Because the PLL uses the data channel energy, both the data
and syne channel performances are a function of the data channel energy. In the paragraphs
which follow, the effects of the output energy to noise density ratios ( vd and Vs )on the
command subsystem operation will be shown. Representative values of Vd and Vs will be
selected and the resulting input data and sync power requirements willbe determined.
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For matched filter detection of the data,
according to the relation:
v d determines the probability of detection error
f _ x2/2
pb _ 1 -
e = ]_/_Vd _ e dx
b 10-5, v d 9.This is plotted in Figure 17. For the selected sub-bit error rate, Pe = =
This establishes a minimum data channel input power requirement. The sync power
requirement will now be examined.
Matched filter detection of the sync channel output indicates whether the VCO in the PLL and
the local PN generator are in-lock (in sync) with the incoming data subcarrier and PN
sequence. This decision problem is indicated in Figure 18. The probabilities of decision
errors are given by PF and P which are defined as follows:n'
PF = probability that the decision indicates detector in lock when actually it is
out-of-lock.
P = probability that the decision indicates detector out of lock when actuallyn it is in-lock.
In order to decrease the probability of error, the output signal-to-noise-ratio can be in-
creased by increasing the input power, or by increasing the integration time of the matched
filter. Increasing the data power will also improve performance by reducing d2 and hence
the loss in syne performance caused by jitter on the demodulation reference.
Selection of the threshold setting can be varied to change the ratio of PF and P . Figure 19n
shows the obtainable relationships between PF and Pn as a function of the output sync signal
energy to noise density ratio, v s' assuming that the averaging intervals for PF and Pn are
equal, and are equal to one sub-bit interval.
Before discussing the effects of the choice of the values of PF and Pn on the operation of the
detector, typical values of v s which result from the selection of a sync to data channel
power ratio of 2 to 1, as well as selection of pb = 10-5, will be calculated.
e
From equations A-17 and A-10, the value of the PLL rms phase jitter which results from a
given input data channel energy to noise density ratio can be determined and can be related
to the output energy to noise density, v d' by equation A-31. The result is plotted in
Figure 20. Then from equations A-31 and A-36, the ratios of v d to Ed/N ° and v s to
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Figure 18. Sync Channel Decision Problem
Es/N ° can be computed. The results are shown in Figure 21. For Pbe = 10-5' Figure 17
shows that vdmustbe 9. For v d=9' Figure 20 shows that,2 =0"44" Then from
d/Ed = v s/Es = 0.49. Therefore Ed/N = 9.5. If the syncFigure 21, NO v 0[95andN O o
channel power is twice the data channel power, Es/N ° = 19 and v s = 9.3. Referring back
to Figure 19, PF and Pn may be determined. For example, ff the threshold were set so
that PF = 10-1' Pn will be approximately 1.3 x 10 -3.
Because of the fairly high possibility of error in deciding whether or not the detector PLL
and PN generator are actually in sync (based on a single indication of whether or not the
sync matched filter output exceeds a threshold value), a decision strategy may be preferred
that requires two or more successive indicationsof a particular state before the indicated action
is taken. The effect of the strategy on performance depends on what action is taken as a
result of the decision, as well as on the probability of a false decision. If the PLL and PN
generator are out-of-lock, the decoding of commands must be inhibited, and the search for
proper PN phase should be continued (or instituted if lock had previously been achieved). If
the detector is in-lock, the converse actions should be taken. Acceptance of a false in-lock
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indication would allow the decoder to make bit decisions even though the data channel output
is not valid. In addition, search for proper sync phase would be inhibited falsely, lengthen-
ing the acquisition process.
A high probability of false in-lock can therefore be tolerated without seriously affecting
detector performance. For example, if PF = 10-1' the probability of recognizing a false
command is the probability of getting 34 successive false in-lock indications times the prob-
ability that the 34 false sub-bits will be so structured as to provide a valid message. This is
clearly negligible. Similarly, the effect on acquisition time is only to lengthen the average
time to achieve lock by 10 percent, which is acceptable. If two successive in-lock indications
were required, the already negligible probability of accepting a false command would be
further reduced, but the acquisition time would be lengthened 20 percent, which is undesir-
able and also unnecessary. Thus, a single indication of in-lock is adequate to form the basis
for decision, and a probability of false in-lock, PF' of 10 -1 or even higher is acceptable.
On the other hand, the probability of a false out-of-lock indication, Pn' should be very low,
because the effect of a false out-of-lock given that the detector is actually in lock is more
disruptive. Consider P = 10 -3. For the maximum length quantitative command of 63 bits
n
or 126 sub-bits, the probability that one or more false out-of-lock indications will occur
during the processing of 126 sub-bits is about 126 x 10 -3, and therefore there is only a 90
percent chance of being able to successfully decode a command. Even more disruptive is
the fact that the search for the proper PN sync phase will be re-initiated. It is not unrea-
sonable to require that the probability of a false restart of sync search be low for a period
corresponding to at least the round trip propagation time, so
verified on the ground before transmitting a command. Such
achieved by requiring several out-of-lock indications before
three successive indications are required, the probability of
For a round trip time of 40 minutes (corresponding to end of
restart is 2,400 x 10 -9, or less than 10 -5. By adopting this
time is also increased, because when out-of-lock, each time
that detector lock-up can be
a very low probability can be
re-initiating sync search. If
false restart is (Pn)3 or 10 -9"
mission), the probability of false
strategy, the mean acquisition
a false in-lock occurs (assumed
10 -1 probability in our example) three successive out-of-lock indications are required to
restart search. This results in an increase in acquisition time of 30 percent, compared to
10 percent if the strategy were to restart on a single out-of-lock indication.
It is understood that the above strategy has been selected for Mariner '69, and based on our
analysis it appears to be a good choice. It is not unlikely that this analysis may not be
representative of the final performance of the Mariner '69 detector, which is still being
5O
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developed. Also, someapproximations havebeenmade; for example the degradation in SNR
in the PLL channellimiter has beenassumednegligible and the effects of static phaseerror
have not beentaken into account, and also componenttolerance variations have beenneglected.
However, this discussion doesprovide a realistic assessment of the problem eventhough some
of the minor details may be in error.
Based on the values of Ed/N° = 9.5 and Es/N ° = 19, the composite subcarrier energy per
sub-bit interval to noise density ratio at threshold would be 28.5 or about 14.5 dB/Hz.
Allowing for variations between the analysis and actual performance, the specified threshold
is 16 db/Hz, composite subcarrier power to noise density ratio. (power = energy numeri-
cally because the sub-bit interval is one second).
7.4. ALTERNATE CODING SCHEMES
In this section, the selection of an optimum coding scheme for the Command Subsystem is
considered. Primary selection criteria are selected, and simple coding schemes are com-
pared against these criteria. All three schemes considered are acceptable based on the
primary criteria, although the Mariner C approach ranks highest. However, for the base-
line design, a scheme using Manchester coding is selected. It provides somewhat better
performance than the Mariner C approach at the penalty of a negligible increase in circuitry,
aad in addition provides a simple means of detecting the start of a message. In the following
paragraphs, the schemes are described and evaluated against the criteria.
In the consideration of alternate coding schemes, the primary factors which affect the selec-
tion of the preferred approach are:
a. Probability of Success
1. The coding method chosen should add a minimum of additional
in-line circuitry in the spacecraft command subsystem.
2. The probability of accepting a false word must be extremely small.
b. Ease of Operation during the Mission
1. Provide high probability of correct insertion in a single trial to
avoid the requirement for multiple transmissions.
2. Minimize command transmission time.
Other considerations that appear on the surface to be major constraints on the coding method
turn out to be not very important. For instance, coding is frequently employed to improve
communications channel power performance, as in the telemetry subsystem, and improved
performance leads generally to improved probability of mission success by providing greater
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tolerance to non-nominal conditions. However, in the command system, the performance
is limited by the carrier channel. For example the detector recommended requires a com-
posite subcarrier to noise density ratio of 16 db at threshold compared to a minimum theo-
retical E/No of 9.5 db. However, the transponder carrier channel threshold is equivalent
to 21.5 dB (8.5 db in 20 Hz). Therefore, even though the subcarrier power requirement is
7.5 db above minimum theoretical, it adds only about ldB to the total RF power required.
Not very much is to be gained by further improvement in communications efficiency unless
the carrier channel performance is improved by reducing its bandwidth. Another potential
constraint is compatibility with ground equipment. However, it is assumed that the TCP will
be employed for the Voyager missions, and the Mariner RWV (read-write-verify) equipment
will not be used. Therefore, the command coding equipment required on the ground can
readily be incorporated in the required new MDE.
As a result, the dominant constraints on the coding method reduce to simplicity of space-
craft equipment, integrity of the command transmission and detection which includes both
false acceptance and false rejection, and minimum transmission time. The following coding
schemes were considered (listed in order of increasing decoder complexity):
a. No coding; transmit the NRZ command data with no error detection or correction
capability
b. Parity check; add one or more parity check symbols to the command data. This
is the method used on Mariner. Provides error detection but no correction.
c. Manchester coding; transmit each data bit as two sub-bits and require that the
sub-bits bear a specified relationship to each other. Provides error detection but
no correction. Detection capability is equivalent to transmitting the word twice.
Parity check of the data bits is also used.
d. Three sub-bits per bit with majority vote: provides error detection plus error
correction. Parity check of the data bits is also used.
The most complex of the systems is number four. To implement the sub-bit decoding, less
than ten circuits are required in addition to the parity check circuitry which is common to
all the systems except the no coded case. This is an extremely small penalty in complexity
and yet, as will be discussed next, these systems afford a very large increase in command
integrity.
The relative performance of the schemes considered is shown in Table 8. The data shown
are based on the analysis presented in Appendix B. The probabilities of false acceptance
for the schemes considered are grouped about three ranges: ---_10 -3 for no coding; ----10 -7
for NRZ with parity, Manchester with no parity, and for three sub-bits per bit with no
parity; ----10 -16 for Manchester and three sub-bits per bit, with parity. Probability of false
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Table 8. Comparisoa of Command Coding Schemes
Probability of Probability of Number of Symbols
Scheme False Acceptance* No Response* Per Message
6.3 x 10 -4 0 631. No coding (NRZ)
2. Mariner C (NRZ)
a. single parity
b. double parity
]3. Manchester
a. no parity
b. single parity
4. Three sub-bits
per bit
a. majority vote
b. majority vote
and single
parity
2 x 10 -7
-710
6.3 x 10-9
2 x 10-17
1.9 x 10 -8
1.8 x 10 -16
6.4 x 10 -4
6.5 x 10 -4
1.26 x 10 -3
1.28 x 10 -3
0
1.9 x 10 -8
64
65
126
128
189
192
*Based on 63 data bits per command transmission; received symbol error probability
= 10-5: (Symbol transmission rate = 1 symbol per second.)
acceptance is a very important characteristic of the system, but a firm requirement is not
easy to pin down. The system normally operates well above threshold so that the error rate
is well below 10 -5 yet under emergency conditions the Command Subsystem may be the
only hope for saving the mission or for preventing contamination of the planet. In the Task B
spacecraft system specification*, the probability of a word error was specified to be below
10 -8 . Although 10 -7 does not literally meet this specification, it might well be acceptable;
certainly 10 -16 is more than adequate. In order to achieve it, the penalties are, (1) a some-
what higher value of the probability of no response (for the Manchester with parity schemes),
and (2) a longer time for command transmission (two or three times) if the symbol transmis-
sion rate is held constant.
The requirement for a low probability of no response is not as critical as the probability of
false acceptance, although under emergency conditions it might be vital to know that a com-
mand will be accepted the first time it was sent. For most commands, the command
*"Performance and Design Requirements for the Voyager 1971 Spacecraft System, General
Specification for "preliminary, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, January 1, 1967, p. 50.
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messagecould besent twice in succession, andthe probability of no response for this
strategy is then the square of the probability for a single trial which should be satisfactory
for all schemesconsidered. In the Task B spacecraft specification*, this probability was
set at 10"4; for Mariner '69 the current specification is 10 -2 .
The remaining difference between the schemes presented is the number of symbols per
message, which directly determines the time to transmit one complete message if the symbol
transmission rate is held constant for each approach. For the 63 data bit messages con-
sidered, and a one symbol-per-second transmission rate, the transmission times for the
systems range from about one to about three minutes. This difference is not considered to
be decisive, although certainly the shorter times are more desirable, everything else being
equal.
In summary, based on the primary selection criteria, any of the coding systems considered
is acceptable; a system with no coding is not acceptable because the probability of acceptance
of a false command of 6.3 x 10-4 is too high. A single parity check reduces
this to 2 x 10 -7 Systems with higher integrity than is provided by the scheme using three
sub-bits per bit, with majority vote and a single parity check, are not needed.
Since all of the coding systems are judged acceptable, it would seem that the simplest
approach, the Mariner C approach, would be chosen. However, Manchester coding with
parity check was selected for the baseline system because it provides better performance at
the penalty of about six circuits, as shown in Figure 22, and in addition provides a simpler
method for obtaining a uniclue word start by transmitting 111000 before each command message.
In the Mariner system, word start was signified by the sequence 110 following M or more con-
secutive zeros, where M is the number of bits in the message. Thus for each new command
transmission, 2M bits were required for each message, which is the same as for Manchester
coding. In addition, in order to protect against false word starts caused by a single detection
error in the word start sequence, two extra shift register stages were incorporated in the
storage register. Thus the improved performance of the Manchester coding scheme is ob-
tained at a negligible penalty considering coding and word start detection together.
7.5. COMMAND FORMAT
The command format must contain groups of bits which are of defined length, appear in a
known sequence, and denote the following:
a. word start
*Ibid
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DATA
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.__ PARITYCHECK
A. NO CODING
BIT RATE CLOCK
SUB-BIT5
PARITYCHECK
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CLOCK
BIT RATE
CLOCK
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B. MANCHESTER CODING
DELAYED BIT
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Figure 22. Decoding Logic
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SET 1
SET 0
b. decoder address
c. command address
d. command type (DC or QC)
e. quantitative data (for a QC)
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No extensive study of the effect of the chosen format on the complexity of implementing the
decoder was made during this study. An optimization study and logic minimization study
are important activities that should be carried out during Phase C. The presently recom-
mended format was derived from a relatively straightforward approach. Some of the criteria
considered in choosing the format are presented here.
The word start group consists of six sub-bits selected so that, in conjunction with constraints
on the allowable discrete commands, multiple sub-bit errors are required in order to obtain
a false command based on an error in detecting the word start pattern. In calculating the
error protection performance of the Manchester coding scheme, it was stated that four sub-
bit errors were required to produce a false command. Three sub-bit errors could produce
a false command if the discrete commands which are not used {those containing only a single
one bit as well as the one containing nine one-bits} were allowed. Although other possible
word start patterns which might be simpler to decode are possible, considerable work is
involved in evaluating the effects of the possible combinations of errors before they can
safely be chosen.
The use of two data bits to define the three possible combinations of decoders to be used
seems to be a simple approach which doesn't afford much opportunity to make a significant
saving.
The command addresses which constitute the discrete commands are also used to distinguish
quantitative commands. One possible alternative to this approach would be to use two bits in
the command message which would follow the two decoder address bits to denote whether the
succeeding bits represented a discrete command or a quantitative command. Since there are
only 21 quantitative commands, 5 bits would define all the possible commands. Either a
separate 5-bit register could then be used for decoding the quantitative command address,
or only the first 5 stages of the discrete command register would be required to decode
quantitative commands, decreasing the number of circuits in line for decoding a QC. Of
course, the number of circuits in line for decoding a DC has been increased by 2. A more
detailed evaluation of this possibility should be made.
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APPENDIX A
ANALYSIS OF MARINER '69 COMMAND DETECTOR
A- 1. INTRODUCTION
This appendix presents the considerations involved in the division of transmitted power be-
tween the carrier channel, the data channel, and the synchronization channel of the Mariner
'69 Command Detector,- The proper allocation of power is necessary to ensure that each
channel correctly performs its function according to some predetermined criteria. Once the
relative amounts of power in the various channels are determined, the corresponding modu-
lation indices can be calculated and, hence, the total required power. The principal analyti-
cal difficulties revolve around the handling of phase-error terms in the phase-locked loops
(PLL) and the influence of these terms on such quantities as error probabilities. A good deal
has recently been published (References 1-5) in connection with the above stated problems,
i. e., influence of phase jitter in coherent demodulation, determination of modulation indices,
etc. Unfortunately, the situations and assumptions considered in the literature do not seem
directly applicable to the situation considered here. In the following sections, the problem
will be stated in a fairly rigorous fashion to indicate the scope of the problem. However, it
was necessary to make approximations to obtain quantitative results. These approximations
and the assumptions from which they resulted are discussed in paragraph A. 5. Design
curves arising from these approximations have been presented in paragraph 7.3.
A-2. THE CARRIER CHANNEL
A phase-modulated signal is transmitted.
is represented by:
_(t) where= V_-_sin Iwct +OdXd(t)+OsXs(t)+Oc_
P = total received power (in 1 ohm)
X d(t)
Od(t)
Xs(t)
Os(t)
At the receiver terminals, the observed wave form
+ n(t) (A. 1)
+ sin 27rf t = bi-phase modulated data subcarrier
S
data subcarrier phase deviation
= PN@ 2fs = squarewave (sync) subcarrier of frequency 2fs,
bi-phase modulated by PN sequence = ±1
= sync subcarrier phase deviation
A-1
O
C
n(t)
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= arbitrary received phase
white Gaussian noise of single-sided power spectral
density N
O
Using the following trigonometric identities,
sin (a+b) = sinacos b+cos asinb
cos(a+b) = cos acos b-sinasinb
the signal part, Cs(t), can be expanded as follows:
_s(t) = \ 2/2/2/2/_sin(Wct +Oc)sin IedXd(t)+esXs(t)]
,,t
= 2Y_'_sin (O_ct +e c) l cos E@dXd(t_ cos [esXs(t)]
Since Xs(t ) = ±1, cos
Also, sin [OsXs (t)]
-sin [edXd(t)] sin BXs(tl 1
+ V_ cos (¢Zct +Oc){ sin IedXd(t t cos
+cos [@dXd(t t sin [OsXs(t)] 1"
[_sXs(t)l =cos (±Os) =cose s
= sin (±Os) = ± sin Os = sin OsXs(t )
Furthermore, cos IOdXd(t)l = cos [±e d sin 2_fst] = cos [@d sin 2_st ]
= Jo(Od) + 2J2(Od) cos 2Wst + 2J4(Od) cos 4Wst + ---
where Jn(X) is the nth-order Bessel function of the first kind.
(A. 2)
(A. 3)
A-2
We now have
Cs(t)
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_2"_sin(wct+ Oc) COSOs IJo(Od)+2J2(@d)COS2cost+--- 1
±2 2V_sin (coct +ec) sin OsXs(t ) l Jl(Od) sin COst + J3(ed) sin 3cost + ---
+2V_'Pcos (cVct +ec)cose s l Jl(ed)Xd(t)±J3(@d)sin 3cost +---I
l __t+\ 2/_P cos (coct +Oc) sin esXs(t ) Jo(Od) + 2J2(ed) cos 2cost + )
The desired terms, Cs (t), are as follows:
Ss' (t) = V_ cos o sJo(Od) sin (coct+ %)
+ 2V_cos OsJl(C)d) Xd(t ) cos (Wc t + Oct
+ V_ sin 0 s Jo ( %7 X s (t) cos coct + _c (A. 4)
All other terms in Ss(t) would appear as interference in product detection unless properly
filtered out. In the frequent situation of low deviation (Od and Os are small) the desired
terms dominate. In any event, in the subsequent analysis, it will be assumed that the
undesired terms are filtered out.
Defining cos OsJo(@d) = tic
V_-_os OsJl( Od) = fld
sin eJo(e d) = a s
we get
¢sl(t) %_--2c p sin (Wct +Oc) + _'_d p Xd(t ) cos (coct + Oc)
+ _ Xs(t ) cos (coct + 0c) (A. 5)
A-3
Clearly, tic 2, fld 2, _s 2 represent, respectively, the fraction of the total power in the carrier,
data, and sync channels. We concentrate here on the carrier channel. If the sideband spectra
are sufficiently removed from the carrier, the unmodulated carrier component, %__c p
A
sin (Wct +Oc) , can be tracked in a phase-locked loop. The loop produces an estimate, Oc, of
the carrier phase. It has been shown theoretically (Reference 6) and experimentally (Refer-
A
ences 7 and 8) that the phase-error, _bc = Oc - Oc, has a first-order steady-state probability
density function (pdf) which can be well approximated by:
cos _b
p(¢c ) = e c c ;I¢_cl_ _ (A. 6)
2trio (OZc) iI I
where
I° (x)
C
P
C
BLC
= zero-order Modified Bessel function of the first kind.
= Pc/NoBLC is the "loop SNR" (frequently _c/2 is referred to as loop SNR).
= signal power into the PLL = f_c2P.
= single-sided carrier loop bandwidth.
The form of A. 6 is a good approximation for the second order PLL for values of _ > 0dB.
c
It should be noted, however_ that (A. 6) is derived on the assumption that the receiver knows
the incoming frequency exactly. In many cases, of course, this is not true due to doppler
effects, oscillator instability, etc. The steady-state operation of the (second order) loop then
exhibits a steady-state, or static, phase error which induces a change in the above pdf which
is, in general, difficult to evaluate. For relatively small static phase error and/or large
, Equation (A. 6) can still be used with little error by replacing ¢_c by be -_s where _s is
the static phase error.
It remains to establish what constitutes "good" carrier tracking. The traditional criterion
has been to require a "small" phase error, _ c" Although this definition would more or less
automatically coincide with almost any other reasonable performance criterion, it is too
vague, in some instances, to be useful. In many situations (e. g., coherent demodulation) a
more relevant criterion might be the mean-time to first loss-of-lock. This has been studied
analytically for the first order loop (Reference 6.6) and experimentally for the second order
A-4
loop (References 7 and 9).
loop is:
where
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Viterbi's result for mean-time to unlock, Tu, for the first order
2 io2(_c )7r%
T = (A. 7)
u 2BLc
COn
BLC = _- (_+ 1/4 _), Hz
= damping ratio
and this would presumably hold approximately for the second order loop in the range of c_
where the latter loop's behavior is approximated by that of the first order loop. The results
of a simulation of the second order loop yield the formula (Reference 10), which is valid for
zero initial phase error,
T = 2 e( r/2) (A.8)
u %
where
_0 n
For the commonly used _ =
= natural frequency of the loop (rad/sec)
V_/2, (A. 8) becomes:
W = 1.0.___6e(_/2) _c
u BL C
(A. 9)
As an example, for _c = 4, BLC = 6Hz, (A. 7) yields 400 seconds and (A. 9) yields about
100 seconds. The latter is also in almost exact agreement with the experimental results of
Charles and Larson (Reference 9).
It will be noted that T u depends on both _c and BLC and hence the unlock behavior of the loop
cannot be directly inferred from the "smallness" of the phase-error, _ c' which depends
only, as will be shown, on c_c. However, as will be seen, the performance of the subcarrier
channels is dependent on the magnitude of _ c and hence one might also place constraints on
q_c" Thus, the performance of the carrier loop will in general be described by constraints
A-5
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on both T and qbc. Since qbc is a random variable, its properties are most often describedU
2 c 2by its mean-squared value, _ = qb .
This is easily obtained from the following:
%2 % cos2 p@c) = _bc2 e ° (%) dec
oO
7r2/3 +4 Z
(-1)n In (%)
2
n = i n I° (%)
(A. I0)
This has been plotted in reference 6 and is reproduced here on Figure A1. On the same
figure, the phase-error variance (= 1/%) of the linearized PLL model is also shown. It
2
can be seen that the two cases coincide for crc _ 10dB. Thus, for a given Cr0c constraint
(consistent with constraint on Tu) the required SNR in the carrier loop is obtained from
Figure A1 where (_ is interpreted as _c = tic 2 P/No BLC"
The output of the carrier channel, y(t), is taken to be the error signal.
VCO output by
z(t) = 2X_cos (w t +
c Oc)
Then, the phase detector output is given by
Represent the
y(t) = z(t) _'(t)
'twhere ¢'(t) = ¢s( ) + n(t); here again, we mention that only the desired signal terms,
_s(t), are being considered.
Now, n(t), can be conveniently expressed as (Reference 11)
n(t) = cos (¢Oct + Oc) + y(t) sin (¢_c t + Oc) (A. 11)
where, if n(t) has a symmetrical spectrum about fc' x(t) and y(t) are independent low-pass
Gaussian processes of single-sided PSD 2N . Therefore, using (A. 5), we get
O
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Figure A-1. Steady-State Phase-Error Variance as a Function of Loop SNR
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A
Letting8 - 8
C C
The last term,
= +8c) +sin (0c- 0c )y(t) sin (2_Oct + O c
+ _ y(t)Isin(2Wc t+0c +0c) +sin(0c-ec) } "
= _c and filtering out the appropriate terms, the desired output is
Yl(t) = _ cos (_c Xd(t) + _ cos _)c Xs(t)
+_2 2- Ix(t)coS(_c+Y(t)sin_)c} ; (A. 12)
nl(t) =_-22 {x(t) c°s _c+Y(t) sin@c 1
may be: shown (Reference 6, paragraph 2.7) to be approximated by uniform Gaussian noise.
Its____single-sided PSD is No, as may be seen from the fact that x2(t) = y2(t) = n2(t), and
21 1 1n (t) = _x2(t) =_(2N o) B= NoBwhere 2B is the bandwidth of n(t). As can be seen, the
amplitude of the data and sync signals is reduced by the factor cos 0c.
A-3. THE DATA CHANNEL
With appropriate filtering of the carrier-channel output signal, Yl(t), we obtain the data
channel input:
Yd(t) -- wd(t ) + nd(t )
where
wd(t ) = data signal = _ cos q_c xd(t)
nd(t) = data channel noise; this is nl(t ) filtered, and is still
assumed to have uniform PSD of N .
O
(A. 13)
The waveform, Yd(t), is used to provide a (partially) coherent reference for demodulation of
the data. First, Yd(t) is limited and band-pass filtered. In the process, there will be the
characte_'istic small signal suppression. This will introduce a multiplication factor, ¥ d on
>
wd(t ) where )_ d < 1 depending on the SNR. This factor is exactly known for a sine wave
A-8
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and results in anoutput SNRchangeof from about -ldB to +3dB. In the following, the limiter
SNRsuppressionfactor will be assumedto beunity. This should correspond closely to the
actual suppression. The character of the outputnoise is also dependenton the input SNR
(Reference 12)andwill beassumedGaussian;this may be questionable, but is the only
assumptionwhich is readily workable.
Following the band-pass limiter, the waveform y(t) is processed through a squaring-loop
which tracks the componentat 2fs. (The "squaring" operation could be mechanizedas a
full-wave rectifier. It is felt however, that this makes little quantitative difference).
The squaring-loop first provides the square of y(t). The output single-sided spectral density
(Reference 11, page 262) at 2fs, is
2
NO ' = 2NoS + 2WNo (A. 14)
where
N = input single-sided PSD
O
S = input (to squarer) average power
=Wd 2(t) =fld 2 P c°s2 _c (A. 15)
2W = squarer input bandwidth.
The signal output power, So, at 2f s is:
S = $2/2
O
(A. 16)
If the bandwidth of the loop following the squarer is small compared to B and if the single-
sided loop bandwidth is BL2 then, approximately, the subcarrier-loop SNR is:
2 = So/N'o BL2
Using A. 14, A. 15, and A. 16, the result is
1 4L21o <NOW,
"_2 - W fld2P cos2@ c + 13d2tT _oS2_c/
Different forms of a 2
A. 17, corresponds to the one shown by Stiffler (Reference 14).
2
(A. 17)
result depending on the filter characteristic (Reference 13). The result,
Note that the above result
A-9
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assumes 9c is constant in time, althougha random variable. This is, of course, not true
and in actuality cos q_c(t)should be regarded as amplitude modulation on Xd(t). This case
canalso be readily handled(Reference 11) if one knowsthe spectral properties of cos 9c(t).
This is unfortunately a difficult thing to establish, especially since there seems to be no
published material on the second-order statistics (e.g., auto-correlation function) of 9c(t).
Therefore, keepingin mind that this is an approximation, cos 9c will be treated as a random
variable (rather than a random process). The manner in which 9c reduces the data power
is governed by the factor cos2_bc;
7r 7r
2b c ___ 29c 1 1 2
cos = cos p (_c) d _bc = _ + _ cos _bc p(_c)d_b c
( ) / co01 1 1 _c= _ + 2i((_c------_ _-_ cos 2 9 c e d 9 c
-7_
1 1
=_+_ I2 (_c)/Io (_c)
This factor is plotted in Figure A-2.
If W/BL2 is sufficiently large, the noise input to the loop may be regarded as Gaussian.
The phase-error angle at 2f s, 92, then has the pdf;
_2 cos 92
e ; 192 ] <Tr (A. 18)P(92 )=
2_ I (_ 2) I IO
As with the carrier loop, constraints must be placed on _ 2 to ensure proper operation of the
subcarrier loop. Again, for a constraint on _r'92, the abscissa of Figure A1 be usedcan
to obtain the required subcarrier loop SNR, (r 2"
To provide a reference for the data subcarrier demodulation, the squaring-loop output is
divided by two so that this reference may be written as
zd(t ) = A sin (_s t + 7?2)
A-10
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(_2 cos 27/2
p(_)= e ; I _21 <___/2
_I ((_2)o
(A. 19)
The data detection is assumed implemented by a correlation detector which computes the
decision variable
T
q = /o Yd(t) zd(t) dt
> 0; T is the bit or sub-bit interval, de-
and decides for a "1" or a "0" according as to q <
pending on the coding format. Now,
/o
(2_ cos _c sin cos t + nd(t)) A sin (COst + _ 2)
T
_fl d2P/2' (+A cos _2 cos 772
- cos (2cost + _ 2)} dt
+
T/o And(t ) sin (COst + rl 2) dt
At this point, further progress depends on what assumptions are made.
considered constant over T then the conditional mean, given _bc and ,7 2
an integral number of periods in T)
q (_c' _2 ) = +A T cos _cC°S _2
If _c and _2 can be
is (assuming 2cos has
(A.20)
The conditional variance of q is then
/
(q _)2 2 E If
- = (rq =
T
And(t ) sin (cost + _2) dt I
T T
= E f f A2nd(tl)nd(t2) sin (costl+q2) sin(cost2+q2)dtldt2
assuming nd(t) is wideband with respect to l/T, then
E l nd(tl)nd(t2)l _ (No/2) 8 (t l-t2).
A-12
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_o T A2No/2 A2N T
2 o
ffq = sin2 (Wstl + _2 ) dtl = 4 (A. 21)
Since q, conditioned on @c and T/2' is a linear Gaussian functional, it is Gaussian.
ditional error probability, assuming equally likely "1" and "0", is then
The con-
-!-i - (q -  )2/22= e dq
Pe (_c' 7/2) _ _q
x2/2
e dx (A. 22)
where v d = (_d 2 PT/N ) cos 2
undegraded data si al, °
2 _d2pTcos 172; note that = E d is the energy per bit in the
Xd(t ). Finally, the error probability is
_/2
Pe= /- _-_ v/2 Pe(_c' _2) P(_c' _2) d_2d _c (A. 23)
where p(qSc, _ 2) is the joint density function of _c and _ 2" This is not, in general, equal to
p(q_c) p (T/2) since @c and _2 are not independent as can be seen from (A. 17) and (A. 18).
This makes (A. 23) difficult to evaluate since the joint distribution is not known. Even if
@c and _2 were independent, the resulting integral, (A.23), seems to require machine
computation for its evaluation. Certain assumptions can be made, however, which reduce
the problem by one level of complexity. For example, we could assume that the data sub-
carrier has a constant amplitude reduced by the average value of cos @c" That is, let
w d (t) = cos q_o Xd (t); (A. 24)
we would then have
v/2
/ xPe = p(rl 2) 1 e- dx (A. 25)
_/2 cos _2
A-13
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R' = (Ed/No) (cos _bc)2
The expression (A. 24) has been plotted (Reference 13) as a function of R' with parameters
and y obtained as follows:
Rewrite _ as2
1 R'_ 1
52 =_ 1
1+
R'_ y
where _ = R/BL2, y = BL/W, R' = P'T/No; R = data rate.
P' is average power into the squaring loop which, because of the assumption (A. 24), is
P' = fld2P (cos _bc)2. Unfortunately, Lind sey's curves are given only for values of
y < 1/200 while for the case at hand we are interested (as will be seen later) in y_ 1/50.
Assumptions other than (A. 24) can be made to make the problem tractable. For example,
the roles of _c and ,72 in (A. 25) can be reversed. Although the above assumptions may
make the problem more tractable, it is not clear how good they are, nor whether they
give optimistic or pessimistic results. Furthermore, if _c (t) and ,72(t) do not vary slowly
with respect to the integration time, T, then the entire formulation leading to (A. 23) (which
has been Lindsey's approach) is not valid, or at least this validity must be checked. The
case of rapidly varying phase reference does not seem to have been studied in the literature
where only high data rates have been assumed. In the problem under consideration here,
this assumption is not justified, at least with respect to the carrier phase jitter. In view
of the reservations just mentioned, the usefulness of approximations, such as (A. 25)
which are still unwieldy, is questionable. Therefore, in paragraph A. 5, a more tractable
assumption will be made which, it is felt, should give reasonable results.
A. 4 THE SYNCHRONIZATION CHANNEL:
The primary function of the synchronization channel is to provide bit (or sub-bit) sync for
the data demodulation discussed in the last section. The desired sync waveform, Ws(t), is
obtained from the carrier PLL output, equation A. 12;
Ws(t ) = _ cos _cXs(t) (A. 26)
A-14
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In the Mariner '69 system, bit sync is obtained as follows.
carrier PLL,
_2(t) = K sin (2_Ost +_b2)
First, the output of the sub-
is "squared-off", e.g., by passing through a limiter, to obtain a square wave of frequency
2f s which drives a PNG, one cycle at 2f corresponding to one PN bit. The locally derivedA 8
sequence will be denoted PN to indicate a time-jitter with respect to the incoming PN. The
A A A
M'69 detector proceeds by multiplying Yl(t) (Equation A. 12) by PN @ fs (or PN @ fs since
at this time there is a 180 degree ambiguity), bandpass limiting the result, multiplying that output
A A
by fs/._90 (or fs/-90), and integrating the result. The integrator output is the decision
variable which is used for a "lock" or "no-lock" indication. Although the detailed analysis
of these operations is complicated, it is clear that their desired effect is to multiply Ws(t )
A A
by PN $ 2f s and integrate the result. Depending on the SNR input to the limiter, there may
be some degradation in output SNR: in addition, the intermodulation components, necessitated
by the presence of the data subcarrier, must be taken into account. Notwithstanding the pre-
ceding factors, it is felt that the behavior of the sync channel can be adequately described by
the above simplified picture, i.e., we consider only the cross correlation of the input sync
A A
signal with PN @ 2fs. Also, in the actual system, the filtering after the limiter essentially
passes only the fundamental of PN @ _s t {l} 1 PN @ fs / resulting in a further degradation2
of 8/7r . Taking this factor into account, the decision variable qs' is then given by
qs = Ys(t) PN @ 2f s dt
where
Ys(t) = w s(t) + n s(t)
ns(t) = nl(t ) filtered with resulting PSD No.
A-15
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Substituting A. 26, yields:
0 _1 A A
e Ts }Jo 1+ ns(t) PN e 2f s dt (/%. 27)
In the above, T s = kT, is assumed to be an integer multiple of the bit (or sub-bit) integration
time which equals the PN sequence length.
A threshold, V, is chosen. If qs > V the decision is that the loop is in lock; if qs < V, the de-
cision is that the loop is not in lock. There are thus several probabilities of interest:
I I )
a. Probability of acquisition: P = Pr t q > V [ sync is actually present t
a _ s _, , !
b. Probability of false acquisition: Pf = Pr { qs > V I sync is not present (
Probability of false unlock indication: Pn=Pr! { ' <V syncisactuatlypresent 1c. qs
d. Probabilityofcorrectunlockindication: Pu=Pr {qs<V ] syncisnotpresent 1
Another probability of interest is PN' the probability of no response. This is the probability
that the decision circuit will emit a decoder-inhibit signal. This probability depends on the
strategy accepted. For example, one strategy might be to require three successive unlock
indications (which could occur, of course, whether or not sync is actually present}. The de-
sired constraints on one or more of the above probabilities will determine where the threshold
is set and how much power is required.
It is now necessary to evaluate (A. 27). Again, we run into the difficulties that cos _c and}PN @ 2fs {B PN @ 2fs are random processes. This makes evaluation of the statistics
of qs quite difficult.Again, as in paragraph A-3, various assumptions can be made. One
assumption, in particular, will be made. The same assumption will be made for the data
channel and this is treated in the next section.
A. 5 AN APPROXIMATION AND A SYSTEM DESIGN
In this section, the following approximation is made. The decision variables, q and qs' will
be assumed Gaussian with a mean value equal to their means with respect to 0c, n2, and q_2"
The following will clarify.
A-16
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= q (t_c, n2) = ±A_/f_ T cOSec cos n2 (A.28)
The variance of q is assumedunchanged,i.e.,
2
= A2N T/4
q o
whence,
_ (q - _)2/2_q2Pe = 1 e- (A. 29)
o
What the above approximation amounts to is to consider an average probability-of-error based
on the average reduction of signal power due to carrier and subcarrier phase jitters. In fact,
this approximation becomes better as the loop SNR's increase since, for high SNR, the phase
error is almost always equal to zero and hence cos x _ cos x. We expect this to hold in the
range of (relatively high) SNR's required to provide adequate tracking performance. The
further approximation is also made that c_ -= cos (Xrms). That this is true (except for
low SNR) can be seen from Figure A2. The reason for the use of rms phase angle is its
traditional use in this context and its greater intuitive meaning. As a matter of fact, we
could have made the approximation to begin with that angles be replaced by their rms values.
In any event, as was just seen, the two approximations are equivalent. Hereafter, therefore,
we use rms values. Hence, after a change of variables, (A. 29) becomes
/_d _ 1 x2/2
Pe = - e- dx
27r
(A. 30)
where
vd = (Bd 2 PT/No) (cos _c' rms )2 (cos712' rms )2 (A.31)
For example, for Pe = 10-5' we need vd = 9.
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Considering nowthe sync channel, we have from (A. 27},
'qs = 2p2 cos be, rms
O
PN @ 2f s t @ dt CA. 32)
Now, define
Cn(_ T= -_ PN @ 2fs @ PN @ 2fs dt
T
where
PNe2f sl is PN_9 2f s shifted by v.
T
For ] T J _< 1/4f s where 1/2f s is a PN bit interval, it can be shown that, approximately,
C n (_) = 1- 6f s ] I"[ .
Since the squaring-loop provides the driving signal for the PNG, the timing jitter, T, is re-
lated to the phase jitter _2 by the simple ratio
whence
Cn _,2) = 1 27r
Making the same assumption as before,
Cn(¢_2) = I- 3_2'2_
rms
This is the reduction incurred when the two sync subcarriers (received and local) are nomi-
nally in phase. Thus, (A. 32) becomes
8 _ /2_) (A. 33)
qs = _-2 CcOS_c ' rms) (KT)(1-3%, rms
A-18
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Again, from (A. 27), with ns(t ) approximately white, we get
2 KT/2
ffqs = No (A. 34)
m
Note that qs will generally be a function of the slippage between the two subcarriers. For
present purposes, however, PF and Pn will be assumed the constraining quantities and so
(A. 33) is sufficient. Thus,
1/ 2l I 1 eqs  2J  qsPn = Pr qs <V sync =
-_ V'2rr _q dqs
S
E
(V-qs)/_qs 1 -x2/2
=f --v_ e dx (A. 3 5)
Let V = naq ; and let (V - __q¢)/Crq =/a for given Pn" Then,
S S
D m
V- qs = /a aqs; qs = (n-/a) Zqs.
Using (Ao 33) and (A. 34) this gives
8
-_ (f_2 PkT/No) (cOSec ' rms )2 (1-3_2, rms/2_) 2 = (n-_t)_/2 = vs
(A.36)
Also, since qs = 0 when sync is not present,
PF = Pr Iqs >V [outof
oo
_-/
V/Crqs
sync
I =_V _ 1V_2_ '
qs
1 -x2/2
-- e dx
v_
exp (-q_/_a 2)
/ qs dqs
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APPENDIX B
PERFORMANCE OF ALTERNATE COMMAND CODES
In this appendix, the equations used to compute the performance of the following coding
schemes are derived:
a. NRZ coding with single and double parity checks.
b. Manchester coding with and without parity.
c. Multiple sub-bit system.
B.I. NRZ TRANSMISSION - NO CODING, SINGLE AND MULTIPLE PARITY CHECKS
Here we examine the case of straight binary (0,I) transmission with no coding and with vary-
ing degrees of parity protection.
Let: n = number of information bits
N = total number of bits (information plus parity)
B. 1.1. No Coding
Here we just send n bits. There is, of course, no detection capability and hence the decoder
will act upon every received command. Therefore, the probability of no response is
P = 0
n
The probability of accepting a false command is 1- the probability that the received command
is correct. Hence,
PF = I- (1-cOn
which, for q << n, is
--- nq
For the previous example, q = 10 -5, n = 63;
PF =
6.3 x 10 -4
B-1
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B. 1.2. SingleParity-Check
Here, a single parity-check is added, which requires every commandword (N = n + 1} to have
an even (or odd} number of l's. Hence, all odd number of errors will be detected. When such
a detection is made, the decoder is assumed not to respond. Hence, the no response proba-
bility is
12 N _ 2k+l (i q) N-2k-1Pn = k+ 1 q -
k--o
Which, for q small is approximately
q (l-q) N-1
and for q < < N,
Pn --- Nq
For the example,
p --
n
6.4x 10-4
The probability of a false command being accepted is the probability that an even number of
errors occur. This is
N
PF = ___(N'h 2k (1 q)N-2k
- 2qJq -
k=l
_= (N) q2 (1-q)N-2 for q<<l and qN << 1
q
For the example, I_F--_ _624 1
B-2
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B. 1.3. Multiple Parity-Checks
In this situation, the n information bits are subdivided into r blocks of k i digits each; k 1
+ .... + k. = n, and each block is given a parity check so that, letting 1. = k. + 1,
1 1 1
+ k 2
11 12 = N = n + r+ + --- + 1r
The probability of no response, therefore, is the probability of the event that an odd number of
errors occurs in at least one block, regardless of what happens in the other blocks.
Consider the simplest case, r = 2. Consider the mutually exclusive events, the occurrence of
any of which results in no response.
A
B
C = odd number of errors in both blocks.
PN = P(A) + P(B) + P(C)
Since errors are assumed mutually independent,
k-1
<-'2--
P
n
= odd number of errors in block 1, even number of errors in block 2.
= odd number of errors in block 2, even number of errors in block 1.
Z 2k)j+ (l-q) k-2j-1 .
j=o
Z (N_k) q2i (l_q)N-k-2i
i=O
k N-k
+ Z _2k> q2j (1-q)k-2j" Z
j=o i=o
N-k 2i+1 (l_q)N-k-2i-1(2i+1) q
k-1 N-k
<__-y- <__-y-
+ Z (2jk+l) q2j+l (l_q)k-2j-1. Z (2N+k) q2i+1
j =o i =o
(l_q) N-k-2i-1
The largest terms are, for q small in the first double summation,
(l_q)k-I _)q (l_q)N-k (N_k)= kq (l-q)N-I
in the second double summation,
(0 1= (N-k) q (l-q)N-I
B-3
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q (l-q)N-k-I = (k) (N-k) q2 (l_q)N-2
Hence, the first two terms dominate, and
P =- (l-q)N-I Nq-= Nq
n
The probability of accepting a false command is the probability that, simultaneously, an even
number of errors occurs in both blocks;
k N-k
-<T
k "
j=i i=l
Z <N_k)q2i (l_q)N-k-2i
k N-k
-<T
j=l i=1
X (N]k)q2i (l_q)N-k-2i (l_q)k
This is dominated by two errors in k, 0 errors in N-k and vice versa;
P F _ (k)2 q2 (l_q)k-2 (l_q)N-k + _N2-k) q2 (l_q)N-k-2 (l_q)k
B. 2. MANCHESTER CODING
This section considers the Manchester format whereby each information bit is coded into two
dissimilar sub-bits. That is, a "one" is coded into 01 and a "zero" into 10. This is equiva-
lent to a parity-check (odd) on each bit. In addition, a parity-check on the word can be pro-
vided, giving a double error protection. Paragraph B. 2.1 below will consider "straight"
Manchester (no word parity) and B. 2.2 will examine the use of a single parity-check on the
word.
Let: q
n =
N =
A 1 =
probability of a sub-bit error
number of information bits in a word
total number of bits (including parity) in a word
event that a bit is received correctly
B-4
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A2 = event that both sub-bits are received incorrectly
A 3 = event that either (but not both} sub-bits are in error
_1 = P(A1) = (l-q}2
2
_2 = P(A2) = q
m3 = P(A3) = 2q (l-q)
B. 2. i. No Word Parity-Check
In the present case, the decoder is postulated to detect A 3 and thereupon inhibit further opera-
tion. If A 3 does not occur, the word is automatically accepted by the decoder. The event A 3
will be called a detectable bit error. The probability of a false command being accepted, PF'
is then the probability of A 2 in one or more bits and A 1 in the remaining bits.
The probability of A 2 in exactly k bits is
n') k n-kP(A2'k) = k _2 _1
Therefore,
n (n) k nkPF = Z k _2 Oil
k=l
The probability of no response, Pn' is the probability of detecting an error since, in this
event, the decoder is assumed inhibited. This is the probability that A 3 occurs in one or more
bits with A 1 and A 2 occurring in any combination in the remaining bits.
The probability of A 3 in exactly £ bits, A 2 in exactly k bits and A 1
(n
"_ (n-_ (n-_-k) k
Pn (£' k) = _ ) k. k ] °_1 _2 c_3
in n-£-k bits is:
Therefore, the probability of no response is
n n-Z
Pn = Z Z ( _ _)(nk/_) °_1`n b-k} a2 k
_=1 k=l
_3
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B. 2.2. Single Word Parity-Check
With a single parity-check on each word, errors can be detected in two ways: (1) a detectable
bit error occurs and/or (2) the word parity does not check. Detection of either kind of error
is assumed to result in no response and, of course, undetected errors result in acceptance of
a false command.
Numerical Example:
q = 10 -5., then,
32
a. PF
Let number of information bits = 63, 1 parity bit, so that N = 64; let
z 20
k=l
(1_10-5) 2(64-2k)
Now, (l+x) M = l<M)x +(M)x2 + .... +x M
1 xforx<< M
Further, with x = 10 -5, M = 2(64-2k), (1 + x) M is an increasing function of x; in any event,
for all values of k.
(l+x) M _ 1, hence
N/2
,_ _ z (_) _0_0_
k=l
1020 2x1017
b,
N-1
(N-_)Pn -= _
_=O
N-2
_=O
_2) C_ 2 (N-£-2)
_1 _2
N-I
< I
- 2
k=l
2k+l
%
(N-2k-1)
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Now, _3 _ 2 x 10 .5 and, as shown above, we can take, with little error (_11
first summation reduces to
N-1 1
J_----O
= 1 hence, the
The dominant term of which occurs for E = N-1
IN-11N-1 128x 10 -5 10 -10(°) = 128x 10 -5 =- 1.3x 10 -3
-15
The next term is of the order of 10 and therefore negligible;
The second summation is
N-2
(N_2} (32)(63)(4x 10 -10 ) 10 -10 (N-_-2)
Again, the leading term occurs for _=N-2;
(N-2) i0-108064 x . 10-10(°) ---- 8x 10 -7
as before, the next term is on the order of 10 -10 smaller. Consequently, the double summa-
tion in Pn is well approximated by 1.3 x 10-3; the remaining summation is approximately
Z (2_+_ 10-10 (2k+l) (1_10-5) N-2k-1 _= 10-10
Hence,
P
n
PF
-= 1.3 x 10 -3
--_ (1_(i)N-2
---- g q
2 ICk2)_I2k) Iq + ,
• Ik (k-l) + (N-k) (N-k-l)
which is smallest for k ---N/2
1 2 N 2 __ 10-7
PF = _ q
B-7
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MULTIPLE SUB-BIT SYSTEMS
Here we consider the sending of multiple sub-bit transmissions: namely, each bit is sent k
times successively, where k is odd, and a majority-rule decision is made.
If a bit is sent k times, it will correctly be decoded if k + 1 of the transmissions are2
k +1decoded
correctly. Or, the probability of a bit error, qb' is the probability that 2
more of the sub-bits, with probability of error q, are decoded incorrectly.
or
Hence,
k
With the results of the previous section, with q replaced by qb' we get the desired probability
of false command and no response.
For example: q = 10 -5 , k=3
3
= Z
2
___ (3) 10-10 10-15 10-102 + --3x
Whence, for no coding, PF =nq=63x 3x 10 -10 _ 1.9x 10 -8 .
For single parity-check,
= qx = 1.8x 10-16; Pn =Nq =l. 9x 10 -8 .
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TELEMETRY SUBSYSTEM
i. SCOPE
This section of the report was prepared by the Telemetry and Data Storage Subsystem Con-
tractor, Texas Instruments, Inc., Apparatus Division. Some portions of the report were
written by General Electric. The report covers the functional requirements, alternate ap-
proaches, and a functional description of the preferred design of the 1971 Voyager Space-
craft Telemetry Subsystem.
2. FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
The functions of the Telemetry Subsystem are:
ao
b°
e.
d.
e°
f,
Collect and condition engineering data from all spacecraft subsystems in support of
normal mission operation, diagnosis of failures, and verification of spacecraft de-
sign to support future development.
Convert engineering data samples to digital words and commutate in accordance
with fixed frame formats to allow unambiguous sample identification.
Multiplex stored data, engineering data, and capsule data for transmission to earth.
Modulate a subcarrier(s) with the time multiplexed digital data and bit, word, and
frame synchronization information.
Provide a PSK modulated telemetry signal which shall phase modulate the RF
carrier of the prime S-band link to earth.
Provide suitable control and timing signals to execute these functions in accordance
with one of a set of operational modes; modes shall be selected by either the C&S
subsystem or by ground commands.
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3. TELEMETRY SUBSYSTEM DESIGN STUDIES
3.1 INTRODUCTION
During the design of the Flight Telemetry Subsystem (FTS) described in this volume, eight
major analysis and trade-off studies were conducted to select the best design alternates and
to determine their performance. Summaries of these studies are contained in the following
subsections. Table 1 summarizes the studies performed.
Table 1. FTS Design Studies
Modulation
Signal Processing
Error Control Coding
Synchronization
Ground Data Handling
Subsystem Configuration
Centralized versus Distributed Data
Handling
Programmable Format Generation
Implementation
Analog Switch Selection
Design Rationale
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
2
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3.2 MODULATION
3.2.1 Subcarrier Selection
Frequency multiplexing of the engineering and stored science data channels was selected
for the same reasons as in Task B - simpler implementation in the spacecraft and simpli-
fication of the science data interface. These considerations were felt to outweigh the slight
loss in efficiency (0.65dB worst case}.
Given that two data channels are required, two schemes were investigated: the high rate
science data and the low rate engineering data on separate subcarriers; and the high rate
science data modulated directly on the carrier with the engineering data on a subcarrier.
3.2.1.1 Two Subcarriers
Error control coding was assumed (32, 6 code); and a subcarrier (2fs) of one cycle per bit
selected (Manchester coding) since it moves the spectrum away from the carrier and re-
sults in a minimum bandwidth occupancy. It was desired to move the spectrum away from
the carrier to minimize the interference in the carrier loop, and to minimize the loss of
data power that would be tracked out by the carrier loop. The resulting spectrum
i/fs (sin_f/4fs)4/(_f/4fs)2 is shown in Figure la. Also in Figure la is shown the engineering
data subcarrier which is located in a nullofthe high data rate spectrum. The obvious
reason for this selection is minimum interference.
Table 2 lists the subcarriers versus data modes for the preferred design.
The multi-mission demodulator planned for the DSN sites can handle subcarriers up to
1MHz and data rates in excess of 500 bps. ("Multi-Mission Telemetry Demodulator" JPL
Space Programs Summary 37-45, Vol. III, PP. 51-58.) Therefore, all the subcarriers and
the minimum 150 bps engineering data rate of the preferred design are within the capabili-
ties of the multi-mission demodulator.
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Table 2. Data Subcarriers
Mode
1 (Maneuvers)
2 (Cruise)
3 (Orbit)
4 ((:r, li._e
Record
Readout)
5 (Capsule
Checkout)
R 1
bps
IX
40,500
20,250
Subcarrier 1
kHz
R2
bps
10,125
1,265*
10,125
mI
II
216.0
108.0
54.0
6.75
7.5
150
150
150
150
37.5
54.0
Same as Mode 3
150
Subcarrier 2
kHz
13.5
432.0
432.0
432.0
432.0
13.5
432.0
*Backup condition using the medium gain antenna
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3.2.1.2 Data Modulated Directly on the Carrier
This approach was investigated mainly for the condition where bandwidth becomes a limiting
item.
Figure lb shows the resulting spectrum, 1/fs (sinlr f/2fs)2/(?rf/2fs) 2, assuming random data.
This is a valid assumption considering the use of coding. The data energy within the carrier
loop bandwidth will cause interference as well as being lost for data detection.
The SNR in the carrier loop bandwidth is given by
S/NBL
P
e
+BL" No PDC
where
P
e
B L
N
O
PDC
where
PD =
R s =
= carrier power
= Single-sided loop bandwidth
= Single-sided noise spectral density
= data power in the carrier loop bandwidth
_B__L
R s
__p2
D_r
2
Sin x
2
X
dx
total data power
symbol rate = 32/6 x bit rate (Rb) for the 32, 6 code.
For small values of x
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S/NBL
P
e
B L No + PD
2B L
R
S
P
C
B L • No
3
+
8
PD " BL
R b
Noting that
PD
= E
R b
where
E is energy per data bit,
then
S
NB L
P
C
B L • NO
3
+-_-B L o N O (E/N o )
let
S/Nc
P
C
BL NO
- Carrier loop SNR without data interference
then
S 1
S/NBL = "_c " 3
1 +-_- (E/No)
For a bit error rate of 5x10 -3 , E/N o = 5.2 db.
bandwidth is 0.94 db.
The decrease in SNR in the carrier loop
6
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The second consideration is the loss of data power in the carrier loop bandwidth.
of data power in the carrier loop is for small values of x
L D
2BL 3 BL
R s 8 R b
which is less than 0.1 db for all cases of the preferred design.
The loss
Though the interference and data loss are small when placing the high rate data directly on
the carrier, this approach was not selected since the preferred design is not constrained
by bandwidth limitations.
3.2.2 E/N o Selections
The selected values of E/N o (ratio of bit energy to noise power density) for the data channels
are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. E/N o Selections
Theoretical (Pd = 5 x 10 -3)
Coded
Channels
2.6*
150 bps
and
37.5 bps
(two sub-carriers}
5.2
150 bps
(one sub-
carrier)
5.2
Filter Loss
Carrier Jitter Loss
Subcarrier Jitter Loss
Bit Sync Jitter Loss
0.3
0.2
0.2
Included in
sub-carrier
3.3
0.5
0.2
0.2
0.2
6.3
0.5
0.6
0.2
0.2
6.7
7.5 bps
(o ne
sub-
carrier)
5.2
0.5
0.8
0.2
0.2
6.9
*Discussed in coding section 3.3
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In addition an adverse tolerance of 0.5 dbhas been assumedfor loop static phaseerrors
andother potential non-optimum operating conditions.
Filter losses havebeen calculated assuming loss of all spectral componentsbeyondthe
secondnull (8Fs) for the codedchannels, and the loss of all harmonics except the funda-
mental (fo) andthe third harmonic (3fo) of the uncodedchannels. Bit sync filter losses of
0.2 db have beenassumedfor the uncodedchannels and might be slightly optimistic for the
low-rate channels, dependingon the minimum practical loop bandwidthswhich canbe im-
plemented in the computerized bit-sync operation of the DSIF multi-mission demodulator.
No bit sync losses are given for the codedchannels since coherent bit and subcarrier sync
can be provided simultaneously in a single process for Manchestered signals. Assuming the
use of the synchronization circuit defined by Hackett, * the signal to noise ratio in the two-
sided loop bandwidth(2BLo) is given by (loop operating at 2Fs):
(Es/No)2 RS 8 s
N 2BLo y2 V Es +21 2BL°(1 + 16/Y 2)
L ]O
Where:
Es/N o = Code symbol energy to noise density ratio
R = Code symbol rate
S
This can be rewritten in terms of data bit energy and bit rate for the 32, 6 code as
2BLo 211
2
(Eb/N o) R b
0
*Hackett, C.M., Jr. "A Bit-Sync Scheme for Manchester signals, " GE-TIS No. 66SD232,
March 1966.
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For high loop SNR the RMS loop jitter is given by
rms
2BLo
The expected value of signal correlation versus subcarrier phase error is given by the
function shown in Figure 2.
I
-3 T
-2
CORRE LAT I ON
+1
IT" 2. 3
-2
Figure 2. Correlation Function for Coded Channel
The approximation used for jitter loss is taken to be the square of the value of the correla-
tion function associated with a phase error equal to the RMS phase jitter.
Then
3 q_rms ]LSC = 1 2_
2
9
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The last three equationsnow define subcarrier jitter loss in terms of Eb/No, bit rate, and
loop bandwidth. Using the theoretical value of Eb/No (2.6 db), the loop bandwidthsrequired
to maintain jitter loss to less than 0.2 db for the 40500, 20250, 10125, and 1265bps chan-
nels are 31, 15.5, 7.7 and 0.915 cps, respectively. For the baseline system, selected
values of 2BLo are 5cps for the first three data rates andone cps for the last. The latter
loop bandwidth, which is slightly greater than the 0. 915 cps cited, results in 0.23 db cal-
culated jitter loss.
For the DSIF multi-mission demodulator, assumedto be usedfor subcarrier detection of
all uncodedchannels, the RMS subcarrier phasejitter has beenfound to be (SeeSection
3.2.4.)
rms 14R b E b ]
1/2
where the low-pass filter bandwidth (W) is assumed to equal to 2 R b. The correlation func-
tion for these channels is given by (assuming recovery only of the fundamental and third
harmonic)
c (o) = f (tat) f (tat + 0)
f2 ( ta t)
= cos tat 3 cos 3 tat A cos (tat + 0) --_ cos (3 u_t + 30)
A ]2cos 0_t --_ cos 3 tat
= 0.9cos 0 +0.1cos 30
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Using the last two equationsand calculating jitter loss in the samemanner as for the coded
channels (with the exception that Eb/No for the uncodedchannelsis 5.2 db, theoretical), the
loop bandwidthsrequired to maintain less than 0.2 db jitter loss for the 150, 37.5, and 7.5
bps channelsare 14, 3.5, and 0.71 cps, respectively. Values of 2BLo selected for the
baseline system are 5.0, 1.0 and 0.5 cps.
In the abovecases the power in eachsubcarrier was essentially fixed by the data rate and
Eb/No requirements. It remained only to select a reasonableloop bandwidthwhich would
lead to a relatively negligible subcarrier jitter loss. The loss due to carrier jitter, how-
ever, must be approachedin a different manner.
For a single-subcarrier channelthere is a ratio of carrier to data power that results in
minimum transmitted power for given link parameters. Total power is given by
P
= (SNR)2BLo (2BLo) + (Eb/No) Rb
The worst casevalue of Eb/No (excluding carrier jitter losses) haspresently beengiven
for the 7.5 bpschannel to be 6.1 db plus 0.5 db worst case tolerance. Assuming a loop
bandwidth of 5 cps at the SNRto bedetermined, the aboveequationcanbe rewritten as
P
-_-o = 5 (SNR)2BL + 4.56 (7.5) L c
O
where Lc, the carrier jitter loss, is dependent on the SNR in the loop. Lindsey's* results
for jitter loss versus loop SNR shown in Figure 3 have been used to obtain the results of
Table 4.
*Lindsey, W; "Phase-Shift-keyed Signal Detection with Noisy Reference Signals, " IEEE
Transactions on Aerospace and Electronic Systems, July 1966.
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Figure 3. Carrier Jitter Loss vs Loop SNR
Table 4. Carrier/Subcarrier Power Trade (7.5 bps)
(SNR) 2B1 (db)
0
L c (db)
P/N o (db)
6.0 6.5
2.4 1.4
19.05 18.47
7.0
0.8
18.24
7.5
0.6
18.34
8.0
0.44
18.45
9.0
0.3
18.86
The minimum transmitted power is found to be associated with a loop SNR of 7.0 db. The
resulting jitter loss is then 0.8 db.
A similar process is followed for the 150 bps channel; however, here the loop is assumed
to be the standard DSIF 12 cps loop. Although the loop has a two-sided bandwidth (2BLo } of
12
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12 cps whenthe SNRis 0.0 db, its bandwidthexpandsas SNRincreases from this value.
Jitter loss is therefore that associatedwith the expandedbandwidth (2BL). Accounting for
this expansion,* the power trade for the 150bps link is shownin Table 5. As for the 7.5
bps channel, loop SNRis not critical over the narrow rangeof values selected. Outside
this region, however, total power increases rapidly. A minimum is found for this case at
(SNR)2BLO= 12db. The associated jitter loss is 0.64 db.
Table 5. Carrier/Subcarrier Power Trade (150bps)
(SNR) 2BLo (db)
2BL(cps)
(SNR) 2BL (db)
L c (db)
P/No(db)
10.0
29.0
6.17
2.0
30.7
11.0
31.5
6.81
1.0
29.92
12.0
35.0
7.35
0.64
29.8
13.0
38.5
7.94
0.46
29
14.0
42.0
8.56
0.31
30.1
In the two-subcarrier channels, the minimum power in the carrier is constrained by the
modulation process. For the selected channels this minimum value is great enough to keep
jitter loss to less than 0.2 db. The fact that a minimum carrier power constraint exists is
evident from the equations giving relative power values for each channel.
2 2
PA/P = sin 0 A cos 0 B (Subcarrier A)
2 2
PB/P = cos OA sin OB (Subcarrier B)
2 2
Pc/P = cos 0ACOS OB (Carrier)
PI/P = sin 2 OA sin 2 OB (Interrnodulation Products)
*JPL Functional Specification for the DSIF Tracking and Communications System, GSDS
1964 Model Receiver Subsystem; DFR-1001-FNC, 9 June 1965.
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To decrease Pc/P to zero requires that 0 A and 0 B both be equal to 90 degrees. However,
this also reduces PA/P and PB/P to zero while PI/P is unity. Since Pc/P cannot be al-
lowed to equal zero or unity, it is apparent that a value exists between zero and unity which
allots maximum power to the subcarriers. To find values of e A and OB which give this re-
lationship the following equation is maximized:
PA + Pe sin2 eA c°s2eB + c°s2 eA sin2 eB
- 2
- p 2 2,, + 2,,
sin eA cos2eB 2e A B+cos sin u B cos _ACOS2eB+sin2eA sin O
Noting from the previous equations that
PA 2
PB - tan2 e A cot e B
the expression can be rewritten as
i + PA/PB
PB
1 + PA/PB + cot 2 e A +'_'-A tan2 8A
Maximizing this expression with respect to e A gives the relationship
tan 4 8 A = PA/PB
Also, it can be shown that
tan 4 e B = PB/PA
From the original equations
PA
- tan 2 e
P A
C
14
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and
PB _
PC tan2 8B
Then, from the results of the maximization,
PA . PB t 2PC PL = tan4 eA
PA PB_
tan48B - PB PA
The minimum carrier power is then given by
PC = _ PA PB
As mentioned previously, this power was found to be greater than that required to maintain
jitter loss to less than 0.2 db for all two-subcarrier channels considered.
3.2.3 Modulation Index Selection
In Task B, one set of modulation indices was selected for all four two-subcarrier channels;
therefore, as data rates changed from the values for which the thresholds were balanced,
the channel was no longer optimized, resulting in a loss of transmission capability. In the
present design the modulation indices have been selected for each channel such that the
carrier and subcarrier(s) threshold at the same range under worst-case conditions.
The advantage of this change is illustrated in Table 6.
Table 6. Effect of Modulation Index Switching
Design Transmission Capability (BPS)
Selected Design 40500 20250 10125 1266
No Mod Index Switching 31400 16800 9250 1266
15
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To reach the range at which threshold occurs for the selected design, the bit rates in the
high rate channels shown in the upper row, would have to be reduced to the values given in
the lower row, assuming the single set of modulation indices were balanced for the 1266/37.5
channel.
The modulator-mixer for the selected design is shown in Figure 4. Elements of the design
which have been added to achieve the performance improvement indicated above are the six
resistors and six analog switches required to provide _4' _5' _6' e4' e5' and e 6.
B
S
B
E
1
E
2
R i
R
2
0 i
_-3 _,
-e5
R
F
TO
EXCITER
Figure 4. Modulator-Mixer
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3.2.4 DSIF Multi-Mission Demodulator Performance
JPL has indicated its intent to provide general-purpose demodulation equipment at the DSIF
sites during the Voyager era. A preliminary block diagram (Figure 5) was obtained from
JPL in April 1967. Both its subcarrier tracking and data detection characteristics have
been analyzed. *, **, ***
Subcarrier tracking performance was first analyzed excluding the limiter between points 4
and 5 of the block diagram. The mean square phase error was found for this case to be
given by
ao-- w s
Where:
B L is the single-sided loop bandwidth (cps)
W is the bandwidth of low-pass filter - RC1 (cps)
S is signal power (watts)
N is noise den,_ity (watts/cps)
O
This result is identical to that found by Stiffler**** for the squaring loop and the Costas loop.
An expression for mean square phase jitter was also found including the limiter; however,
due to the difficulty of numerical evaluation, it was evaluated only under the assumption of
high SNR. The result for this condition was the same as that without the limiter.
*Jeruchim, M., "Universal Demodulator Analysis - Noiseless Case, " GE-PIR
No. 41L1-62F-211, 17 July 1967
**Jeruchim, M., "Universal Demodulator Analysis - Noisy Case," GE-PIR
No. 41L1-62F-218, 25 July 1967
***Jeruchim, M., "Correlation Detector Output SNR, " GE-PIR No. 41L1-62F-210,
17 July 1967:
****Stiffler, J.J., "A Comparison of Several Methods of Subearrier Tracking," JPL Space
Summary No. 37-37, Vol. IV, February 28, 1966.
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Data detection performance was found to be equivalent to that which can be obtained using a
conventional integrate-and-dump circuit assuming no loss of resolution due to quantization
of signal-plus-noise prior to the computer dump operation.
The universal demodulator is expected to be used only for the uncoded channels. High-rate
coded channels would require excessive computer speed for the computerized operations.
In addition, DSIF bandwidth limitations require that the subcarrier rate be no greater than
the code symbol rate for the 40500 bps channel, whereas the universal demodulator is de-
signed for cases where the subcarrier rate is higher than the bit rate to allow filtering of
subcarrier harmonics.
3.3 ERROR CONTROL CODING STUDY
3.3.1 Introduction
Intelligent encoding of data before transmission permits a transmitter power savings while
maintaining the desired quality of output data at the receiver. In an additive white gaussian
noise environment, the best way to assess quantitatively the performance of a code is to
specify E/No, the ratio of the energy per data bit to the noise power spectral density, re-
quired to give satisfactory performance. For Voyager telemetry, this has been stated to
be an output bit error rate of 5 x 10 -3 or less.
For the white gaussian noise channel, the best (maximum likelihood) detection scheme for
any code is correlation (or matched filter) detection. This type of detection uses the analog
information of the received signal to the fullest and results in typically 2 db better per-
formance than a scheme which first quantizes the received signal into two levels (i. e. decides
whether each digit is a "1" or a "0"). Although the implementation of a correlation receiver
is more complex than that of a "digital" receiver, the equipment is ground based, so its
complexity is not an overriding consideration. Therefore, correlation detection will be
assumed for each type of code considered.
19
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3.3.2 Alternative Codes Considered
Basically, there are two types of codes: block codes and convolutional codes (also known as
recurrent codes). A block code groups the data into fixed-length blocks or words, while a
convolutional code operates on essentially an infinite stream of data. Three codes are
considered:
a.
b.
C.
A (32, 6) Reed-Muller code as is being used on Mariner '69.
The (63, 7} code which has been recommended in previous GE Voyager studies.
The uniform convolutional codes as have been described by Massey. * The code
having a 1/8 information rate was selected, since this is approximately the in-
formation rate of the two block codes under consideration.
3.3.3 {32, 6) Reed-Muller Code
3.3.3.1 Performance
From the work of Viterbi** it is found that the power saving offered at threshold by the
(32, 6} biorthogonal code is 2.26 db on a bit error basis.
3.3.3.2 Encoder
The encoder is shown in Figure 6. Serial digital data is accumulated in the upper shift
register in six-bit blocks, each block corresponding to a digital data word. At word sync,
the contents of this register are dumped into the lower holding register. During the next
six-data-bit interval, the binary divider operates on the five LSB's stored in the holding
register to provide a 32-bit output sequence of coded bits representing all 5-tuple mod 2
*J. L. Massey. "Uniform Codes, " IEEE Transactions on Information Theory, Vol. IT-2,
No. 2, pp 132-134, April 1966.
**A. J. Viterbi.. "On Coded Phase Coherent Communications, " IRE Transactions on S_ace
Electronics and Telemetry, SET-7, No. 1, pp 3-14, March 1961.
2O
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BINARY DIVIDER
Figure 6. (32, 6) Block Coder
sums of these data bits. The MSB, which is stored in the rightmost position is rood 2 added
to the output sequence to complete the encoding process. The code generated by this circuit
is a Reed-Muller 32, 6 biorthogonal code with a code dictionary of 64 words.
The countdown and timing provides a dump signal for the shift register every sixth data bit.
This circuit also provides count pulses to the binary divider at a frequency of 32/6 times
the data bit rate. This binary divider is reset at word sync time by the dump pulse. The
coded output sequences are Manchestered before entering the modulator-mixer.
3.3.3.3 Decoder
Figure 7 is a block diagram of the biorthogonal decoder, described in detail in Appendix A,
which performs a pseudo-serial cross correlation between the received waveform coming
21
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Figure 7. Block Diagram for (32, 6) Block Decoder
out of the demodulator and each dictionary word. The demodulated waveform is integrated
over each bit period and then quantized into a six-bit digital signal representing how well a
"1" or "0" was received. These digitized bit values are supplied to a five-stage Green's*
decoder which performs various delay and arithmetic operations in computing the compo-
nents of the correlation vector. The components of the correlation vector leave the Green's
decoder serially and enter a "greatest-of" circuit which selects the most-likely digital data
word by comparing the magnitudes of the correlation components.
*"A Serial Orthogonal Decoder," R.R. Green, JPL SPS 37-39 Vol. IV, pp 247-252.
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3.3.4 63, 7 Regular Bi-Simplex Code
An important reason for presenting the 63, 7 code is because it is a developed system*as is
the 32, 6 code. The problems of word and bit synchronization have been solved and an engi-
neering unit consisting of the encoder and decoder has been built and tested. This work was
performed by the General Electric Voyager Project at Valley Forge, Pennsylvania during
1966.
3.3.4.1 Performance
The theoretical performance of the 63, 7 code is shown in Figure 8, and is approximately
equal to the performance of the 64, 7 biorthogonal code. Demonstrated performance of this
code approached the theoretical performance to within the measurement accuracies of the
test equipment, i.e., 0.1 db.
3.3.4.2 Encoder
The encoder is shown in Figure 9. The serial data is dumped into a 63 bit pseudo-noise
(PN) generator. The 27 word vocabulary is formed by phase shifts of the 63 bit (PN) se-
quence, the all zeroes word, and all complements, the phase being determined by six of
the seven bits of the data block, and the complementing being determined by the seventh bit.
Some means to obtain word sync is needed. When data words repeat themselves
consecutively, word sync position cannot be uniquely determined, since the code words are
phase shifts of a sequence. In order to provide word sync, the 63-bit code word is combined
bit by bit with another 63-bit PN sequence. Finally the combined sequences are placed on a
subcarrier (2fs) using one cycle of subcarrier per bit (Manchester Coding).
*"Error Control Coding for Interplanetary Spacecraft, " G. Huffman, R. Pahmeier, AAS
Symposium "Apollo and Beyond," Huntsville, Ala., June 11-14, 1967.
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Figure 8. Word Error Probability (63, 7) Code
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Figure 9. Spacecraft Encoder
The implemented encoder uses 58 digital circuits. However, the word sync generator is
also used by the data collection subsystem to generate bit and word sync pulses, so realis-
.I--_r,,'_1 1 _
...... 3, fewer than 58 circuits should be ascribed to the encoder.
3.3.4.3 Decoder
As built, the decoder is a serial decoder and cannot handle, in its present configuration, the
high data rates planned for Voyager. A block diagram of a possible parallel decoder is
1
shown in Figure 10. The incoming bits are integrated over _ period and the integrated
s
value is converted to a digital number. The effect of Manchester Coding is next removed
1
by the addition of the digital number from the first half of the _T period to the binary
s
complement of the second half. The 63-bit sequence is then presented bit by bit to 64 par-
allel correlators. The correlation is found between the received word and every possible
word in the vocabulary. Only 64 correlators are required since the complement words will
yield negative correlation and the final decision is based on the absolute value of the
25
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correlation. The correlation values found are stored in 13-bit buffers for serial comparison
during the next word period to determine which correlation has the greatest absolute value.
Oncethis is determined, the word which yielded the greatest absolute correlation value is
outputted.
Ten megahertz logic, which is presently commercially available, would be required in the
decoder. An estimate of the hardware required is 5,000 integrated circuits.
3.3.5 Comparison of 32, 6 and 63, 7 Codes
3.3.5.1 Performance
If the data occurs naturally in blocks of several bits, or words, the performance of two
codes is best compared on a word error basis. The data word size affects the performance
somewhat. For the Voyager system the word size is expected to vary between instruments:
6-8 bits for TV, 11 bits for HRIR, 10 bits for IR radiometer, 5 bits for BBIR, 8 bits for UV
spectrometer; and, if data compression is used, the word size would probably be in the or-
der of 12 bits for the TV data. For the sake of comparison of the two codes a 6-bit data
word will be assumed.
3.3.5.1.1 E/N Requirement for the 32, 6 Code - Figure 11 shows the word error
o
probability versus E/N for the 32, 6 code as given by Viterbi. *
O
-3
For the design point of bit error rate, Pb -- 5 x 10 , the uncoded word error rate Pw is
-2
3.0 x 10 Even if the data consists only of 6-bit words, the start of a word may not be
identifiable, so the possibility of an encoded word spanning two data words arises. In the
*A. J. Viterbi, "On Coded Phase Coherent Communications", IRE Transactions on Space
Electronics and Telemetry, SET-7, No. 1, pp 3-14, March 1961.
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following sections the E/N requirements will be determined for the 6-bit data words; in
o
phase with the coded block structure, out of phase with the coded block structure, and for
independent data bits.
3.3.5.1.1.1
rate is 3 x
2.1 decibel.
In-Phase with the Coded Block Structure - For this case the word error
-2
10 and the required E/N can be found directly from Figure 11 to be
O
3.3.5.1.1.2 Out of Phase with the Coded Block Structure - The worst case requirement
occurs when the phase is such that each code word contains three bits from adjacent data
words. If the code word is decoded incorrectly two words may be in error. Since two
words may be in error, the code word error requirement must be more stringent than the
-2
data word error requirement of 3 x 10
This error rate can be found from the expected number of data-word errors per code-word
error.
For a bi-orthogonal code, each bit has a probability of about 0.5 of being in error when the
code word is in error. The expected values of the number of words in error as a function
of phase between the data words and the coded words are:
E =1
O
E = 1
1
E 2 = 1
E 3 = 1
-- 1
0.55 + 1 - 0.5 = 1.47
0.54 + 1
0.53 + 1
= 1.69
= 1.75
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E4 = E = 1.692
E5 = E1 = 1.47
where E = expectednumber of words in error, given the codedword was in error, and
n
n = bits out of phase.
As can be seen, the worst case occurs when the coded word represents three bits from two
adjacent words, and the expected number of words in error in this case is 1.75.
The coded word error rate becomes for this worst case:
-2 -2
P = P / E 3 = 3 x I0 /1.75 = 1.71 x i0
cn w
and from Figure 11, E/N -- 2.62 db.
O
The average value of E for all phases is 1.5. Then the average probability of code word
n -2 -2
error is P = 3 x 10 /1.5 = 2 x 10 , and from Figure 11, E/N = 2.5 db.
ew o
3.3.5.1.1.3 Independent Data Bits - For each code word in error, three bits out of the
six are in error on the average, then
P = 3 x 10-2/3- = 1 x 10 -2
CW
and from Figure 11
E/N = 3.06 db.
O
3.3.5.1.2 E/N Requirements for the 63, 7 Code - Figure 11 shows the E/N required
O
O -3
versus word error probability for the 63, 7 code. For Pb = 5 x 10 the uncoded word
-2
error rate P = 3.5 xl0
W
3O
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For the 6-bit data words assumed, the average number of words in error, given a decoded
word in error, is found in the same manner as was done in the previous section. The
average number of words in error is 1.63. Then
P = 3.5 x 10-2/1.- 63 = 2.12 x10 -3 ,
CW
and from Figure 11, the E/N required is 2.28 db.
O
3.3.5.1.3 E/N
O
codes.
Comparison - Table 7 summarizes the E/N
O
requirements of the two
Table 7
Best Case Phase
Average
Worse Case Phase
Independent Bits
63, 7
2.28 db
m--
2.87 db
32, 6
2.10 db
2.50db
2.62 db
3.06 db
The 32, 6 code has better performance for the case where the data code word is in phase with
the coded block structure. For the other cases the 63, 7 code has better performance. If
the 6-bit data word assumption is not valid, with the data word length being random or
greater than six bits, then the 63, 7 code will have better relative performance.
3.3.5.2 Encoder Complexity
A total of 101 digital circuits are used in the implementation of the 32, 6 encoder for Mariner
'69, while 58 digital circuits are used in the implementation of the 63, 7 encoder.
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The 63.7 encoder, therefore, requires 53 less circuits than the 32,6 encoder. The difference
is due to two things. First, in the easeof generating the 9:1 coding-rate-to-data-rate
timing signals required for the 63,7 codeas compared to the 16:3 rates required for the
32,6 code. Second,the 63,7 code words are easily generated with a linear feedback shift-
register, while the 32,6 codewords are generatedthrough digital logic.
3.3.5.3 Decoder Complexity
The 32,6 decoder is described in Appendix A. It is estimated to require approximately 500
circuits, while the 63,7 parallel decoder is estimated to require 5000circuits.
The 32,6 decoder, therefore, requires less ground equipment. It is also recognized that
the 32,6 decoder design for Mariner '69 will be directly applicable to Voyager, with only
minor changesexpectedto increase its operating speedto handle the Voyager data rates.
3.3.6 Uniform Convolutional Code
Uniform codes are highly redundant codes where 2M digits are transmitted for every data
-M
bit, giving an information rate of 2 bits per digit transmitted. The encoder contains
an (M + 1)-stage shift register which results in a "constraint length" of (M +1)2 M bits.
For convolutional codes a "word" is defined to be the digits transmitted upon each shift
of a data bit into the encoder's shift register. For any two different contents of the shift
register, the resultant words have the same Hamming distance from one another; hence
the name uniform code.
The uniform code with M = 3 has been selected for comparison with the two block codes
because the rate is similar and because the encoder and decoder appear feasible.
3.3.6.1 Performance
As far as is known, no one has been able to accurately calculate the performance of con-
volutional codes, nor have any tests been conducted on the white channel.
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Heuristically, it is argued that a convolutional code with constraint length comparable to
the word length of block code should perform about the same if the information rate and
the Hamming distances are similar. Table 8 presents a comparison of these parameters
for the three codes under consideration. Thus it is expected that the performance of the
convolutional code with M = 3 will approximate that of the (32, 6) or 63, 7) block codes.
3.3.6.2 Encoder
Figure 12 shows an encoder for the M = 3 code. The encoder accepts serial data and trans-
mits the coded data in serial form. While each new data bit is stored in stage one of the
shift register, an output block of eight coded digits is transmitted. These transmitted
digits represent linear con%inations (mod 2) of the new data bit with all combinations of the
three previous data bits. Four blocks of coded data are transmitted while one data bit is
passing completely through the shift register. Thus each data bit enters into the deter-
mination of 4 output blocks of 8 bits each or 32 transmitted bits. The complexity of im-
plementation of the encoder is seen to be modest - on the order of that required for the
(63, 7) code.
ii+2, ij+1 7 , j i-I
i
i
i-2
CLOCK "_J I I
BINARY DIVIDER
--- OUTPUT
Figure 12. Convolution Code Encoder
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Code
(32, 6)
(63, 7)
conv. with M = 3
Constraint Length
Word Length
32
63
32
Information Rate
Table 8
3/16
1/9
1/8
Hamming Distance
16
31
20
3.3.6.3 Decoder
The logical process for decoding (by correlation) of a convolutional code has been developed
for several years. Fano has refined it to a great extent and the accepted procedure is known
as the Fano algorithm. * As described it is most amenable to computation on a general pur-
pose computer. As far as is known, no special purpose decoders have been developed to
perform correlation detection of convolutional codes.
3.3.7 Conclusions
The 32, 6 code was selected as the preferred design, mainly because it will be a flight proven
system by the time the Voyager design freeze occurs. The performance difference between
the codes considered and the 32, 6 code is small. The hardware design of the encoder and
decoder will be directly applicable resulting in a savings in time and cost.
3.4 LOW RATE TELEMETRY SYNCHRONIZATION STUDY
In order to decode the received data, bit sync, frame sync, and word sync are required.
The method of synchronization must be compatible with the use of a general purpose computer
*J. M. Wozencraft and I. M. Jacobs, Principles of Communication Engineering, (Chapter 6)
Wiley, 1965.
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for data demodulation. The techniqueof a many-to-one digit expansionusing a PN code is
not well suited for the Multi-Mission Demodulator. Hence, attention will be confined to the
standard approach of periodically inserting a synchronizing sequenceinto the data. Once
bit sync is derived from the incoming bi-phase modulateddata, the synchronizing sequence
is located to obtain frame sync and, implicitly, word sync.
The data word length is 7 bits, anda frame will consist of W words, where W -<-100. Let
the sync word consist of L bits.
The synchronizing procedure in detail is: The first L bits received are compared with the
L bits of the sync word. If they agree to within E bits, conditional synchronization is
declared. If they disagree by more than E bits, the next block of L bits (starting with
the second bit) received are comparedwith the sync word to determine if there is condi-
tional synchronization. Uponobtaining conditional synchronization, nothing is doneuntil
one frame, i.e. 7W+ L bits, has beenreceived. Then, the next L received bits are
compared with the sync word. If they agree to within E, synchronization is verified; if
not, the entire process starts over. Whensynchronization is verified, it is checkedone
frame later for verification or rejection.
If there were no errors in the received bits, the decommutator would lock in sync at the first
sync word and remain locked in sync. If there is a non-zero probability p of bit error,
this is not the case, and various types of system errors are possible. To calculate them,
it is assumed that the data bits are independentrandom variables, eachequally likely to be
a "i" or a "0".
The probability of false alarm, i. e.,
sync, is
E L
i=O
meeting the sync criterion when in fact there is not
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The probability of false dismissal, i. e., not meeting the sync criterion whenin fact there
is sync, is
L (iL) i (p)fl = _ p l-
i=E+l
.L - i
The system would begin to put out false data if a false alarm were to be followed by a false
verification of sync. The probability of this occurrence (starting with the first bit) is just
2 Then starting with some givenThus (_ should be kept small. Suppose _ were 10 -5
bit the probability of outputting false data is 10 -10, which is negligibly small. Yet, there
may be many chances for two successive false alarms before true sync occurs. In the
worst case there would be 7W + L- 1 chances. But sinceW < 100 and L < < 7W (by re-
quirement of efficient use of power), even in the worst case the probability of outputting
false data before true sync occurs is in the order of 10 -7, which is still negligibly small.
-5
Therefore the value 10 chosen for (_ is still acceptable.
-3
The threshold of system operation is at a probability of bit error of 5 x 10 Thus a satis-
factory value of fl must result for p = 5 x 10 -3 (It is sufficient to select the sync word
parameters on this basis because any lower value of p will only result in better system
performance).
Both _ and fl can be reduced as the length L of the sync word is increased.
proportion of power transmitted which is devoted to the data is diminshed as
so a judicious selection of L and E is dictated.
However, the
L is increased,
Two minor points need to be mentioned before a selection of L and E is made. First, the
probability of outputting false data depends to a slight extent on the sync word having high
correlation properties with itself and good anticorrelation properties with partially overlapped
data. Second, an easily generated sequence is desirable for implementation in the space-
craft. These considerations suggest that one of the maximal length sequences might serve
as the sync word.
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Indeed, a maximal length sequencewith L = 15 and
values of L and E, the false alarm probability is
{2 = (1/2) 15 = 3.0 x 10 -5 ,
and the false dismissal probability is
_ 1- (1 - 5 x 10 .3 ) 15 = .072
E = 0 works out very well. For these
The other parameters depend rather strongly on W, the number of data words per frame.
Assume that W = 32 (preferred design). Then the probability of outputting false data before
true sync occurs is less than (7 x 32 + 14) 2 = 2.38 x 10 -8. The proportion of power
devoted to the data is 7 x 32 = 93.72 percent, which means that the power devoted
7 x 32 +15
to synchronization reduces the power available for the data by only 0.28 decibel. Since
is so small, the average number of bits until sync is verified depends primarily on _. A good
estimate is
(7x32+15) (. 928)2 +-_-(. 072) (. 928)2 +_" (. 928) (.072) (. 928) = 400.
This value is only 20 percent higher than the value of 335.5 which would result in the ideal
case where no energy is devoted to the sync word and no errors are made.
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3.5 GROUNDDATA HANDLING
3.5.1 General
For the groined data handling problem, the first consideration is to determine if the re-
ceived signal is compatible with the RF requirements of the DSN. Consideration must be
given to available spectrum, other probable uses of the spectrum, and standard bandwidths
available in DSN receiving equipment.
Next, compatibility must be established, or requirements defined, with the DSN data pro-
cessing equipment and intrastation communications. Consideration must be given to the
effect of handling received data in real time, the effect of multiple formats, and the effect
of having one or two subcarriers from the spacecraft transmission link.
3.5.2 DSN Bandwidth and Spectrum Occupancy
3.5.2.1 IF Bandwidth Limitations
The DSIF receivers presently have available at the 10 mc IF a maximum 3 db bandwidth
of 3.3 mc. Using this IF bandwidth as a constraint, the maximum data rate can be de-
termined. A 10 mc bandwidth at the 50 mc IF is available, but would require the addition
of MDE hardware.
3.5.2.1.1 Data Modulated Directly on the Carrier. Assuming random data, the base-
band spectrum is given by
1
s(f) =K-
s
_rf 2/
f/2f
S
and the resulting spectrum is shown in Figure 13. The cumulative power to the second null is
95 percent: a 0.22 deci_l loss. It will be assumed that the IF passband is ideal (square)and
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s(f)
• 2f s = CLOCKING RATE OF OUTPUTTED BITS
f
0 2f s 4f s 6f s 8f s
Figure 13. Random Data Spectrum
the selected output rate is such that only energy up to the second null is passed. The out-
put rate is the product of the data rate (RD) and the expansion ratio (CR) due to incorpor-
ating error control coding. The maximum allowable data rate is then given by
3.3 MH
Z
R b (max) =
2x2xC R
The denominator's factors of two result from the doublesided IF spectrum, and from con-
sidering energy out to the second null. For a coding expansion ratio of 9 (the 63, 7 code)
R b (max) = 91.6 kbps
or for the 32,6 code R b (max) = 155 kbps.
Though this particular scheme requires less bandwidth compared to the case presented
in the next section, other factors which must be considered are loss of data power and
interference in the carrier tracking loop. These considerations were presented in
Section 3.2.1 (subcarrier selection).
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3.5.2.1.2 Dataon a Subcarrier. Again considering random data, but now on a sub-
carrier whoserate is equal to the coding rate (Manchestereddata), the basebandspectrum
is given by
1
:
4
(sin y f/4fs)
2
( _ f/4f s)
and the resulting spectrum is shown in Figure 14. The cumulative power to the second
null is 92.6 percent a 0.33 db loss. Again it will be assumed only energy to the second null
is passed. The maximum allowable data rate is then given by
3.3 MH
Z
R b (max) =
2x4xC R
which is one-half that allowed when no subcarrier is used. The above indicates maximum
data rates of 45.8 kbps for the 63, 7 code and 77.5 kbps for the 32, 6 code. For the se-
lected maximum data rate of 40.5 kbps, the 3.3 mc standard IF bandwidth is adequate for
either the 63, 7 or the 32, 6 code.
s (f)
f
0 2fs 4f s 6fs 8fs 1Ors
Figure 14. Spectrum of Data plus 2 fs
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3.5.2.2 Spectrum Occupancy
Assume two orbiters and two capsules transmitting simultaneously, i.e., complete mis-
sion success in 1973. Four modulated carriers are required; two carriers will be modu-
lated by narrowband data from the capsules, while the two remaining carriers will be
modulated by broadbanddata from the orbiters.
If it is assumedthe 3.3 mc IF bandwidthof the DSIF receiver is required for the broadband
data, then according to the JPL document, EPD 283, Rev. 2, 1 January 1967, "Planned
Capabilities of the DSNfor Voyager 1973,
ed. The allocated frequencies are:
" only two frequency allocations are recommend-
Channel
Downlink Uplink Number
2291.666667 MHz 2110.243056 MHz 5
2298.333333 MHz 2116.381944 MHz 23
These allocations maintain the 240/221 receive-transmit frequency ratio for which the
present doppler system is designed.
The maximum doppler shift will occur near encounter andwill shift the orbiter spectrums
down in frequency by at most 150kc. If the recommendedcenter frequencies are used
andthe 3.3 mc spectrum is occupied, then with the doppler shift, part of the spectrum
will shift out of the 10mc RF passband. Therefore, only a 3 mc bandwidth shouldbe
used with the recommended center frequencies.
If the center frequencies are changedas follows:
Channel
Downlink Uplink Number
2292.037037 2110.584105 6
2297.962963 2116.040895 22
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which are allowable frequencies according to EPD 283, then the complete 3.3 mc spectrum
shouldbe usable.
These allocations provide approximately a 2.6 MHz guardbandbetweenthe spectrums of
the two carriers modulatedwith broadbanddata. The narrowband capsule spectra can
easily be accommodatedwithin this range. The received spectrum occupancywould then
be as shownin Figure 15.
s (0
ORBI
_IiI I I
I_% I
2290 MHz
TER
CAPSULE
1
CAPSULE
t21
I !
3 MHz --_J k3.
ORBITER 2
. _ fI ,v
2300 MHz
Figure 15. Spectrum Occupancy
For the case of a redundant transponder(s) in the orbiters, they would be assigned the
next allowable center frequency which are approximately 370 kc apart. This decreases
the guardband between the orbiters. For two redundant transponders per orbiter, the
guardband becomes approximately 1.1 MHz which would still appear to be adequate.
No problems can be seen due to the use of this band by other programs such as Apollo,
during the mission due to the narrow beamwidth of the 210-feet antenna.
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3.5.3 Data Processing
3.5.3.1 Existing and Planned DSN Equipment
The following brief discussion notes the DSN hardware and characteristics which most
affect the Voyager ground data processing problem.
3.5.3. i. 1 Telemetry Command Processor (TCP). The TCP will be composed of two
SDS 920 computers.
3.5.3.1.2 SFOF - DSIF Communication Links. The following are planned (*) "high
rate" communications links between the SFOF and DSIF stations.
3.5.3.1.2.1 High Speed Data Lines (HSDL). Four HSDL t s are planned between each
Ground Communication System (GCS) complex and the SFOF. The HSDL's will have a 2400
-5
bps capability with an error rate of 10
3.5.3.1.2.2 Wide Band Data Link (WDL). One WDL is planned between each GCS
complex and the SFOF, with a capability of 50 kbps.
3.5.3.2 High Rate Data in Near Real Time
The following possibilities exist for relaying the high rate science data back to the SFOF
in near real time.
(*)
a. Case 1: Relaying the undetected signal
b. Case 2. Relaying the detected signal (binary bits) before the coding is removed,
if coding is used.
Interoffice Memo, N.A. Renzetti, May 5, 1967 "Development Plans and Preliminary
Schedules for DSN during 1970ts ''
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c. Case 3:
d. Case 4:
Relaying the decoded data not processed, assuming coding is used.
Relaying the processed data.
These cases must be evaluated under the constraints of existing and planned DSN equip-
ment.
Case 1: Under the constraint that the highest data link planned between the SFOF and
the DSIF stations is 50 kbps (wideband data link), the relaying of the undetected signal
spectrum is not possible for data rates of 20-60 kbps maximum (expected for Voyager)
and coding expansion ratios of approximately 5 (32,6 code), because bandwidths in the
order of 1-2 Mhz would be required. For the selected data rate of 40.5 kbps maximum,
a 1.73 Mhz bandwidth is required.
Case 2: Here it is assumed a decision is made as to whether a received code bit was
a "1" or a "0", and the detected bit stream is next presented for relay. If this detection
scheme is used, the performance improvement of the code is drastically reduced (if not
eliminated). And the code bit rate to be transmitted is still well above the capability of
the wideband data link (216 kbps for a 40.5 kbps information rate and the 32, 6 code).
Case 3: After the coding has been removed, using correlation detection, the bit rate
is the data rate (20-60 kbps maximum) and can be relayed over the WDL if the data rate
plus station status bits do not exceed the 50 kbps limit of the WDL. For the case of si-
multaneous operation with two orbiters, the combined rates cannot exceed the 50 kbps
WDL limit. For the selected data rate maximum of 40.5 kbps, simultaneoas operation
with two orbiters is not possible. However, after approximately one month the combined
rate from the two orbiters will be 40.5 kbps allowing relaying over the WDL simultane-
ously.
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Case 4: The science data can be processed (e. g. redundancy removed) at the DSIF
station and then relayed if the resultant rate is less than the 50 kbps WDL constraint. This
scheme would require MDE (Mission Dependent Equipment) science data processors at
each DSIF site, since the rates involved exceed the capability of the TCP planned for the
sites.
3.5.3.3 Minimum Computer Processing Time
The TCP at the DSIF station provides a SDS 920 computer for telemetry data processing.
The computer has an 8 _t sec cycle time, which limits its use for handling high data rates.
Consider using the computer for no other function but to input the data from the demodu-
lator and output the data to the High Speed Data Line (HSDL); i. e., no decommutation is
performed by the SDS 920. Also assume the HSDL is not data rate limited (the correct-
ness of this assumption is not essential since we are only trying to determine the data rate
limitation due to the computer processing time). Table 9 shows the steps performed by
the computer and the number of cycles required per step. For the 27 cycles, 216 _ sec
are required which corresponds to approximately a 4600 word/sec rate. For 7-bit data
words, the maximum data rate that can be handled is 32 kbps.
Again, looking at the assumptions it is unrealistic to require 100 percent usage of the com-
puter for processing telemetry data. Also, it is hard to conceive that the computer would
be used if its only purpose were to pass the demodulated data to the DSIF-SFOF communi-
cation link. Considering the above, a maximum data rate of 50 percent of the 32 kbps or
16 kbps is probably more realistic.
In JPL Space Programs Summary 37-45 Vol. iII, p. 51-58, a "Multi-Mission Telemetry
Demodulator" is described. This system requires the use of the SDS 920 computer in the
TCP. According to the reference, with optimum programming, 600 bps will be the maxi-
mum data rate it can handle. The computer program used performs demodulation
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Table 9. Computer Steps
Input Cycles
Interrupt andmark place
Select demodulator input
Readword and place in HSDL buffer
Go back to interrupt point
Interrupt and mark place
Store contentsof processing register
Select output terminal
Output HSDLbuffer
Place filler bits in processing register
Place contentsof processing register
in HSDL buffer
Replace contentsof processing register
Output HSDLbuffer
3
1
3
2
3
2
2
27
functions, frame correlation, S/N measurement, and outputting to the Comm Buffer. By
linear interpolation, 25%of the computer processing time would be required by this de-
modulator for the 150bps engineering data rate selected in the preferred design.
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3.5.3.4 Single Subcarrier Data Handling
With the SDS 920 constraint of being able to handle a maximum of 16 kbps depending on
what functions are performed, it is immediately apparent that the high data rate being
considered for Voyager (20 to 60 kbps maximum uncoded} cannot be handled by the com-
puter. It is also apparent that the computer cannot be used to separate science and engi-
neering data if a single subcarrier time multiplexed scheme is used. Figure 16 shows the
telemetry data handling equipment for this condition. The time multiplexed data is separ-
ated into two data streams, the high rate science data and the low rate engineering data.
The engineering data is decommutated by the SDS 920, and outputs go to displays or the
RECEIVER
___ J HIGH-RATE _ COMMII_ _ ECC * SCI-ENG* SCIENCE BUFFER
DEMOD* DECODER DEMUX
TE ENG.
I '
I
I
I
J TAPE [RECORDER
Figure 16.
WDL
TAPE
RECORDER
TCP
SDS 920
DISPLAYS
I
I
I
I
]
COMM HSDL
-i,-
BUFFER
*MISSION DEPENDENT
EQUIPMENT
Telemetry Data Handling (One Subcarrier, One Vehicle)
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Comm Buffer for transmission to the SFOF. Estimates of the decomm loading on the com-
puter have been made, assuming the Task B design, and are presented in Table 10. Mul-
tiple formats should not result in a significant loading to the computer. Four HSDL of
2500 bps capacity are planned for Voyager, one of which will be more than adequate for
relaying engineering data to the SFOF.
High rate science data is assumed to be coded. Therefore, error control coding (ECC)
decoders will be required at each station. Because of the high rates involved (n times the
data rate, where n is the expansion ratio due to the code chosen) the ECC decoding function
cannot be performed by the SDS 920 computer. The output of the ECC decoder is present-
ed to the Comm Buffer for outputting over the wideband data link (WDL) which will have a
50 kbps data rate capability. For the case of simultaneous operation with two orbiters,
this link could be time multiplexed if the individual data rates of the two orbiters plus
station status data did not exceed the 50 kbps. If the orbiter rates are in the range of
25-50 kbps each, as in the case for the selected design (40.5 kbps), then the WDL will
have to be time shared, with data from one of the orbiters being stored while data from the
other orbiter is being relayed to the SFOF.
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3.5.3.5 Two Subcarrier Data Handling
Figure 17 shows the telemetry data handling equipment for the two subcarrier case, the
approach selected for the baseline design. The low-rate data is demodulated using the
multi-mission telemetry demodulator and presented to the SDS 920 for decommutation and
conditioning for outputting over the 2500 bps HSDL. Table 10 yields an estimate of the
decomm loading. The high rate science data is demodulated and decoded using MDE and
outputted over the WDL. Again, the ECC decoding function cannot be performed by the
SDS 920 computer because of the high rates involved. Each DSN site is required to have a
science data demodulator and an ECC decoder.
RECEIVER
HIGH RATE
SCIENCE
I LOW-RATE
Ii _" DATA
J MULTIMISS ION
J TELEMETRY
I DEMOD
I
TAPE
RECORDER
DEMOD *
ECC *
DECODER
-- "7
TcPI SDS 920
1
I I
TAPE ]RECORDER
I
Im_ I
I
I
I
COMM
BUFFER
J BUFFER J
WDL
HSDL
Figure 17. Telemetry Data Handling (Two Subcarriers, One Vehicle)
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3.5.4 Summary
With the selected maximum data rate of 40.5 kbps, and using the 32, 6 code or the 63, 7code
no problems are seen in spectrum occupancy or in the use of standard DSN bandwidths.
The SDS 920 is not capable of performing the data decoding function or decommutating the
high rate science data due to its 8 /_ sec cycle time. Mission dependent equipment consist-
ing of a science data demodulator and decoder are required at each of the DSN receiving
site s.
In the event that two spacecraft are transmitting simultaneously at a rate of 40.5 kbps, data
from only one can be transmitted to the SFOF in real time via the WDL.
3.6 CENTRALIZED VERSUS DISTRIBUTED HANDLING
3.6.1 Introduction
This trade-off study compares the advantages of two basically different telemetry subsystem
design concepts -- the conventional approach versus the distribution of some data handling
functions to remote locations.
To focus the study on the Voyager spacecraft application, the following broad functional
requirements and assumptions were employed:
a. The spacecraft size and configuration would resemble Mariner enough that
Mariner noise levels, etc., would be a good experience baseline.
b. The number of telemetry inputs would be about 400.
c. Sensor outputs would consist of bipolar, high- and low-level analog, events,
or digital signals.
d. The system should have flexibility.
e. The 1969 state-of-the-art rule should be considered in evaluating implementation
factor s.
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The basic trade-off factors were:
a. Size, Weight, andPower requirements
b. Cost
c. Interface complexity
d. Noise susceptibility
e. Reliability/Failure effects
f. Flexibility
3.6.2 Distributed
A distributed Telemetry S/S for the Voyager might be implemented as shown in Figure 18a.
The central processor would accept only digital inputs from the remote stations and would
contain the power supply, timing, and major frame formatting functions, as well as any
event counting, coding, data compression, or other digital processing functions. The
central processor would distribute power, clock, and data gating signals to all the remote
stations.
A typical remote station associated with a subsystem or bay area (Figure 18b) would contain
a commutator, digital accumulator, low-level amplifier, analog to digital converter (ADC),
and local subprogrammer, with additional current drivers and/or bucking supplies as re-
quired by the sensor types served by the station. The ADC operation might be partial, as
in the Mariner IV DAS, or complete, as more usually done in centralized systems.
The remote stations would operate independently to maintain a word ready for output from
the ADC buffer. When selected by the central processors for more than one consecutive
word time, however, the remote station would operate synchronously as an extension of the
central system. Remote station format generation could be accomplished in one of three
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ways, each of which has particular implementation disadvantages. If switch address control
were received from the central processor, the number of interface lines would increase
significanily. If local programming were employed, a more sophisticated programmer
would be required; while direct super- or sub-commutation would increase the commutator
switch requirements.
3.6.3 Centralized
Since the centralized concept is fully described as the baseline design in this volume, no
detailed discussion will be presented here. In summary, however, all functions are cen-
trally located and signal inputs of all types are routed from the sensors to the central
tel emetry proce s sor.
3.6. 4 Tradeoff Factors and Selection
For simplex (nonredundant) implementation to serve any group of sensors, a centralized
system will require equal or less volume, weight, and power. This is true because of the
duplication of functions such as ADC's, etc., in a distributed system, as well as the extra
packaging required to break a system into several small sections.
The centralized system should be less cosily because of two factors, the most obvious of
which is the fewer parts required for the implementation. Probably much more important,
however, would be the design interface, and management problems created by the necessity
for incorporating remote system stations into other subsystems.
For most applications, a distributed system should have simpler, all-digital interfaces
with fewer lines. This advantage is not, however, as great as it might first appear because
of the requirement for the distribution of timing, power, etc., to the remote stations. Any
reduction in interface complexity is therefore proportional to the number of sensors serviced
by that station. Simplification of the interface problem would result in increased remote
station complexity.
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The noise susceptibility of a distributed system shouldbe less becauseof the absenceof
long analoglines. Previous experience on the Mariner spacecrafts have indicated, how-
ever, that noise is not a problem evenfor single ended100 mv signals in this size system.
For simplex implementation, the reliability of a distributed system is higher, in the sense
that the probability of somenumber less than the maximum channels surviving is greater.
The survival probability for a single channelis not, however, improved over that in a cen-
tralized system. If the weight andvolume advantagesof the centralized system were em-
ployed to implement redundancy, the centralized system wouldprobably be made more
reliable for both K-out-of-N survival and single channel survival. The effect of a single
failure in a central system will usually causethe loss of only one channel, while similar
failures in a distributed system might causethe loss of either a channelor an entire re-
mote station. In either case, of course, somefailures might cause the loss of all data.
It is probable that for equal implementations (size and weight) failures will cause the loss
of more data in a distributed system.
A distributed design, particularly one with a programmable format, probably offers the
most design flexibility and growth potential, since the central digital processor can readily
be adapted to accommodatemore remote stations. This advantageis, however, not of
great importance becausea centralized design is also not particularly difficult to expandin
capability.
The centralized concept was selected for the Voyager bus application because:
a. The dollar, size, weight, andpower costs shouldbe much less.
b. Equal or greater reliability canbe obtained in the centralized system.
c. The system requirements, e.g., noise, do not make the advantagesof a
distribttted system significant.
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3.7 PROGRAMMABLE FORMAT CONTROL
3.7.1 Introduction
The purpose of this study was the selection of the format control techniques best suited to
the Voyager bus requirements. The four methods considered varied widely in implementa-
tion requirements, and in their operational flexibility.
The basic functional requirements and design goal assumed were:
a. Centralized subsystem configuration.
b. Approximately 400 channels of analog engineering data and digitaland event data.
c. No real-time science but some digitalcapsule data possible.
d. Engineering data rate less than i kbps.
e. System must be able to simultaneously generate two data streams at different
rates. This is a result of the requirement to transmit and store at different
rates during maneuvers.
f. Approximately five individual operating modes required.
g. Minimum cost, volume, weight, and power; maximum reliabilityconsistent with
achieving design goals
The major trade-off factors considered were:
a. Volume, weight and power
b. Cost
c. Reliability/failure susceptibility
d. Flexibility/data handling efficiency
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The four possible configurations selected for comparison varied in the flexibility of the
format generation from hard wired to fully programmable and are described in the follow-
ing paragraphs.
3.7.2 Fixed Format
A conventional fixed format system of the type employed on the Mariner is shown in Fig-
ure 19. In this configuration three deck levels are employed with a fixed speed ratio be-
tween decks, e.g., 200:20:1. The format is hard wired, making alterations available only
by exchanging whole decks through Mode switching. The grouping of inputs is thereby
constrainedby considerations of the set of modes in which data input is to appear.
3.7.3 Multiple Fixed Format
Shown in Figure 20 is a register-driven, multiple-fixed format system, whose operation
is described in the preferred design Section 4. Basically the high deck is arranged in
groups of eight channels with subcommutated channels feeding into these channels. For a
particular mode, only those groups containing channels of interest for that mission phase
are used. The storage registers store the sequencing of the groups for each mode; one
storage register per mode.
3.7.4 Programmable Grouped Format
Figure 21 depicts the programmer for a memory-driven programmable version of the sys-
tem described in Section 4. The basic difference is that the format registers are replaced
with an in-flight programmable memory. Mode changes are accomplished by memory re-
programming, or a larger memory might store several formats. The memory allows the
high deck groups to be sequenced in any given order. This type of selection will give a
high degree of flexibility with low memory capacity requirement. For example, if the
memory contained 24 3 bit words the 8 commutator groups of the preferred design could
be sequenced in any of 272 possible combinations, and would require only 72 bits from the
command system to change the sampling format. The switches on the high deck in each
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group are sequenced by the ABC counter. After the last switch in the group is addressed,
the next group to be sampled is read from the memory. To better illustrate the flexibility,
two example formats are shown in Table 11. In example A, the 24, 3 bit words are stored
in a sequence which results in group 1 being sampled 8 times per frame, group 2 sampled 4
times per frame, and groups 3 through 8 sampled twice per frame. In example B, the stor-
age sequence results in groups 1 and 2 sampled 8 times per frame, groups 3 and 4 twice per
frame, and groups 5 through 8 once per frame. Since each group has 3 basic sampling
Example A
Table 11. Programmable Memory
Storage Group
Word Selected
1 000 1
2 001 2
3 010 3
4 000 1
5 011 4
6 100 5
7 000 1
8 001 2
9 101 6
10 000 1
11 110 7
12 iii 8
13 000 1
14 001 2
15 010 3
16 000 1
17 011 4
18 i00 5
19 000 1
20 001 2
21 10l 6
22 000 1
23 ii0 7
24 iii 8
Group Sampling
Rate
(Samples/Frame)
8
4
2
8
2
2
8
4
2
8
2
2
8
4
2
8
2
2
8
4
2
8
2
2
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
Storage
Word
Example B
Group
Selected
000
001
010
000
001
011
000
001
100
000
001
101
000
001
010
000
001
011
000
001
110
000
001
111
1
2
3
1
2
4
1
2
5
1
2
6
1
2
3
1
2
4
1
2
7
1
2
8
Group Sampling
Rate
(Samples/Frame)
8
8
2
8
8
2
8
8
1
8
8
1
8
8
2
8
8
2
8
8
1
8
8
1
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rates (high, medium, andlow decks), and the groups are sampledat 3 different rates, 9
channel sampling rates are obtained in each of the examples given. Another interesting
storage combination would result by storing the same word in the 24 word memory. This
combination would allow selection of any one group and effectively increase the sampling
rate by a factor of 8. The memory could also be reduced to 8, 3 bit words which would
allow 224possible group sampling combinations. However, if it were desired to sample
all groups in any oneframe they would have to be sampledat the samerate.
3.7.5 Completely Programmable Format
The type addressing scheme which would result in the most flexible system would be to
generate the addresses for the assumed 400 channels (9 bits) with a programmable
memory. The address words would be stored in the memory in a pattern which would re-
sult in the desired sampling rate for each channel. The number of words stored in the
memory would be equal to the number of words in a major frame (one complete cycle of
all channels). Assuming the main frame size of the preferred design, 6400 words, (32
words per high deck, 200:1 reduction of sampling on lowest deck) the required memory is
57,600 bits. In order to completely load the memory during flight at the command rate of
1 bps would require 16 hours, assuming no retransmission required.
3.7.6 Trade-off Factors and Selection
Table 12 summarizes the estimated volume, weight, and power required by each of the
types of format programmers discussed above. The figures shown are for the programmer
alone, not the entire Telemetry Subsystem, and are for simplex (non-redundant implemen-
tation). The powers shown are for a 150 bps rate.
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Table 12. Volume, Weight, and Power Estimates
Volume Weight Power
Method
Fixed Format
Multiple Fixed Format
Programmable GroupedFormat
Completely Programmable
(in3)
1
2.5
15
150
(lb)
.02
.08
.5
7
(mw)
15
50
250
450
The basic cost of methods 1 and 2 should not differ materially. The cost of Method 3
would be appreciably greater, particularly if a non-volatile magnetic memory were em-
ployed. Method 4 should again represent an appreciable increment in cost over alter-
nate 3. Based on previous experience, the cost ratios would be approximately 1:1.1:1.3
for methods 1 and 2: method 3: method 4.
Without a detailed knowledge of the designs involved, only a qualitative judgment can be
given on the alternates reliability. Alternates 1, 2, and 3 should not differ significantly
in reliability, while alternate 4 should be substantially lower than the other s.
The most likely susceptibility of the alternates to single failures in the programmer for
simplex operation are:
a. Methods 1 and 2 would lose the ability to generate one mode format correctly.
b. Method 3 would miss a group or miscount words in a group.
c. Method 4 would miss one word per frame if a memory word failed, or the ability
to address half the switches if a bit level failed.
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Method 4 has the highest degree of flexibility of the alternates considered. Sincethe inputs
are not subcommutated,any rate may be obtainedon any channel, subject only to the basic
clock and transmission restrictions. The flexibility offers the opportunity for maximizing
the channel efficiency since by reprogramming, the bulk of the channel canbe assigned to
data of current interest. This capability is also useful in implementing emergency modes
in case of failures.
Method 1 has no flexibility while method 2 offers the opportunity to create apriori sufficient
formats to efficiently copewith expectedmission requirements. Method 3 is yet more
flexibile, primarily becauseof the inflight programmability. In both of these methods,
however, the subcommutationand data grouping presents as much flexibility as that inherent
in the random access case.
The ability of the four techniques to generate the simultaneous, dual-rate data streams re-
quired in the maneuvermode is as follows:
ao
be
co
Method 1 is essentially unable to do the required operation without major
design changes.
Either of methods 2 or 3 is compatible with the requirement, but two parallel
programmers are required as discussed in the preferred design.
Method 4 could perform the required operations, but the program memory
would require ten bits rather than the nine previously discussed.
The multiple fixed formats is selected as the preferred design. This decision was made
because the technique can meet the present mission requirements with the minimum cost
and implementation. Method 3 is a close alternate, whose use is somewhat more costly,
but its selection might be prompted by a desire for non-volatile, in-flight programmable
format control.
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While the full flexibility of the completely programmable technique is attractive, the mis-
sion requirements do not justify the cost andpenalties associated with its use. Method1
was eliminated becauseof its inability to meet mission requirements.
3.8 ANALOG SWITCHSELECTION
3.8.1 Intr odu ction
Since the commutation occupies and requires in excess of 60 percent of the size, weight
and power of the telemetry subsystem, it was felt that the main element of the commutator,
the analog switch, merited investigation. The purpose of this study was to determine the
best type of analog channel switch for the Voyager baseline telemetry subsystem design.
This was accomplished by comparing four alternate switch types, of which three were
based on existing circuit designs for spacecraft applications. This comparison, projected
to the 1969 state-of-the-art in switch components, is described below.
To provide limiting functional requirements for this study,
a. The switches would pass signals of:
0 - 3.2 v (High level analog)
0 - 100 mv (Low level analog)
+ 1.6 v (Bipolar analog)
b.
e.
d.
eo
it was assumed that:
The overall error goals were:
5 percent for low level analog
2 percent for high level analog
to which the switch should contribute as little as possible.
The switch would operate at rates corresponding to the 150 bps data rate.
The switch drive requirements must be compatible with integrated circuit voltage
and current levels.
That the switch drive should be as electrically isolated from the signal source as
possible.
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The basic trade-off factors were:
a. Reliability
b. Performance
c. Size, weight, andpower requirements
d. Cost
The switch types selectedfor study were:
a. A transformer coupled Bright switch based on the Mariner C design.
b. An advancedBright switch designedfor application on AOSO.
c. A junction FET switch based on the Mariner 1969design.
d. An MOSFET switch.
In addition, consideration was given to an optically actuated switch designpresently under
development for spaceapplications. Becauseof the state-of-the-art and present perform-
ance characteristics of this switch it was not, however, included in the trade-off study.
Although the switch circuits employed may appear more complex than necessary for the
purpose of this study, they are representative of designs considered necessary for other
deep spaceapplications. Where appropriate in the trade-offs, however, most comparisons
were basedon basic performance of the switching device.
3.8.2 Mariner C Bright Switch
The schematic for the Mariner C Bright switch is shown in Figure 22. The Colpitts oscil-
lator, transformer, and rectifier drive circuits are used to isolate the gate signal ground
from the analog signal ground and to provide a long "on" gate signal. The Bright switch
requires a rather large number of components, volume, and weight in proportion to the
function performed. It is a reliable circuit as verified by its operational history. The
design does however have several disadvantages. First, the matched transistor pair that
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form the switch have an inherent offset voltage whenthey are on. Since two transistors
are used, the Rsat is doubled(At room temperature the total "on" resistance is approximately
100_) . Rsat al so is a function of base current andthus varies from circuit to circuit.
The gate input is apnp transistor and requires that the sequencerlogic be able to sink
current. Also the gate input requires a 6-volt logic level for its operation.
Since the circuit wasdesigned, dual emitter transistors havebecome available which could
improve its operation.
3.8.3 AOSO Bright Switch
As part of the AOSO (Advanced Orbiting Solar Observatory) program a study was performed
on the Mariner C switch to improve it for application in AOSO. Figure 23 is a schematic
of the improved design. The major changes are in the input and output circuits. The
matched pair was replaced by a 3N75 dual emitter transistor. The advantages of doing
this are the following:
a. The on resistance of the switch is reduced since there is only one transistor in
the analog signal path.
b. The matching of the transistor parameters is improved.
c. Tile temperature tracking problem of the matched pair is removed,
The disadvantages are the following:
a. The switch still has an offset voltage.
b. Rsa t is still variable from circuit to circuit.
To make the switch compatible with integrated circuit logic drive, an npn input transistor
stage was added. This improves the noise immunity of the gate and eliminates the need
for the integrated circuit logic to sink current.
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3.8.4 Mariner 1969 Junction FET Analog Switch
The switch design for the Mariner 1969 FTS is shown in Figure 24. The FET has several
unique characteristics that make it attractive when used as an analog switch. The gate
input of an FET is essentially isolated from the channel except for a small capacitive
coupling. Thus, there need be no transformer isolation in the drive circuit. The gate
can be maintained almost indefinitely in on or off condition and thus can be driven from a
suitable pulse source. These two characteristics allow the FET switch to be driven by a
simple drive circuit. A third unique advantage of the FET is that when it is turned on,
conduction is by majority carriers and the signal path is pure resistance; thus, there is
no offset voltage.
O
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Figure 24. FET Analog Switch
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The junction FET (JFET) is similar to the bipolar transistor in that the gate is diffused
into a silicon substrate. In the off condition, the device looks like two back-biased diodes,
while in the on condition, it is a pure resistance. In an n-channel device, the gate is a
p-type area diffused into an n-type silicon substrate so that the current between source
and drain passes through any field which is set up on the gate. Thus, by varying the
strength of the field at the gate terminal, the resistance of the channelis modulated.
The JFET is a depletion device since conductionis stoppedby the field applied at the gate,
depleting the channel of carriers which pinches off the channel. Thus a JFET is a normally-
on device.
There are a large number of JFET devices from which to choose. A figure of merit was
used to indicate the best switch choice. There are only a few parameters of an FET that
directly affect its performance as a switch. The three most important ones are the
following:
a. RDS (on) - The on channelresistance
b. ID (off) - The drain leakage current
c. CDG - The drain-to-gate capacitance
In the Voyager application, the switching speedsare relatively slow; thus CDG is of minor
importance. The figure of merit chosenwasK = RDS (on) x ID (off). However, the de-
vice should act as a good switch if K is small. This may not always be true, however,
since it is possible for one of the factors to be very high and the other low, resulting in a
low value of K. Table 13 is a comparison of the figure of merit of some devices considered
during the study. This is not meant to be an exhaustive list, but is representative of the
devices presently available. It is also reasonable to assume that devices significantly
better than those listed will be available prior to the Voyager design cutoff date.
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An examination of Table 13 indicated that if the Mariner C figure of merit (60) is used as
a bench mark, several JFET devices are apparently equal to or better than the Mariner C
switch.
3.8.5 MOSFET Switches
The MOSFET is constructed in an entirely different manner than the JFET. In a p-channel
device, the source and drain are p-type diffusions into an n-type substrate. An SiO 2 coat-
ing is formed over the surface and the gate is an evaporated metallization onto the oxide
between the source and drain terminals. The oxide forms a dielectric between the gate
and the body; hence, the gate terminal is completely isolated electrically from the source
or drain. This gives the device an extremely high input impedance at the gate terminal.
The MOSFET is usually made as an enhancement mode device but can be made as a deple-
tion mode device. In the device described above, conduction is caused by a field being
applied at the gate terminal so that carriers are drawn into the channel; thus, it is an en-
hancement mode device. The on current in the MOSFET is restricted to the region near
Table 13. Comparison of FETS Figure of Merit - K = RDS (ON) X I D (OFF)
Type
JFETS
Siliconix u182
T.I. 2N4856
Amelco 2N4091
MOSFETS
Fairchild 2N4067
Fairchild M3400
G.I. MEM2009
RDS (ON)
(n)
40
25
250
2000
400
ID (OFF)
(hA)
0.25
0.25
1.0
0.4
2.0
C
GD
1.5
6.0
6.0
K
(x I0 -9)
10
6.25
250
800
800
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the surface of the channel and thus is subject to semiconductor surface problems. The
MOSFET is a relatively new device andhas some disadvantagesthat are inherent to the
device. The oxide is subject to chargemigration due to heavy electric fields (up to one
million volts per centimeter). This eventually causesthe device to fail. Also due to the
high input impedanceat the gate, small currents are sufficient to create a field strong
enoughto rupture the oxide. This problem is severe enoughthat the gate terminal must
be protected from static charge (suchas the charge on the humanbody).
As indicated in Table 13, several MOSFETtypes are available but, in comparison to the
JFET's, have very poor figures of merit. Another MOSFET characteristic is that,
although it exhibits a low gate leakage, its "off" drain leakage current is typically one
order of magnitude greater than the JFET. Also contributing to the poor figure of merit
is the higher RDS(on) of the MOSFET. However, the MOSFET is a fairly new device, and
its performance is expectedto improve.
3.8.6 Trade-off Factors and Selection
The reliability performance of each switch type was estimated on the basis of available data
and the predominant failure modes of each switch type were determined. The device failure
mechanisms, process controls and precautions required to screen for these mechanisms,
and the capability of various manufacturers to impose the necessary controls were also
evaluated. The information that has been collected was then used as a basis for comparing
the reliability features, both quantitative and qualitative, of the junction FET switch, the
MOSFET switch, the dual-emitter transistor switch, and the existing Mariner C matched
transistor switch.
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The inherent failure mechanisms for each device type were investigated to determine if
significant differences existed with respect to the data switch application, to evaluate the
process controls required to prevent or reduce the occurrence of these mechanisms, to
assess the capability of various manufacturers to exercise the necessary controls, and to
determine the ability to design screening tests to detect the knownfailure mechanisms.
The factors were considered in two categories; the failure modes of the device itself and
those associated with the switch configuration for eachdevice type, and are summarized
in Table 14.
Table 14. Switching Device Failure Modes
Switch Type Device Failure Mode
Mariner C Bright
AOSO
JFET
Open because of base
open
Emitter -to-emitter
short closes switch
Increase of leakage
(source-to-drain) ;
shorting due to open
drain or channel
short
Shorting, punchthroughMOSFET
C au se
Internal connection failure
Overload, int. conn. failure
Positive ion or surface con-
tamination; overload, int.
conn. failure
Static charge buildup
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The failure modes of the dual emitter switch are identical to those of a switching transistor
with two exceptions. Oneadditional failure mode is introduced, an emitter-to-emitter short
which effectively shorts the data channel. This affects the data from all channels at the
same and lower levels of commutation. To prevent system failure as a result of this short-
ing failure mode, series redundant switches can be used.
The primary causes of failure in field effect transistors are the presence of positive ions in
the silicon oxide, surface contamination, andchanneling. The contamination can cause an
increase in source-to-drain leakageor a changein the turn-on or pinch-off voltage character-
istics of the device. Presence of the positive ion contamination results in formation of an
inversion layer in the device similar to that experienced in pnp transistors.
There are several additional failure mechanisms that are inherent in the MOSFET device.
Defective metallization (suchas inconsistencies or voids) can result in failure of the MOSFET
device. Also, since the MOSFET is essentially a capacitor (a semiconductor area and a
conductor separatedby a thin layer of silicon oxide), build-up of static charges can causea
short through the oxide layer betweenthe gatemetallization andthe semiconductor substrate.
Stringent controls must be exercised during device testing, handling, and assembly to pre-
vent build-up of static charges.
In addition to the device characteristics discussedabove, several failure modesthat are in-
herent to the switch and drive circuit configurations must be considered in the reliability
trade-off analysis. If a depletion mode FET is utilized in the switching application, an addi-
tional system failure mode is introduced. Sincethe presence of gate voltage is required to
maintain the depletion mode FET (either junction or MOS)in an off condition, loss of this
voltage will result in a shorted switch. Although the occurrence of a short in the FET itself
is no more prevalent than in a bipolar switching transistor, a highly reliable drive circuit is
required to prevent loss of the gate voltage. As discussed in the preceding section, failure
of the switch in a short mode causesfailure of more than one data channel. Additional
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redundancy, either a redundant drive circuit or series redundant switches, each with a
separate drive circuit, is therefore desirable in the switch designwhen a depletion mode
FET is used.
Substantial test data is available on the junction FET and dual emitter chopper transistor.
The data hasbeen derived from extensive evaluation andlife test programs and, to a lesser
extent, from experience in data switch application similar to Voyager. Conversely, relia-
bility data on the MOSfield effect transistor is practically nonexistent. A small amount of
testing, both environmental and extendedlife, has beenaccomplished in the past several
years; however, the extent of this data is probably not yet sufficient but may be by the time
the Voyager designcycle is initiated to justify the use of anMOSFET device on a high re-
liability spaceprogram.
Table 15contains a comparison of the available reliability figures for bipolar switching
transistors, dual-emitter switches, andJFET devices_ while Table 16 is a comparison of
the computedreliability for the Mariner C, AOSO, andJFET Mariner 1969switches. In
summary the JFET device has a higher failure rate than the other alternates, but the sim-
pler JFET switch results in a somewhat lower rate.
Part failure rates usedin the reliability estimates were derived from numerous sources in-
cluding MIL-HKBK-217A, these included: Texas Instruments inhouse test experience,
military lot qualification and life test data, Texas Instruments Incorporated burn-in facili-
ties experience, IDEP, FARADA, EIA, and other manufacturers test data {when
substantiated}.
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Table 4-15. Device Failure Rates
Failures/106 hours
Bipolar 0o10
Dual Emitter 0.20
N-channel JFET 0.43
Table 16. Switch Failure Rates
Mariner C
AOSO
Mariner 1969FET
1.07
1.03
0°99%
Several conclusions canbe drawn from the results of the reliability tradeoff study effort
andthe discussions presented in the preceding paragraphs. The most significant factors
are summarized below:
a.
be
co
Although the amount of data on junction FET's and dual emitter transistors is not
as comprehensive as that for conventional switching transistors, available data in-
dicates a comparable reliability level for each device type.
Data and application experience for MOSFET's is practically nonexistent and,
therefore, is not sufficient to justify their use on a high reliability program at this
point in time°
Quantitatively, the junction FET provides an increase in system reliability because
a less complex drive circuit is required.
The use of FET switches would result in a reduction in switch volume of at least 50 percent
over that of Mariner C type switches. This reduction is primarily due to elimination of the
transformer and other components. There could be a further reduction in volume if the
FET's were incorporated into IC flatpacks. Several manufacturers are now offering multi-
ple FETS in the 14 lead flatpacks. Use of flatpack in an optimum space configuration would
result in a volume reduction of about 25 to 1 over conventional FET switches.
The weight reduction achieved by the use of conventional FET switches should amount to
about 1 pound per hundred component switches. The use of IC s rather than the Bright
switches and multidevice FET packages should permit even more reduction in weight.
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It is estimated that the resultant cost of implementing with FET s, would be about50 per-
cent of that implementing with the Bright switch. This cost considers the impacts on manu-
facturing, components,testing andpackaging.
Onthe basis of the essential equality of reliability with lowered size, weight, power, and
cost, the JFET device appears the most attractive for the VOYAGERapplication. Although
the MOSFETwas ruled out becauseof the scarcity of reliability data, developmentin the
state-of-the-art by 1969would make it a strong contenderat that time, particularly because
of its compatibility with integrated circuit fabrication.
3.9 DESIGNRATIONALE
The major designdecisions reached in the trade-off studies were:
a. Frequency multiplexing of the two data channels will be performed, with both chan-
nels on a subcarrier, and the ability to switch modulation indices with changes in
data rates.
b. The 32, 6 code was selected, and achieves a worst case gain of 2.6 db.
Co
do
The FTS will be implemented for centralized data handling.
The required format generation could best be done by the use of multiple fixed
formats stored in register logic.
e. The commutator should be implemented with FET switching devices.
Additional rationale considered in deriving the preferred design is presented in the following
sections.
3.9.1 Signal Conditioning
Based on spacecraft subsystem requirements, and in an attempt to minimize signal con-
ditioning circuitry in other subsystems, three analog signal inputs were selected as being
allowable inputs to the FTS: 0 - 100my, -1.6volt to 1.6volt, 0 - 3.2volt.
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3.9.2 Temperature Measurements
Two schemes were evaluated: the straightforward voltage divider scheme and the selected
approach, the constant current method, which is used on the Mariner vehicles. (See Figure
25.)
The voltage divider method requires less components than the constant current method, but
the power drain by this type of circuit is fairly high. Approximately 125 temperature trans-
ducers will be required on the Voyager spacecraft, and with the voltage divider method,
current would be flowing through the transducers at all times.
The constant current method is the most accurate method considered. No nonlinearity is
introduced in the circuit since the current through the transducer is constant and the power
drain is small since only one transducer is excited at a time.
A more detailed description of the preferred approach is given in the functional design.
3.9.3 Levels of Subcommutation
Based on the wide range of sampling rates requested from the spacecraft subsystems, two
levels of subcommutation was selected: one at 1/10 the high rate and one at 1/200 the high
rate.
3.9.4 Accuracy
Based on subsystem requirements the conversion tolerance acceptable for the analog signal
inputs to the commutator was selected as:
a. 5 percent 0 to 100 millivolts
b. 2percent ± 1. 6 volt and 3. 2 volt
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Figure 25. Temperature Commutation Schemes
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Given the possible signal paths shownin Figure 26, seven bit conversion accuracy was
chosenas being consistent with the required accuracy and the errors oceuring in the signal
path.
3.9.5 Redundancy
Redundancy is present in the "double barrel" operation of the commutator as discussed in
the functional description. An additional block coder and modulator was added to protect
the science data.
4. FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
This section contains a functional description of the Voyager Flight Telemetry Subsystem
(FTS). The functions of the telemetry subsystem and a summary of the basic operation are
followed by a more detailed description of the major functional elements.
4.1 FUNCTIONS
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
Analog Signal Inputs - The telemetry subsystem accepts analog signals from the
VOYAGER spacecraft subsystems. The signals are conditioned by the subsystems
to three standard ranges; 0 to 100 my, + 1.6 volts, and 0 to 3.2 volts.
m
Serial Digital Inputs - The telemetry subsystem accepts serial NRZ data from
other spacecraft subsystems as well as the Capsule, and Data Storage Subsystems
(DSS).
Parallel Digital Inputs - The telemetry subsystem accepts parallel NRZ digital data
words from the VOYAGER Spacecraft Subsystems.
Signal Conditioning - The telemetry subsystem conditions analog signals to a stand-
ard 0 to 3.2 volt range for digitizing.
Encoding - The digitized analog signals, parallel digital signals, and event signals
are encoded into a 7-bit binary word format.
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f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
Commutation - The telemetry subsystem time division multiplexes real-time data,
including the digitized analog signals, parallel digital signals, and serial digital
signals, into a serial NRZ format for transmission to Earth.
Synchronization - The telemetry subsystem generates a 15 bit pseudo noise se-
quence for frame sync. A 6 bit index word is placed in the format to identify sub-
commutation position.
Coding - The stored data inputted from Data Storage is coded using the 32, 6 code.
Modulation - Two square wave subcarriers are frequency multiplexed to provide
the telemetry signal which modulates the RF carrier of the S-band link to Earth.
The telemetry subsystem provides suitable control and timing signals to execute
these functions in accordance with the following modes and rates.
Mode 1:
Mode 2:
Mode 3:
Maneuver Mode - During this mode selected engineering data is
transmitted at 7.5 bps. Simultaneously, 150 bps of engineering data
is stored.
Cruise Mode - 150 bps of cruise engineering data is transmitted.
Orbit Mode - Normal operations provide for transmission of stored
science data at 40, 500/20, 250/10, 125 bps, depending on the
range, and transmission of 150 bps of orbital engineering data.
Stored capsule data from the relay subsystem is readout along with
the other science recorders.
For the case of a high gain antenna failure, the fixed medium gain
antenna provides for 1265.625 bps of stored data and 37.5 bps of orbital
engineering data.
During earth occultations, the stored data is inhibited from playing
back. Engineering data is stored on the maneuver recorder.
Mode 4:
Mode 5:
Cruise Recorder Readout Mode - At the completion of each maneuver
the stored maneuver data is readout at 10, 125 bps with simultaneous
transmission of 150 bps of cruise engineering data.
Capsule Checkout Mode - 100 bps of the transmission capacity is
devoted to capsule checkout data which is clocked out serially from
the capsule. The remaining 50 bps is for orbital engineering data.
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4.2 SUMMARYDESCRIPTION
The basic operation of the telemetry subsystem is described below.
basic configuration of the system.
Figure 27 showsthe
The timing circuitry receives a 1.296 Mhz clock from the spacecraft clock. This signal is
divided dox_ and conditioned to provide word and bit sync rates andthe appropriate timing
signals for the subsystem. The subcarrier frequencies are also derived from this source.
The format programmer receives mode commandsandthen controls the configuration of
the commutator. The format programmer generates and distributes the timing and control
signals which determine the format of the engineering data. The programmer controls the
commutator format by selecting which portion of the high speeddeck will be used.
The commutator is a multispeed, multiposition device which multiplexes analog engineer-
ing measurements into the A to D converter. It consists of a 64-position high speeddeck;
sixteen 10-position medium speeddecks sampledat 1/10 the high speeddeck rate; and
fifteen 20-position low speeddecks, sampled at 1/200 the high speeddeck rate. For those
deckpositions reserved for digital data, the commutator deck drive generates the appro-
priate accumulationregister address.
The A/D converter converts eachcommutated analoginput into a 7-bit binary word. The
conversion process is driven by the timing generator.
The engineering data selector selects between the A/D converter output and the transfer
register output according to the program format.
The science data selector selects betweenthe DSSor capsule data inputs, according to the
mode of operation.
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3 DETAIL DESCRIPTION
This section describes in detail each of the following major elements of the Telemetry
Subsystem:
a. Signal Conditioning
b. Commutator
c. Format Programmer
d. Commutator Switch
e. A/D Converter
f. Digital Data Accumulator
g. Eight-hour clock
h. Data Selectors
i. Mode Control
j. Mixer-Modulator
k. Block Coder
1. Power Supply
m. Synchronization
4.3:1 Signal Conditioning
4.3.1.1 Temperature Measurements
The temperature measurements are mechanized as in the Mariner vehicle and are shown
in Figure 28. The constant current generator output is switched to the various temperature
transducers, one at a time. This current generates a voltage across the transducer which
is proportional to the transducer impedance and thus temperature. A parallel resister
(Rp) shunts the transducer resistance change to a standard 100-ohm change for all ranges.
A series resistor (Rs) is added to bring the total network resistance to 500 ohms at the
low temperature end. At the high temperature end, the total resistance of the network is
600 ohms. Since a one milliampere constant current is fed to the network, the voltage
across the network varies from 0.5 volt to 0.6 volt from low-band to high-band tempera-
tures. This voltage is commutated through a second switch and bucked down by a series
0.5 volt bucking supply so that 0 to 100-millivolt signals are presented to the low-level
amplifier.
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Figure 28. Temperature Measurement Technique
4.3.1.2 Low Level Signals
Low level signals are amplified by the low level amplifier to the standard range (0-3.2v) of
the ADC.
4.3.1.3 Bipolar Signals
Bipolar signals are routed through a series +1.6 v bucking supply. These supplies are dc
isolated from the encoder ground and do not lower input impedance on the commutator chan-
nel. After being bucked, the signals are treated as signals of the standard 0 to 3.2 volt
range.
4.3.2 Commutator Arrangement
A block diagram of the commutator arrangement is shown in Figure 29. The main deck of
the commutator is arranged in groups of eight channels. There are eight groups (A-H).
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Figure 29. Commutator Arrangement
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The medium decks containing ten channels per deck are sampled at 1/10 the main deck rate.
The low decks containing twenty channels per deck are sampled at 1/200 the main deck.
The commutator groups are selected by the format programmer. This allows only the groups
pertinent to a particular mission phase to be sampled. In addition, by grouping the channels,
not all channels are lost in case of a shorted switch. The medium and low decks are sam-
pled in accordance with the two format programmers. The two programmers time share
the switches in an alternate pattern so that only one set of switches is on at a time.
The sampling rates and the switch groups selected versus modes is given in Table 17.
4.3.3 Format Programmer
Figure 30 is a logic diagram of the format programmer. This circuit controls the format-
ting of all real-time data. Flip-flops E through G are connected as a length 8 synchronous
counter which counts the clock pulse starting at the all "ones" condition and counting to the
all "zero" condition. This counter controls the number of words to be read into the data
format and generates the fast deck address for the engineering commutator. Flip-flops A
through D generate the address of the data source. The decoding of ABCD is as follows:
State State
Data Source
ABCD ABCD
0 0 0 0 Engineering Commutator Group A 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 Engineering Commutator Group B 0 1 i 0
0 0 1 0 Engineering Commutator Group C 0 1 1 0
0 0 1 1 Engineering Commutator Group D 0 1 1 1
1 0 0 0
Data Source
Engineering Commutator Group E
Engineering Commutator Group F
Engineering Commutator Group G
Engineering Commutator Group H
Capsule
Registers 1 through 5 contain the data source sequencing instructions. The length of each
register is determined by the number of data sources in the format and the number of words
to be read from each source. The register outputs, when decoded, indicate which of stages
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Figure 30. Format Programmer
A through D are to be reset thereby determining the address of the data source.
structions contained in each register are as follows:
Register 1 - 4 States (Mode 2)
State 1 8 words from Commutator Group A
State 2 8 words from Commutator Group B
State 3 8 words from Commutator Group E
State 4 8 words from Commutator Group F
Register 3 - 2 States (Mode 1-transmitted)
State 1 8 words from Commutator Group A
State 2 8 words from Commutator Group B
The in-
Register 2 - 4 States (Mode 1-stored)
State 1
State 2
State 3
State 4
8 words from Commutator Group A
8 words from Commutator Group B
8 words from Commutator Group C
8 words from Commutator Group D
Register 4 - 6 States (Mode 3-Orbit)
State 1
State 2
State 3
State 4
State 5
State 6
8 words from Commutator Group A
8 words from Commutator Group B
8 words from Commutator Group E
8 words from Commutator Group F
8 words from Commutator Group G
8 words from Commutator Group H
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Register 5 - 6 States (Mode 5-Capsule Checkout)
State 1
State 2
State 3
State 4
State 5
State 6
8 words from Commutator Group A
8 words from Commutator Group B
8 words from Capsule
8 words from Capsule
8 words from Capsule
8 words from Capsule
The decoding gates decode the register outputs in accordance with a mode command and a
command which indicates whether the format is to be transmitted, or stored on the maneuver
tape recorder. The data formats for each mode are shown in Figure 31.
The format programmers control the "double barrel" operation during the maneuver mode
when the commutator switches are time shared. This is illustrated in Figure 32. System
A is shown in the fast mode (i. e., a word is sampled each 46.7 msec). The data point being
sampled has its switch turned on for the first 20 msec of the 46.6 msec period. System A
will sample all data points during the first 20 msec of a word period. System B is shown
in the slow mode (i. e., a word is sampled each 0.93 sec), and for the case where both sys-
tems are sampling the same data point. For System B the data point being sampled has its
switch turned on for the last 20 msec of the first 46.7 msec of the 0.93 sec period.
4.3.3.1 Address Decoding Matrix
The high speed deck address decoding matrix is shown in Figure 33. An address decoding
matrix is required for each of the two systems (channels) time sharing the commutator of
data encoder. The coded address inputs for the channel A decoding matrix are received
from format programmer A and the coded address inputs for the channel B decoding matrix
are received from format programmer Bo The address is decoded and used to select the
correct commutator group and sequentially drives the eight switches in the selected group.
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This selection techniqueprotects against critical failures which could result if more than
one high deck switchwas on and a group switch failed shorted.
4.3.3.2 SubcommutatorConfiguration
Figure 34 showsthe channelA and channel B subcommdrive circuits. All subcommdecks
are synchronizedin eachof the two systems. Synchronouslogic is usedto eliminate logic
race conditions.
4.3.4 Commutator Switch
The commutator analog switch schematic is shown in Figure 35. This switch is used for
both high and low level applications. The switch consists of an N channel junction FET and
redundant inverter drivers. When the control gate voltage is high the control transistors
FROM HIGH SPEED DECK DECODING MATRIX
CH B DECK A SWITCH A
JOHNSON CTR. JOHNSON CTR. J
DECODING DECODING
GATES GATES
M-01 L-01
M-1O
M-01
DECODING DECODING
GATES GATES
L-01
L-02
L-10
_AMPLE
FROM HIGH SPEED
DECK DECODING MATRIX
CHA, DECK A, POSITION A
5 STAGE 10 STAGE
JOHNSON CTR. JOHNSON CTR.
Figure 34. Subcommutator Drive
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Figure 35. Redundant Driver FET High and Low Level Analog Switch
are off and V is applied to the gate (G) of the FET pinching the FET OFF. When the switch
is to be turned ON, the control gate input goes low saturating the control transistors.
This removes the V from the FET gate allowing it to conduct. Capacitor C 1 speeds up the
turn on time of the FET.
The redundant diodes prevent forward biasing of the FET allowing the gate to float at the
source potential. The saturation resistance of the FET is the ohmic path of the N channel,
which is approximately 2_5 ohms. The FET has zero offset voltage.
4.3.5 A_.alog to Digital Converter (ADC)
Figure 36 is a block diagram of the ADC. The ADC utilizes the successive approximation
technique of 7-bit resolution. Conversion takes place in seven cycles of an 81.92 kHz clock.
The reference voltage for the ladder network is 3.2 volts. The digitizing command, supplied
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Figure 36. ADC Successive Approximation Block Diagram
by the programmer, generates a digital one in the first stage of the digitizing sequence
generator. This digital one is shifted through the digitizing sequence generator by the
clock. As the digital one is shifted through the sequence generator, a one is set into suc-
ceeding bits of the storage register, and succeeding legs of the ladder network are closed
to the reference voltage. The bit of the storage register either remains set or is reset
depending on the result of the comparison. This operation is repeated until a 7-bit digital
work representing the analog input is stored in the storage register. The dump pulse,
supplied by the programmer, then dumps the parallel word into the data transfer register.
The digitized word is then clocked serially into the data selector by the next 7-bit sync
pulses.
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4.3.6 Digital Data Accumulator
The digital data accumulator consists of the necessary logic circuits to perform the col-
lection of miscellaneous bits and words of digital signals and the conversion of these signals
into the standard NRZ format. The digital data accumulator includes the event counters,
and the command detector monitors. The command detector monitors contain four seven-
bit words. Three of those words (one for each VCO) indicate VCO lock and VCO frequency
variation. The mechanization of these monitors will be similar to those used in Mariner C.
A 7-bit word will also be included to indicate reception and action upon a command. The
first 5 bits of the word will be read from 5 bit counter (32 count capacity) in which an in-
crement will indicate that a command was accepted. The following two bits will be read
from a counter which indicates that a command was rejected.
4.3.7 Eight-Hour Clock
An 8-hour clock, approximately one orbit period, is provided to allow insertion of time
into the data format. In addition, the 8-hour clock is used by the Data Automation S/S to
provide a time tag for the TV data and other science data going into storage. In this man-
ner correlation can be obtained between engineering data, science data, and orbit position.
4.3.8 Data Selectors
The data selector consists of logic gates which provide for the multiplexing of capsule data
during capsule checkout with engineering data, and the gating of the data source output to
the modulator or to the storage system.
4.3.9 Timing and Subcarrier Generators
The timing and subcarrier generator provide the necessary timing, and subcarrier fre-
quencies for the selected mode of operation.
4.3.10 Mode Logic
The mode logic stores the mode command received from the ground and other subsystems.
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4.3.11 Mixer - Modulator
Figure 37 is a logic diagram of the mixer modulator. The modulators modulo-two add the
engineering and science data with their respective square wave subcarrier. The outputs of
the modulators are then fed to a summing operational amplifier. The two data streams are
mixed by the summing resistors in the ratio determined by the desired modulation angles
for the mode of operation. The mixer switches in one of six sets of modulation ratios
depending on the data mode.
The output of the mixer is given as K 1 (D E $ 8 E) + K 2 (D s • 2fs) where K 1 and K 2 are the
modulation indicies, D E and D s are engineering data and science data, respectively, SE is
the engineering subcarrier, and 2f s is the science subcarrier.
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Figure 37. Modulation-Index Selection
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Table 18gives the modulation angles to be implemented.
Table 18. ModulationAngles
Mode
High Rate
bps
mm--
Bm_
40,500
20,250
10,125
1,265
10,125
Same as 3
O H
degrees
mm_
mDm
69.3
67.0
64.2
61.3
64.2
Low Rate
bps
7.5
150
150
150
150
37.5
150
0 L
degrees
51.6
61.3
15.5
18.3
21.8
25.8
21.8
4.3.12 Block Coder
The block coder accepts the serial NRZ data from the DSS and converts it into a 32-6 bi-
orthogonal code. For each 6 bits input to the coder, 32 bits are transmitted. The code
dictionary is the same as Mariner '69. The output of the coder is manchestered to enhance
ground synchronization and to move the spectrum away from the carrier. A block diagram
of the coder is shown in Figure 38. Appendix A contains a description of the decoder.
4.3.13 Power Supply
The data encoder power supply will transform the 2.4 kc primary power into the following
voltage s"
+20 vdc - analog voltage
-20 vde - analog voltage
+3.2 vdc - ADC reference
+5.0 vde - Logic voltage
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Figure 38. (32, 6) Block Encoder
The power supply is redundant and the two supplies are fed to a power sharing network.
4.3.14 Synchronization
Frame synchronization is accomplished by the insertion of 14 bits of a 15-bit PN code in the
A1 and A2 positions and the other bit in the A3 position of the high rate deck. The code
which is inserted is as follows: MSB 000011101100101 LSB.
A 6-bit index word which identifies the positions of the subcomm deck and the mode iden-
tification is inserted into A3 position of the high rate deck. This allows the ground detec-
tion to identify the data readout on each cycle of the high deck. The index word and PN
code is generated for both transmitted and stored engineering data.
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5o INTERFACE CHARACTERISTICS
5.1 INPUT INTERFACE TABLE
Table 19 shows the data encoder input interface requirements°
5.2 OUTPUT INTERFACE TABLE
Table 20 shows the data encoder output interface characteristics°
5.3 DIRECT ACCESS INTERFACE TABLE
The data encoder direct access functions are shown in Table 21o
5.4 UMBILICAL CONNECTOR INTERFACE TABLE
The data encoder umbilical functions are shown in Table 22.
6. PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
6.1 TRANSMISSION RATES AND MODES
1 _o 1 • _ _ _J_-" ....The transmission rates and modes are fleIlneu ill _cc_lu,, 4. I, Lu_o*.... * ..... _.,. _,..v,,..h'_"'_...;" -V_°_l_'a.v-._
31.
6.2 ANALOG SIGNAL INPUTS
The accuracy of a measurement as read from the input of the commutator to the ADC output
is +2 percent of full scale for 3.2 and +i° 6 volts, and +5 percent for 0 to i00 millivolts.
6° 3 COMMUTATION
6o 3° 1 Sampling Rates
The sampling times for the commutator are given in Table 17°
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Table 19. Input Interface Table
Input
Serial NRZ Data
CapsuleData
Primary Power
Clock
Commands
Clock
8-hour Clock
Strobe
DAS Clock
Performance Data
(a) Commandevents
(b) VCO Freq. in
Source
DSS
Capsule
Power
Power
Command
C&S
DAS
DAS
Input
Characteristic
Logic Gate
Logic Gate
Transformer
Logic Gate
Logic Gate
Logic Gate
Logic Gate
Logic Gate
Signal
Characteristic
NRZ Data
Synchronous
with Bit Syn.
NRZ Data
2.4 kH z
Lock
(c) C&S Parity
Analog Data
Command
Command
Logic Register
1o 296 MH z
square wave
C&S
All Commutator
Switch
Positive 3.5V
for 73msec
1 pps square
wave
Pulse
Square wave
0-100 mv
+1.6V, 0-3.2V
Remarks
All science
data
Clocked
with TLM
bit rate.
15 watt
req'd.
Basic
timing.
Drives 8-
hour clock,
Clocks out
the value of
the 8-hour
clock when
strobed.
Analog inputs
Engr. Data
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OutputInterface Table
Output
Composite Output
Destination
RF/Exciters
Output
Characteristic
Operational Amp
Signal
Characteristic
4 level composite
signal
Serial NRZ Data
Bit Sync
Word Sync
OSE Output
8-hour Clock
DSS
Various Users
OSE
DAS .
Logic Gate
Logic Gate
Amplifier
Logic Gate
NRZ Data
Synchronous with
T LM Bit Sync
Positive Logic
4 level signal
Square wave
Remains
Data for
storage
Used for
Readout of
Data
Composite
Used for
Checkout
Table 21. Direct Access Functions
]o Comm-__nd Mode !
2. Command Mode 2
3. Command Mode 3
4. Command Mode 4
5. Command Mode 5
6. Switch Redundant Data Processor
7. Command Low Data Rate
8. Command High Data Rate
9. Return
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Table 22. Umbilical Function
1. CompositeTelemetry Signal to RF Subsystem
2. Return
6.3.2 Synchronization
To establish frame sync a 15-bit unique word is presented at the beginning of each high speed
deck cycle. An index word indicating medium and low speed deck positions is inserted into
the data stream to assist the ground in decommutation of the data.
6.3.3 Mode Identification
A word is included in the high deck which indicates the mode being transmitted.
6.3.4 Spacecraft Time
Fifteen bits are included in the low
period.
deck to indicate spacecraft time within an eight-hour
7. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
The Telemetry Subsystem is packaged in Bay 9 of the spacecraft. The packaging configura-
tion is shown in Figure 39. Table 23 itemizes the power, weight and volume of data encoder
equipment.
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POWER SUPPLY NO. 1
Figure 39.
COMMUTATOR NO. 1
COMMUTATOR N O.2
COMMUTATOR NO. 3
CONTROL ELECTRONICS NO. 1
CONTROL ELECTRONICS NO.2
POWER SUPPLY NO.2
STIFFENER
Isometric of Bay 9 Layout
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Power, Weight, Volume Estimates
Element
Commutator
ADC
Format Programmer
Timing Generator
Deck Drives
Clock/Mode
Block Coder
No. Req' d
Subcarrier Generator
Data Selector
Data Accumulator
Modulator/Mixer
Power Supply
Subtotal
Add for Packaging
and Harness
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
Total Weight
lbso
6.5
1.6
3.6
1.8
0.9
1o8
1.7
1.7
1.6
1o5
1.5
3.0
27.2
10.2
TOTAL 37.4
Volume
in. 3
250
60
60
60
30
30
60
30
30
30
30
60
730
200
930
Power
watts
0.7
1.6
1.4
1.2
0°8
0.7
1.2
0.6
0.5
1.3
1.0
4.0
15.0
15.0
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APPENDIX A
IMPLEMENTATION OF (32,6) DECODER
I. INTRODUCTION
A study was conducted to determine a satisfactory technique for implementing the decoding
of the 32, 6 code. The method selected for close analysis is one developed theoretically by
R. R. Green* of Jet Propulsion Laboratory which is being designed for Mariner '69° The
reader is referred to the reference for the detailed mathematics. The implementation re-
quirements were explored in this study as described below.
2. DESCRIPTION OF GREEN'S DECODER
2.1 GENERAL
Figure A-1 shows the functional blocks of the 32,6 decoder. The received signal is detected
and is integrated over each code symbol period and quantized (5 bits plus sign assumed).
Thus, over the period of a code word, the output of the quantizer is a sequence of 32 six-bit
words. Each six-bit word is the digital equivalent of the input signal plus noise and will be
referred to as a symbol.
The first symbol entering stage one is delayed one symbol time. The second symbol is
added to and subtracted from the first, the sum going to the output while the difference is
delayed one symbol time and then fed to the output. The third and fourth input symbols are
treated similarly to the first and second; then the fifth and sixth, etc.
The symbols coming out of stage one are fed into stage two. The first symbol must be de-
layed two symbol times and to this the third symbol must be added or subtracted. The sum
forms the first output symbol for stage two while the difference must be delayed two symbol
'A Serial Orthogonal Decoder," R.R. Green, NASA-JPL SPS 37-39, Vol. IV, pp 247-252.
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Figure A-lo Decoder - Basic Block Diagram
times in order to form the third output symbol. The sum of the second and fourth input
symbols form the second output symbol while their difference must be delayed two symbol
times to form the fourth output symbol. The process is repeated for all of the thirty-two
symbols.
In the third stage, the first and fifth, second and sixth, third and seventh, fourth and eighth,
etc., input symbols are added and subtracted, respectively. In this case the first four sym-
bols must be delayed by four symbol times or, in general, the delay must be 2 i-1 for
1 < i < m. The general form of the i th stage as proposed by Green is shown in Figure A-2.
This process is repeated for the m = 5 stages required.
Essentially, the decoding process can be looked upon as correlation detection by parts. The
first stage finds the correlation of the received word with two bits of all possible words in
A-2
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2 i-1 WORDS
SERIAL
MEMORY
e O T
Wi-l_ _
._f w_-l "t./g
D NAND GATE
Figure A-2. i th Stage of Decoder
the vocabulary. The second stage receives 32 sum and difference values (correlation
values) of two bit groups from the first stage, and finds the correlation of the received word
with these two bit groupings. This yields the cross-correlation of the received word with
four bits of all the possible code words.
This process is continued in the third stage yielding the cross-correlation of the received
word with 8 bits of all the possible code words; 16 bits in the fourth and 32 in the fifth.
At the completion of the correlation process, the maximum correlation value is found using
a greatest absolute value detector.
2.2 IMPLEMENTATION
The basic block diagram for a (32, 6) Reed-Muller code is shown in Figure A-1. A basic
(32,5) block is used along with the complementary set to give the extra bit of information.
Thus m = 5 and only five stages are required for the decoder. The use of 2's complement
representation for negative numbers makes serial bit by bit addition possible.
A-3
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Twelve bits of memory for each received bit-time-delay are required by a particular de-
coding stage. Therefore, the number of memory-delay shift-register stages per decoding
stage is 12x 2i-1. A total of 372 shift-register stages are required for all of the memory-
delay circuits in the (32,6) decoder.
The output of the product detector is integrated over each received bit interval and dumped
into a holding circuit (Figure A-3). If the voltage output from the holding circuit is positive,
it is fed directly into the input of the ADC; if it is negative, it is inverted before going into
the ADC. The output of the sign sense circuit operates the input switch selector of the ADC
and is also used for gating the output of the ADC. The five bit ADC quantizes either positive
or negative signals into 31 levels for a total quantization range of 63 levels.
The five quantized bits are transferred in parallel into a five-stage shift register, the out-
put of which is read out serially beginning at the next received bit time. As the quantized
word is coming out of the shift-register, its 2's complement is being formed. If the word
is positive, the direct output is selected; if negative, the 2's complement is selected.
After five sub-bit times, the shift-register is cleared and "0" is read out for the next six
sub-bit intervals. During the twelfth sub-bit interval, the shift-register is loaded with the
next quantized word. It doesn't matter what the twelfth sub-bit looks like since it is not
used in computing the correlation products.
The sign information gives an effective six bit quantization of the entire range of the
integrate-and dump output. Since the maximum value of the digitized magnitude is 31, we
require a maximum accumulator range for the decoder output of 32 x 31 = 992. A ten sub-
bit word length can handle numbers up to 2n--1 = 210 = 1023. The eleventh sub-bit interval
is reserved for sign while the twelfth sub-bit interval is used for transferring data within
the quantizing circuit.
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The timing and control circuit generates 12 f pulses which are synchronized with the in-
coming received bit pulses f. This timing circuit is shown in Figure A-4o Also included
here is the binary counter which counts down the received bit pulses and generates a binary
data word corresponding to each correlation component.
This word is supplied to register C in the greatest-of circuit (Figure A-5) for use whenever
a "greater-than" indication is observed. The MSB of each data word is derived from the
sign of the corresponding correlation component. This sign is supplied by stage eleven of
shift-register B.
As each correlation component comes out of the last Green stage, its magnitude is compared
with the previous high component. If greater, it is stored in shift-register A and the
BIT SYNC ----1f
I
_I_
_ W o
,41
W o
= W 1
,41
: W 1
._ W 2
4
W 2
W 3
W 3
W 4
1,41
W 4
BINARY COUNTER
_r_ COUNTDOWN _.
TO WORD SELECTOR
&
GREEN STAGES
12f
WORD SYNC
Figure A-4. TimLr_ Generator
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corresponding dataword is stored in register C. The MSB of the data word is derived
from the sign position of register B.
The magnitude comparison is achievedby serially adding and subtracting each output cor-
relation componentB with the previous high componentA. All sub-bits of this process are
discarded exceptthe sign bit of A+B and A-B which occurs during the eleventh sub-bit inter-
val. The necessary logic relations for determining if IB I > IAI are given in Tables A-1
and A-2.
Table A-1. Logic Relations
Algebraic Sign
+
Digital Symbol
Table A-2. Truth Table for IBI > IAI
If: Then:
Sign A Sign B Sign (A+B) Sign (A-B)
(a)
0
0
1
1
(b)
0
1
1
0
(c) (d)
1
0
The greater-than indication is given by
m
GT = a.b.d + a.b.c +a.b.c +a.b.d
The logic output is sampled during the twelfth sub-bit interval and if a true condition is ob-
served, the new correlation component and its corresponding data word are stored in
registers A and C, respectively. The contents of register C at the end of each received word
interval correspond to the most likely value of the transmitted data. At this time these con-
tents are read into memory and the contents of all S-R's cleared to begin the next compari-
son sequence.
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2.3 QUANTIZATION/IMPLEMENTATION TRADEOFF
It was determined, as expecteda priori, that the codegain is related to the level of quanti-
zation of the received symbol amplitudes; that is, how closely the process resembles analog
correlation. This level of quantization obviously impacts the implementation by requiring
that more bits be carried throughout the decoder.
The loss dueto quantization for various numbers of quantizing bits is given in Table A-3.
Also shownin this table is the number of integrated circuits (I. C. 's) required in the decoder
for each quantizing level. The saving in I. C.'s at smaller quantizing levels is primarily in
the memory capacity of the various Green stages. It is seenthat abovethe 5-bit quantiza-
tion level very little performance improvement canbe expected. Also, there is not a
tremendous saving in the amount of hardware required by decreasing the number of quantiz-
ing bits below 5. For these reasons the 5-bit quantization plus sign is recommended.
Table A-3o Quantization/SNRTradcoff
Number
of Bits
4
5
6
Decoder
r_te Data
rate
53.5
58.8
64
No. of
i.C.s
430
465
5O0
SNRloss
(uu)
0.0975
0.0230
0.0056
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DATA STORAGE SUBSYST E M
1. INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE
This document describos the iml)lementation and functions of the baseline VOYAGER Data
Storage Subsystem (lXqS). hi addition, the vendor surveys and Irade-off studies leading to the
selection of this design are discussed.
This section of the report was prepared by Texas Instruments, Inc., Apparatus Division,
subcontractor for the Telemetry ,nd Data Storage Subsystems.
2. FUNCTIONAL REQUIREM t_N'FS
The performance of the baseline DSS will meet or exceed all the following requirements:
a. Store binary spacecraft engineering data during maneuvers. Input rate: 150 bps,
capacity: 2 x 106 bits (3.7 hours).
b. Store science data from three video instruments during orbital operations. Input
rate: 390K bps. capacity: < 5 x 108 bits/instrument.
,_ _,_,_ hi,_l_ _,_Al,,¢_,_ TD Cn,:,ofv, n_nofov, rtnfn rhll_incr nrhitnl anor_tion,_. TnDilt rate:
150 bps, capacity: < 1.5 x 106 bits.
d. Store broadband Ill spectrometer data during orbital operations. Input rate:
1.2K bps, eapacit-y: < 1.5 x 107 bits.
e. Store Ill radiometer data during orbital operations. Input rate: '2.4K bps, capacity:
< 1.5 x 107 bits.
f. Store UV spectrometer data during orbital operations. Input rates: 150 and 2,400
bps, eapaci_: 1.5 x 106 bits.
g. Replay stored data in automatic or commanded sequence. Playback rates: 40.5,
20.25, 10.125, and 1. 265K bps.
h. Execute internal function exchanges among subsystem components as a commanded
repair function.
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3. DESIGN STUDIES
3.1. INTRODUCTION
To assure that the baseline DSS design was the best possible based on the expected 1969
state-of-the-art, several alternate storage media and DSS configurations were considered.
Figure l(a) schematically displays the storage media considered, as well as some alternate
operating modes and configurations possible within individual media. The path shown as a
solid line corresponds to the baseline design described in later sections of this volume.
Figure l(b) illustrates the two basic alternatives considered for the DSS/DAS interface con-
figurations. The vendor survey results and trade-off studies leading to the selection of the
baseline storage component are discussed in Section 3.2., while Section 3.3. summarizes
the rationale for the selection of the baseline design.
VIDEO STORAGE REQUIREMENTS
ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
\
MAGNETIC TAPE ELECTROSTATIC
RECORDING (DIELECTRIC) FILM
ANALOG DIGITAL ANALOG DIG!TAL
TRANSVERSE LINEAR
SCAN SCAN
\\
SERIAL PARALLEL
(a) DATA STORAGE MEDIUM ALTERNATES
INDIVIDUAL
DAE AND PTS
SOURCES
PRE-RECORD
MULTIPLEXING
/
T _A.' O RFCORDE. R _
NO MULTIPLEXING
INDEPENDENT
RECORDER'SOURCE
INTERFACES
\
SEVEN RECORDERS
Ibl INITIAL DSS ALTERNATE CONFIGURATIONS
Figure 1. Alternates for Data Storage
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3.2. SELECTIONOF STORAGEMEDIUM
As had beendonein previous tasks of the Voyager Spacecraft Phase 1A study, a survey was
made of competingalternatives for the high-capacity storage units during Task D. This sur-
vey consisted of both a literature search anddirect contacts with vendors of the proposed
storage components. In addition to the survey results, experience gained on design of the
Mariner 1969Data Storage subsystemwas employedin the evaluation of alternatives.
The high-capacity storage media consideredwere the "dielectric film" electrostatic type, as
well as the more conventionalmagnetic tape employing recently developedwidebandanalog
and high density digital recording techniques. Other bulk storage techniques previously
studied anddiscarded in Phase 1A have not progressed sufficiently to merit reconsideration.
In addition to selection of the media, various intramedia alternatives were considered as
shownin Figure l(a). These alternatives are discussedbelow in connectionwith the descrip-
tions of the various media.
The basic storage media functional requirements were derived principally from the expected
video imaging requirements andtransmission link capacity. Onthis basis, the storage sub-
.......... t._..1._ ..... ",_ . *_.1 ..... _ ,_f LtN _l( hn_ Y _ 2 he_nr.¢_ (orbit1 - 1.2 x 109 bits. with
in excess of 98% allocated to video storage. The data input rates should be as high as pos-
sible consistent with good design. The size, weight, and power requirements should be mini-
mized within the constraint of the input rates and capacity requirements, and the medium
should be proven state-of-the-art by the beginning of 1969.
3.2.1. Electrostatic Storage on Dielectric Tape
A literature search indicated that only two vendors are presently studying the use of dielec-
tric film systems for the electrostatic storage of data - RCA and Westinghouse. Contact with
both these sources indicated that:
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a.
b.
co
No flight systems have been built, although RCA did develop a prototype Nimbus
imaging system for NASA two years ago.
Neither vendor has used electrostatic storage for digital information, primarily be-
cause of the difficulty of recovering the information by precise electron beam
positioning.
Westinghouse has built tubes with both electrical and optical input and electrical out-
put, but none have yet been fully tested or incorporated into systems.
In summary, this storage technique holds promise for analog storage of image data, but its
use in space has not been demonstrated. The probability is small that the concept will be
applied to the storage of digital data in the near future.
3.2.2. Magnetic Tape Storage
Two significant advances in the state-of-the-art in magnetic tape recorders (MTR's) have
been made since the performance of the Task B study. These advances are the use of high
density digital recording (HDDR) and the development of rotating-head wideband video re-
corders for space applications. The possible use of these techniques for Voyager was invest-
igated primarily by means of a vendor survey to determine their development status.
In addition to these new techniques, other alternate MTR configurations were considered, in-
cluding serial versus parallel format and analog versus digital linear scan recording.
3.2.2.1. Vendor Survey Results
A list of the vendors of tape transport modules surveyed is shown in Table 1, which also con-
tains a summary of their responses to questions concerning their recent experience with
space applications of high density or wideband recording techniques. Brief discussions of the
vendor responses and a summary of the state-of-the-art in these techniques are given in the
following sections.
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Table 1. Magnetic Recorder Vendor Survey
Vendor
Ampex
Consolidated
E lectr odynamic s
Kinelogic Corp.
Leach Corp.
Lockheed
Electronics
RCA
Raymond
Engineering
Laboratory
Experience with High
Density Digital Recording
None in space - 10K bpi in
ground applications
None
Have done 6K bpi in laboratory
models - none flown
Has flown three on classified
system with 10K bpi. Drop-
-6
out rate 1 x 10
Have breadboard at 8-10K bpi
4K bpi on Gemini type model
Not presently working on HDDR
Experience with
Wideband Recording
Built one for Dynasoar
no specs, available
None
None
None
None
Built prototype of space
unit for NASA-MSC
Has flown a rotating
head recorder on a
classified program
None
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3.2.2.2. High Density Digital Recording
Several vendors indicated laboratory experiencewith HDDRtechniques (Table I); while Leach
Corporation has oneof their model 2000 satellite recorders configured for 10Kbpi, andre-
ported that three of these have flown in classified earth satellite programs.
The recent 5-fold increase in packing densities for digital recording has two basic causes.
First, the recording techniqueshave been converted from NRZ saturation recording to split-
phasemark signals recorded below saturation levels. The detection process for this type of
signal employs limiting and binary detection and canoperate at significantly lower signal-to-
noise levels than thosepermitted in NRZ saturation recording, which is much more sensitive
to amplitude noise dueto head-tape contact or tape consistency. The secondmajor factor
permitting the use of higher densities is the availability of ferrite head structures to replace
the usual laminated headtype. Becauseof the physical characteristics of the ferrite playback
heada narrow gapcanbe made andmaintained for many more tape passes. The narrower
gap permits the useof shorter tape wavelengths, while the low losses inherent in ferrites
permit operation at higher frequencies.
Becauseof the very short wavelengthsemployedin HDDR, its use is presently confined to
serial recording, since the physical alignment or buffer-and-sort problems associatedwith
many-track parallel recording would bevery difficult to surmount. Parallel recording on two
or three adjacent tracks might be feasible, but the recorder would be very susceptible to
mechanical stresses, temperature cycling, etc., becauseof the critical nature of the head
alignment.
The maximum input rate possible with HDDRis limited by the maximum allowable tape vel-
ocity; that is, the input rate is the product of the tape velocity and the packing density. Rates
of 1M bps have beendemonstratedwith 100ips tape speedson space-type machines, but 300
to 500Kbps is probably a more desirable upper boundbecauseof reliability, wear, andpower
considerations. The start/stop time of the recorder also is proportional to the tape speed,
which may be of importance if stops occur betweenvideo frames.
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The estimated characteristics of two typical HDDR recorder implementations based on the
Leach model 2000 and Mariner Loop are summarized in Table 2. The RCA Gemini recorder
should also be readily adaptable to HDDR application.
Table 2. Possible HDDR Recorder Characteristics
Leach 2000 Modified Mariner
Size (in 3) 450 575
Weight (lb.) 15 21
Power (w) 15 rec/5 play 12 rec/10 play
Start time (sec) 5 2
Tape 1/4" - 3000' - 4 tracks 1/4" - 300' - 4 tracks
Life (passes) 104 2 x 103
Record rate (K bps/ips) 500/50 150/15
Capacity (bits) 1.4 x 109 1.4 x 108
Based on the fact that HDDR techniques are relatively simple extensions of existing technology
and are compatible with existing transport designs, it appears that HDDR recorders operating
at densities of 10K bpi may be considered state-of-the-art for Voyager.
3.2.3. Wideband Rotating Head Recordin_
The only vendor indicating recent experience with wideband (4 Mhz) analog recording in a
space environment was RCA, who has developed a prototype AAP recorder for MSC. This
recorder, designated the DSU, employs a rotating head, helical scan system to provide 30
minutes of recording time with a signal bandwidth of 4 Mhz, which is equivalent to storage
of approximately 1011 binary bits. It was reported that one DSU has flown on a classified
satellite and that MSC will soon be testing the delivered prototype.
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The accuracy of reproduction obtainedwith this machinehas not beendetermined, except that
the time base stability meets FCC standards Section3. 3687(a)for video recording.
Table 3. DSUSummary
Size:
Weight:
Power:
Start Time:
Tape:
Life:
10x14x6.1in. = 854 in.
28 lbs
36 W. record, 45 W. play
10 sec record, 40 sec play
1,600 ft of 1 in. width
150 to 1,000 tape passes
The physical parameters of the DSU modified to meet Voyager requirements are summarized
in Table 3. The life figures reflect two inputs from different RCA sources and should be
further investigated. RCA indicated that a DSU modification to permit storage of digital
data would have a capacity of approximately 109 bits at a 50-K bps input rate and a power
reduction to 50 percent of the analog DSU values. A problem might exist in the digital mode
because of the possibility of bit dropouts occurring during head changeover during the heli-
cal scan cycle. No evaluation of this problem has presently been done.
In summary, rotating head recording should be considered less state-of-the-art than HDDR
because of the relative newness of both the electronic and mechanical techniques in space
applications.
3.2.2.4. Analog versus Digital Recording
Figure 2 indicates the various alternatives considered in this study. Four types of analog
recording were included and their capabilities compared to high density digital {HDDR}
recording.
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i i
EXTENDED WIDE BAND
RANGE
HIGH DENSITY DIGITAL
Figure 2. Recording Techniques Considered
The techniques considered were: direct recording, the amplitude modulated carrier tech-
nique employed in the Mariner 1969 DSS, extended range FM (+20 percent) and wideband FM
(±100 percent) techniques presently used by NASA in earth satellite applications, and the
HDDR technique previously discussed in this section.
The assumptions made for the purposes of the comparison were based on Voyager require-
ments and include:
a. All recorders operating at 30 ips record speeds.
b. Multiple playback speeds are required.
A summary of the comparison parameters defined for the study is given in Table 4, where
the characteristics of each of the alternates is also listed. Discussions of the more import-
ant factors shown in Table 4 are contained in the following paragraphs:
ao The approximate frequency response, which is directly related to information dens-
ity for constant tape speed, is shown for the five techniques. The relative ratios
are 5:1.2:0.8:2.4:1.
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As indicated, direct recording is the only technique which cannot record low frequency
(dc) information; but AM, and to some extent FM, has tendencies toward higher error
percentages at lower frequencies due to tape motion and component value variations.
Both direct recording and AM are sensitive to signal amplitude variations, some of
which are inherent in the tape and therefore irremovable except by tape screening.
All the techniques except digital recording are sensitive to motional variations. As
indicated, electronic flutter compensation can be employed but requires elaborate
electronics, as well as a pre-recorded clock track which reduces data storage capa-
city. The motional dependence of FM error might also require the use of phase-
lock speed control on the record process.
The least well defined characteristic of recording techniques is their error charac-
teristics, since error can be defined in various ways. In particular, definition of
what constitutes error in video image storage is difficult, since both time base and
amplitude errors are of importance and requirements vary according to the informa-
tion desired from the image. To illustrate this, a definition of the acceptable ampli-
tude error rate for the Mariner 1969 analog recorder has varied from 5 percent to
0.5 percent rms in the frequency band 1 khz to 10 khz. After a year of consideration
by both experimenters and system engineers, the allowable error is still no more
closely defined.
The error figures shown in Table 4 are state-of-the-art estimates of rms amplitude
error for space-configured recorders. As indicated, the digital technique is the
only one in which the error is frequency independent (neglecting quantization errors).
The electronics required are minimum for digital recording with FM techniques
probably requiring the most. For a long duration mission such as Voyager, the
analog nature of these electronics would make them susceptible to component varia-
tion and would require inflight calibration capability.
Implementation of different data rate capabilities is a significant problem in all the
techniques except digital recording. In either direct or AM, the velocity/amplitude
dependence requires accurate gain changes for compensation, and lower speeds
may cause higher errors because of lowered S/N ratios. The FM techniques are
relatively insensitive to the amplitude variations, but appreciable electronic com-
plexity is required to implement the phase lock detector and flutter compensator for
accurate operation at multiple frequencies.
As indicated in Table 4, all the techniques except direct recording are known to have
been employed in either earth satellite or deep space applications.
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3.2.2.5. Serial versus Parallel Digital Recording
The choice of serial versus parallel recording is dictated by the following considerations:
(reel-to-reel configuration is assumedfor simplicity. )
a.
b.
Co
do
eo
The maximum allowable packing density in serial recording is about 104 bits/in./
track, while parallel recorders are limited to about 1.5 x 103 bits/in/track by both
static and dynamic skew effects. Since the same number of tracks per inch of tape
width can be used for either technique, the result is a 7:1 capacity advantage for
serial recording for equal tape pack size.
A parallel recorder will require fewer tape passes to record or play a full data load
since it will usually require one pass. A serial recorder must make a number of
passes equal to the number of tracks (or twice this number if unidirection replay re-
quires rewinds). This characteristic causes less tape wear in parallel machines for
an equal amount of data throughput.
For identical tape speeds, either type of recording may offer the highest input rate
capability, depending on the bit densities and number of tracks allowed on the tape.
That is, the serial input rate for 104 bpi and 40 ips is 4 x 105 bps, while an "N"
track parallel machine with 1.5 x 103 bpi/track could accept 0.6N x 105 bps at 4u lps.
In this case, the serial MTR would offer a higher input rate unless seven or more
parallel tracks were employed.
The parallel recorder will require more electronics than a serial recorder of the
same capaci_ because more tracks must be used to obtain the capacity and because
each track requires separate record and playback analog electronics. In addition,
the serial nature of the Voyager spacecraft DSS interfaces would requ_ire conversion
buffering to and from a parallel MTR format. A corollary of these facts is that for
equal amounts of electronics, a serial MTR can be made reliable through redundancy.
If the proper track arrangement is chosen, parallel recording allows the preserva-
tion of word sync in the data, whereas in serial recording, this preservation is ex-
tremely difficult to accomplish. (This is a block coding consideration. )
3.3. ALTERNATE DSS CONFIGURATIONS
Two basically different DSS configurations were originally considered as indicated in Figure
l(b). These configurations differed in two important characteristics--the number of MTR
units required and the DAS/DSS interface flexibility provided.
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Alternate (1), the righthand path in Figure l(b), consisted of a one-to-one matching of DAS
data sources with DSS MTR units. This system required seven MTR units for the science pay-
load presently defined for Voyager. This arrangement permitted the maximum flexibility
in DAS operation since the data sources could operate entirely independently. An additional
advantage of this alternative was the ability to implement a highly reliable DSS through the
use of functional redundancy by allowing an interchange of input lines between MTR units.
Alternate (2), the left path of Figure l(b), required that all the DAS data streams be multi-
plexed prior to routing to the DSS for storage. The DSS would consist of one or two (for re-
dundancy) MTR units with a single-speed single input. The advantages to the use of this DSS
configuration would be the obvious ones of size, weight, and power savings over the seven-
MTR design of Alternate (1). A disadvantage of this approach is the inflexibility of the DSS/
DAS interface and the resulting inefficient use of the data transmission channel caused by the
incompatibility of the fixed rate multiplexing with periodically operating data sources. That
is, for the fixed format required, either the DAS source sequencing would have to fit a fixed
pattern, or blanks would have to be left in a fixed time or frequency multiplexing format to
permit periodic operation of data sources. Another disadvantage of this technique is the ad-
ditional DAS or DSS equipment required for the multiplexing operations.
These two alternates represent, of course, two extremes in size, weight, power, and dollar
cost, as well as in interface flexibility and channel efficiency; and other alternates exist be-
tween these extremes. A compromise design might provide separate MTR units for the
video systems, but multiplex all the nonvideo data on one MTR input without seriously reduc-
ing the overall channel efficiency. This compromise would reduce the DSS to four MTR's and
a data multiplexer unit or, alternately, the multiplexer might be located in the DAS.
3.4. SELECTION OF BASELINE DSS
The following sections detail the results of the trade-off discussed above which led to the
selection of the baseline DSS configuration.
14
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3.4. 1. Storage Medium
Because of the state-of-the-art in dielectric film systems, magnetic tape recording was se-
lected for the storage medium.
3.4.2. Transverse versus Linear Scan Recording
Because of the mechanical complexity, higher size, weight, and power requirements, and
shorter tape life characteristics of the transverse scan recording technique; and because
linear scan systems can provide the bandwidths presently required by Voyager, linear scan
recording is the selected technique. If subsequent definitions of bandwidth requirements in-
crease significantly, however, the use of the transverse scan system may be required, par-
ticularly for storage of video data.
3.4.3. Analog versus High Density Digital Recording
_ec_-use the HDDR tecb__iq,:.et n m_+ th_ Vnyng_r hnndwldth and capacity reauirements
while providing a known degree of storage error and compatibility with digital data, it was
selected over the analog systems considered.
recorder can handle an input bandwidth of 60 kc running at 30 ips, which can readily accom-
modate the preferred science payload as well as the alternate science payload recommended
for use with the analog recorder. Its main disadvantages, as previously mentioned, led to
its rejection at this time: inaccuracy (1 percent), complex speed control, and complexity re-
quired to implement multiple playback speeds.
3.4.4. Serial versus Parallel Recording
A serial recording format was selected for the baseline design because:
a. A parallel format is incompatible with HDDR packing densities required by the video
input rates.
15
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b. Moderate density serial recording results in the best tape speed ranges for the non-
video data storage and replay rates.
c. The DSS is not required to maintain word sync in the science information.
3.4.5. Subsystem Configuration
As indicated by the foregoing discussion, the major trade-off between the DSS configuration
alternates is size, weight, and power versus flexibility of operation and functional redundancy.
The size, weight, and power costs of the seven-MTR configuration are within the capabilities
of the Voyager Spacecraft. This configuration also allows a maximum flexibility in science
payload and DAS definition; however, it was not chosen as the baseline design because these
advantages did not outweigh the costs for the anticipated mission requirements. Similarly,
although the two-MTR alternate afforded the minimum size, weight, and power requirement,
it was not chosen as the best baseline because of its interface inflexibility and channel inef-
ficiency. Instead, as suggested in Section 3.3., a compromise system configuration was
chosen which consists of 2 video MTR's and 2 medium input rate MTR's for storing multi-
plexed nonvideo science data.
The vidicons of the science payload as presently configured consist of one high resolution and
two medium resolution cameras. The readout time of the tube has been made equal to the
recovery time of the tube, so that pictures from the two medium resolution cameras can be
interlaced. In this manner, during a periapsis pass, the medium resolution cameras can
output a continuous data stream, requiring only one start-stop cycle per collection period for
the tape recorder. Therefore, one recorder is provided for the medium resolution cameras
and one for the high resolution with interchange capability. A total of 8.65 x 108 bits (72
frames) and 2.88 x 108 bits (24 frames) are collected per orbit from the medium resolution
and high resolution cameras respectively.
Figure 3 shows the nominal non-video science data profile. The two extremes for handling
this data are to provide separate recorders for each instrument or to multiplex all of the data
16
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Figure 3. Nominal Data Profile, Non-Video Science
on one recorder (preferred approach). If all of the non-video data is multiplexed on one re-
corder in a fixed format with a 3,900-bps rate, the loss of data in terms of total data trans-
mltt_d.....................p_v nvhlt (40. _K bns. x _. 2 hours = i. 2 x 109) is 0. 1ol, percent due to the tz_..e_"_o wh_-,.._.,all
of the instruments are not on together. To recover the 0.13 percent of the total data using
one recorder and varying length formats would require the addition of multiple (7) record
speeds. The use of additional recorders do not appear warranted for the recovery of the
0.13 percent of the data.
The fourth recorder was added as a backup to the non-video recorder. This recorder is also
used to store data during maneuvers.
In spite of the 50:1 difference in the capacity requirements for the two types of MTR units em-
ployed in the baseline design, it was felt that the use of identical physical dimensions and
tape packs in both types had the following advantages:
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The dollar and time expenditure for development, production, and spares stocking is
minimized if one physical design is employed.
The saving in weight and volume implied by the reduction in tape pack size would be
small.
4. FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF BASELINE DESIGN
4.1. GENERAL
The DSS provides for the storage and replay of the binary digital science and engineering data
discussed in Section 2. The subsystem is composed of four magnetic tape recorders (MTR's)
and the control and power supply units required to support them. The recorders are all ex-
ternally identical serial digital recorders; two have high capacity while the other two have
moderate capacity. Also, although each have dual input rates, the rates for the two types
are different.
The video system has access to storage inputs on an independent two-at-a-time basis; that is,
a combination of simultaneous high and medium resolution video input or two medium resolu-
tion inputs for stereo. The nonvideo science has access to one fixed-rate input line, and engi-
neering status data can be stored as required. Playback is sequential, one recorder at a
time, but the sequence may be command altered if desired.
No standby redundancy is provided for recorder units, but functional redundancy is achieved
by allowing units of equal capabilities to exchange input functions on command. This process
permits time shared operation of the remaining recorders by several data channels. Both
standby and operationally redundant design techniques are employed in the power and control
components.
4. 2. BLOCK DIAGRAM AND SUMMARY DESCRIPTION
A simplified block diagram of the DSS (Figure 4) shows the basic functional elements and ex-
ternal interfaces.
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Each Magnetic TapeRecorder (MTR) unit interfaces with one data input line at any onetime
and functions to record input data and identifying information at the appropriate rate. Data
is replayed in turn from each recorder in bit synchronism with the transmission rate then in
use. Data may be recorded at any time exceptwhile the unit is playing back.
As shownin Figure 4, the MTR units are separatedinto two MTR groups. Thesegroups are
designatedthe video andnonvideogroups. The video group MTR's have dual high rate record
speedsof 390Kbps and a speedcompatible with the compressedvideo, and high (1.2 x 109
bit) capacity, while the nonvideoMTR's have dual record rate (3900and 150bps) and smaller
(3.6 x 107bits) capacities.
The Playback SequenceControl (PSC)interfaces with the Telemetry, Computer and Sequencer
(C&S), and CommandSubsystems. It functions to distribute commands, to control the play-
back of stored data, and to collect the binary DSSstatus data for output to Telemetry. The
DSSPower Supplysupplies power for all DSSlogic and executes a commandedpower switching
function for PSCfault correction.
Table 5 is a summary of the operation of the DSS° It is organized chronologically on the basis
of mission events that affect DSSoperational requirements.
Figure 5 is a detailed block diagram of the DSS° It showsthe major physical elements andthe
complete external andinternal interface connections. In addition, the functional redundancy
provisions axe shownby the alternate inputs supplied to each MTR unit. The MTR's are
grouped by input rate capability so that the functional redundancy requires that no recorder
have more than two input rates. This grouping andthe rate and capacity characteristics of
the MTR units are summarized in Table 6.
All MTR units have identical interfaces with the dual PSCunits (as shownfor MTR 3). All
MTR/Data Automation Subsystem(DAS)interfaces are as shownfor MTR 4 in Figure 5.
20
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Table 5. Data StorageSystem Operations
Mission Phase
Prelaunch
Spacecraft
Maneuvers
Maneuver
Data Replay
Normal Orbit
Recording
Normal
Playback
Commanded
Playback
Reduced
Capability
Operation
Earth
Occultation
Requirements on DSS
Checkoutof all DSSoperation
(go/no go). Prelaunch
preparation.
Store Telemetry data for
duration of maneuver.
Maneuver automatically re-
played for transmission.
All recorders store science
data as requestedby DAS.
All data is playedback over
high rate telemetry link.
Selectedrecorders are
played back.
If one or more recorders
fail, surviving units may be
used to obtain data from all
sources on time shared basis.
Recording proceedson any
active channels. Telemetry
data is stored.
Description of DSS
Operation
DSSexercised through Tele-
metry, C&S, and Command
to verify operation.
MTR 4 records at 150bps
while Telemetry "record"
level is up.
On Telemetry command, a
playback sequenceis
executed.
Each recorder acceptsdata
from its selected source at
the request of the source.
All recorders operate
independently.
On Telemetry command,
playback sequencebegins
with MTR 1 andproceeds
automatically to play all
Allrpcnrders in sequence. _1
recorders may be recording
at any time except for the
unit playing back.
Command may select any
recorder(s) to play back
out of sequence.
Command may direct re-
corder(s) to select different
input sources at any time.
Same as maneuver except
that science data is stored
as required.
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The PSC unit standby redundancy is accomplished by switching power between the two units.
The outputs axe combined in "OR" fashion before routing to Telemetry. Power supply re-
dundancy is accomplished by the use of a passive load sharing network.
Detailed descriptions of the major physical elements and their functions axe given in the suc-
ceeding sections.
4.3. MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDER UNITS
All the proposed Voyager MTR units axe identical in size and have identical tape pack sizes.
(The advantages of this approach axe discussed in Section 3. ) Each MTR unit is composed of
two basic sections, the control logic module (CLM) and the tape transport module (TTM)
(Figure 6).
..(
Z CONTROL AND
-- SIGNAL FLOW
TO/FROM DATA
SOURCES
0
u_
CONTROL
LOGIC
MODULE
(CLM)
CONTROL, DATA AND
STATUS SIGNAL FLOW
BETWEEN CONTROL AND
RECORDING UNITS.
ml
TAPE
TRANSPORT
MODULE
(TTM)
_ - ,,<
,.,_Z _
Figure 6. Major Magnetic Tape Recorder Functional Elements
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Recording is initiated by the reception of an "MTR Run" signal from the data source. After a
fixed 5-seconddelay, data is presented to the MTR. Record speedcontrol is openloop, em-
ploying a hysteresis synchronousmotor whosedrive frequency is slaved to incoming bit sync.
The basic input rate is selected by the input switch position in the non-video MTR' s. Record-
ing is single-track serial, any datablock size, with the bit sync supplied by the data source.
Word sync is not retained. Recording proceeds in shuttle fashion (down-and-back)until all
tracks axe filled, the source ceases to request recording, or the MTR receives a playback
signal.
Playback proceeds, uponcommandfrom the PSC, in the reverse direction to that in which it
is recorded. Playback continues until haltedby an endof data indication or the PSC"Play"
signal level falls to "zero. " Recording is inhibited during playback. Playback is madebit
synchronous with the Telemetry Subsystemfor all rates by the use of phaselocked speed
control and buffering operations.
4.3.1. MTR Control Logic Module
The MTR CLM is composed entirely of Silicon Integrated Circuits (SIC} logic and has no
mechanical function. A functional block diagram of a CLM is shown in Figure 7. The basic
functions of a CLM axe"
a.
Do
ca
d.
Performance of all interface functions for the MTR, except for power input and
engineering data output functions. Conversion of external signals to tape transport
operating commands.
Conversion of transport internal signals into externally available signals; e. g., tape
end signals into "recorder filled" or "playback terminated" signals.
Data input control during transport staxting intervals.
Switching of input functions between data source channels upon receipt of a command.
e. Generation of input selection switch position signals for output to telemetry.
The major functional elements of a CLM are the playback control, the record control, and
the input selection switch.
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4.3.1.1. Playback Control
The playback control initiates and terminates playback operation in response to a "Playback"
level signal from the PSC. When the TTM is at the end of tape, indicating no more playback
possible, the playback control generates a "playback terminated" signal for output to the
PSC. During playback, the playback control inhibits recording and gates bit sync to the TTM.
4.3.1.2. Record Control
The record control initiates and terminates recording operations in response to an "MTR
run" level signal from the data source. In addition, it acts by time delay to inhibit recording
until the appropriate tape speed is reached. The clock track is recorded past a data block
end, as shown in Figure 8, to allow speed synchronization prior to data output in the playback
mode.
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Figure 8. Data Block Tape Format
4. 3.1.3. Input Selection Switch
The input selection switch allows the MTR unit to select one of the inputs available to each
MTR. Both selection switches for an MTR group are driven from a central address unit for
that group, whose state is advanced by command input routed through the PSC. The switch
position is indicated by a two-bit digital engineering data output for each MTR. In both
groups, the input switch address is also decoded to indicate which of the two record speeds
should be selected.
4. o. _. MTR Tape Transport lv.uuule
Thc baseline Voyager TTM's are coaxial reel-to-reel, negator-spring-tensioned, series re-
corders with 1 or 4 tracks on 1/4 inch tape. (See Table 6) Each TTM is housed in an
hermetically sealed, pressurized container. All TTM's are identical in volume, and have
identical tape packs for the reasons discussed in Section 3.
As shown in Table 6, different bit packing densities are employed for each group of MTR' s.
These densities were selected to maintain reasonable tape speeds for the input and output
rate required. Each TTM employs a single hysteresis synchronous drive motor. The dual
record speeds are obtained by open-loop operation of the motor with input frequency and
voltage adjusted to obtain the required speed.
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It may be possible to obtain the range of record/playback speedratios required by voltage/
frequency variation of the synchronousmotor drive, but this approachwould result in very
inefficient operation at some speeds. Each MTR will therefore contain a solenoid-actuated
clutch assembly to accomplish major speedrange changes.
A functional block diagram of an MTR tape transport module is shownin Figure 9. The basic
functions of a TTM are constantdensity recording of incoming NRZ datablocks at one or two
rates (i. e., from different sources), andbit synchronousplaybackof recorded data at four
designated speeds.
The major physical elements of a TTM are shown schematically in Figure 10, where they are
related to the function blocks of Figure 9. The functions of the elements are described in the
following paragraphs.
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NRZ DATA IN
BIT SYNC RECORD
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Figure 9.
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Tape Transport Module Functional Block Diagram
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The record electronics chain converts the serial data stream to generate waveforms which
are amplified to the level necessary to drive the record heads. All of the record electronics
are implemented in integrated circuitry with the exception of the output stages of the record
amplifier s, which employ conventional semiconductor circuitry.
The playback electronics chain is composed of the playback head, which generates waveforms
corresponding to the magnetic patterns on the moving tape; the playback amplifiers, which
increase the amplitude of the waveforms to a level suitable for detection; the signal detectors,
which convert the waveforms to binary information; and the output register, which converts
data to an NRZ serial string in synchronism with externally supplied sync.
The playback amplifiers have first stages composed of integrated circuits, which axe
physically located near the head assembly to minimize low level signal path lengths. The
gain of the playback amplifiers is compensated for speed related signal level vaxiations by
commands from the speed range control to prevent saturation.
The signal detector supplies the output buffer register with data at logic levels; and in addition
provides a clock track output to the phase locked speed control.
The playback synchronization control is a phase locked loop (PLL) which compares the
recorded data clock output to an external pulse train consisting of telemetry bit sync, and
acts to lock the phase of the two signals. This control is accomplished by driving a synchron-
ous motor from a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO), whose frequency is varied by the phase
error in the loop.
The four required playback rates are obtained by counting down the VCO output by binary
stages and suitably altering the power amplifier output voltage level to obtain proper play-
back motor operation. The alteration of the output level is accomplished by varying the out-
put voltage of the amplifier power supply. The voltage control is done by a pulse frequency
modulation technique. Presently available techniques require that the speed range be selected
3O
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by external command. Techniquesfor automatic selection of speedrange shouldbe investi-
gated to minimize the interface requirements and allow more design flexibility.
Designexperience with the PLL speedcontrol for the Mariner 1969 MTR indicates that it
may be difficult to optimize the PLL performance for all four speed ranges without switching
loop filter, gains, etc. If this proves to be true in the Voyager application, however, sub-
optimum loop operation can be compensated for by the use of de-jitter data buffers of a few
bits length. Analytical expressions were developed to determine the buffer sizes for
Mariner 1969 and proved to accurately predict the required capacity.
The record speed control drives the power amplifier directly with the counted down bit sync
pulse train. Motor input phase reversal is employed to move the tape alternately in two
directions. Frequency/voltage ratio is maintained by the same type of power supply em-
ployed in the playback control.
The dc power supply contained in each TTM consists of a transformer, rectifier, and filter
combination operating from the 2,400 cps distribution. It provides separate dc voltage levels
for the electronic circuitry and the power amplifier voltage regulators in the record and
playback controls. All TTM lngic ree_jve.q _. 5 volt power from the DSS power supply.
The end-of-tape sensor, signals the approach of either end of the tape pack, thus enabling
the CLM to halt the record or playback function. The signal is generated in the record mode
when sufficient tape remains to execute a normal stop. In the playback mode, the signal is
generated after the last data block. End-of-tape signals are generated optically and are
backed up by motor overcurrent actuated reversal switches and solid tape/reel anchorage.
4.4. PLAYBACK SEQUENCE CONTROL
Two identical PSC units are included in the DSS to provide standby redundancy. Commanded
power switching is employed to operate only one at a time, and the interface lines are com-
bined in "OR" fashion (Figure 11).
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The PSC units are composed entirely of SIC logic networks and receive their power from the
DSS power supply, which also executes the power switching function. Figure 11 is a func-
tional block diagram of the PSC. The basic functions of the PSC are:
a. Provide all DSS output interface functions.
b. Automatically select MTR units for playback in rotation when C&S "Playback" level
is "up".
c. Begin playback sequence with a particular MTR unit upon command.
d. Route "Input Switch Position Advance" commands to the selected MTR group.
e. Identify recorder presently playing back as an engineering output.
f. In addition, PSC 1 contains the OR gating employed to combine the PSC outputs. It
is separately powered by an unswitched 3.5 volt supply.
The address generator sequentially directs the playback of the MTR units. It normally initi-
ates playback, when the C&S "playback" signal goes up, by sending MTR 1 a "playback"
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level; which remains "up" until a "playback terminated" signal is received from the MTR
unit. Uponreceipt of this signal, the addresscounter advancesto the next MTR address.
During a playback interval, data is gated from the chosenMTR to the PSCoutput. If an MTR
contains no data, the "playback terminated" signal will be detected simultaneously with the
selection of the unit, and MTR address will increment on the next logic clock cycle. The
playback sequenceis automatically terminated after all MTR units have been addressed, or
if a "reset" commandintervenes to return the register to a prestart condition. The sequence
is suspendedwithout reset if the C&S"Playback" level goes "down" and resumes at the same
point when it againgoes "up" as in the caseof earth occultations.
Commandplaybackof any unit may be accomplishedby setting the address generator to the
desired state by "reset" and successive "advance" commands, and then starting the sequence.
Unless a "reset" intervenes, the playback sequencethen continues as usual through all the
M]?Runits remaining in the sequence.
_ _a_D_1_.*_.... _o A_*-_,_÷÷ha,t_t_ _nd ¢_gn_l_ fn nn_ frarn th_ MT]_ llnit addressed.
The input function control allows the commanding of the input switch advance _nction in any
M]?R g_-oup. The addressing of the MTR group is done through the address generator as for
playback, then successive "input switch advance" commands are routed to the MTR group to
obtain the desired MTR/source configuration.
4.5. DSS POWER SUPPLY
The DSS power supply is composed of two identical, fully independent units that supply dc
logic voltage from the 2,400 cps power line. The voltage supply is filtered but unregulated.
Each supply normally carries half the total power load, although it is capable of full load
operation without high component stress. Load switching in case of failure is done passively
by diode network. The efficiency exceeds 80 percent. The DSS power supply has two basic
functions: (1) to supply + 3.5 volts to all SIC logic in the DSS and (2) to execute commanded
switching of power from one PSC unit to the other.
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Figure 12 is a block diagram of the DSSpower supply, which also showsthe circuit details of
the important physical elements. Each of the two sections contains one transformer with
center-tapped secondarywindings. The transformer core is of the E-I lamination type, lend-
ing itself to high reliability construction techniques.
Each rectifier is a full-wave type, operating from a center-tapped winding. The rectifier
bridge is an8-diode serial/parallel redundant type. The filter sections are of the simple
single-section RC type with series/parallel part redundancy. The load sharing networks are
identical in form to the rectifier network, and function to shift the full load to the surviving
section if one supply fails. The commandedPSCpower switch is off of the latching relay type,
and serves to direct the power to either, but not both, of the PSC's.
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Figure 12. Data Storage Subsystem Power Supply Physical Elements
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4.6. INTERFACE CHARACTERISTICS
4.6.1. Electrical Interfaces
The DSS interfaces electrically with Telemetry, DAS, Command, C & S, Capsule Relay, and
Power Subsystem points. In addition, it has outputs to direct access test points, and inputs
from the launch vehicle umbilical line. Interface lines, with the exception of direct access
connections, are shown for the DSS in Figure 5, where they are grouped and identified by
interfaces. Table 7 lists the DSS inputs. The DSS input characteristics are SIC logic gate
inputs unless otherwise specified.
Similarly, the signal characteristics are the standard 3.5-volt SIC logic levels unless other-
wise indicated. Table 8 lists the DSS signal outputs. The DSS output characteristics are
SIC gates and 3.5-volt NRZ levels unless otherwise indicated. Figure 13 shows the power
profile during orbit for the nominal science payload.
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Figure 13. Orbit Power Profile - Data Storage Subsystem
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Table 7. DSS Signal Interfaces-Input
Input Source Signal Type Notes
Telemetry bit sync
Telemetry bit rate
Run MTR (1)
Maneuver Data
Telemetry
Telemetry
Telemetry
Telemetry
Bit sync
Status data
shift pulses
Run MTR (N)
Data
Bit sync
Playback
Telemetry
Telemetry
DAS
DAS
DAS
C&S
Reset PSC Address
Reset PSC Address
Advance PSC
address
Advance MTR
group input
switch
Begin playback
PSC exchange
command
C&S
Command
Command
Command
Command
Command
RZ
Level
Level
NRZ
RZ
RZ
Level
NRZ
NRZ
Level
RZ pulse
RZ pulse
RZ pulse
RZ pulse
Pulse
For playback
2 lines whose state decodes
to 1 out of 4 bits
For maneuver data storage
- two sets of lines are re-
quired for the redundant
function inputs on the two
MTR units
Shifts DSS status data
register for output of data
Three sets of these lines
are required
Causes power supply to
switch PSC unit power
5. PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
The performance parameters for MTR units are given in Table 9.
formance parameters are given in Table 10.
The DSS power supply per-
36
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Table 8. DSS Interface-Output
Output Destination Signal Type Notes
Playback data
DSS status
Telemetry
Telemetry
NRZ
NRZ Two 7-bit binary words.
Contents: MTR pressures,
MTR Input switch posi-
tions, MTR Data present,
PSC Input switch position.
6. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS
6.1. SIZE AND WEIGHT
A summary of the estimated weight and volume of the DSS is contained in Table 11. As indi-
cated, the total weight is 70.6 pounds, and the volume is 1,760 cubic inches. These figures
include an experience-based allowance for cabling and packaging.
6.2. PACKAGING
The DSS is located in bays 7 and 8 of the spacecraft. Packaging is the same for both bays.
An isometric drawing of the bay configuration is shown in Figure 14.
Each of the magnetic tape recorders is enclosed in a cast magnesium housing, which is pres-
surized with dry nitrogen to prevent sublimation of lubricants in the recorder mechanism.
Drive and signal preamplifier electronics are housed in this hermetically sealed container to
obtain minimum lead lengths.
Tape recorder castings and the MTR control enclosure are bolted directly to thermal inte-
grating plates with thermal control louvers used to regulate the plate temperatures. This
allows the temperature of the data storage units to be stabilized within controlled limits.
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MTR Performance Parameters
Capacity:
Bit packing density:
Number of tracks:
Data input:
Data output:
Output timing stability:
Signal levels:
Tape start time:
Tape stop time:
Stop/start length:
Maximum signal dropout:
Lifetime:
Reliability:
1.2 x 109 (max)
104 bit/in (max)
4 tracks/ 1/4 inch (max)
Various rates from 150 bps to 390 kbps
(kb/sec)
40.5
20.25
10.125
1. 265
Serial NRZ with externally supplied sync
Synchronization to external signal to +0.01 percent
Binary zero 0. v ± 0.5v
Binary one 3.5v± 0.5v
5 sec(# 40 ips (max)
5 sec @ 40 ips (max)
125 in (max)
One bit in 105 bits
14 months, 2000 tape passes in 2200 hours of operation
MTBF 104 hours (operating)
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Table I0. DSSPower SupplySection Performance Parameters
Input:
Outputs:
Filtering:
Regulation:
50volt peak-to-peak 2400cps 1-phase square wave
+3.5 vdc 600 ma (max)
RC Filtering to +1 percent ripple
No active regulation
-5 percent (max) regulation between half and full load
Table 11. DSS Components Weight/Volume
PSC units (2)
CLM units (4)
TTM units (4)
Cabling, etc.
DSS total
Volume
(in. 3)
80
80
1400
100
1760
Weight
(lb)
1.3
1.3
A (_
60.0
4.0
70.6
The packaging of all electronics in the DSS is done in the standard form for the Voyager
system.
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DATA AUTOMATION SUBSYSTEM
I. INTRODUCTION
This section is a functional description of the Voyager Data Automation Subsystem (DAS).
The DAS controls sequencing of the science instruments and the planet scan platform, and
also converts the science instrument outputs into formats suitable for storage in the data
storage subsystem. The following paragraphs present the overall requirements based on the
baseline science instrument payload.
2. REQUIREMENTS
Specific functions performed by the DAS are as follows:
a. Accept discrete and quantitative commands from the command subsystem.
b. Execute discrete commands upon receipt (turn on/off a particular science instru-
ment).
c. Store quantitative commands, then execute at the time specified in the command
(quantitative commands change the sequencing parameters of the sequencer).
d. Sequence each science instrument and the planet scan platform in accordance with
stored sequencing parameters (parameters changed by quantitative commands).
e. Provide signal conditioning, commutation and analog to digital conversion to get the
science instrument outputs into a form compatible with the DAS logic.
f. Remove redundancy in the imaging data to reduce the quantity of data to be stored
and then transmitted per picture.
g. Identify each group of data and format for storage in the Data Storage Subsystem for
subsequent transmission.
3. ALTERNATE APPROACHES
The following paragraphs present major alternative approaches considered for implementation
of the DAS major functions. The following are discussed:
VOY-D-315
a. Scienceinstrument control
b. Formatting Considerations
c. Data compression
d. SequencingUnit Location
3.1. SCIENCEINSTRUMENTCONTROL
There will be approximately seven science instruments and the planet scan platform which
the DAS must fully control. It will provide on/off times and all signals necessary for proper
operation of each instrument. All sequencing events will be referenced to some orbital time
such as morning terminator, periapsis, or evening terminator. All defined sequences will
then be repeated each orbit. There are several possible approaches to obtaining the required
sequencing. The following section discusses some of these alternate approaches.
3.1.1. Fixed Sectuence
It is possible to fix the exact sequence of each sensor before launch. A fixed sequence of
events for each instrument might be justified for missions where only a small amount of
data is required, such as flyby. Since the Voyager Orbital Mission will be of approximately
six months duration with approximately three orbits per Earth day, some form of program-
mable sequencing unit becomes a necessity. The experimentors would be severely handi-
capped in their efforts to obtain useful information without this capability.
3.1.2. Direct Ground Control
The sequencing could be under direct ground control. That is, discrete commands could be
generated by a computer each time a sequencing event must occur. Most sequences would
require several commands. The obvious complexity of ground equipment and heavy demands
on the personnel combine to make this approach unattractive. This type of operation appears
to be satisfactory as a backup mode in the event of an automatic sequencer failure.
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3.1.3. Stored Sequence Parameters
This alternate requires storing several values of each parameter which must be varied. Any
one of the stored values could then be selected by discrete commands from the ground station.
This method provides a limited amount of flexibility but requires that decisions be made before
launch concerning the values of the stored parameters. If more than a couple of values for
each parameter are required, then the amount of storage becomes significant. For example,
assuming 80 parameters each with four values made up of 10 bits, 3,200 bits of storage would
be required.
3.1.4. Programmable Sequencer
A fourth approach is to store one value of each sequencing parameter. The sequencing will
then remain fixed until quantitative commands containing new values for the parameters are
received from the ground station. This method is completely flexible with respect to the
value of the parameters. Once a value is changed, the sequence will be generated according
to its new value until it is changed again. Sequencing is envisioned as being repetitive on an
orbit basis. For example, a TV camera will be turned on at the same orbital time and will
take the same number of images each orbit until a change is made in its sequencing param-
eters. The main disadvantage associated with this method is the complexity of the onboard
equipment required to decode the quantitative commands and then provide the sequencing
capability. Of course, the actual complexity is a function of the number of parameters that
must be variable. A rough estimate made from considerations of the baseline sensor com-
plement is that approximately 80 parameters should be considered. The siz e, weight, and
power required to fully implement such a scheme are 925 in3, 28 lb. , and 23 watts
respectively. For a mission as complex as Voyager this is not viewed as too great a penalty
to pay for the flexibility required by the scientists to obtain the optimum results from their
experiments.
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3.2. FORMATTING CONSIDERATIONS
Oneof the main functions of the DASis to put the data received from the science instruments
into a form suitable for storage and subsequenttransmission to the ground station. The out-
put format must containat least synchronization information, sensor identification, time of
measurementandthe dataassociatedwith eachmeasurement. The decision as to which
sensor outputs shouldbe multiplexed or not multiplexed should bebased on the sensor output
rates, duty cycles of the instruments, recorder capability, formatting complexity andthe
required efficiency of the transmission link. Sincethe spacecraft is to be operational for
six monthsor more in anorbit around Mars, it becomesnecessary to make the on/off se-
quencingof each instrument programmable by commandfrom the ground station. Sincethe
on/off times of the instruments can be varied, the output formatting must be flexible enough
to allow for any combination of sensors being onor off. Table 1 is a list of some of the
sensor output statistics representing the Voyager baseline sensor payload. Note that the
duty cycles given are simply representative (nominal) and are not meant to imply fixed duty
cycles. Points to keep in mind concerning the sensor output statistics are.
a. All or anyportion of the sensors may be reading out simultaneously.
b. TV (return beam vidicon) preparation time is approximately equalthe readout time,
thus evenfor contiguous coverage, the duty cycle will only be onehalf.
c. The UV spectrometer normally has anoutput rate of 150 BPS. This is increased
to 2,400 BPSduring the occurrence of a solar flare.
3.2.1. Data Multiplexing
Requirement "b" above suggests time multiplexing at least the two medium resolution TV
outputs. This implies either preventing the cameras from reading out simultaneously or
making provisions for temporarily storing a complete frame of data when the cameras do
read out simultaneously. Time multiplexing the data on less than a frame basis will result
in a data rate increase which is not desirable because of recorder input rate considerations.
Thus it appears that each TV output should be in a separate format. Provisions can be made
4
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to take advantage of the one half duty cycle by multiplexing the two medium resolution TV
formats onto the same recorder unless both are being operated simultaneously.
There are several methods which should be considered to handle the remaining UV and IR
signals. Three of these methods are discussed below.
a. One possibility is to multiplex the UV and IR outputs with one of the TV signals.
This can be accomplished by delaying the non-TV data and inserting it in the bit
stream during the TV line return time. This method is attractive when the
recorder is being time shared by two TV cameras since the TV data stream will be
continuous. If the recorder is not time shared, the TV data will have a duty cycle
of only one half due to its lengthy erase time. Thus either the UV and IR data can
be recorded and subsequently transmitted at approximately 1 percent efficiency or
the data format and recorder speed can be changed during the TV off time. Neither
of these alternatives is acceptable; hence this method need not be considered
further.
b. The second possibility is to multiplex all of the UV and IR signals into a single
format. There are four UV and IR instruments with normal bit rates of 150 BPS,
150 BPS, 1,200 BPS, and 2,400 BPS as shown in Table 1. It has been stated that
the 150 BPS ultra-violet spectrometer output will be increased to 2,400 BPS during
the relatively infrequent occurrence of a solar flare. A solar flare should have
little effect on the data from the infrared radiometer which also has a 2,400 BPS
output. Thus, it is suggested that the IR radiometer data be replaced by the high
rate ultra-violet spectrometer data when it does occur. This can be done without
regard to the type of format chosen for the IR radiometer.
If the four UV and IR signals are time multiplexed, the resulting bit rate will be
proportional to the sum of the individual rates. This approach will cause storage
and transmission inefficiency when one or more of the instruments is off unless
provisions are made to change the format and the record speed as a function of the
on/off states of the instruments. Table 2 shows the variation in storage and trans-
mission efficiency assuming the data rate is held constant at 3,900 BPS by inserting
blanks into the format when there is no data available (one or more instruments off).
The efficiencies shown in Table 2 would be unacceptable except that all of the UV and
IR data amounts to only approximately i percent of the nominal total data per orbit
at encounter. Thus this approach looks promising. Providing variable formatting
and record speeds to increase the efficiencies leads to DAS and recorder hardware
complexities which are not justified by the savings.
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Table 2. Storage and Transmission Efficiencies
for Time Multiplexed Non-
TV Data
1,2,3,4
1,2,3
1,2,4
1,3,4
2,3,4
1,2
1,3
1,4
2,3
2,4
3,4
1
2
3
4
Efficiency
%
100
96
96
69
39
91
65
65
35
35
8
61
31
4
4
* 1-IRRAD, 2-BBIRSPEC, 3 -HRII_bPEC, 4- ov _'_w
Co The third approach is to format each instrument output independently. This method
provides 100 percent storage and transmission efficiencies at all times with single
input speed recorders. Perhaps even more important, it provides maximum flexi-
bility with respect to changes in the instrument complement. The one negative
feature is the requirement for separate recorders for each instrument since they
can all be on simultaneously. As discussed in the data storage subsystem section,
the use of separate recorders has been rejected because of system size, weight and
power limitations. Thus this approach is unacceptable even with its many advantages.
As a result of the preceding discussion it appears that the three TV outputs should be for-
matted independently while the four UV and IR outputs should be time multiplexed into a
single format. According to the baseline science instrument on/off profile, no more than two
TV's will be on at any particular time. Thus the three TV formats can time share two out-
puts to the data storage subsystem to reduce the number of high rate recorders required.
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3.2.2. Synchronization Considerations
Each of the formats considered will contain basically the same information; synchronization
sequence, data identification, and the actual data. The synchronization sequence and data
identification will be repeated following a fixed number of data bits to allow the receiving
equipment to acquire and maintain synchronization. The number of bits necessary for syn-
chronization is a function of the probability of bit error in the received signal, the acceptable
probabilities of sync and false sync, and the number of positions that must be searched be-
fore receiving the sync bits. Since the number of bits between synchronization sequences is
fixed, synchronization must be obtained once, and then need only be checked each time it is
received.
The basic equation for the probability of correct sync is:
P (sync) = _.
i=o ( )pi ,1 p)Mi i
where: p
M =
j=
Received bit error probability
Number of bits in synchronization sequence
Number of mismatches allowed in correlation
Binominal coefficient
Also, assuming a completely random sequence at all points except in the sync sequence, the
probability of acquiring a false sync at any particular bit is given by
P (FSI)
i=o
2 M
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Assuming a received bit error probability of 0. 005, and solving the equations for P (sync)
and P (FS1) for various sequence lengths and allowed number of mismatches permits
"Fable 3 to be generated.
Table 3. Probability of Sync and False Sync at One Position
M =15
j = errors
0
1
2
M = 31
j = errors
0
1
2
3
M = 63
j = errors
0
1
2
3
P (sync)
.92760
.99752
.99998
.85610
.98946
.99951
.9999q
• 72950
P (FS1)
3.0 x 10 -5
5.0 x 10 -4
-3
3.6 xl0
5.0 x 10 -10
1.6 x 10 -8
2.5 x 10 -7
2.5 x 10 -6
.96945
.99643
.99999
10-19
6.4 x 10 -18
2.0 x 10 -16
4.0 x 10 -15
The tabulated values of P(FS1) are for any particular correlation•
sync sequences the total probability of false sync is given by:
P (Fs)= 1- [1- p (FSl)]M
I- ..I
Assuming M bits between
which for small P (FS1) can be approximated by
P (FS) _ M P (FSI)
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The exact criteria to be used to select the synchronization sequence length has not been de-
termined. However, it appears that from 15 to 31 bits will be required.
3.3 DATA COMPRESSION
In a data gathering mission such as Voyager, where the data transmission capability is
limited, it becomes necessary to investigate methods of reducing the quantity of transmitted
data. Since approximately 99 percent of the total data transmitted per orbit is from the
three photoimaging cameras (using the baseline science instrument configuration), the prime
target for data reduction should be the TV data.
Since the desired output to the scientist is high quality pictures, reduction schemes such as
only transmitting signal statistics or the times at which a certain level is exceeded will not
be acceptable. The most promising method appears to be a form of redundancy removal
that does not destroy the image. There are a number of ways to implement redundancy re-
moval by fitting a polynomial to the data. As long as the data does not vary by more than
a prescribed amount from the value of the polynomial, the data is considered redupdant,
hence need not be transmitted. If the limit is exceeded, the data is not redundant and the
coefficients of a new polynomial must be defined.
The order of the polynomial and the implementation of such a redundancy removal technique
that is most efficient and provides the most acceptable image upon re-creation is a direct
function of the actual images and their statistics. Insufficient information concerning the
statistics of pictures of Mars is available to allow a detailed tradeoff study to determine an
optimum system at this time. Since some form of redundancy removal is desirable, a
simple zero order predictor has been chosen for a closer look at some of the implementation
problems.
A digital data compressor is particularly applicable in this instance because of the digital
nature of the image signals even in the absence of any data compression. That is, the data is
already sampled and quantized to the specifications of the user. If the gray level and location
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of each sampled element, whose digitized magnitude differs from that of the previous element,
is transmitted (zero order), it is possible to exactly reconstruct the digitized image in the
absence of transmission errors. This implies that the data compressor aperture is equal to
the signal magnitude represented by the least significant bit (LSB) of the quantized value.
The quantization level is generally chosen so the LSB represents approximately the RMS value
of noise on the signal. Thus, even with a fixed level signal, the output of the data compres-
sor will have considerable activity due to the noise. This is not acceptable since the purpose
of the compressor is to transmit only non-redundant signal data. The problem can be solved
by opening up the compressor aperture. This allows the compressor to ignore most of the
perturbations caused by noise. The penalty imposed is that the effective image quality
(resolution) is reduced. Thus another factor enters into the tradeoff concerning the use of
data compression.
In an application such as in Voyager, where very little is known concerning the statistics of
Mars images, the compressor should be included but with provisions for bypassing it upon
receipt of a command from the ground station. In this manner, the experlm_H_u_ _aii ubtaln
many images wiLh ---, .......... _. ^_ h.. _._re_umt_u,_ _uuC_u _,_ ,,_ compressor, or fewer images with higher
resolution at his discretion.
3.3.1 Effect of Transmission Errors in Compressed Data
The probability of a bit error in any real transmission link is finite. In standard transmis-
sion of a digitized image, a bit error will result in one of the elements being assigned an
incorrect gray level when the image is recreated. Only the particular element with the
bit error will be affected. Now, however, with data compression, a bit error in the loca-
tion word affects much more than just one element's gray level.
Assuming run length (RL) encoding is used to specify position (the number of consecutive
elements of the same gray level transmitted), one bit error in the first RL word will shift
the entire line. The error can be restricted to one line by resynchronizing at the start of
11
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each line of data. A user may be willing to sacrifice somepicture quality in order to obtain
more pictures but even then the transmission error probability shouldbe significantly
improved over that required with nodata compression.
The following discussion is an attempt to determine the effect of received bit errors in the
compressed data. Assmne W TV elements per line, hit compression ratio C, magnitude
word length of n , a RL word of m bits and a received bit error probability of P. Using this
nomenclature and assuming that no more than one error occurs per word yields:
(average number TV elements per line in error) = PWn
PWn
(average number bits per line in error)com p = --6-
voragoum or   oO eroonerroroom (
PWn(average number magnitude words per line in errOr)corn p = --_
and assuming that no more than one error per line occurs:
_,W
(average number TV elements affected by a RL error)corn p = _2
(average number TV elements affected by a magnitude error)com p C (nn + m)
(t)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
combining equations (3) and (5), and (4) and (6) yields:
(average number TV elements per line in errOr)comp
pW2nm
2C (n + m) + PWn (7)
The equation for the average number of erroneous TV elements per line is valid only when
P is small enough so that no more than one transmission error per line occurs. Letting
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the average number of erroneous TV elements per line be equal for the compressed and non-
compressed case, and solving for the ratio of bit error probabilities necessary to acMeve
this yields:
P Wm
= + 1 (s)
P 2C (n + m)
C
where P -- bit error probability associated with the compressed data.
C
Note that the second term is that associated with the magnitude word while the first is
associated with the RL word. If the RL word could be transmitted error free, the ratio
would be one. Substituting representative values obtained from the baseline science instru-
,nent ..... 1_ _ _^_+_.. an n ass,,_ng an _vhitrarv value for C (W = 103, n m
c = 5)
P
:p = 50 + 1 = 51 (9)
C
This decrease in bit error probability can theoretically be obtained by increasing link gain
through greater power output, increased antenna gain, use of error control coding, or some
combination of these.
Only one of the contributors to image degradation has been discussed above since it is the
one that has the most direct bearing upon the selection of one type compression encoding.
A more complete analysis of the effect of transmission noise in a zero order RL encoding
data compressor is presented in the ITC proceedings*
*Raga, G.L., "Channel Noise - A Limiting Factor on the Performance of a Class of
Adaptive Techniques" International Telemetering Conference Proceedings, Vol. 2, 1966.
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A secondmethodof transmitting location is to actually transmit the position of the element
in a line. This methodyields independentelement positions upon receipt. Thus, if a position
word is received with an error in it, its effect is limited to the group of elements represented
by the word. If a maximum RL is defined, a position error which yields a received position
either, (1) less than the previous position or, (2) greater than the previous position plus the
fixed run length, canbe detected by the groundequipment. Using this method,the quantity of
data affected by a bit error is reduced from the one-half line of the run length encoder to
approximately oneaverage run length. Using the nomenclature as in the run length discus-
sion but with m nowrepresenting the number of bits in each position word, eachtransmitted
pair of words (magnitudeplus position) represents C (n + m) bits or C (n + m) elements
n
Wn
of uncompressed data. The average number of transmitted bits per line is _ which with
WnP
an error rate of P yields an average of----6- bit errors per line. Assuming one or less
error per word and accounting for each transmitted word influencing C (n + m) elements
n
allows the foUowing expression to be written for the average number of erroneous recon-
structed elements per line.
(average number erroneous elements per line)com p PcW (n + m)
The corresponding expression for the average number of erroneous elements per line of
non-compressed data is:
(10)
(average number erroneous elements per line _ PWn (11)
Thus in order to maintain the same average number of erroneous elements per line for the
compressed and non-compressed data, the ratio of bit error probabilities must be:
P n+m
-- - (12)P n
C
where P is the bit error probability associated with the compressed data.
C
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For example, a data compression system with 6 level quantization and a 12 bit position word
requires an error rate decreased by a factor of three from the non-compressed rate. As in
the RL encoder, if the position word could be transmitted error free, the bit error rate
would not have to be reduced.
3.3.2. Other Considerations
There are other factors that enter intothe selectionof RL encoding or position encoding.
Obviously, the number of bits required per transmitted element is less for the RL encoder
unless a run length of an entire lineis allowed. For the example being considered with 6 bit
quantization, a maximum of 64 elements in RL was considered. This yields two (;bitwords
per non-redundant sample. The baseline TV has 1,400 elements per line, so ii bits are
necessary to define the element positions. Element position encoding then requires one
17-bit word per non-redundant sample. For this case, RL encoding yields greater data
compression by a factor of 17/12, due to the shorter length location words.
Both zero order RL encoding and zero order position encoding data compressors have been
laid out in the detail necessary to determine equipment complexity and to identify an)'
problem areas. In both instances the implementation is fairly simple since the signal has
already been sampled and quantized. The position encoder requires an additional eleven
stage counter (assuming a 1,400 element TV line) but other than that the equipment is similar.
The largest problem associated with each is the buffer implementation.
3.3.3. Buffer Memory Requirements
The average word rate out of the compressor is variable since it is a function of the amount
of redundancy in the data being compressed. A fixed bit rate is required by the transmission
link for optimum efficiency. The solution is to provide a memory which will simultaneously
accept the variable input rate and provide the fixed output rate. It is assumed that the output
rate will be fixed at the average input rate. This memory should be large enough to com-
pletely smooth out any extended periods of input rates higher or lower than the output rate.
15
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The optimum size for this memory is not known so provisions to handle underflow (memory
empties) and overflow (memory fills and overflows) conditions must be considered. As dis-
cussed in paragraph 4.2.5, a 10,000 bit memory has been assumed so size, weight, and
power estimates could be made. This should not be taken as a prediction concerning the
required size. The problem must be studied much more thoroughly before selecting the
actual size. A study to determine the most effective method to prevent memory overflow is
also necessary since neither of the methods mentioned in paragraph 4.2.5 appear to be of
more than minimal effectiveness.
3.3.4 Words Versus Bit Organization
The buffer memory is employed strictly to store data until it can be read out to the data
storage subsystem. There is no computing or modification of the data. The length of the
words to be stored never changes, hence addressing of individual bits is not necessary. The
hardware necessary to implement a bit oriented memory is considerablymore complex than
that required for a word oriented memory since there are more addresses to be considered.
Both the element magnitude and position words are available in parallel form. Thus a word
oriented memory is the logical choice. One word in the memory will be a combination of the
element position and magnitude words. For example, assuming 6-bit quantization and an
ll-bit position word, the memory word length will be 17 bits.
The Data Storage Subsystem requires a serial output from the buffer. A FF shift register
with a parallel input and serial output as shown below can perform this function.
Bit 1 Bit 2 Bit M
Serial Output -
Clock
Serial Output
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A tappedlumped constant delay line was consideredfor the buffer output parallel to serial
converters becauseof a potential power savings compared to an SIC shift register. However,
the bandwidth of units small enough for consideration appears inadequate so the SIC shift
register approach was selected for the baseline description.
3.4 SEQUENCING UNIT LOCATION
The advantages and disadvantages of physically locating the sequencer in the science instru-
ment electronics instead of in the DAS package are discussed below. The sequencing unit
design concept must be flexible enough to allow for any changes in the science instrument
complement or in the required operational sequence of each instrument and the planet scan
platform (PSP). The required flexibility can be obtained by providing an independent se-
quencer for each instrument and the PSI ) . These independent units can be located with their
respective instrumer_ electronics (_strib,,ted) or together in the DAS (centralized). Be-
cause of the size, weight, and power limitations of the planet scan platform, locating the
sequencing equipment with any set of electronics that is actually located on the PSP is not
acceptable. However, the baseline eoralguration iocates mos_ of _l,_ i._Lu,,ent elcc_rc.rdc_
near but not on the PSP. Thus the problem must be pursued further.
The prime reason for considering a distributed sequencer is to provide maximum flexibility
with respect to late changes in the science instrument complement and in sequencing capa-
bility. Assuming that each instrument's electronics is completely independent of the others,
changes in the sequencing requirements of any particular instrument could be made without
affecting any of the other sequencing units. Of course, only the packaging would be affected
in the centralized concept since all units are functionally independent.
A second factor that should be considered is the required spacecraft cabling for each
alternate. There are approximately 80 progxammable sequencer parameters anticipated.
With a distributed sequencing concept, from 40 to 200 electrical connections between the
DAS and the instruments are required. The range in the number of connections is a function
17
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of the type of commanddistributor used to distribute the 80parameters. (Seeparagraphs
4.2.1 and 5.3 for more commanddistributor details). With a centralized sequencer,
approximately 40 connectionsare required without regard to the type of commanddistributor.
Thus the number of connectionsbetweenbays may or may not be a factor in selecting a
distributed or centralized sequencer.
A third consideration is the task of packagingand integrating the sequencer. If distri-
buted sequencers are specified, each instrument electronics contractor would be required
to either (1) design or take an existing design and build the sequencing unit as part of the
electronics, (2) accept a sequencing unit supplied by another contractor and integrate it in to
the electronics or (3) supply electronics with provisions for adding the sequencer. Any of
these alternates are acceptable but lead to more integration problems than the centralized
sequencer.
The baseline command distributor (paragraph 4.2.1) distributes the 80 sequencing
parameters individually hence the centralized sequencer is selected on the basis of requiring
fewer bay to bay connections. Neither method has a clear cut superiority if the alternate
address decoder (paragraph 5.3.1) is employed in the command distributor.
4. FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
The following paragraphs include a discussion of the subsystem functional layout followed by
a detailed description of each of the subsystem modules.
4.1 FUNCTIONAL LAYOUT
An overall block diagram of the data automation subsystem is shown in Figure 1. Following
is a brief description of the functions performed by each of the modules shown in the figure.
Timing Generator - The timing generator derives all necessary DAS clock frequencies
from its oscillator frequency.
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Command Distributor - Discrete commands are simply passed on to the appropriate
sequencing unit. Quantitative commands are stored upon receipt from the command
subsystem. The commands will be executed in the order received with time between
executions defined by a time reference which is included in the command format.
Sequencing Unit - The sequencing unit controls on/off times, time between measure-
ments, number of measurements, and provides all necessary clock frequencies for
each instrument. All times are referenced to some orbital event such as time of
crossing of the terminators or periapsis. The entire operation is programmable; that
is, any of the parameters (times, numbers, etc. ) of each sequence can be changed
by a quantitative command from the ground station.
Signal Conditioner - The signal conditioner converts each signal from its analog form
into a digital sequence. Included is the circuitry necessary to prepare the signal for
conversion. The instruments with two output channels will have their outputs com-
mutated before the A/D conversion.
Data Compressor - The data compressor is to remove redundancy from the TV data
to reduce the bit rate into the recorder and the total number of bits which must be
transmitted. The selection of the actual compression techniques to be utilized must be
deferred until a more detailed knowledge of the type of data to be expected is obtained.
Format Generator - The format generator time multiplexes synchronization information,
data type, time of measurement, any identification information necessary for a parti-
cular instrument, and the data itself. Individual formats are provided for each TV
camera. All non-TV instruments are multiplexed to form a single output.
Power Supply - The function of the power supply is to convert the incoming 50 volt,
2,400 HZ supply power to 4 ± 10 percent volts for the logic modules and 12 + 10 per-
cent volts for the oscillator and core memory units.
4.2. DAS MODULE DESCRIPTION
The following paragraphs include a detailed functional description of each of the modules
shown in Figure 1 and briefly discussed in Paragraph 4.1.
4.2.1. Command Distributor
The Command Distributor, shown in Figure 2, will receive serial quantitative command
(QC) words from the Command Decoder. It will store the commands in a small random
2O
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access memory, decode their destination address, and transmit them at prescribed times
to the sequencing unit. Each QC is preceded by an ALERT pulse and followed by an END QC
pulse.
Each QC word is organized as shown below:
1 Flag Bit
5 Memory address bits
17 Time to go (TTG) information bits
8 Command address bits
1 Flag bit
17 Command information bits
An incoming alert pulse sets a flip-flop and single shot (SS) to clear the memory register
(MR). A QC word is then serially shifted into the MR by the Command Decoder CLOCK
signal. As soon as the first flag bit reaches the end of the register, the input gates are
disabled via signal A. The END QC pulse clears the memory address indicated by bits 2
through 6, and writes the 43 bits of the MR into that address. QC words are entered into
consecutive memory addresses starting with the first one. The last word to be entered
(LW) is not strictly a command but contains information to enable the distributor clocks and
later to terminate the distributor operation. When the LW is entered into the MR, bits 2
through 6 are decoded into an enable clocks (EN-CLK) signal. This signal sets a flip-flop
which enables the clocks. The flip-flop also sets a single shot (CLR1) which resets a
five stage memory address counter (MAC) to decode the first memory address location.
It also clears the 17-bit time to go (TTG) counter, the 8-bit output address register (OAR),
and the 17-bit command shift register (CSR). Next, RD1 (CLR1 delayed) allows the con-
tents of the first memory address to be read non-destructively in parallel to the TTG
counter, the OAR, and the CSR. The flag bit signifies that transfer of the word from
23
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memory is complete and starts a SSto set flip-flop 3 which, via signal B, starts CLK1 and
the TTG counter countdownat a 1 count-per-second rate. During the countdown, the address
decodingmatrix has selected the destination of the commandand its associated shift clock.
The last count is decoded(R1) to reset the flip flop and disable CLK1. After a short delay
through another SSandflip-flop 4, CLK2 is enabledvia signal C and the 17 commandbits
are shifted to their destination. At the same time a five stage commandshift counter counts
the number of shifts. The last shift count is decoded{R2) to reset flip-flop 4 and disable
CLK2. After the flip-flop is reset, two consecutivepulses are generated, the first {D) of
which updatesthe memory address counter to decodethe next address and clears the
memory output counters and registers. The second (RD 2} resets the command shift
counter and causes the contents of the second address to be read out of memory. This cycle
is repeated until the contents of the last word which contains no command information is
sent to the OAR. During the TTG countdown the OAR information is decoded by the ADM into
a STOP signal which, together with the last count signal R1, disables all the distributor
clocks immediately by resetting FF1. The cycle is started again when the contents of the
memory is replaced with a new set of command words from the command decoder. It is
seen that all TTG information is referenced to the last word sent to the memory.
During the command distribution process, a new QC word can be read into the memory from
the command decoder to replace an existing word provided the latter has not already been
sent out for distribution. A word can be inserted with the same restriction but all words
following must be rewritten by moving each one up one memory address. After any read
in process and where the memory contains a total of n words, all memory slots from 1 to n
will be filled with no gaps.
A parity check will be made on the data coming into the Memory Register and also on the
data leaving the command shift register. An adverse count in either of the single stage
counters will be gated out to telemetry.
24
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It is assumedhere that the ADM will be mountedin close proximity to or within the same
packageas the sequencers. The ADM will then consist of 80 separate 7-input address
decodes, onefor each of the destinations in the sequencingunits. This approach leads to
minimum estimated size, weight, andpower. An alternate approachto the ADM is con-
sidered in Section5.3. 1for thesituationwherethe commanddistributor is placed several
feet away from the sequencers.
Reception of a sub-bit error signal from the commanddecoderwill disable the input gates to
the Memory Register through the ALERT flip flop to prevent firing of the CLEAR/WRITE
single-shot leading to the memory, andwriting of the faulty word. There will also be an
interlock betweenthe END-QC signal and either of the RD signals to prevent writing into
and reading from the memory at the same time.
Additional flexibility will beprovided by two direct commandsfrom the CommandDecoder.
The DC-ENCLK signal will enableall the clocks to the commanddistributor by setting FF1
and the DC-STPCLK signal will completely interrupt them by resetting FF1.
4.2.2.1. General
Each scientific sensor and the Planetary ScanPlatform is sequencedindependentof all
other sensors. The block diagram in Figure 3 is a representation of the sequencingconcept.
A sequencingparameter, suchas the time referenced to morning terminator at which a
measurement must be made, is stored in anon-destructive storage element. At the occur-
rence of the reference time the stored time is gated into a counter which is then decremented
each second. Whenthe counter reaches a value of zero, the measurementis made. Simi-
larly, when a certain number of eventsare required in a sequence,the number will be stored
until the sequencebegins, at which time thenumber will be placed in a counter. As each
event occurs, the number will be decrementedby one until zero is reached, indicating that
the sequenceshouldbe terminated. Similar logic applies to all of the sequencingparameters.
25
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The sequencingis programmable by command. That is, anyone of the stored sequencing
parameters can bechangedby quantitative commandsfrom the commandsubsystem.
4.2.2.2. Description
This section will discuss a representative sequencerand showhow the sequencerparameters
are stored and usedto control the operation of a sensor andhow information about the
status of operations is sent to format control.
The sequencer, shownin Figure 3, is a TV sequencerwhich defines a normal or mapping
mode of operation. In this mode, the sequencermust obtain the first image at a particular
time thenobtain a fixed number of images equally spacedin time. The sequencerwill
receive, in conjunctionwith a shift clock, time to go (TTG), time betweenframes (TBF),
and number of frames (NF) commandsfrom the commanddistributor and store them in
separate serial-in, parallel-out shift registers. The TTG signal is the time after terminator
crossing (To), that the first TV frame is to begin. The TBF counter will determine the
beginning of eachsucceedingframe while the NF counter will keep a record of t[,e number
of TV frames processed. Another counter will record the number of line elements pro-
cessedas the TV scanprogresses while still another will record the number of lines.
Someof this information is sent to the format generator (FG) to becomepart of the TV
identification line (ID). Someof the last countdecodesof the counters generate signals
which are used to control various sequencesof events in the sequencerand in the FG. A
detailed description of the sequenceof events follows.
The terminator crossing signal (T(_ which determines the beginning of operations, comes
from the Computer and Sequencer (C & S} and will gate the information in the TTG register
to the TTG counter and, after a short delay, it will also set a flip-flop which in turn will
enable a 1 Hz clock (CLK1) to the TTG counter. As the last count is decoded in this
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counter, the flip-flop will be reset to disable the clock. The last count decode(LCD)
operating through appropriate delays and single-shots will also:
a. Enable the transfer of information from the TBF register to the TBF counter.
b. Enable the 1 Hz clock (CLK1) to the TBF counter.
c. Sendthe first begin-frame signal to the format generator (FG).
d. Enable transfer of information in the frame number (FN) register to the FN
counter.
e. After a short delay, transfer information from the FN counter to the FN shift
register.
The begin frame signal will, after several logical operations in the FC, initiate a clock in
the FG which shifts data in the FN shift register to the FG.
At ....... _ -_ -:- ...... ,a .... ,h,, T.r:r_ ,,e th_ TlqF counter, signifving that a new frame is to
a. Transfer data from the TBF register into the TBF counter again.
b. Transmit a begin-frame signal to the FG.
c. Update the FN counter by one.
d. Enable transfer of data from the FN counter to the FN shift register whose con-
tents will again be shifted to the FG by the clock from the FG.
This cycle is terminated when the LCD from the FN counter resets the TTG counter thereby
disabling the clock to the TBF counter. The decode will reset the TBF counter also.
The second cycle is a subcycle of the first. It generates the sequencing and control signals
necessary on a frame basis. The begin frame signal to the FG will ultimately initiate a
start TV Line Scan signal (STV) back to the sequencer. The begin frame signal will also
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reset the element counter (EC) and the line counter (LC) and, in conjunction with the STV
signal, will gatethe clock (CLK2) to the EC through a flip-flop.
The EC will havean END TV LINE (ETL) decodeand a BEGIN NEXT TV LINE (BNL) decode,
both of which are sent to the FG. The BNL decodeis also sent to the TV sensor to provide
line sync. The BNL decodewill also:
a. Reset the EC to begin recycling
b. Updatealine counter (LC) by one
c. After a short delay transfer the contentsof the LC to the line number (LN) shift
register
d. Initiate a control signal at the FG to start the next line of TV data at the sensor.
A clock generatedat a prescribed time in the FG will shift the contentsof the FN register
back to the FG. The recycyling of the EC andupdating of the LC will ceasewhenthe ETL
decodeandthe last line decodeof the LC act together to reset the flip-flop controlling CLK2.
The begin frame signal will also be sent to the TV sensor to initiate camera shuttering and
to telemetry to store shutter time. Later, the format generator will sendover a clock to
TM to transmit shutter time information to the FG.
The sequenceralso turns the TV sensor and the data storage tape recorder on and off.
These items are implementedby separate decodesfrom the TTG counter which set flip-
flops. The flip-flops generate signals to turn on the recorder and the sensor and to gate a
synchronizing clock to the recorder. These signals are turned off by the anding of the
ETL, LLD andRESET signals.
Another feature provided is the selection of an automatic or manual mode of operation of the
sequencerby meansof DC AUTO and DC MAN direct commandsfrom the command
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decoder. In the automatic mode, BF and shutter camera signals are generatedwithin the
sequencer, while in the manualmode these signals are generatedby a direct command
(DCBF).
4.2.3. Timing Generator
The frequencies required in the DAS will be generated from a 3. 120 MHz oscillator whose
output will be shaped and counted down as shown in Figure 4. The resulting frequencies
will be:
1.04 MHz 4800 Hz 300 Hz
520 KHz 3900 Hz 150 Hz
390 KHz 2400 Hz 1 Hz
65 KHz 1200 Hz
Other submultiples of these frequencies will be generated as required.
I S.I:,OMHZI
I
z...- 1.04 MHZ
,,L
ED
ED
E,J 390 KHZ
65KHZ
_ 4800 HZ
3900 HZ
r_ _ 2400 Hz
._ _-- 1200 HZ300 HZ
_ 150 HZ
_-- IHZ
Figure 4. Timing Generator
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4.2.4. SignalConditioner
The signal conditioningunit must accept the analog signals from each instrument, com-
mutate two channels when necessary, conditionthe signals (change level, impedance, etc.),
and convert the analog signals to their digitalequivalents.
4.2.4.1. Representative Input Signals
Table 4 is a list of the science instrument signals to the DAS along with some of the require-
ments concerning the A/D conversion. Note that the TV output bit rate is 520 KBPS. The
TV format generator reduces thisrateto 390 KBPS before recording by removing the two
most significant bits from each 8-bit word and storing them during the line return time.
Table 4. Science Output Signal Requirements
Number
Channels
Sample
Rate
(Samples/See)
Quantization
Level
(Bits)Sensor
Medium Resolution TV 1 1 65 K 8 520 K
Medium Resolution TV 2 1 65 K 8 520 K
Output
Bit Rate
(Bits/Sec)
High Resolution TV 1 65 K 8 520 K
Infrared Radiometer 2 240* 10 2400*
Broad Band IR Spectrometer 2 240* 5 1200"
1 ,.,,"_ 14 12 150
2
High Resolution IR
Spectrometer
300*
_-_ 18"
Ultra-Violet Spectrometer
• High Data Rate
• Low Data Rate 2
2400*
150"
*Total for both channels.
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4.2.4.2. Hardware Requirements
The scientific experiments listed in Table 4 all generate analog signal voltages. These
analog signals are convertedto digital form before being stored or telemetered. Figure
5 is a block diagram of one methodof implementing the analogto digital (A/D) conversion
for all of the experiments. In this approach, each experiment packagehas its own A/D
converter, with all A/D converters identical except for the number of digital bits
converted.
The standard A/D converter will be of the successiveapproximation type (Figure 6). This
A/D conversion process starts with the most significant bit and successively tries a ONE
in each bit of a D/A converter. As eachbit is tried, the output of the D/A converter is
compared against the input analog signal. If the D/A output is larger, the ONEis removed
from that bit as the ONEis tried in the next most significant bit. If the analog signal is
larger as a particular bit is tried, the ONE remains in that bit. At the end of the process,
after the LSB hasbeentried, the digital word in the D/A converter is the digital equivalent
ot the analog voitage. Or in Li,u ca_u u, -_, _.,._ ............. , ......... ,- .............
""_,,ao "_"_..,. generated _-v.. thp...v dig_t_i....... OUT_.pl_!t. line:, l._. ; _at_ll u_u ±ix uLt£-ii _6 i_aLi v_ ab z_ z_ _;...x,
All of the A/D converters in the various experiment packages will be identical except for
the number of bits per word in their digital output. A modular approach to the basic design
of the standard A/D converter will allow for easy tailoring of each A/D converter dependent
upon its digital word resolution. The regulated power for each A/D converter will be sup-
plied from the regulator in each experiment package. This will eliminate errors due to a
difference in ground potential between the experiment and the DAE. The microcircuits used
will be the standard ones chosen for the Voyager program. Therefore, the voltage levels
used will be the same already required in most of the experiment packages.
The interface between the experiment package and the data automation subsystem will be
the same for each experiment package. The output of each A/D converter will be a serial
digital word sent over two lines. One line will contain the data while the other will contain
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the complement of the data. The interface circuit at the data automation electronic receiving
end of the signal would then be a simple differential detector circuit. The input impedance
of this circuit would be high and the circuit would exhibit good common mode rejection.
The noise immunity of such a circuit is the full logic voltage swing of the incoming digital
signals and the common mode rejection would be such that a dc voltage differential between
the DAE ground and the ground of any experiment package could be greater than several
volts before the differential detector circuit would be effected. The high input impedance
into the detector circuit would mean that little current would flow between the DAE and the
experiment packages through these interface connections. The use of twisted pair shielded
lines on these differential digital signals greatly reduces the possibility of interference
type problems generated by the signals.
An attempt will be made to make the analog interface between the experiment output circuits
and the input to the A/D converters standard. However, in some cases, this may result in
complications of the experiment output circuits. It could turn out to be more reliable and
more teaslble to make a minor change _o the A D cu,_wr_l _u ul,_L a _,,_,,_ ,_,,,_lu_ ,_._._
.._1÷ .......... ,,I,_ h e Cr,_ra_tar_ 'F-h_ input imp_¢i_nca nT the (',nmparau_" wiii Uv ii1__ii bu _i.S
not to de_rade the inDut analog -_-_ m_ .... _11 a!!ow the use of ¢_mpl_ v_i_tnv di_d_v,_
if the incoming analog signal is too large. In other cases, where the analog input signal
from an experiment may be small but within the sensitivity and accuracy range of the
comparator, a single resistor could be connected from the output of the D/A converter to
ground to attenuate its output as a simple method of making the conversion compatible with
this voltage.
The comparator would be a high impedance differential comparator in micro-electronic
form. The D/A converter would be of the 2R, R resistor ladder type. In this D/A converter
the digital word is converted to analog through the use of analog switches connecting or not
connecting (dependent upon whether a bit is a ONE or a ZERO) a reference voltage to that
bit input terminal of a resistor ladder. The equivalent analog weight of each bit is summed
at the output of the ladder network terminal. The source of the reference voltage for the
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D/A converter wouldbe a temperature compensatedzener diode followed by a microelec-
tronic differential amplifier. The microelectronic differential amplifier has excellent
temperature stability and low output impedance.
The use of separateA/D converters with each experiment packagemakes it easy to apply
redundancyin experiments if desired. Adding a redundant experiment means that the A/D
converter is also addedas part of it. In addition, a separate A/D converter for each
experiment provides for a certain amountof redundancyin the operation of the overall sys-
tem. If anyA/D converter should fail, only the data from the particular experiment would
be lost, the data from all other experiments would continue.
The high resolution IR spectrometer has ananalog output that covers a dynamic range of
104 anda requirement for a measurement accuracy of within + 1 percent. The conversion
of this wide a dynamic range to digital on a linear scale would require a resultant digital
word of over 20 bits. Achieving the linearity required in this 20-bit conversion is beyond
the state-of-the-art. Equipment approaching the kind of linearity required would be very
complex, large in size and weight, and much less reliable than the more simple A/D tech-
niques proposed. Therefore, for this particular experiment data output, the analog output
signal will first be amplified by a dc logarithmic amplifier. The amplifier will use semi-
conductor transfer functions to obtain the logarithmic function and standard differential
microelectronic amplifier techniques. The output of the amplifier will then be A/D con-
verted by the standard A/D converter. For this data to achieve the required one percent
accuracy over the full dynamic range, the number of bits in the resultant digital word
will be 12. This is more than adequate to assure an accuracy of reading of +1 percent
over the dynamic range. The standard A/D converter will have an accuracy compatible
with the requirement of this experiment. All other experiments are less accurate and
can, therefore, use the same A/D converter with fewer bits for their conversion.
The TV data has a bit rate requirement of 520 kilobits/second. This means that the time
allowed to convert each bit of the resultant 8-bit digital word is 1.9 microseconds/bit.
This is not a serious requirement using present day conversion techniques and the
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discussed standard successive approximationA/D converter. Other experiments are at
lower bit rates so that meeting this highest bit rate for the TV datawith the standard A/D
converter will result in meeting the speedrequirements of all other experimental packages.
The requirement for a 12-bit conversion at a relatively low bit rate (150bits/second) and
an 8-bit conversion at a high bit rate (520kilobits/second} for one A/D converter is not
incompatible. Where the greater accuracy is required, there is more allowable settling
time for all transients in the A/D conversion circuitry to settle out completely. In the
8-bit high bit rate conversion, the accuracy required is considerably less so that it is
not necessary to wait for all of the circuit transients to completely attenuateto the extent
neededfor the higher resolution A/D conversion. This being the case, the samebasic
A/D converter can beused for all experiments. Advantagesin cost, testing, interfacing
and reliability of design are all inherent in the use of a standard A/D converter for all
experimental outputs.
Tilree of _he experiments, infrared radiometer, the broao_and IR spectromei:er and the
,,irv'_,nnIor enootvnmorov each h.,r. two analog oh...oi_ ._ '-¢-_ati-n thor _.USt ho
between each of the two analog channels.
The analog multiplexer circuit will be a standard circuit containing a field effect transistor
with a bipolar transistor driver stage. The accuracies and switching speeds of such a
simple multiplexer can easily meet the experiment data requirements.
4.2.5 Data Compressor
A simple zero order position encoding data compressor has been considered to obtain size,
weight, power and design complexity information and to identify problem areas. Two
separate compressors will be necessary since two of the three Return Beam Vidicon (RBV)
cameras (one high resolution and one medium resolution) will frequently be providing simul-
taneous outputs. The required bit rate from all cameras is approximately 390 kilobits/second.
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The normal mode of operation calls for the two medium resolution cameras to be shuttered
sequentially. This enables one data compressor to serve both instruments. When two
medium resolution images must be obtained simultaneously, the data compressor which is
normally used for the high resolution camera output can be switched to one of the other
cameras.
Figure 7 is a block diagram of the compressor. The principal elements are the data com-
parator and buffer. The data comparator determines which data samples are redundant.
The buffer must accept data from the data comparator at a variable (dependent on the amount
of redundancy) word rate and provide an output at a fixed word and bit rate.
4.2.5.1. Data Comparator
The data comparator is made up of a serial to parallel convertor, two word storage units
with the necessary gating to transfer the contents of one to the other, a comparator to
compare the contents of the word storage units, and two counters to keep track of the element
position in a TV line. The second word storage unit always contains the value of the last
sample that has been determined to be nonredundant.
The sample word following the nonredundant word is read into the serial to parallel convertor
and then shifted into word storage. Next, the comparator determines if the numbers in the two
word storage units differ by more than a predetermined amount (defined as the data com-
pressor aperture). If the difference lies within the aperture, the sample is considered re-
dundant and will be destroyed by the next sample arriving in the first word storage. If the
difference exceeds the aperture, the sample is nonredundant and must be retained for trans-
mission. The contents of the first word storage are then transferred to the second word
storage to become the new reference. The word is also transferred in parallel along with
the number in the position counter into the buffer write-in register. The entire process is
then repeated.
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The position counter is set to zero at the beginningof each TV line. As each sample is
made, the counter is updatedso that the position of the sample in the first word storage
is always in the position counter. The run length counter is set to zero by eachnonredundant
comparison and incremented by one by eachredundant indication. Thus, the RL counter
counts the number of redundant samples betweennonredundantsamples. This counter is
used only to fix the maximum number of redundantsamples so the effect of bit errors in the
received data canbe reduced (paragraph 3.3). Whenthe RL counter reaches its maximum
value, it forces the sample in the first word storage to be declared nonre'dundant. The
maximum run length canbe decreasedwhena buffer underflow condition is imminent (para-
graph 4.2.5.2).
4.2.5.2. DataCompressor Buffer
The function of the data compressor buffer is to accept data from the data comparator at the
variable input word rate and provide anoutputat a fixed data ,._t,_ Th,_,_,_n,,t _,_ wm h_
_.._._;_ ._._al to the average input rate or - near *^ *_'_ ".... * _-*^ _-.... _'_*^_
The input rate will be a function of the amount of redundancy present in the image. The size
of the buffer required to perform this task is also presently an unknown. The size should be
such as not to ove_ow when the time integral of the input rate minus the output rate is a
maximum. Thus,
jT[ ]Size = max Rin - Rou t dt
0
No statistics are available on Rin; hence, the size cannot be validly estimated. This problem
of choosing the correct buffer size could be eliminated if a variable scan rate camera were
available so the scan rate could be adjusted to provide an output word rate constant enough
to allow a small buffer to be used. The baseline camera system, however, has a fixed
scan rate. Thus, the required size must remain an unknown until more statistics are
available concerning the type of images to be obtained. For purposes of obtaining size,
weight, and power estimates a buffer size of approximately 10,000 bits has been assumed.
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Provisions are made for detecting when a buffer overflow or underflow is imminent so
some form of action can be taken before the situation actually occurs. The maximum allow-
able run length can be reduced to force more redundant samples into the buffer if an under-
flow is anticipated. The optimum method to prevent overflow is not known. Two possibilities
are:
a. Ignore every other sample.
b. Open the compressor aperture.
Actual selection of a method must await further study.
Figure 8 is a block diagram showing the actual implementation of the buffer. A core mem-
ory has been suggested as a result of the study presented in Paragraph 5.2. The contents
of the first word storage and the position counter are transferred in parallel into the read-
in register when the comparator determines that the sample is non-redundant and, at the
same time, the write control unit is alerted.
Read and write cannot occur simultaneously in this buffer. The output rate is fixed so the
write pulse will be inhibited if there is a read/write conflict. The word oriented core
matrix is entered by supplying a "1/2 current" to each column into which a logic "1" is to
be written, then supplying another "1/2 current" to the appropriate row. The cores which
receive an effective full current will change state, thus storing the data word.
Readout is accomplished by applying a full current to the row to be read. The word is then
read out in parallel with one bit on each column. The parallel output is transformed to
serial before transfer to the data storage subsystem by the output register as shown in
Figure 8.
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The read control unit sequentially selects the row to be read. It is a counter that is incre-
mented at the output word rate. The write control unit is similar to the read control except
it has a provision to delay writing when it interferes with the read time.
The memory contents control unit keeps a running count of the total number of words in the
buffer. It performs this function by incrementing an up-down counter each time a word is
written and decrementing it when a word is read. When the number in the counter exceeds a
predetermined value, an overflow signal is generated so provisions can be taken to prevent
an actual overflow. Similarly, a minimum value is detected and used to signal a possible
underflow.
4.2.5.3 Compressed Data Formatting
With data compression, the number of bits representing one TV line is not fixed but a function
of the image redundancy. Thus, if compressed TV data is synchronized each line, the num-
ber of bits between synchronization sequences will be variable. To keep the synchronization
technique compatible with the other data types, a count of the number of nonredundant samples
will be maintained with synchronization information added to the data each nth count. This
will be done as the data is entered into the buffer memory so the output with its fixed bit rate
will have a fixed time between synchronization sequences. This approach can be implemented
as shown in Figure 8. The write control unit counts the number of nonredundant samples and
sends a request for format information (begin format sequence) to the format generator at the
appropriate time. The format generator then serially transfers synchronization informa-
tion, data type and line number into the format information storage. The format information
is then held until time for transfer into the buffer memory. All data is written into and read
out of the memory in 17 bit words. The actual transfer occurs in one TV bit time with some
multiple of 6 bit times between transfers. Thus there are a minimum of five bit times be-
tween data transfers available for inserting the format information. The selection matrix
gates the format information into the input register for transfer to the memory ,as directed
by the write control. The output of the buffer memory will then be completely formatted
compressed data.
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4.2.6 DAS Format Generator
The DAS format generator must put all of the data received from the instruments into suitable
formats for storage, transmission, and reception. As discussed in paragraph 3.2 (for the
baseline science instrument payload), it appears that each of the three TV signals should bc
individually formatted, with the UV and IR data time multiplexed to form a single output.
Figure 9 is a block diagram of the overall DAS format generator. Switching Matrix 2 allows
either data compressor to be used with one of the three cameras. When a data compressor
is used, the required sync information will be inserted in the data compressor buffer along
with the data in such a manner that the output will be correctly formatted data. Only two
high speed recorders are available in t_e data storage subsystem. Hence, Switching Matrix
1 is necessary to get the three camera and two data compressor outputs onto the two outputs.
The three TV cameras cannot be generating data simultaneously. The normal mode of TV
sequencing calls for the two medium resolution cameras to be shuttered sequentially, each
with a duty cycle of one-half. Thus, their outputs can time share one output. The high
re_olution TV _,_il! provide the second output. If the two medium resolution cameras are
shuttered simultaneously, time sharing is not possible so Camera 2 output will be switched
to the second output. Thus, the following signals can appear at the designated outputs:
a. Output 1
1) Only medium resolution TV 1
2) Medium resolution TV 1 and medium resolution TV 2
b. Output 2
1) Only medium resolution TV 2
2) Only high resolution TV
The three TV format generators are identical. A detailed description of their operation is
given in Paragraph 4.2.6.2. A detailed description of the UV and IR format generator is
given in Paragraph 4.2.6.1.
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Each of the formats will contain basically the same information as shown in Figure 10.
SYNC DATA TYPE I DENTI FICATIO N 1DATA
Figure 10. Typical Format
The synchronization bits are a fixed pattern which identifies the beginning of a group of for-
matted data when received. Data Lype identifies the par_cular format being generated.
Identification will fix the time of the measurement and provide an_ other information neces-
sary to properly interpret the data. Data is simply the binary representation of the sensor
output.
The number of data bits in one complete format will be a function of the data type. TV data
will require the number of bits in one TV line or some submultiple of the line length. Com-
pressed TV data will have a multiple of the number of magnitude bits plus the number of posi-
tion bits stored for each nonredundant sample. The multiplexed UV and IR format will have
a length fixed by the frequency at which all inputs begin a word simultaneously.
The TV data type is somewhat unique in that the frame (image) number, shutter opening
time, and other identification data should be updated on a frame basis rather than a line
basis. As a result, a special format is provided for TV frame information. Compressed
TV data will require a separate format since its length will not be equal to that of the
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A list of the different data types as nowenvisioned is presented in
Table 5. Data Type Description
Data Type Description
1
2
3
4
TV frame identification
TV data
Compressed TV data
UV and IR data
4.2.6.1 UV and IR Format Generator
The UV and IR format generator must time multiplex the three IR sensors and the UV sensor
outputs, format the resulting combination, then send the formatted signal to the data storage
subsystem. As discussed in Paragraph 3.2 it is assumed that the high rate ultraviolet data
will replace the IR radiometer data in the format during a solar flare occurrence.
4.2.6.1.1 Multiplexing. The four data rates that must be considered are 2400, 1200,
150, and 150 bps. Thus, for each bit of 150 bps data in the multiplexed output, 16 bits of
the 2400 bps data and 8 bits of the 1200 bps data must be included. A straightforword method
of performing the required multiplexing is shown in the UV and IR data format generator
block diagram (Figure 11). It indicates that 16 bits of 2400 bps data is serially entered into
a 16-stage shift register. Simultaneously, 8 bits of 1200 bps and one bit of each of the 150
bps sequences are serially entered into shift registers. When the shift registers are filled,
their contents are transferred in parallel to a 26-stage shift register. The contents of the
26-stage shift register are then serially read out. The 26-stage SR will just be emptied in
time to receive the next 26-bit parallel transfer, if the entire operation is repeated at a 150
transfer per second rate. The output from the last register will then be a 3900 bps data
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stream made up of the input data as illustrated in Figure 12. If one or more instruments are
off, blanks will be inserted instead of their data to maintain the 3900 bps output rate.
L- 1/150 SEC -I7 -1
IAIAIAIAIAIAIAIAIAIAIAIAIAIAIAIAIBIBIBIBIBIBIBIBIclnl---- R P ATS
A - 2400 BPS DATA
B - 1200 BPS DATA
C - 150 BPS DATA
D - 150 BPS DATA
3900 BP5 RATE
Figure 12. U V and IR Multiplexer Output
4.2.6° 1° 2 Formatting° With the data multiplexed, the next step is to put it into the cor-
rect format for transmission to the data storage subsystem. As discussed previously, syn-
chronization information, data type and identification are necessary in any format. For the
UV and IR data format, the identification must include the on/off status of each of the four
instruments and the time at the beginning of the format. There are 15 possible on/off com-
binations for the four instruments. Thus, four bits are necessary to identify sensor on/off
status. The first through the fourth bit will indicate the status of the 2400, 1200, 150, and
150 bps instruments, respectively.
With the input data rate equal the 3900 bps output, the introduction of the format information
as described above will necessitate the loss of a small amount of science data. Approximately
40 bits will be lost each time the formatting information is inserted. If the format data occurs
once per second, about one percent of the total data is lost. This loss could be averted by
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providing a higher outputbit rate which in turn would necessitate considerably more buffer-
ing at the input to the multiplexer. This is not considered necessary becauseof the nature
of the UV andIR data.
Another requirement of the formatting is that it allows dataword sync to be obtainedupon
reception at the groundstation. This requirement canbe met by having the first bit of each
instrument following the format databe the first bit of their individual datawords. This
requires the first databit in eachformat to occur during the time that all of the instrument
word clocks occur simultaneously. The dataword lengths and resulting word rates for each
instrument are listed in Table 6.
Table 6. UV and IR DataWord Rates
Instrument
IR Radiome_r
BroadbandIR Spec
UV Spectrometer
High Res. IR Spec.
Rate
(BPS)
Word
Length
(bits)
2400
1200
150
150
10
5
12
8
DataWord
Rate
(words/sec)
240
240
150/12
150/8
Using the data in Table 6 it is determined that all four words begin simultaneously every 120
occurrences of the 150bps clock or onceevery 3120outputbits. Thus, the formatting must
occur onceper 3120bits or some multiple of 3120bits to maintain the proper word synchro-
nization.
The substitution of the high rate UV spectrometer data for the IR radiometer data does not
affect this since the UV data is quantized to 8 bits. Thus, exactly two words will be included
in each multiplexed word.
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A methodof generating the required format is shownin Figure 11. The 3900bps counter
in conjunction with the decodingmatrix, provides format timing. The decodingmatrix
simply detects the several counter states necessary to gate the format componentsinto the
bit stream at the appropriate time. The counter will be initialized by the sync detector
whenthe four datawords begin simultaneously. The row of flip-flops transform the timing
pulses from the decodingmatrix into gating levels to gate the outputsof the function gener-
ators at the appropriate time.
4.2.6.2 TV Format Generator
A block diagram of the TV format generator is shownin Figure 13. The first line of each
TV data frame sent to datastorage (DS)will be precededby a set of identifying information
(FID) which will include a synchronization (SYNC)sequence, data type, sensor number,
shutter time, filter number, and frame number. Each succeedingline of data
will be preceded by a set of line identiPyingi_ormation (LID), the SYNCsequence, data
type, and line number. The format generator (FG) in conydnctionwith _^-*-^'" ..... ;..... lo
_ UII LJL UI J.lll_
to and from the seauencin_ unit. will organize the FID, LID and the TV data into proper time
sequence before they are sent to DS. Two direct command signals from the command decod-
er, DC TV (direct TV data) and DCCTV (compressed TV data) wiii determine the two opera-
ting modes of the FG. In the DC TV mode FID, LID and TV data are routed thru the FG
before being sent to data storage. In the DCCTV mode FID, LID and TV data are sent to the
data compressor (DC). The output of the DC buffer is then routed back to the FG before being
sent to DS. All data sent to DS will be accompanied by an appropriate clock. The data type
mentioned above will include FID, TV data (TV), and compressed TV data (CTV). The SYNC
sequence and data type are generated within the FG, the shutter time is derived from the
telemetry subsystem and the remaining identifying data comes from the sequencing unit. At
the appropriate time, the FG gates a clock to a particular storage shift register (whether in
the sequencing unit, TM, or in the FG itself) to shift the identifying information in that register
through the FG and out to DS. The clock will also accompany the data to DS.
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Eachelement of TV dataarrives from the sensor A/D converter as an 8-bit word. However,
except for every tenth word, only the six least significant bits (LSB) are used and sent to DS.
This technique provides a measure of datacompression. The two most significant bits (MSB)
of every tenth word are placed in a shift register for temporary storage. At the end of the
TV line, and before the start of the next TV line, the accumulation of MSBs is shifted out to
data storage. In the CTV mode both LSB and MSB data are sent to the data compressor.
The sequence of events in the FG starts when the begin frame signal from the sequencer sets
flip-flop 1 (FF1) and FF2. The 1 output of FF2 indicates that FID is to be formatted. The 1
output of FF1 in turn sets FF5 which gates CLK1 to the SYNC sequence generator which is
a shift register appropriately feedback-connected to provide the desired SYNC sequence.
FF1 also gates the output of the SYNC generator to DS. It also gates in CLK1 to the format
time counter (FTC) where the outputs are decoded in a matrix to provide predetermined output
time signal_ o During the time between two such signals, a prescribed number of clock pulses
are gated to some storage shift register to shift the identifying data through the FG. Thus,
decode DI appears and resets FF5 to disable CLK1 to the SYNC generator and ends the se-
quence. It also sets FF6 which in turn gates CLK1 to the data type generator. This had been
reset with a 1 in the first stage by FF5. As the 1 is shifted down, it gates in succession the
outputs of the associated data type decode matrix to form the desired sequence to be sent to
DS. In this case the outputs would indicate FID. Next, decode D2 resets FF6 and sets FF7
which now gates CLK1 to the sequencer to shift sensor number data through the FG to data
storage. The process continues until decode D6 resets FF2 to terminate FID and indicates
that now TV data preceded by LID is about to be sent. D6 also resets FF1 and FTC. In
order to begin the first TV line, a slightly later decode, D9 sets FF1 again and also starts
the counter again. (Note: the numbering of the decodes does not necessarily indicate suc-
cessive ordering in time). The process is repeated as before through decode D1. Now
decode D2 sets FFll which allows line number information to be sent to data storage. D7
then resets FFll and sets FF12 which allows LSB TV data to be gated out to D8. Mean-
while, D8 (start TV scan signal) (STV) had been sent to the sequencer and to the sensor to
start the processing of TV data. It is timed so that the first data reaches the FG as FF12
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is set. To prevent recycling of the FTC, decode D10 resets FF1 and stops CLK1 to the
counter. The ETL signal from the sequencing unit (Paragraph 4.2.2) resets FF12 and
sets FF13 allowing MSB data to be sent to DS. Next, the BNL signal from the sequencer
resets FF13 and sets FF1 to start the cycle again.
As TV data reaches the FG from the sensor, it is shifted in and processed in the following
manner: the STV signal sets FF4 to enable the three clocks, CLK1 (390 kHz), CLK2 (65
kHz), and CLK3 (520 kHz). The 8-bit data word is shifted LSBs first into an 8-stage register
via CLK3. At the end of the last shift, the LSBs are gated in parallel to a 6-stage output
shift register by CLK2. The 65 kHz CLK2 is the 8-bit TV data word rate. The six bits are
then shifted out of the output register to DS by CLK1. At the end of every tenth word, as
determined by a divide-by-10 counter counting CLK2 pulses, the two MSBs are gated to the
MSB storage shift register. The divide-by-10 output also resets a two-pulse counter. The
following two CLK2 pulses shift the MSB down to make room for the following two MSBs. The
decode from the counter prevents any further shifting of this register by CLK2. LSBs are
shifted out and MSBs are accumulated until the ETL signal resets FF4, disabling the clocks.
The next STV signal starts the next data line.
During the DC CTV mode, FID, LID, and TV data are sent to the data compressor. The out-
put of the data compressor is returned to the FG to be sent to DS. To provide a synchroniza-
tion signal, the data compressor requires LID to be inserted intothe TV data stream at
regularly spaced invervals which are differentfrom the TV line scan interval. Consequently,
in the DCCTV mode the initiationof the LID is controlled by the begin format sequence (BFS)
signal from the data compressor rather than the BNL signal from the sequencing unit.
4.2.7 Power Supply
The DAS power supplies, +12 vdc for magnetic logic and +4 vdc for SIC logic will be derived
from the 2400 Hz power line at an anticipated drain of 50 watts. Each supply will have a
transformer, rectification, and filtering. Redundancy will be supplied as necessary. The
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output voltages will be turned on or off by direct commands from the command decoder or
the computer and sequencer.
4.3. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
4.3.1. Packaging
The data automation subsystem is located in Bay 6 of the spacecraft as shown in Figure 14.
4.3.2. Thermal Control
The DAS will be thermally connected to a radiating plate to dissipate the anticipated 50 watts.
4.3.3. Summary of Size, Weight, and Power
The following table gives the size, weight, and power for the various components of the DAS.
Table 7. DAS Component Size, Weight and Power
Component
Command Distributor
Sequencing Units (8)
Timing Generator
A/D Converters (7)
Data Compressors (2)
Format Controls (4}
Power Supplies (2)
TOTALS
Size
(cu. in. )
173
953
9
61
450
96
54
1796 cu. in.
Weight
(15)
4.43
28.60
• 19
1.31
10.42
2.15
5.00
52.10 lbs.
Power
(watts)
2.90
23.28
.40
4.66
2.93
3.22
12.38
49.77 watts
The alternate address decoding scheme described in Paragraph 5.3. I would increase these
figures by 32 cu. in, 0.71 lb, and 0. 605 watts. Using magnetic core logic in place of inte-
grated circuits for several logic functions in the sequencing units, would decrease the power
by 7.53 watts but increase the weight by 7.9 pounds.
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Figure 14. Bay Isometric
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4.4. INTERFACE DEFINITIONS
Tables 8 and 9 list the electrical input and output requirements of the Data Automation
Subsystem. Two of the inputs listed, quantitative and discrete commands, require fur-
ther definition as discussed in the following sections.
4.4.1. Quantitative Command
As shown in Table 8, only one quantitative command channel is required. Many commands
are received over this channel and distributed by the command distributor to update the ap-
propriate sequencing parameters. A list of the parameters that are updated by this method
follows.
a. Medium Resolution TV
b.
lo Normal sequence (mapping)
(a) begin sequence time -also controls warm up
(b) time between frames
(c) number of frames per orbit
2. Color/stereo mode of operation
(a) shutter camera 1 time
(b) shutter camera 2 time (up to 5 shutter times per camera)
(c) time to change direction of camera 1 FOV
(d) time to change direction of camera 2 FOV (up to 5 changes per camera)
(e) time and amount of color filter rotation for camera 1
(f) time and amount of color filter rotation for camera 2 (up to 5 rotations per
camera, each rotation is for 1, 2 or 3 steps)
High Resolution TV
1. Shutter time 1
2. Shutter time 2
3. Shutter time 3
4. Shutter time 4
5. Shutter time 5
6. Shutter time 6
7. Shutter time 7
8. Shutter time 8
9. Shutter time 9
10. Shutter time 10
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c. High Resolution Infra-red Spectrometer
1. Begin measurement 1 time
2. Stop measurement 1 time
3. Begin measurement 2 time
4. Stop measurement 2 time
5. Orient instrument time 1
6. Orient instrument time 2
d. Broad Band Infra-red Spectrometer
1. Begin measurement i time
2. Stop measurement 1 time
3. Begin measurement 2 time
4. Stop measurement 2 time
5. Orient instrument time 1
6. Orient instrument time 2
e. Infra-red Radiometer
1. Begin measurement 1 time
2. Stop measurement 1 time
3. Begin measurement 2 time
4. Stop measurement 2 time
t _ TT14-_^ .,.:'_1 _J- c1__ _ j
- • _.-_.LI, J. C.l, - V .LV.LT;L. _._Ut_L;LI'UIIIb_.I.{-_. r
2. Stop measurement 1 time
_':l l_,_ .... J- _-'---
4. Stop measurement 2 time
5. Orient instrument time 1
6. Orient instrument time 2
g. Planet Scan Platform
1. Hold time
2. Acquire/track time
3. Continue/track time
4. Slew time and amount
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Input
Primary Power
Discrete Commands(_30)
Quantitative Command
Timing Pulses
Time Code
ScienceSensorData
Med. Res. TV-(2)
High Res. TV
IR Rad
HRIR Spec
UV Spec
High Rate
Low Rate
BBIR Spec
Table 8. Interface List (Inputs)
Source Signal Characteristics
Power
Command
Command
C&S
Science
Science
Science
Science
Science
Science
Science
Science
2400 HZ, 50 VRMS + 2%
2-900 MS switch closure
1/2 PPS digitalsignal
Logic level pulse
Digital sequence
1 CH, 32 kHz analog
1 CH, 32 kHz analog
2 CH, 60 Hz analog
1 CH, 7 Hz analog
2 CH, 75 Hz analog
2 CH, 5 Hz analog
2 CH, 60 Hz analog
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Table 9. Interface List (Outputs)
Outputs Destination Signal Characteristics
Formatted output data
Med. res. TV (2)
High res. TV
UV and IR data
Recorder on (3)
Bit Clock (3)
Sequencer Signals
Off (7)
On (_)
Change TV filter(2)
Change TV Dir. of F. O. V.
TV Line Sync (3)
TV Shutter (3)
11VILL
Acquire/Track
Slew Value
Slew + or -
(2)
Data storage
Data storage
Data storage
Data storage
Data storage
Science
Science
Science
Science
Science
Science
T_ _3f_
,IL,|,
PSp
PSP
PSP
Logic Sequence
Logic Sequence
Logic Sequence
Logic Sequence
Logic Sequence
Logic Pulses
Logic Pulses
Logic Pulses
Logic Pulses
Logic Pulses
Logic Pulses
Logic Pulse
Logic Sequence
Logic Puises
4.4.2. Discrete Comma_nd,_
Each discrete command requires a separate channel. They are used in the back-up or manual
mode to control the science instruments. A list of the discrete commands follows.
a. Medium Resolution TV 1
i. Auto/manual
2. Warm up
3. Obtain image
4. Step color filter
5. Change direction of field of view
6. Normal-color/stereo mode
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b. Medium Resolution TV 2 (sameas MRTV 1)
el
do
eo
f.
g.
High Resolution TV
1. Auto/manual
2. Warm up
3. Obtain image
4. Step filter
High Resolution I.R. Spectrometer
1. Auto/manual
2. Start measurement
3. Stop measurement
Broad Band IR Spectrometer (same as high resolution IR Spectrometer)
IR Radiometer (same as high resolution IR Spectrometer)
Ultra-violet Spectrometer
1. Auto/manual
2. Start measurement
3. Stop measurement
4. High data rate only
5. Low data rate only
6. Solar flare control
5. IMPLEMENTATION ALTERNATES
This section contains trade-off studies of analog-to-digital conversion techniques and various
digital memory types. Also included is a description of alternate methods to implement the
command distributor.
5.1. ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTER ALTERNATES
5.1.1. Types of A/D Converters
5.1.1.1. Classification of A/D Converters
There are many ways in which the different types of A/D converters can be classified. One
way is to separate them into programmed and non-programmed A/D converters. In pro-
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grammed A/D converters, the conversion process is performed in a given number of steps
with each step clocked to take a fixed time interval. The non-programmed type of A/D con-
verter may require a sequenceof events to take place before the conversion is complete;
however, the sequenceis not in fixed time steps andonly dependson the response time of the
conversion circuitry.
Another way of grouping A/D converters wouldbe to group them according to whether they
are of the feedbacktype or of the openloop type. In the openloop type, a direct comparison
is madebetweenthe analog input voltage anda reference analog voltage or voltages. The re-
sult of the comparison is a generated digital word that is equivalent to the analog input. In
closed-loop A/D converters, as the conversion process proceeds, an analogvoltage generated
internally as a function of a digital word in the A/D converter, is fedback to oneinput of a com-
parator. This voltage is comparedagainst the analoginput voltage to be converted, andwhen
the fedback voltage is equal to the input voltage, the conversion is complete. The digital
word in the A/D converter is then the digital equivalent of the analog input.
A third method of sub-dividing A/D converters, andthe methodused in the following discus-
charging ramp A/'D conversion type, or of the discrete voltage level A/D converter type.
The capacitor charging A/D conversion process basically depends upon digitally encoding the
time to charge a capacitor to some reference voltage value or to the value of the input analog
voltage.
Discrete voltage comparison A/D converters use a conversion process that depends basically
upon the generation of discrete voltages whose levels are equivalent to digital words, and
comparing these discrete voltage levels against the input analog voltage to determine the equiv-
alent digital word. The generation of these discrete voltage levels could be simultaneous or
sequential or a combination of these.
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5.1.1.2. Capacitor Charging A/D Converters
Three examples of capacitor charging A/D converters are: the voltage to frequency A/D con-
verter, the pulse width modulator A/D converter, and the up-down integrator A/D converter.
5.1.1.2.1. Voltage to Frequency A/D Converter. A block diagram of the voltage to fre-
quency A/D converter is shown in Figure 15. The analog input voltage is first converted to a
proportional constant current. This constant current is integrated by an integrating DC ampli-
fier. The integration continues until the integrator output voltage exceeds either +V R or -VR,
at which time one of the analog comparators generates an output pulse. The output pulse is
used to reset the integrator to zero. The number of pulses per second, i.e., frequency, is
proportional to the analog input. These pulses can be counted for a fixed period of time in a
binary counter. The digital count at the end of the fixed period of time is then proportional
to the analog input.
5.1.1.2.2. Pulse Width Modulator A/D Converter. One of the simplest approaches to im-
plementing an analog to digital conversion is the Pulse Width Modulator A/D Converter. The
name of this conversion process is derived from the fact that the analog signal level is initi-
ally transformed to a pulse whose width in time (time duration) is a function of the value of
the input analog signal. The pulse width is then converted to a digital format by counting the
number of cycles of a reference frequency that occur between the beginning and end of the
pulse width.
The basic principle of operation of a Pulse Width A/D Converter is illustrated in Figure 16.
The reset switch, S1, is closed until the conversion is to begin. At that time, the beginning
of the pulse width, the switch is opened and capacitor C1 charges linearly because of the
constant current I. The analog comparator also connected to the capacitor conducts relatively
little current. As the capacitor charges up from zero volts, the accumulator (typically a
binary counter) counts the cycles of the reference frequency. When the voltage on C 1 equals
the input analog voltage, VIA , the comparator output changes state (end of the pulse width).
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Figure 16. Pulse Width Modulator A/D Converter
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The comparator signal then inhibits the reference frequency from entering the accumulator,
and the final count in the accumulator is the digital equivalent of the analog input voltage.
5.1.1.2.3. Up-Down Integrator A/D Converter. The up-down integrator A/D converter is
a form of pulse width modulator A/D converter. Its most important advantage over the pulse
width modulator A/D converters described in the previous section is that it is inherently more
accurate. The increased accuracy is obtained by an increase in equipment complexity. How-
ever, the equipment is still relatively simple for certain accuracy ranges when compared to
other A/D conversion techniques.
The basic idea of the up-down integrator A/D converter, shown in Figure 17, is to generate a
pulse width proportional to the analog input voltage by making a time comparison between two
integrations. In this way, many of the absolute errors in generating the integrated ramp vol-
tage are eliminated. The first integration is on the input analog signal. It proceeds for a
fixed interval of time, t 1. The input to the integrating circuitry is then switched to a known
reference voltage. The time from this switching until the integrator output reaches some
fixed re£erence point gives a measure of the analog input voltage.
- _,,,,, _,,,,_ bI _,_._ ,,,_ l.llb_:;_J._.l, ul uttblstlb lifo &U_ll_tl tllt:_ IklIUINII l.t_l._J.t:_ll_t_ YUJ. b_._t:_, _.;Uttllb_ ].]"UIII
a source of clock signals are entered in a binary counter. The final count in the register is
then the digital equivalent of the input analog voltage.
5.1.1.3. Discrete Voltage Comparison A/D Conver_ers
Many types of A/D converters are included under the discrete voltage comparison A/D con-
version division. Three examples of discrete voltage comparison A/D converters are: the
counter ramp, the successive approximation, and the simultaneous A/D converters. A
description of these three basic types follows.
5.1.1.3.1. Counter Ramp A/D Converter. The counter ramp A/D converter is one of
the simplest converters of the discrete voltage comparison type. However, the penalty for
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the simplicity is that the A/D converter is relatively slow. For a full scale analog input voltage
the conversion requires 2n -1 (where n is the number of bits in the digital word) process steps
before the conversion is complete (this is also a limitation of the capacitor charging A/D con-
verters previously described). Figure 18 shows a diagram of the counter ramp A/D conver-
ter. The conversion process begins with a reset pulse to the counter at t o. At this time, the
counter is reset to zero which drives the D/A decoder analog output to zero volts. The coun-
ter then begins receiving and counting clock signals through gate 1. The D/A decoder is
slaved to the counter so that as the counts build up in the counter, the output analog voltage
from the decoder, VOA, increases as shown in the simplified timing diagram. When the
count has built up sufficiently, so that VOA is slightly greater than the analog input voltage,
the comparator changes state which inhibits gate 1 so that no more clock pulses enter the
counter. At this time, the parallel digital word in the counter is the digital equivalent of the
analog input voltage.
For a full scale analog input voltage, the counter must count from all ZERO's to all ONE's.
This requires a conversion time of 2n -1 times the clock pulse period. For high speed A/D
conversions, the required counting speeds can become prohibitive.
5.1.1.3.2. Successive Approximation A/D Converter (SerialA/D). This conversion pro-
cess basically consists of starting with the MSB and successively trying a ONE in each bit of
a D/A decoder (See Figure 19). As each bit is tried the output of the D/A decoder is compared
against the input analog signal. If the D/A output is larger, the ONE is removed from that
bit as the process continues and a ONE is tried in the next most significant bit. If the analog
input signal is larger, the ONE remains in that bit. At the end of the process after the L. S. B.
has been tried, the digital word in the D/A decoder is the digital equivalent of the analog
voltage.
This A/D converter requires n steps for encoding to an n bit word. The digital output word
can either be taken serially, as each bit is tried by properly gating the output of the compar-
ator, or it can be taken in parallel by reading out the flip flops driving the D/A decoder at
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the end of the conversion time. The conversion word rate for this converter is much faster
than that of the counter ramp just described. The converter need only go through n program
steps before the conversion is complete. Therefore, for circuits of the same approximate
frequency response, the conversion speed is much greater than that of the counter ramp.
The increased speed of conversion is paid for by an increase in circuit complexity. The in-
crease in circuit complexity is in the Programmer which must take the D/A decoder through
the different steps of the successive approximation process.
5.1.1.3.3. Simultaneous (Parallel). Simultaneous A/D converters use one analog com-
parator, with a fixed reference voltage at one of its inputs, for every quantization level in
the digital word from zero to full scale (See Figure 20). The input analog voltage is connected
to the other input of all of the comparators so that an analog comparison can be made with all
the reference voltage levels representing all the quantization levels. The outputs of these
comparators drive encoding logic to generate the equivalent digital word. The value of the
output digital word is dependent upon the comparators that have detected that the input analog
voltage was greater than their reference voltage.
The conversion word rate possible with this type of converter is extremely fast because the
conversion is completed in one step. However, this type of conversion does have a disadvant-
age in that for each additional binary bit in the digital word, the amount of required circuitry
is practically doubled. For example, for an 8-bit conversion it would be necessary to have
255 comparators, generate 255 references voltages, and a proportionate number of gates in
the encoding logic.
5.1.1.3.4. Comparison. Table 10 shows the relationship and a comparison between the
various types of discrete voltage comparison A/D converters. The table shows that the con-
version speed of the counter ramp A/D converter can be increased by dividing it into two
sections, making the incremental steps in the conversion process of two different sizes. As
the counter ramp is divided into more and more variable step sections, the point is finally
reached where there are n sections in the counter ramp A/D conversion. This is the succes-
sive approximation A/D converter. A further increase in speed of conversion can be made if
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more th:m one bit of file digital word is encoded per step. This is the simultaneous/successive
approximation A/D converter. Finally, the fastest and most complex A/D converter is the
simultmleous A/D converter, where the conversion is performed in one step with ms many
comparators as there are different digital quantization levels in the digital word.
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Figure 20. Simultaneous (Parallel) A/D Converter
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Table 10. Discrete Voltage Comparison A/D Converters
Slowest and Least Complex
V
Direction of Increasing
Conversion Speed and
Increasing Equipment
Complexity
m
7
Fastest and Most Complex
Counter Ramp
Each incremental step in the ramp voltage is equal
to the value of the L.S.B. For a full scale VIA
requires 2n -1 process steps to complete the con-
version, where n = number of bits in the digital
word.
Sectioned Counter Ramp (A coarse-fine approach)
First coarse steps to determine the M. S. B. 's and
then fine steps for the L. S. B. 's. For a full scale
VIA, requires (2 n/2 -1) (2) steps.
Sectioned Counter Ramp
Three different size steps starting with the largest
with the smallest. For a full scale VIA,and ending .
requires (2 n/3 -1) (3) steps to complete the con-
version.
n Sectioned Counter Ramp = Successive Approxi-
mation
Each step is different in size. Each bit from the
M. S. B. to the L. S. B. is compared in turn with
VIA. As the process proceeds those bits exceeded
by the analog input remain as ONE's. (2 n/n -1) (n)
= n steps to complete the conversion.
Simultaneous/Successive Approximation (Series/
Parallel)
A simultaneous conversion of the M. S. B. 's and
then change reference voltages dependent upon
ONE's in M.S.B. 's to finally determine L.S.B. 's.
Two or more steps dependent upon how many bits
are converted per step. _ steps to complete a
conversion where N is the number of bits convert-
ed per step.
Simultaneous (Parallel)
Comparison of VIA against 2 n-1 fixed reference
voltage levels. The levels exceeded by VIA are
detected and encoded to the equivalent digital
word. One step required to complete the conver-
sion process.
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5.1.2. Interface Considerations
The choice of interface between each of the scientific experiments and the DAS is basically
between two general methods. One method is to send the analog voltages from each science
instrument to the DAS where they would be converted to digital for storage and telemetry.
The other basic approach is to first convert the analog signals to some digital form and send
the digital representation to the DAS.
The advantage in sending analog signals is that the A/D converters in the DAS could be time
shared, dependent upon data rates, by multiplexing several experiment analog outputs to one
A/D converter. Analog multiplexers are relatively simple devices compared to a complete
A/D converter. This would result in some savings in overall equipment size, weight, and
power. However, this savings would not be significant when compared to the overall space
vehicle size, weight and power. The number of sensors generating analog information is not
very great at the present time, i.e., seven. Therefore, this isn't a strong argument in favor
of __ce_tr._.!___e_ A/n _nnv_rsion svstem in the DAS.
The advantages to be gamed by using a separate A/D converter with each sensor are:
a. No degradation in accuracy of the sensor data because of a difference in ground po-
tential between the science packages and the DAS.
b. Noise pickup on the long signal lines between the science packages and the DAS will
not degrade the data accuracy because the signals are digital.
c. Flexibility in simultaneously reading out and storing the science data.
d. Redundancy can easily be applied if required.
For these reasons, the selected approach is the use of standard A/D converters in each of the
science packages.
The next question is then: what type of A/D conversion and what should be the nature of the
digital interface between the science package and the DAE ?
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At present, the successiveapproximation A/D converter appears to be the best approach for
the Voyager scientific payload. The reason for this is that the successive approximation A/D
converter is aboutthe only type of converter that will easily meet the conversion requirements
of all the scientific experiments. The slightly greater complexity of this conversion approach
when compared to others that might be chosenfor someof the experiments, especially the low
bit rate, low to medium accuracy analog signals, is offset by the standardization possible and
the fact that it naturally generates a real time serial output.
The Capacitor ChargingRampA/D converters (e. g., pulse width) in general would be too difficult
to apply because of the 12-bit resolution required for the HRIR spectrometer and the 520 KBPS
conversion speed of the TV data. The conversion speed requirement is especially difficult for
this converter and the counter ramp converters because their counters must count through
every digital word to encode a full scale analog input voltage.
Successive approximation A/D converters for the Voyager experiments can be fabricated using
standard flight proven circuit techniques. The complete microelectronic A/D converter that
would be inserted in each experiment package would be less than two cubic inches in volume
and consume less than 3/4-watt of power.
The successive approximation type of A/D converter naturally generates a serial digital word
that can be sent in realtime to the DAE on a single set of shielded twisted pair lines. To send
the digital word in parallel would require many more lines and interface circuitry.
Approaches to a standard digital interface between the DAS and the experiments are-
a. Single ended, common signal ground return.
b. Electro-Optical switches
c. Pulse transformers.
d. Digital differential detector circuit.
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The single endedapproachgenerates EMI type noise problems. In addition, special digital
circuits with very high noise immunity must be used because of possible differences in the
ground potential between the DAS and the science packages. The electro-optical approach is
relatively new. Data establishing their long life characteristics and demonstrating a history
of reliability is scarce. Developments in this technique should be watched for possible future
use.
Pulse transformers or some other transformer method such as that used in the past on other
subsystems; i.e. isolation switches as used in the command subsystem, should receive mr-
ther consideration when the equipment design begins. The complete DC isolation of this inter-
face is attractive from many standpoints. Its main drawback may be the difficulty in operating
a fast version of the standard isolation switch at 520 KBPS, as required for the TV data.
The use of differential digital interface signals and differential detectors as interface circuits
is suggested at this time because this approach has been proven successful, the noise im-
munity is excellent, high bit rates can be handled easily, and its microcircuit techniques are
standard and proven.
5.2. STORAGE REQUIREMENTS
5.2.1. General
The Data Automation System (DAS) will require many types of information storage and buffer-
big devices from simple flip-flops to data registers, shift registers, and muitiword storage.
This subsection discusses the requirements of the system for such storage. Several types of
solid-state storage techniques are discussed in terms of their suitability for use in the DAS
with regard to the Voyager design considerations of size, weight, power, noise immunity,
environmental restrictions, and reliability. Suggestions are listed for the type or types of
storage most appropriate for the DAS.
The DAS will require a small hierarchy of storage devices of increasing complexity which will
include individual bit storage in the form of flip-flops, registers and buffers, and a small
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memory. The flip-flop will temporarily store control signals and results of past operations.
The registers will in general beused for temporary storage of data and instructions, for im-
plementing logical operations, and for addressing a larger memory. A buffer is employed as
a temporary storage betweentwo sections of logic usually operating at unequal data rates.
A partial but representative list of the several storage requirements of the DAS follows.
(Any one device canhave any combination of parallel or serial input or output. A serial input
or output characterization implies that the device must operate as a shift register.}
a. Line Sync Register
12 bits nondestructive Readout (NDRO}
Serial input, parallel output.
Do Data Compressor Word Buffers
Two 6-bit NDRO
Parallel in, parallel out, serial out.
Co Data Compressor Queuing Buffer
This device accepts serial input data at varying rates and feeds it serially out
at a fixed rate. It also contains logic to determine the extent of fullness at any
time. It is anticipated that the size of the queuing buffer will be on the order of
10,000 bits.
do Science Instrument A/D Converter Output Buffers
Five 10-bit buffers
Parallel in, serial out.
eo Sequencing Command Storage Registers
Eleven (on the average per sequencer with 7 sequencers} 12 bit buffers
Serial in, parallel out.
NDRO.
fo Memory Register
49-bit shift register
Serial in, parallel out.
gQ Time to Go Counter
17 bit
Parallel in, parallel out.
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Output Address Register
8 bit parallel in
Parallel out.
Command Storage
20 word x 42 bit random access memory for the Command Distributor
Command Shift Register
17 bit parallel
Serial out.
The DAS will also incorporate at least twenty-five 12 bit counters any of which can also be
organized for any combination of serial or parallel read in or read out.
The principal needs of the DAS for storage are individual flip-flops, multibit registers and
counters with combinations of serial and parallel read in and read out and two multiword mem-
ories which would definitely be classified as small.
5.2.2. Techniques
There exist many techniques to implement the levels in the hierarchy of storage requirements
for the DAS. Among these are:
a. MOS technology integrated circuits currently being fabricated with 10 to 60 storage
bits on a single chip and in larger arrays.
b. Silicon technology integrated usually fabricated with up to 4 storage bits or other
logic functions per chip.
c. Magnetic core devices organized into memories or small scale registers and counters.
d. Plated wire memories.
e. Planar magnetic thin film memories.
f. Etched permalloy core memories.
g. Monolithic ferrite memories.
The list includes well established techniques as well as those recently developed. There
exist others, but only those were listed which were considered to be potentially applicable for
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implementing the DAS requirements and which are either proven techniques or are expected
to be proven techniques within the next two years. Some of the newer techniques are aimed
principally at decreasing switching speed and access time to the order of 25 nsec and 200 nsec,
respectively, but since such speeds are not of primary importance in the DAS, the techniques
are being considered for other desirable properties. All of the techniques listed meet the
temperature requirements of the DAS.
An important feature of a storage device for aerospace applications is whether or not it is
volatile (whether or not its contents will remain undisturbed during and after a power inter-
ruption}. Another desirable feature in larger memories is nondestructive readout (NDRO}.
In a destructive readout device the contents must somehow be read back in by associated
electronic circuitry. During the time the information resides in the circuitry it becomes sub-
ject to destruction by noise. It is also advantageous to choose a device that meets most or
all the storage requirements to provide standardization in circuitry using a minimum of sup-
ply voltages.
5.2.2.1. MOS Techniques
MOS shift registers mounted in a single TO-5 can or a small flatpack can easily accommodate
serial-in and serial-out requirements of up to 60 bits. Devices are also available with
parallel-in and serial-out or serial-in and parallel-out features. These are limited in the
number of bits in one device to about 12. Longer word storage requires two or more devices
connected in series. The difficulty in providing a more flexible combination of reading in and
reading out lies in a limit to the number of leads that can be brought from the chip to the out-
side of a standard package. Most of these devices require a non-overlapping two-phase clock
which would add somewhat to the complexity of the timing generation. Because of the in-
accessibility of the individual bits, the longer register devices cannot be used as counters.
However, some devices exist with a four stage up-down counter fabricated and wired on one
chip. Noise immunity of the MOS device is about 1 volt at either logic level, but it must still
be classified as volatile. In general, MOS technology does not appear to offer a complete set
of low power logic capability so that many logic functions must be satisfied by standard silicon
integrated circuits, thereby leading to an interface problem which is solved only with additional
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circuitry. However, one manufacturer has recently introduced a set of MOS devices which
are claimed to be compatible with DTL and TTL silicon logic, thus eliminating the interface
problem. Again, not all MOS devices can meet the maximum clock rates employed in the
DAS. A rough estimate for size, weight, and power per bit of MOS type storage (including
packaging and external connections in an overall system) is 0.02 cu. in., 0. 005 oz., and 1.5
mw.
Although MOS register devices may potentially offer greater reliability by reducing the piece
part count and interconnecting wiring there does not appear to be a history of successful
device operation in aerospace applications. Many of the devices are still in the experimental
stage (labeled advance or tentative in the literature).
Small MOS memories have been fabricated that appear capable of implementing the queuing
buffer and the command storage but these are still in the developmental stage. Although
large MOS arrays for memory purposes may ultimately compete with magnetic core mem-
................................... _ g:_ :_::_5 ........ y,_.l^
for iong-term storage in the DAE.
MOS devices are apparently easier to fabricate than silicon integrated circuits because there
are fewer steps involved, but there probably still exists a problem of dielectric breakdown
in the former that would reduce yields.
5.2.2.2. Silicon Integrated Circuits
This is an established technology with good reliability reporting and a history of successful
device operation. There are available complete families of devices with low power compatible
logic functions that could readily satisfy the DAS storage requirements for individual flip-
flops, registers, and counters. The latter would be implemented with strings of flip-flops
and appropriate gating.
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Used with compatible gating, flexible combinations of serial or parallel readin or readout
are available. There is no problem in the devices meeting the fastest speedrequirements
of the DAS. Sincethe logic is compatible, there is no interface problem. A rough estimate
of the size, weight, andpower per storage bit including interconnecting wiring and packaging
is 0.40 cu. in., 0.10 oz., and 9 mw for a flip-flop and 5 mw for a gate. These figures
appear to be aboutan order of magnitude larger than those for MOSdevices. This is a
volatile type of storage.
Currently, the devices are packaged with about 2 to 4 flip-flops in a flatpack. But manu-
facturers are developing and introducing to the market devices of ever increasing complex-
ity. Four and 8-bit shift registers and counters are now available. However, pin limiting
is still a problem so that complete flexibility in serial or parallel read arrangements would
not be available. Noise immunity for silicon integrated circuits is on the order of 0.8 volt
for the "0" logic level and 1.5 volts for the "1" level.
Small memories have been developed from arrays of silicon integrated circuits on a single
chip using matrix addressing and selection techniques that would meet the DAS needs for
command storage and possibly for the queueing buffer. But even though such devices might
ultimately compete with core memories, it is a volatile technique and not applicable for
safe long-term storage.
5.2.2.3. Core Devices
Magnetic core technology has been well established for many years and it can be applied to
meet all the storage needs of the DAS. Cores can be arranged with associated semiconductor
switching devices to form registers and counters. They can also be strung in larger arrays
to form small to extremely large memory systems. This is a nonvolatile storage medium
with excellent reliability and a history of successful device operation in aerospace programs.
Because it is a low impedance device and high pulse energy is required for switching, noise
immunity is good and is better than that of semiconductor devices. Ground current paths
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andinterferences are minimized. Equipmentusing core devices canhave a voltage sensor
that cuts off clock pulses in the event of power interruption, while sufficient power supply
energy remains in local filters to complete anydata transfer underway at the time of failure.
The standbypower required is extremely small but large surge switching currents would
require a large power supply. The supply regulation needonly be +15 percent. A rough
estimate of size, weight and power per bit including packaging and interconnections of
registers and counters built up from individual core packages is 0.4 cu. in., 0.25 oz., a
standby power of 0. 025 mw, and a peak pulse power of 150 mw. Size and weight are com-
parable to current silicon integrated circuit technology. The maximum speed is only 100K
bits per second. Any combination of serial or parallel read is possible because all con-
nections between bits are external. The complexity of the interconnections is comparable
to that for silicon integrated circuits. These devices are often compatible with other tech-
niques and interfacing circuit requirements are minimized.
Core memories are certainly applicable for the command storage and the queuing buffer.
They consist of individual discrete magnetic cores threaded by selection, write, and sense
wires to form s matrix or storage array. There are three ways of organizing random access
core memories and are known as 3D, 2D, and 2-i/'2 D (depending on the manner in which the
wires are threaded through the cores). Three D has the advantage of less external driving
circuitry but slower speed when compared with 2D, and 2-1/'2D is a compromise between the
other two. However, in small memories such as are being considered for the DAS, the
ratio of bits to controlling switches is much smaller than for larger devices and there pro-
u,_u._ -_'ould be no significant difference in *_ ,h_.,_,_, ..... e_ _]i_._tlnn fn the DA,_ A
rough estimate of the size, weight, and power per bit including packaging, interconnections,
and control circuitry of a memory used on the Mariner-Mars mission is 0.03 cu. in., 0. 008
oz., and 0.13 row. The figures for size and power are an order of magnitude less than for
silicon integrated circuits. Read/write cycle times of about 1 microsecond easily meet any
speed requirement of the DAS. Because there exists an established technology, tooling costs
for a limited quantity of a small core memory are likely to be smaller than for other tech-
niques.
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The following memory techniques, processedby batch fabrication methods, reduce the cost
per bit especially for large systems and at this point it is not certain whether they canbe-
come competitive with core devices in the size neededfor the DAS.
5.2.2.4. Plated Wire Memories
This is a nonvolatile NDROstorage techniquethat may becomea serious competitor for
magnetic core devices. It canbe readily adaptedfor buffer memories with parallel-to-
serial or serial-to-parallel data conversion, thus making it useful for either the command
storage or the queuingbuffer. It is fabricated by plating a magnetic film on a wire substrate
which then serves as one of the conductors of the system. Becausea closedflux path is
attainable, andbecausethe film is in close physical coupling with the wire, smaller digit
currents are neededand a larger sensesignal is obtained. The switching power required
is less than half that of core memories. This technique does not generateas much heat
as cores andthus permits a higher packagingdensity.
In turn, power supplyrequirements are smaller. Associated electronics are minimized
becauseit has a higher address decodingefficiency than other methods. A single switch
element controls the selection for both senseand bit-drive functions. Plated wire mem-
ories provide excellent noise immunity andoffer cycle times well under a microsecond.
Comparedto core andthin film memories they are also easier to fabricate. However,
problems are involved. Successivelywriting the samenumber in one bit position may
detrimentally affect adjacent cells. A way around this problem lies in writing the comple-
ment of the numberfirst. Current limiters during writing are required becauseas little
as 50percent overcurrent can result in spurious writing. A rough estimate of weight,
size, and power per bit for a small memory including packaging, interconnections and
control circuits is 0. 0015cu. in., 0. 00064oz., and 0. 003 mw. These figures represent
anorder of magnitudeimprovement over core memories.
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5.2.2.5. Etched-Permalloy Toroid Memories
This is another promising approach to batch fabrication of a large-scale low-cost memory.
In this techniquethe storage elements, drive lines, sense lines andinterconnections are all
batch fabricated on the same substrate by plating and etching rather than vacuum deposition.
A recent etched-permalloy toroid memory being developedfor the Air Force has a read/
write cycle time of 35 microseconds andan accesstime of 15microseconds. This makes it
considerably slower than most other memory devices. It has 108bits in all anda 65,000-bit
matrix plane is the smallest individually batch fabricated unit. Writing is doneby coincident
current and read selection is doneby detectingthe coincidence of two RF frequencies gen-
erated by the nonlinear characteristics of the magnetic toroid. Readoutis accomplished
nondestructively. Size, weight, andpower per bit for such a memory are approximately
0. 000069cu. in., 0. 00016oz., and0. 002mw. There exists a closed flux path in the
small toroid which allows for tighter couplingto the drive and senselines. This minimizes
interaction betweenadjacentbit positions allowing more densepacking. Another memory of
this type is being developedfor aerospaceapplications. It has a read/write cycle time of
two microseconds anduses a linear-select tvDeof organization. Low drive currents which
force of the permalloy material. Large sensesignals are attainabte becausethe material
is completely switched during reading andwriting. A 240,000bit memory of this type has
size and power figures per bit of 0. 00027cu. in. and 0.042 mw. It is apparent that the ex-
tremely lo_vfigures for size and power in the large scale memory donot hold for small
memories. This type of memory appears to be competitive in cost with core andplated wire
techniques.
5.2.2.6. Planar Magnetic Thin Film
This memory is also a non-volatile NDROtype andis fabricated by vacuum depositing small
areas of magnetic material, about 20x 50mils, ona substrate andthen depositing suitably
insulated X and Y drive lines. In an alternative technique, a continuousfilm of magnetic
material covers the entire substrate but only that material in the immediate vicinity of the
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junction of X and Y currents is affected magnetically. This continuous sheetprocess per-
mits easier registration of the X and Y drive lines. The resulting geometry does not permit
a closed flux path and consequently, the sensesignals are small enoughthat onebecomes
concernedabout signal to noise ratios. There is also a tendencyfor the material to demag-
netize or creep alongthe outer edgesof the bit spot thereby making the information in the bit
position sensitive to destruction by external noise. To minimize the creep, the film is
made thinner but this also reduces the sense signal. Hence, a design compromise must be
made betweensensesignal amplitude and amountof creep in choosinga film thickness.
Other problems that arise in the design andfabrication of these memories are dispersion,
skew, high drive signals followed by low sense signals, magnetostriction making fabrication
difficult, and low yield. This type of memory is operated in the linear select or word-
oriented mode rather than the coincident current mode with an attendantincrease in the
amount of control electronics required. The ratio of number of storage bits to number of
control switches probably decreasesas the memory size decreases. Principal applications
for planar magnetic thin film devices are small very high speedcontrol and scratch pad
memories. In view of the history of problems associated with this technology, its reliability
must be well demonstratedbefore it can be considered for aerospace applications.
5.2.2.7. Monolithic Ferrite Memory
A complex fabrication process for this type of memory results in a matrix of X and Y wires
imbeddedin a continuoussheetof ferrite material. The matrix of conductors is used in a
two wire linear select system. Wires in the word-oriented direction are used as read and
write drive lines while those ifi the perpendicular direction are the senselines and digit
drive lines. This memory technique has the advantageof a closed flux path. Organization
in the word-oriented mode tends to increase the associated electronic circuitry. The in-
creased cost canbe offset by using relatively cheapbatch fabricated integrated circuits and
the tolerance requirements for these circuits are not severe. The low digit currents are also
compatible with integrated circuitry. Special integrated diode arrays are expectedto be used
here. However, there appears to be no history of successful device operation in aerospace
systems for this memory technique.
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5.2.3. Conclusions
It is seen that silicon integrated circuit devices can well serve as the storage medium for in-
dividual flip-flops and small short term storage registers and counters. For long term non-
volatile storage requirements magnetic devices will be used. Individual core devices will be
employed in registers and counters and the command distributor storage and the queuing buf-
fer will be a small memory fabricated in core, plated wire, or etched permalloy toroid
technology. Magnetic cores are a well-established technology with a history of successful
operation in aerospace applications, while the latter two are more recent developments that
will be watched closely to determine their competitiveness with cores in terms of reliability,
size, weight, power and cost.
5.3. COMMAND DISTRIBUTOR ALTERNATES
Two alternates are considered for the command distributor discussed in paragraph 4.2.1.
The first is an alternate method of implementing the address decoding matrix to reduce the
number of wires necessary between the command distributor and the sequencing unit by
........... s part of the decoding in the sequencer. The second is an alternate method of
implementing the entire distributor to obtain additional flexibility in changing stored commands
before they are used to update the sequencing parameter.
5.3.1. Alternate Address Decoder
This approach as shown in Figure 21, selects the destination address of each QC in two
steps. The first step selects the particular sequencer to which it will be sent, the second
distributes it within the sequencer. The Command Distributor described in Paragraph 4.2.1
requires more than 160 wires between it and the sequencing unit. The alternate approach
reduces the number of wires to one command line and one clock line to each sequencing unit,
and one reset line to all units, or a total of 15 lines in all. However, it does increase the
complexity of the logic somewhat with an attendant increase in size, weight, and power.
In this case, there is a slight modification to the organization of the
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commandword and also the output registers in the CD as shownin the figure. The address
decodematrix is broken up into a portion remaining in the CD and a separateportion as-
signed to eachof the eight sequencingunits.
The commandword coming from the memory is organized in the order shownbelow.
17 Time to go (TTG) information bits
3 SequencerNo. bits
1 Flag bit
17 Commandinformation bits
5 Commandaddress bits
During the countdownof the TTG register, the sequencer decodingmatrix has selected
the sequencerto which the commanddataandits associated clock will be sent. A suitable
time delay after the last count, the commanddata and commandaddresswill be shifted via
CLK2 (refer to paragraph 4.2.1., DASCommandDistributor) to the selected sequencer.
At the sequencer, the first five bits containingthe commandaddress are shifted into a five
stage register, while simultaneously the three stage shift counter checksoff the number of
shifts. After the fifth shift, a counter decodedisables the shift clock to the register and
counter and gatesthe register output to a decodingmatrix which selects the sequenceraddress
to which the 17commandbits andthe remaining shift clocks will be sent. The remaining
clocks shift the commandto that address. The three-stage counter operates with all
sequencingunits. The last count decodeof the TTG register in the CD initiates the signal
to reset this counter just prior to sendingthe commandword to the sequencingunits.
5.3.2. Alternate Command Distributor
In the suggested scheme for the Command Distributor (see Paragraph 4.2.1.) the time to go
information in any quantitative command word is referenced to the time the preceding command
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is sent to tile sequencer. The alternate scheme considered has the time to go information
referenced to time obtained from the eight-hour clock in the telemetry subsystem. A basic
block diagram for this alternate scheme is shown in Figure 22. Any desired number (up to
20) of QC words from the CD are inserted into the memory as in the first scheme. Each QC
word contains 15 bits of time information instead of time to go information. Fifteen bits of
time information referenced to the clock time are sent to the Time Counter and decode from
the Telemetry Subsystem. This counter is pulsed by a 1 Hz clock (CLKA) to keep track of
time. Its parallel outputs feed one set of inputs to a comparator. Just after the time counter
is updated, a second clock (CLKB) pulses the memory address counter at a 65 KHz rate.
The decoded counter output selects memory addresses in succession. A slight time delay
after the counter is updated by one, the time contents of the Qc word at the selected address
is sent to a second set of inputs to the eomparator. If there is a match between the two sets
of time information, the 65 KHz clock is disabled and the command address and command
information contents at the selected memory address are transmitted to the output address
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and shift registers. After a short time delay during which the contents of the output address
register are decoded by the address decoding matrix, a shift clock to the output shift regis-
ter will transmit the information to the decoded address. If there has been no match in time
information after all memory addresses have been selected, a last count decode in the
counter disables the 65 KHz clock. The cycle is repeated with the next 1 Hz clock. An
interlock will be provided to prevent writing a word into memory while it is undergoing this
sequencing operation.
With this technique, a QC word can be entered into any memory slot at any time which pro-
rides ground control with somewhat improved flexibility in managing the science sensor sub-
systems. A QC word can be new data or can be used to correct previously transmitted data.
The improved flexibility is achieved at a cost of only a 15-bit comparator since it is estimated
that otherwise the two approaches are about equal in size, weight, and power. Except for
the comparator, most of the details of logic, control signals, gating, and parity checking are
identical to the first approach and so a detailed description of their operation is not presented
here. This approach has sufficient merit to warrant further consideration.
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